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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor

any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, nor _y of their
contractors, subcontractors or their employees., make_ any warranty,

express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility

for tl%e accuracy, completeness, or any third party's use or the

results of such use of any information, apparatus, product or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe

privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial

product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer,
or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its

endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States

Government or any agency thereof or its contractors or
subcontractors. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein

do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States

Government or any agency thereof.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Yucca Mountain Site Characterizatic:n

Project Office (YMPO) assigned Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC), the Technical and Management Support Services (T&MSS) contractor to the

YMPO, the task of conducting an Ear!y Site Suitability Evaluation (ESSE) of the

Yucca Mountain site as a potential site for a high-level radioactive waste

repository. First, the assignment called for the development, of a method to

evaluate a single site against the DOE General Guidelines for Recommendation of
Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories, i0 CFR Part 960. Then, using this method,

an evaluation team, the ESSE Core Team, of senior YMP scientists, engineers, and

technical experts, evaluated new information obtained about the site since

publication of the final Environmental Assessment (DOE, 1986) to determine if
new suitability/unsuitability findings could be reconm_ended. The Core Team
members are identified in Table i. Finally, the Core Team identified further

information and analyses needed to make final determinations for each of the

guidelines. The results of these efforts are contained in a companion document:
"The Report of Early Site Suitability Evaluation of the Potential Repository
Site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada" (Younker et al., 1992).

As part of the task_ an independent peer review of the ESSE report has been

conducted. Expertise was solicited that covered the entire spectrum of siting

guidelines in 10 CFR Part 960 in order to provide a complete, in-depth critical
review of the data evaluated and cited in the ESSE report, the methods used to

evaluate the data, and the conclusions and reconlmendations offered by the

report. Fourteen nationally recognized technical experts (Table 2) served on
the Peer Review Panel. The comments from the Panel and the responses prepared

by the ESSE Core Team, documented on formal Comment Response Forms, constitute
the body of this document.

DIRECTION FOR THE ESSE PEER REVIEW

In his ].989 report to Congress, the Secretary of the U.S. Department of

Energy committed to evaluate the suitability of the potential site for a

high-level radioactive waste repository by focusing on a search for features
that could indicate if the site is not suitable. Responding to this commitment,

an activity plan (DOE, i991a) was prepared under guidance from the Director, DOE
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM), to the Associate

Director, Off lc<} of Geologic Disposal. (OGD), to develop a general approach fo_

evaluating site suitability.

The OGD activity plan described the background, defined the organization

and management, and developed a general work plan for the task. The work plan
described the nature of the work to be done and set forth strategies for

developing the method and for conducting the evaluation. The strategy for

preparing the ESSE included submitting the ESSE report to external peer review
and revising the report based on the review comments.

In response to instructions from the Associate Director, OGD, to the T&MSS

Project Manager, the ESSE Task Manager prepared an implementation plan (T&MSS,
1991a). The T&MSS implementation plan described the scope, schedule, and



Table i. Members of Core Team for Early Site Suitability Evaluation

Name Organization Guideline Evaluation/

Area of Expertise

VOTING CORE TEAM MEMBERS

Jean L. Younker Technical & Management Team Lead

Support Services (T&MSS)

Lynden B. Ballou; Lawrence Livermore Postclosure Rock

Michael Ao Reveili National Laboratory Characteristics

William W. Dudley United States Geological. Postclosure Tectonics

Survey Erosion
Surface Characteristics

Dwight T. Hoxie United States Geological Climatic Change
Survey

Richa._:dJ. Herbst; Los Alamos National Geochemistry
Edward A. Patera Laboratory Dissolution

Preclosure Rock

Characteristics

Larry m. Rickertsen; Weston Technical Support Postclosure System
Janet A. Docka Team Ease and Cost

System Guideline

Arthur R. muCharme Sandia National Preclosure Hydrology
Laboratories Preclosure Tectonics

Les E. Shephard Sandia National Postclosure Geohydrology
Laboratories

Steven R. Mattson T&MSS Natural Resources

William B. Andrews T&MSS Transportation
Offsite Installations &

Operations

Gregory A. Fasano T&MSS Preclosure Radiological

Safety

Environmental Quality

Socioeconomic Impacts

Population Density

Meteorology

Site Ownership & Control

C. CI]arles Herrington T&MSS Licensing



Table I. Members of Core Team for Early Site Suitability Evaluation (continued)

'i

Name Organization Guideline Evaluation/

Area of Expertise

VOTING CORE TEAM MEMBERS (continued)

Robert C. Murray T&MSS General Geology and

Deputy Team Lead

OTHER NONVOTING PARTICIPANTS AND OBSERVERS

Bruce R. Judd Decision Analysis Decision Analysis

Company

John F. Lathrop Strategic Insights Decision Analysis

K. Michael Cline Woodward-Clyde Federal Tectonics
Services

Jeremy M. Boak; Office of Geologic U°S. Department of

Jane R. Stockey Disposal Energy Observers

funding necessary to develop and execute a method for evaluating the suitability

of a potential reposito'_-y site against the siting guidelines in 10 CFR Part 960.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PEER REVIEW

A peer review serves as a formal mechanism for incorporating expert

]udqment in assessing the adequacy of work performed within or for the DOE, in

this case the development and application of a method for evaluating site

suitability. A procedure (T&MSS, 1991b) prescribes the process for performing

peer reviews of work assigned to and performed by T&MSS, including designs,

plans, test procedures, research reports, materials choices, or site

exploration. This procedure is consistent with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Co_mission's generic technical position oi] peer reviews (Altman et al., 1988).

Under the T&MSS peer review procedure, the ESSE Task Manager received

approval to initiate a peer review of the ESSE report from the T&MSS Project

Manager and the Manager, Site Characterization Technical Support. The Task

Manager then prepared a peer review plan (T&MSS, 1991c), as required by the peer

review procedure, describing the ESSE task, the scope and objectives of the

review, the necessary size and composition of the peer review panel, and the



Table 2. Peer Review Panel for the Early Site Suitability Evaluation of the

Potential Repository Site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

NAME ORGAN IZAT ION SPEC IALTY

ST.an L. Albrecht Brigham Young University Socioeconomics

Provo, UT

Walter J. Arabasz University of Utah Preclosure Tectonics

Salt Lake City, UT

John H. Bell Univ-_rsity of Nevada Health Physics and

Las Vegas, NV Radiological Safety

F. William Cambray Michigan State University Structural Geology,

East Lansing, MI Tectonics

Steven Carothers SWCA, Inc. Environmental Environmental Quality
Consultants

F'lagstaff, AZ

James Drever Unive r.sity of Wyoming Geochemistry

Laramie, WY

Marco T. Einaudi Stanford University Economic Geology
Stanford, CA

Don E. _rench Petroleum Geologist Petroleum Geology

Billings, MT

Kip V. Hodges Massachusetts Institute of Tectonics, General

Technology, Cambridge, MA

Robert H. Jones Hazardous Material Systems, Inc. Transportation

Los Gatos, CA Impacts

David K. Kreamer University of Nevada Hydrology

Las Vegas, NV

William G. Pariseau University of Utah Rock Characteristics,

Salt Lake Cityr UT Engineering Geology

Thomas A. Vogel. Michigan State University Tectonics-Volcano].ogy

East Lansing, MI

Thompson Webb III Brown University Climatic Change

Providence, RI



method and schedule for preparing the peer review report. The reviewers were

asked (I) to evaluate the adequacy of the methods and results in the report and

(2) to determine if it presents an objective and technically defensible view of

the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site. The plan called for a minimum of 12

experts representing the spectrum of technical disciplines specified in the
i0 CFR Part 960 guidelines to review the ESSE report. Figure 1 presents the

schedule for conducting the peer review. It starts with the request for peer

review, then moves through the asselnbly of the Panel to the actual review and

working sessions, and, finally, to the comment response process and revision of

the ESSE report.

The fourteen invitees listed on Table 2 ultimately accepted positions on

the Panel. Because of the diversity of the membership of the Panel, a nonvoting

Chairman was appointed by the Task Manager to organize and coordinate the review
and to fulfill the responsibilities of general secretary. The Panel was divided

into two informal subpanels, which separated the geotechnical experts and those

concerned mainly with environmental quality, transportation, socioeconomic

impacts, and radiological safety. After accepting an invitation to participate

in the peer review, the members of the Panel were placed under Consultant

Agreements with SAIC. The Consultant Agreements were prepared and negotiated by
the T&MSS Personnel and Contract Support Department and approved by the YMP

Contract Officer.

The ESSE was designated non-quality-affecting in Quality Assurance Grading

Report TESS-001. However, because the results of this effort, including the

peer review, will be used by the DOE in public interactions and to assess future

program planning, and because they may ultimately be used in the licensing

process, the task is being subjected to the full rigor of all appropriate

Quality Assurance controls. The Panelists were familiarized with the purpose
and intent of the YMP Quality Assurance Program and maintained current training

during the peer review through reading assignments for revisions to the relevant

plans and procedures. Table 3 shows the revision schedule and status of these
documents.

The formal YMP records package for this review contains copies of all

comment resolution documentation in accordance with appropriate procedures

(T&MSS, 1991b; 1991d). The records packages also include copies of the original

request for peer review, the Peer Review Plan, and all other pertinent and

appropriate documentation.

INDEPENDENCE AND TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE PEER REVIEW PANEL

Members of the Peer Review Panel were selected on the basis of two primary

considerations: (I) their independence from the YMP and (2) their recognized

technical expertise in their respective fields. Panel members were chosen

mainly from university fsculties so that their professional, intel].ectual, and

political independence could be maintained throughout the review. Independent
consultants were retained in instances where specific technical expertise (such

as the petroleum geology of the Great Basin physiographic province) was required

for a comprehensive review of information on the Yucca Mountain site. In other
instances where the required expertise was genuinely unique to the high-level

waste program, such as spent-fuel transportation, persons with selective prior





experience were asked to serve on t1_e Panel. The technical qualifications and

experience of the Panelists are documented in their resumes, which are presented

in Appendix A of this report.

PEER REVIEW WORKING SESSIONS

From August 13 to 14, 1991, the Panel convened in Las Vegas, Nevada, for
working sessions with the ESSE Core Team and a tour of the Yucca Mountain site.

The working sessions began with formal introductions of all those involved in

the task and with overview presentations on the YMP and the high-level waste

program, the development and status of the ESSE task, and the structure of the

peer review. These topics were followed by brief introductions for each of the

i0 CFR Part 960 guidelines by the report section authors, who reviewed the

qualifying and disqualifying conditions, explained the issues with respect to

the Yucca Mountain site, and provided a sun_ary of the Core Team's evaluation.

On August 14, 1991r the Core Team led the Panel on a field trip to the Yucca
Mountain site to familiarize them with the site and to continue individual

discussions between members of the Core Team and the Panel. Field trip stops at
the top of Yucca Mountain for a regional overview, at Trench-14 (the site of the

calcite-silica fault deposits), and at Midway Valley (the proposed location for

the potential repository surface facilities) included explanatory talks by Core
Team members and YMP scientific investigators.

During these working sessions it was explained to the Panelists that they

would conduct their review under the T&MSS peer review procedure (1991b), and

that the purpose of the review would be to determine whether the ESSE report

presents an objective and technically defensible view of the suitability of the
Yucca Mountain site. The Panelists were asked to focus their review on their

respective areas of expertise, but to submit comments on any of the guidelines,

as they felt appropriate. They were also asked to review the Executive Summary,

Section 1 (Introduction), and Section 4 (Summary and Recommendations). During

their review, the Panelists and Core Team members were encouraged to work

closely together to clarify issues and to answer questions raised during the

review. Copies of all the references cited in the draft ESSE report and any YMP

documents were made available to the Panel upon request. Finally, the Panelists

were urged to contact anyone and to request any information that they felt might
help them with their review.

On August 28, 1991, the draft ESSE report was transmitted to the members of

the Panel along with copies of the review procedure and the formal Comment

Response Forms. Following delivery of the report, the Panelists were contacted

to schedule individual meetings with Core Team menders, T&MSS ESSE staff, and

supportingtechnical experts. These meetings were held intermittently between

September 9 and October 4, 1991, to discuss the text of the report, to answer

questions, and to ensure that all necessary supporting information was being

provided. Figure 2 shows the schedule of working sessions.

From October 23 to 24, 1991, in conjunction with the annual national

meeting of the Geological Society of _nerica, geotechnical subpanel working

sessions were held in San Diego, California. A meeting of all those able to

attend on October 23 was followed on October 24 by two separate discussions: one

focused on seismic risk, tectonics, and rock properties and the other on

geohydrology and geochemistry.



Table 3. Revisions to Peer Review Planning Decume:_ts

Document Effective

Document Number Kevision Date

Yucca Mountain Site YMP/91-1 0 1/31/91

Characterization Project 1 10/3/91

Activity Plan for 2 In final signature
Development and

Implementation of a Method

for Early Evaluation of

Site _uitability

T&MSS Plan, "Implementation T&MSS/PM-91/O01 0 1/30/91

Plan for Developing and 1 .6/i3/91

Implementing a Method for 2 7/31/91

Early Evaluation of Site 3 10/17/91

Suitability"

T&MSS Plan, "Peer Review None 0 5/14/91

Plan for Early Site 1 8/23/91

Suitability Evaluation" 2 i0/15/9i

T&MSS Procedure, "Peer T&MSS SP-1.62 1 5/2.1/91
Review"

No formal subpanel working session was scheduled for the Panelists covering

socioeconomic impacts, environmental quality, transportation, and radiological

safety because these Panelists were concentrating on technically distinct

guidelines. However, they were encouraged to communicate informally among

themselves, as appropriate. Because of inevitable schedule conflicts, not all

the Panelists were able to attend each of the appropriate _orking s::ssions. In

these instances, special arrangemenhs were made for them to come to Las Vegas
and the Yucca Mountain site or to meet elsewhere.

RESULTS OF THE PEER REVIEW

This peer review differed from several others conducted within the YMP in

that no effort was made to reach formal col_sensus of the Peer Reviews:Pane]. on

the results and reco,'imlendationsof the review. Because of the diversity of
expertise needed on the Panel to provide a thorough examination of the method

and substance of the i0 CFR Part 960 guideline _valuations in the ESSE report,

it was determined that no comprehensive set of co_ents could be made in any one

_echnical area. Numerous informal cross-disciplinary conversations occurred,
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and common concerns arose during each of the working sessions. So, while the

reviewers were free to cornamenton any section of the ESSE report as they felt

approp_'iate, the comnlent record constituting the body of this report is largely
the result of reviews by the fourteen independent technical experts. The focus

of the ESSE task remains with the ESSE report itself, and the substantial points
raised in this review have been incorporated into the final ESSE report.

r

The charter of each of the Panelists was to examine the method developed to
evaluate the Yucca Mountain site against the siting guidelines in i0 CFR Part

960 and then to determine the adequacy of the technical information presented
and the conclusions advanced on the basis of that information. The final ESSE

report (Younker et al., ].992) has been modified on the basis of negotiated

[esolutions to these review co_nents. However, some of the responses to the

con_nents included recommendations for future action beyond the scope of the ESSE

task. These recommendations include specific commitments to modify test plans
or strategies and more general co_nitments related to planning and decision-

making by the DOE. At DOE direction, these commitments will be tracked through
the appropriate administrative procedure (DOE_ 1991b).

At the working sessions in San Diego, it became apparent that the
geotechnical subpanel members, working independently, had identified several

common concerns with the site cl%aracterization program. A brief consensus

statement citing three concerns was prepared, circulated, and reviewed within

the subpanel. Nine of the ten geotechnical subpanel members concurred with the

statemen_t (with one providing additional co_l_ents) . The remaining panel member
did not choose to participate in developing the consensus position. The

statements were then submitted under signatures from each of the nine subpanel

members to the ESSE Task Manager. They recommended (I) a comprehensive test
prioritization to focus site characterization on determining if the site is in

any way unsuitable, (2) a greater emphasis on interdisciplinary communication

and coordination, and (3) a risk-based approach to quantify residual
uncertainties associated with technical issues at the site. The full text of
this statement is presented in Appendix B.

NOTES ON THE CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT

The following general notes on organization, structure, and content of this

report are provided to facilitate readability. The contents of this report are
as follows:

o Introduction section

e Fourteen sections (one for each peer reviewer) each containing
- Signed Comment Resolution Records

- Formal Comment Response Forms, each containing the comment offered by
the Peer Reviewer, the response developed by Core Team authors, and
the comment resolution statement

- List of references cited in comments and responses

e Appendices

- Geotechnical Subpanel Consensus Statement
- General Cor_ents from Peer Reviewers

- Resumes/Curricula Vitae for Peer Reviewers



In each of the sections containing comments offered by Peer Reviewers, the

Comment Resolution Record is presented first to provide the reader with the

summary concurrence/verification that the the reviewer's comments have been

resolved. In reading each reviewer's section, please note that the text of a

comment may continue to subsequent pages. An "END OF TEXT" statement will be
found at the conclusion of each comment. Likewise, the response may continue on

subsequent pages but begins after the end of the comment section. For each

reviewer, a list of references cited in the text of the comments and responses

is provided at the e_d. The page citations in these references refer to the

August 1991 draft of the ESSE Report that was submitted to the Peer Review. As

the ESSE Report has now been revised (Younker et al., 1992), these page

citations may no longer be appropriate.

The Appendices contain the following additional materials:

o Geotechnical consensus statement (Appendix A)

e General con%ments (Appendix B) from some of the reviewers. (Note that

the Peer Reviewers have agreed that: these are general, comments or

opinions concerning the review and/o.r the program and are not submitted

as comments to be resolved by the ESSE Core Team)
e Collection of resumes or curricula vitae for each of the Peer Reviewers

(Appendix C)

ii
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESOLUTION RECORD

IPl IIIIII_ lr I I 1I II III _ - .... _ rl

PeerReviewer'sStatement:

I havereviewedtheESSEIntegratedEvaluationPackageinaccordancew_thESSE PeerReview
Plan. Myconclusionswithrespecttothe reviewcnteriaof theESSEPeerReviewPlanare:

Adequate
ReviewCriteria Yes' SaeComment(s)Nos." No: SeeComment(s)Nos.----.,,,,mmmmmm=_ =,ro=m--....

Inmyareasof expertise:

A. ThecontentoftheESSEIntegratedEvalu- /" _ =/ ........
ationPackageprovidesanunbiasedand
objectivepresentationof informationrele-
vantto thesuitabilityissuescoveredby
eachguideline.

B. Theconctus_nsaboutthestatuso! lower ,/"-'q
and higher-levelfindingsonthesiting
guidelinesarebalancedand defensible.

Comments1 through 2.4 areattached.

i _ ............. I imT_ _ . ,i mwamum_mimm=

Comment Resolut_n R_rd

Yes _ TherevisedESSEIntegratedEvaluationPackageadequatelyaddressesmycomments.

No ._____ Thefollowingcommentshavenotbeenaclequedelyaddressed:

PeerReviewerS, _' Date /_'_ ]'3'-_/ ._.._

Commentsnotresotvedbetweenthe PeerReviewerandtheESSECoreTeamhavebeennotedbythe
T&MSSTa,ek Manager.

T&MSSTaskManager_ o__ Date...__-- _,"_ "_

' Note: Mayexp,[ainadequacyoi comment(s)ifneeded.

--' _ .... -I _,_ II III = _ =_ I I _ , aL I I Irl li
ESSEFIG4.M_SC/5.21-9

FigureB-3. EarlySiteSuitabilityE_alu=tion(ESSE)CommentResponseRecord.
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

. r I .......... Ul ' li ........ :- I II 'm

(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment.1 of 24 5, Revision Dratt/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date Novem ber i0, 199! 6. Section 1.2.4

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 1-12

4. Organization Brigham Young ,University 8. Paragraph Fig ure 1-2

i 'mill I _ i i i i .......... .. i ii iiii i mlO

9. Comment

On the disqualifying condition portion where you ask if the conclusion

could change, I would substitute "possibly" for "likely." You really don't

believe the conclusion will change but, because it possibly could, additional
data are called for.

END OF TEXT

"' I -- i ,_ I i _ ii i uulnuilni III I I

10. Proposed Resolution (7'0 be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The reviewer makes a good point, which was also made in Dr. Hodges'

Comment #2. The figure and its caption will be changed as shown on the

attached figure (will be Figure I-3).
END OF TEXT

...... _ II IIlllj III I II

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

-- -- I I II [IJ/,___ I I I I I1' 1[..... ._ n . II IIII Pl li I
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CONTINUE

CHARACTERIZE EVALUATESITE SITING RECOMMENDSITESITE AND DEVELOP AGAINSTDOE DECISION
r_ESIGN SITINGGUIDELINES

ABANDONSITE

Disqualifying _igher-level suitabiliW_

condition /4 Level 2
likely

Unlikely
condition
present

Likely _ _osslbly
Leve

QLpwer.level suitability)
Unsuitability

Qualifying her-level
condition Level 4

Could
Likely conclusioncondition

met change

Possibly

Level 3
Lower-level

SITEGIDE.067/1-21-92

Figure1-3. Decisionlogicfor suitabilityand unsuitabilityfindings,basedon DOESitingGuidelines, The
primarydistinctionbetweentower-andhigher-levelsuitabilityfindingsisthelikelihoodthatfurther
informationwillchangeconclusionsaboutthe_itability ofthesiteforrepositorydevelopment.A
higher-levelsuitabilityfinding issupportedwhen it is unlikelytiaatadditionaldata willchange
currentconclusions; a tower-levelsuitabilityfindingis supportedwhenadditionalinformation
couldpossiblychangecurrentconclusions.
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

[__. ' .... I ' • 11111111 III ' r ., I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 2 of 24 5. Revision Draft/Date_Auqust 1991

2. Date November 10 z 1991 6. Section 3.2

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3-3

4. Organization B_..ri_.am Y__._._oungUniversity .... 8, Paragraph 3, sentence 3

[ iii i iii ii = iii] ii j [ iiJ [ i i i ii ii iii- " ii iii,

9. Comment

Reference is made here to measures that are available to mitigate

unacceptable impacts. Should more be said about the kinds of measures that DOE
has in mind?

END OF TEXT

i i,1 i i _ ,11 iii ., I ii __ ii i I ml iii iii iii i . |

10.ProposedResolution(TobecompletedbyESSECoreTeam)

While the discussion of potential enviroi%mental, socioeconomic, and

transportation-related impacts and mitigation measures in Section 3.2 is

general, the sentence in question will be modified to read as follows:

"...the measures available to mitigate unacceptable impacts, such as avoiding

the impacts altogether, minimizing impacts, rectifying impacts, and

compensating for the impacts."
END OF TEXT

i i] I I ' ii I I , . _ i I ii iiii I _ ' ' i J ;_ _.

11. Resolution(Tobecmmple_dbyoriginalRevieweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

-- ' I III .................... ,-- I'1 IIII
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(instructions on back of foi'm)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 3 of 24 5, Revision Draft/DateAuqust 1991

2. Date November l0t 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.1

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.1-2

4. OrganizationB_ri_ham Young University 8. Paragraph 2

9. Comment

Will pre-site characterization data continue to be collected to establish a

baseline for project monitoring and mitigation efforts? I understand that

regular monitoring reports are being prepared to document any project-related

changes in the employment and population base. It might be helpful to note

this in the ESSE document. The importance of the monitoring reports is

increased because of the density of population issue that is raised in the

disqualifying condition (I0 CFR 960.5-2-I(d)), thouqh it is extremely unlikely
that this would ever become a factor.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(l'obe comp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

Data collection for the socioeconomic monitoring program will continue

through the site characterization phase, but the information developed for the

socioeconomic monitoring program is not sufficiently detailed to address the

population density and distribution factors specified in the guidelines.

However, demographic information developed in support of the radiological

monitoring program does address the ongoing need to evaluate population density
and distribution factors.

In response to comments from Dr. Bell, a paragraph will be added to the
review of information obtained since the Environmental Assessment in Section

3.3.1.1.3 (page 3_3.1-4). That paragraph will include population density and
distribution information from the radiological monitoring program to address

the concern raised in this comment. (See proposed response to Dr. Bell's

Comment #i.)
END OF TEXT

11. Resolu_on(Tobe complemdby orLginalRewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
£ND OF TEXT
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EARLY SiTE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 4 of 24 5, Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1991

2. Date November !0_ 1991 6, Section 3.3.1.1.4

3, ReviewerStan L. Albrecht 7, Page 3.3.1-4

4, Organization Bream Youn_ University 8, Paragraph 4

9. Comment

It will be important, of course, to confirm this with 1990 census data.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comple_dbyESSE Core Team)

The discussion in the second paragraph of Section 3.3.1.1.4 indicates that

data from the 1990 census will have to be evaluated in relationship to the

population density and distribution factors incorporated in the disqualifyingconditions.

Additionally, in response to this comment and comments from Dr. Bell, a
paragraph will be added to the review of information obtained since the

Envirop_ental Assessment in Section 3.3.1.1.3 (page 3.3.1-4). That paragraph
will include an evaluation of the preliminary information from the 1990 census

in terms of the closest highly populated area and the closest i mile by I mile

area with a population of ],000 or more individuals. (See proposed response to
Dr. Bell's Comment #i.)

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(To be comple_dby onginalReviewe#

Co_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

I ___ II ,ml I II I I I _' __ ' ....

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 5 of 24 5. RevisionDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 10, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2

3. Reviewer St an L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-1

4, Organization _Brig ham Young University 8. Paragraph 1

__ i • i llll i ii i i i iiii_ i lllll i .

9. Comment

Since reference is made to protecting the public and the environment from

all potential impacts, it seems that a case can be made for greater reference

to specifically social and perception-based concerns that might flow from the

project. Even if such work is not done by the SAIC team in this phase of the

project, relevant work done by others should be acknowledged.
END OF TEXT

_ ' II __ ii I _ I _L |l|ill ml

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by E$SE Core Team)

The third, fourth, and fifth sentences in the third paragraph of Section
3.3.2.2.3 (page 3.3.2-13) will be replaced with the following text: - "The State

of Nevada has initiated a comprehensive socioeconomic assessment program, which

includes evaluation of potential economic and demographic effects, as well as

potential effects on public services and facilities. A major focus of the

State's socioeconomic program is on potential sociocultural impacts and on

potential perception-based impacts on tourism and economic development.

While the complete results of these assessments are not yet available, the

State of Nevada has produced reports regarding particular components of its

program and an interim report (Mountain West Research, 1989) that summarizes

the results of its entire socioeconomic program. In those reports, the State

of Nevada has indicated that population-related impacts on public

infrastructure and fiscal capacity are expected. The reports also suggest that

perception-based impacts on tourism and economic development are anticipated,

I I I I I ...... 11111 _. _---- . ] n ..... ,I , , .... "

11, Resolution (7o be completed by origina/ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_ iri I I I _ I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
' ' I II111 I Hl.... Nil liII l II l II li II IIli . ' .......

(Instructions on back of form)

1, CommentS,, of 24 _ 3, Name Stan L. Albrecht.

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date November ]0, 1991

- ii iiiii i iii ii ii iiiiii r i 1 1 li I ]II I I I ,,, ,i,,, ' ........ii i _ i

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution /Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

but the extent of those .effects is not yet fully understood."
END OF TEXT
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II I .... II' ........ _,, I I I IIII I . I I IIII Ii ii I ± I IIIII

J EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

_lL. I IJ I . IIII ....

(instructions on back of forrr)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 24 5. Revision Draft/DEte _Ruqust 1991

2. Date ...November 10, 1991 6. Section 3.3,2

3. Reviewer St an L. Albrecht ....... _...... ....-_ 7. Page 3,3.2-1

4. Organization Brigha_m Young University,__ 8. Paragraph ].ast

_ ... iiiL i ii i I II)111 ....... iii iii Iiii Jill I I I I I I I I.I IIIII _ I II Ilql . [ m

9. Comment

When will the types of impacts that are to be addressed be defined?
END OF TEXT

uilli_ill/I I I I. I I' J'-q . _ '11 II I Ill I I . i_ III 1. " " II' _ - I I I

10. Prop,osed Reso,lu,tion (To b,e completed by ESSE Core Team)

The discussion in Section 3.3.2 (last paragraph) indicates that the

"..,.types of impacts that will need to be evaluated for this gro_ip of

guidelines have not yet been fully defined.,." The discussion in the previous

paragraph also indicates that while those impacts have not been defined,

"...the impacts that are likely to be of concern can be identified." For

clarification, the following text will replace the last sentence on page

3.3.2-I: "The ongoing programs to address environmental quality,

socioeconomic, and transportation issues and concerns indicate that some types

of impacts have been identified and are being assessed. However, additional

information concerning the environmental characteristics of the site and

repository design, as well as ongoing input from State and local.

officials and from residents of Nevada, is necessary to fully define the types

of impacts that are to be addressed."
END OF TEXT

l_--_ _._.. . .... . ............ ._, I IIII I I I Illll,I I I I IlrllJ. I [ I Iiiijll ......

1.1. Resotuti_,n (To be completed by o_riginatReviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

III IIIIL I . I . II II 'Jt I II IIII . ' I .1111111 II II I II .I I II .... -- "1 I II I i
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J__ II • • I I I 111 ...... - I"'l . I II

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

.... '1 II III .- . IIIII IIIIIIII II ......... I" IIII II I IIHI ........ J lr,

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1.9.)

1. Comment 7 of 24 5. Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1991

2. Date=November i0, 1991 ................. 6. Section__3.3,2.2 ...._ .....

3. Reviewer Start L,__A!brec.ht ...... 7, Psge A,I,,1 .... _k_

4. Organization_B.rig.h.am .Youn_ university 8. Paragraph.............. _.......

"-- - _ Jiiiii . iii ii i iii II i I i ii I IIIIIIiii L . i i I I m

9, Comment

In a typical study of large-scale developments, demographic change is

perceived as the prime drive of social impacts associated with the project, lt

is important to acknowledge that demographically-driven change's are important,

as are the social infrastructure impacts that follow from the demographic

changes, but it is als_ important not to ignore or downplay other categories of
impacts, such as perceptions of the hazards and risks associated with nuclear

waste storage.
END OF TEXT

-- _L I Hill J I1.1I lr I II IIII I I . I '' !,' ...... '......... .!.. II II IIFI I 3 I II .

I0. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will be modified
to include (following the first sentence): "Typically the socioeconomic impact

assessment for a project of this magnitude includes an evaluation of potential

local and regional economic and demographic effects and the resulting changes

in public infrastructure requirements, as well as the social effects that may

occur both as a direct result of the project and as a result of the involvement

of special interest groups. An evaluation of the potential effects that may

result from public response to the controversial nature of the project and

the public perception of the risks associated with the transportation and

storage of high-level nuclear waste may also be necessary because the extent

and duration of nmny economic, aemographic, and social changes are related to
public perception. The possibility that many of these potential social and

economic effects could be long term and may extend beyond the operational life
of a repository will need to be addressed in the final assessment of

11, R,esolu_on(Tobe co,mple_dbyongin_ Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I '..........._ III i III I I IIII IIII I IIIllrli--............. I ........ ............................ _
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__.,___ I k I I .. II II I IIII II I IIII . I Iml I . I i '1 I III . I I II

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
......... _ .]i -_llr .... I .... i ii ....... i i iii , iiiii I IILI ii i ..... , i .

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment7 of 24 ..... 3. Name Stan L. Albrecht
(PrintName)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November ..!0t1991.....

IlK iii . I i Ii . ,. II ii . _ L II I I __lI I , ,H

5, Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

socioeconomic impacts,"
END OF TEXT

a j,__ .......• '--' -__. _ '--" J I I ............ I II I
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_ I II _ II i ,'1 I . I I I it_. i . II II IIIIIIII I /_ IlL

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

IIII II I I'111II I IIII I I I II I _ " III III I P I .......

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 .- 9,)

1. Comment 8 of 24 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 10_j_I__9.;91 6. Section 3.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page All

4. Organization.Brigham Youn_ Universit_" 8. Paragraph

.... iii !' -- iiiilll i I J l . IIIllLL_ - --_l-.--mJ [ I III II , i II II

9, Comment

This project is quite unlike anything that has ever been done before. The

uniqueness of the project--its focus, size, timeframe, and national

scope--really demands an assessment process that may be quite unlike the kinds

of things that normally are done in social assessment efforts. Much of the

methodology that is drawn on is designed for more "normal" development projects

rather than for very highly sensitive projects which will continue to attract

national and even international attention. Part of the challenge is not the

adjustment of a comm_unity--local residents and their governmental

infrastructure--to an influx of new workers, but local, county, and state

reaction to the federal government and its various representatives, and to the

prospect of siting an extremely controversial repository for highly dangerous
materials.

END OF' TEXT

' I I I II . iiiii I . ' III II I I 11 , ...... iBimll&tllmnnM

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In response to this cormuent and several of the other con_ments provided by

this reviewer, the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will

be modified to better explain the socioeconomic impact assessment for the

potential repository. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr.
Albrecht's Comment #7) address this corm_ent.

END OF TEXT

...... Iii II I -- 1 I I _ I III III I I I . _ _ I I I I J _ _ JILl .__

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dby originalReviewed

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_ IIII I I I .... 'I II'II H_ .--II i I I r' ' la
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 9 of 24 5. RevisionDratt/DateAuqust 1991

2. Date November. 10, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7, Page All

4. Organization .Brigham young universe_ 8. Paragraph

9. Comment

Important social psychological, interpersonal, and psychological factors

come into play in this arena. While most of the [work] on these issues is

apparently being delayed until the EIS process, I would at least acknowledge

the fact that these issues will require some attention before the project is

completed. An "accident" at the site or along a transportation route would

have very substantial implications. In addition, it is a very long-term

project with possible impacts that extend well past construction, operation,

and even closure. The implications of this for the social assessment process
should be noted.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolu'don(7"obecomp_tedbyESSE Com ream)

In response to this torment and several of the other comments provided by

this reviewer, the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will

be modified to better explain the socioeconomic impact assessment for the

potential repository. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr.

Albrecht's Comment #7) address this comment.

E_ OF TEXT

11. Resolution(7"obecomplemdbyorigin_Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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I II I I I I I II I I ..... I I IIII

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

........ II II I n I I I I I '1 lill I II I

(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 10 of 24 5. Revision Draft/Date A.uqust 1991

2. Date Novemb.er 10:, 1991 6. Section 3.3,2.2

3, Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page Ali

4. Organization Brigham zoun@ University 8. Paragraph

- iii iii i i i . , ................ __ ___

9. Comment

Where will regional consequences be addressed? If they are to be addressed

in a format other than the EA process or the ESSE summary (Younker et al.,
1992), this should be noted.

END OF TEXT

_..

iiiiii I I III i __,i ii I I II I II iiiiiiii i

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In response to this comment and several of the other comments provided by

this reviewer, the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will

be modified to better explain the socioeconomic impact assessment for the

potential repository. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr.
Albrecht's Comment #7) address this comment.

END OF TEXT

_

- "Iii I I I iii iii ii Iii l.J ii !1111 ii • ....... Li .... _lilt

11, Resolution (To be cornpleted by or/g/nai Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

=
n I i I I II
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

- II li i I .............. II' I I I I I I '

(Instructions on back of form) .,

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 11 of 24 5. RevisionDraft/DateAuqust_.,!.9,9,1

2. Date _Novemb,e.,r 10t 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page All

4. Organization Brigham Young University 8. Paragraph

i i i i i ii i i i i N

9. Comment

In recognition of the fact that there will be some very active interest

groups following the progress of the project, it might be a good idea to

acknowledge their potential role in the public participation phase of the

effort. The environmental and anti-nuclear social movements are likely to play

a very active role before all is said and done. To the extent to which this is

the case, the whole political process associated with nuclear waste storage

becomes a legitimate focus of the social assessment process.
END OF TEXT

i II II I I I I .... I m I i ii • I . ....

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In response to this comment and several of the other comments provided by

this reviewer, the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will

be modified to better explain the socioeconomic impact assessment for the

potential repository. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr.
Albrecht's Comment #7) address this comment.

END OF TEXT

__ I .. mint-- i iron I I ii II I I I .............

• _' _11 ResoluUon (To be com, ......_,_,dby origin_ Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT



I I I II I .... , II I .......... __ I I • II

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

.... , ...................... , ......
•--- _ . ' _i ' I II I ' III I ni -- _........ ___ ___

(Instructions or) back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 12 of 24 5. Revision Draft]Date Auqust 199&

2. Date_November 10, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2

3. ReviewerStan Lo Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-11

4. Organizat6on Bricjham Young University 8. Paragraph 1 & 2

I I I I II li mu= Illl i II I ilmr II I

9. Comment

I find the disconnection between the qualifying and the disqualifying

conditions to be interesting. In most other instances in the report,

disqualifying conditions are typically the obverse of the qualifying

conditions. Here the qualifying conditions are quite specifically

socioeconomic in nature, while the disqualifying condition has to do with water

quality. Should this receive further explanation in the body of the report?
END OF TEXT

....... _%ii ......... ,i i ii ....... . I ......... iii

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comple_dbyESSE Co_Team)

The following sentence will be inserted in the second paragraph of
Section 3.3.2.2.1 (page 3.3.2-ii) (following the second sentence): "The

discussion in I0 CFR Part 960 indicates that the disqualifying condition could
have been included in the guideline for natural resources, but was added here

because the DOE believes that. the most serious effects of a significant

degradation of major water sources would be socioeconomic effects."
END OF TEXT

........... i, i i I ii _1 I I ...... .ui ; _ i .....

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

" ]I IIIII I 11 I I IIIIYl ,, ii,, ,,._...--. --. ' .......... I I IIIII ] __ IIII
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

..... I I I I I 111111 II . -- "

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 13 of 24 5. Revision Dratt/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1Qt 1991 6, Section 3.3.2,2

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-11

4. OrganizationBrigham Young University 8. Paragraph 5

....... iii i q ..... i ii ii iii i iiiiiii iiii ....

9. Comment

Substantial work has been completed since the Environmental Assessment. It

is my impression that significantly more attention has been given to that work

in other parts of the ESSE than in the socioeconomic section. It is noted in

the Peer Review Plan, for example, that "Non-DOE efforts have.., contributed to

this information base, including studies supported by the State of Nevada..." I

have reviewed the very extensive list of studies and reports prepared by the

State of Nevada Nuclear Waste Projects Office and believe that a number of them
are relevant to the issues at hand. Most of these studies have now been

released for public consumption and so are readily accessible. At the least,

it would seem important to acknowledge the existence of this body of work and

to summarize the major findings that are relevant to the conclusions reflected

in the ESSE. For example, might it not be a good idea to cite the attitudinal

and community studies conducted by the State? While you may be operating under
the assumption that DOE is not required by statute to do this kind of work, at

least until the EIS process begins, I think it would be a mistake tO ignore theI I I III __ '=' " "' IIII m _ _ _ L n I '

10, Proposed Resolution (70 be comp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

In response to Dr. Albrecht's Comment #5, the third paragraph of Section

3.3.2.2.3 (page 3.3.2-13) will be modified to indicate that the State of

Nevada has initiated a comprehensive socioeconomic program, which includes

evaluations of potential sociocultural effects and perception-based impacts on

tourism and economic development. That response also addresses the concerns

expressed in this comment (see response for the modification).
END OF TEXT

.......... I1,11 I I II III , ' I iiiii ii III iiii III I .' lR I' II I I .... i ' '

11. Resolution (7"0be comp/eted by origina/ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

.... '_ ' II I II III III'II ._ I I II I I I I i III IIII
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(instructions on back of form)

1, Commentl3 of 24 3. Name Stan L. Albrecht
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date.November 10r 1991

II _ J .... J III

5. Commentor Proposed Resolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

fact that a significant amount of work is being done on socioeconomic issues
independent of the SAIC effort.

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 14 of 24 5. Revision Draft/DateAuq ust 1991

2. Date November 10, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.1

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-11

4. Organization Brig"ham Young University . 8. Paragraph 1

9. Comment

It is important to emphasize that while demograph!.c c)_anges will drive many

of the other socioeconomic changes that occur, particularly the infrastructure

needs, there are other types of impacts that are also important. These should

not be ignored. This seems particularly relevant since Section 3.1.2 notes

that lifestyle, social and esthetic values are pertinent areas of concern in

the project.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In response to this comment and several of the other comments provided by

this reviewer, the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will

be modified to better explain the socioeconomic impact assessment for the

potential repository, The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr.

Albrecht's Comment #'7) address this comment.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(T obe comple_dbyoriginalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 15 of 24 5. Revision DrattJDate Auqust 1991

2. Date November l0t 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.1

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-11

4. OrganizationBrigham Young University _ 8. Paragraph 3

9. Comment

Impacts can result from project-driven changes in the social environment,

as well as from public perceptions of possible impacts. In this case, the

latter may be e_lally as important as the former. In fact, public response

will likely be affected as much by perceived impacts as by actual changes that
are linked to the project° This deserves at least some mention.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed ResoluUon('l'obecomp_dbyESSE Com Team)

In response to this comment and several of the other comments provided by
this reviewer, the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-].2) will

be modified to better explain the socioeconomic impact assessment for the

potential repository. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr.
Albrecht's Comment #7) address this comment.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(7"obecomple_dbyodgin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 16 of 24 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November i0, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.2

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-11 & 3.3.2-12

4. OrganizationBr___ighamYoung University___ 8. Paragraph para. 1 of 3.3.2.2.2

i i i iii iiii f iJ ,-- i _ i iii i i i j i i,111 i i ii,. i iii -- '

9, Comment

Should more be said about the kind of negotiation process that will occur

with affected political entities? This will be such an important part of the

decision-making process that it may deserve some further, if only brief,
ment ion.

END OF TEXT

iiiiii - I iii 'ii

!0. Proposed Resolution (To becomplemdbyESSE Core Team)

The second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will be modified

by replacing the second sentence with the following new paragraph:

"The guid£1ine indicates that the qualifying condition will be

addressed through '...a process of analysis, planning, and

consultation among the DOE, affected State and local government

jurisdictions, and affected Indian tribes.' The DOE has continued

efforts to accomplish this coordination with affected parties by

developing the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project

Socioeconomic Plan (DOE, 1991e). That document, which was prepared in

consultation with the State of Nevada and affected counties, specifies a

process of consultation, communication, and coordination between the

DOE and the affected parties to ensure that socioeconomic issues and

concerns are identified, potential socioeconomic effects are evaluated,

and appropriate impact mitigation strategies are developed and

m, _,_ .... i i ii iiiiilll i iiii i ill,iii ,11,11 I i ii -

11. Resolution _ be comp/e_dbyor_inalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

........... = ........... I I I . _ Ii I III I ' • I II ' I I.I " I
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Commentl6 of 24 3. Nam,, Stan L. Albrecht

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date November I0, 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

implemented. The process of interaction between the affected parties

and the DOE requires coordination of their respective socioeconomic

programs to avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts and is designed
to be sufficiently flexible to respond to changes in social and

economic issues associated with the project. "
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletes items 1 - 9.)

1. Commentl__7.__._of 24 5. RevisionDratt/Date.Auqust 1991 .......

2. Date Novemb_er for !991 6. section3.3.2.2.2

3. ReviewerStan _j..A.!brecht 7. Page 3.3.2-11 _ i_

4. OrgmlizatJon_am_Young University _ 8. Paragraph 5 .......... __._

9. Comment

It is important to recognize that this is not a "study" using an approved
"method." Rather, it is an ongoing p_<_'essthat must be flexible and adaptive

to a changing social and political environment. The project will change as it
develops, as will the public reaction to it. This makes the task of the social
science researcher even more difficult than it might otherwise be.

END OF TEXT

10. ProposedResolutJ.on(7"obe comp/eted by ESSE Core T_arn)

In response to th_.scomment and several of the other comments provided by
this reviewer, the second sentence in the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2

(page 3,3,2-12) will be expanded into a new paragraph that explains the
process of analysis, planning, and coordination specified in the qualifying
condition. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr. Albrecht's
Comment #16) address this comment.

END OF TEXT

11, Resolutt,o,n(7"obe comp/eted by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted,as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 18 of 24 5, Revision Draff/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November I0_, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.2

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-12

4. Organization Bri=_gham Youn_ University 8. Paragraph 1

9. Comn_nt

Should there be more on the kinds of coordination that has occurred and

that will occur with the state, tribes and communities as specified in NWPA?
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolmlon(TobecompletedbyESSE Com Te_

In response to this con_ent and several of the other comments provided by
this reviewer, the second sentence in the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2

(page 3.3.2-12) will be expanded into a new paragraph that explains the

process of analysis, planning, and coordination specified in the qualifying
condition. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr. Albrecht's
Comment #16) address this comment.

END OF TEXT

11. ResoluUo,n('Fobe co.mpletedbyorfg_alReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

, _j_--C_?"-- ' ' ................... ' ....... ' I II III . I I . !"_lll I I I.[ ..... =_-
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems1 - 9.)

1. Comment 19 of 24 5. RevisionDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November I0, 1991 6. Section3.3.2.2.2

3. ReviewerStan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-12

4. Organization Brigham Young University .... 8. Paragraph 2

ii _. I I I .......... ' i . iiiim

9. Comment

It should be noted that if further socioeconomic analysis is delayed until
the EIS, the baseline for the EIS will be a characterized sit____e.A great deal

of consequence will obviously have happened prior to that point. It will be
important that a good baseline be established prior to any impacts associated
with the project, particularly in a socioeconomic environment that is changing
as rapidly as it is in the Clark County area.

END OF TEXT

m, , I I I IIII I I II ............ 111 I I

10. ProposedResolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The third paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.3 (page 3.3.2-13) will be modified
to better explain the socioeconomic study area and to address the temporal
issues raised by this comment. (See the response to Dr. Albrecht's Comment
#21.)

END OF TEXT

III I I • II I II IIIII I II_ [ i

11. Resolution(To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

__. IIII In I LLI ___ I I I I . . I Iii __
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 20 of 24 5. Revision Draft/Date Au__gust 1991

2. Date November 10, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.3

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-12

4. Organization Brigham Youncj Universit E 8. Paragraph 1

iii L_ iii

9. Comment

The guiding legislation requires that any socioeconomic impacts associated

with the project can be mitigated. I believe that this will be the case.

Unless there are impacts substantially greater than those identified in the

Environmental Assessment, in the Section 175 _eport, or in other studies that

have been done, I believe that the requirements for mitigation can be met.

However, it will be important to make it clear that the mitigation package will

be a negotiated package with significant involvement from state and local

officials, as well as DOE. Strategies for mitigating typical impacts
associated with demographically-driven infrastructure needs are well-known.

.Strategies for dealing with potential impacts on tourism and economic

development, are less-well understood. It might be a good idea to acknowleige
this fact.

END OF TEXT

,, I I I__ I I I ........ II -- _ ____m

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page 3.3.2-12) will be modified to include the following
paragraph (prior to the last paragraph of the section):

"The guideline also requires that socioeconomic impacts

'...induced in communities and surrounding regions by repository

sit:ing, construction, operation, closure, and decommissioning can be
offset by reasonable mitigation or compensation...' The Nuclear Waste

Policy Act (NWPA, 1983) requires the DOE to avoid or minimize adverse

socioeconomic impacts to the maximum extent practicable and gives the
DOE the authority to provide financial and technical assistance to

mitigate unavoidable impacts. The Section 175 Report (DOE, 1988) and
the Socioeconomic Plan for the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization

Project (DOE, 1991) both indicate that the process of identifying

socioeconomic impacts and developing appropriate mitigation

strategies requires communication and cooperation between the DOE and

- I III I l II I tl II l I . -- I

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

111II --'...... I III

!
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instruct/cns on back of form)

1. Comment20 of 24 3. Name Stan L. Albrecht

(Print Name)

2, Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 101 1991

mm, I i i i i ii _ ii i i ii .....

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

the affected parties. While the strategies for mitigating

population-related impacts on public services and facilities are

relatively well known, methods for addressing potential social

impacts and perception-based impacts are less clearly understood.

The DOE will need to work with the affected parties to determine

which socioeconomic effects are considered adverse impacts and how

they can most efficiently be addressed with reasonable mitigation or

compensation."
END OF TEXT

= ! I
............ I I II I I IIII

=
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I ' III IIIII II I I III IIII II II I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 2._1.1. of 24 5. Revision Draft/Date Au__u.u.u.u.u.u.u.u_t1991 _

2. Date November l0t !991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.3

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-13 *

4. OrganizationBrigham Youn_ University _ 8. Paragraph 1

ii i i ii iii i i iiii i ii i _ ,,,,,, ii i i i iii ii

9, Comment

I continue to have questions about what constitutes the study area. I

acknowledge that political factors may force the inclusion of counties that

would, on the basis of empirical data, not nozm_ally be included.. Nevertheless,

I recommend that most of the effort be concentrated on Nye and Clark counties

and, to the extent that something must be done beyond that, that it be limited

to contiguous counties. Exceptions might occur when looking at potential

impacts along major transportation routes.
END OF TEXT

I I I I II I II 1111111111 I........

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The third paragraph of Section 3.302.2.3 (page 3.3.2-13) will be modified

to include (following the first sentence): "Because of the rapidly changing

socioeconomic environment of the area, particularly in Clark County, and the

need to develop a complete data base of information for use in preparation of

the Environmental Impact Statement, the DOE has already initiated many

components of the socioeconomic program for the Yucca Mountain Site

Characterization Project. The socioeconomic studies conducted by the DOE

primarily have focused on Nye, Clark, and Lincoln counties, and on the State of

Nevada as a whole (See Section 3.3.2.1.3.1 for a description of the program to

address Native American concerns). As circumstances require, socioeconomic

studies will be needed to examine other potentially affected areas, such as

counties or communities that may experience socioeconomic effects related to

potential rail and highway access routes to the Yucca Mountain site."
END OF TEXT

roll " II I II III I II | " II R II I I I '

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I IIII ..... I ..... I
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 22 of 24 5. Revtsion Draft/Date A._ust 1991

2. Date November 101 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.4

3. ReviewerStan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-14

4. OrganizationBrigha_m Young University 8. Paragraph (Discussion)

Hm i i llll i ii i ii iii

9, Comment

A significant and quite unique feature of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act is

the requirement for coordination and consultation between the federal

government and the affected states, Indian Tribes, and communities. It would

be helpful if some additional information on just how this is to be done is

included, at least in a footnote to the report. For example, I know that SAIC

and its consultants have been involved in quite extensive work with Native

American groups. I would urge that this work be reviewed and summarized. As I

understand it, some of this work is designed to assess the meaning and value

the study area holds for Native Americans. It is my impression that this is

an important effort and should be reflected in the ESSE, at least in summary

form. While there are no Native American reservations that will be directly

affected, the sensitivity to these concerns that is reflected in the work that

is being done should be demonstrated in the report.
END OF TEXT

........... i I i Pii __ ...... i i i ii i iii [i i

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In response to this comment and several of the other comments provided by

this reviewer: the second sentence in the second paragraph of Section 3.3.2.2.2

(page 3.3.2-12) will be expanded into a new paragraph that explains the

process of analysis, planning, and coordination specified in the qualifying

condition. The changes to that paragraph (see response to Dr. Albrecht's

Comment #16) address this comment.

The DOE has an extensive program to involve Native American groups in the

evaluation of the Yucca Mountain site. However, those studies are components

of the environmental program and are addressed in Section 3.3.2.1.3.1. A

parenthetical reference to the Native American work has been included in the

paragraph added in response to Dr. Albrecht's Comment #21.
END OF TEXT

-- _. iii . i i i i i i lip lllf i ' i

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

----....... |i ........................ ] i
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

I. Comment 23 of 24 5, Revision Dmtt/Date_Aucrust 199!

2. Date November IQz 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.2.4

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-14

4. OrganizationBrigham Young University 8, Paragraph 2

i i ii L _ I III I I II I I _

9. Comment

Should there be more detail on the types of mitigation that might occur? I

agree with the Core Team that impacts that are likely to be associated with the

project will be mitigatable. This is particularly true of the typical
infrastructure impacts that follow from demographic change in the affected

communities. As noted earlier, it is less clear that effective mitigation

mechanisms are available for addressing the more social and perception-based

impact s.
END OF TEXT

IIII lllrll I I III I II .. II II .

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In response to Dr. Albrecht's Comment #20, Section 3.3.2.2.2 (page

3.3.2-12) will be modified to include a paragraph that describes the process

of identifying socioeconomic impacts and developing appropriate mitigation
strategies. That response also addresses this comment.

END OF TEXT

' li r i __ I I'ml I ' ' I I

11. Resolutton(7"obecomple_dbyoriginalRewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

....... IIIII rll III '' .........llJP II rl i ii,,
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 24 of 24 5. Revision Draft/DateAuqqst 1991

2. Date November 10, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.3

3. Reviewer Stan L. Albrecht 7. Page 3.3.2-15

4. Organization Brigham Youq_{ University 8. Paragraph All OF 3.3.2.3

pllll i i i ii i i i ii i tamm i I I lBl I I III

9. Comment

It is important for someone to be examining the socioeconomic impacts that

might be associated with transportation of waste materials to the site. It is

not clear that that is being done.
END OF TEXT

I ii I iiii ii I _ i

10. Proposed Resolu_on(Tobe comple_dbyESSE Core Team)

In response to Dr. Albrecht's Comment #21, the third paragraph of Section

3.3.2.2.3 (page 3.3.2-13) will be modified to include a discussion of the

geographic scope of DOE's socioeconomic studies, including the assessment of

potential socioeconomic effects resulting from development of transportation

access routes. The modified text is given in that response which also
addresses this comment.

END OF TEXT

.... ' I I ii , , _ Bmi, , __. ' -- I II i i llnl ii i .....

11. Resolution (7"obe completed by original Reviewer,)

Con_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESOLUTION RECORD

PeerReviewer'sStatement'

I have reviewedthe ESSE Int_rated EvaluationPackagein accordancewith ESSE PeerReview
Plan, My conclusionswith respectto the reviewcnteriaof the ESSEPeerReview Planare:

Ad_uate I"
ReviewCriteria __ Yes' See Comment(s)Nos," No: See Comment(s)Nos,

In my areasof expertise: 1-14, 17, 20, 22-25,
15, 16, 21, 26, 29 27, 28, 30

A, The contentof the ESSE IntegratedEvalu-
ationPackageprovidesan unl:)iase_.tand 1" Most of these comments
objectivei:)resentationof informationrele- are minor or editorial.
rant to the suitabilityissuescoveredby _ WJA
each guideline,

18, 19, 31
B, Theconclusionsaboutthe statusof lower

ar¢l higher-levelfindingson the siting
guidelinesare 1oalanceOand defensible.

Comments1 through 3___1are attached,

Walt_J. Arabasz d

C_mment ResolutionRecorcl

Yes "1/' The revisedESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackageadequatelyaddressesmy comments.

No __=___. The followingcommentshavenot been aclequatelyaddressed:

Peer Reviewer -'___'__ Date DecemberS,1991• wmmm ' '

Walter J. Arabuz _:_

Commentsnotresolvedbetweenthe PeerReviewerand the ESSECore Teamhavebeen notedbythe
T&MSS Task Manager,

T&MS,.O)TaskManager _/__. Date ,_- _-=l,

"Note: May explainabecluacyo! comment(s)if n(=,eded.

ESSEFIG4MISC,'5.21-9t
Figure B-3, EarlySite $uit_ility Evaluation (ESSE) CommentResponseRecord.
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 1 of 31 5. RevisionDra,'t/Date August !_991

2. Date November 12_ 1991 6. Section Executive Summary.

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page E-6 ff.

4. Organization University of Utah 8. Paragraph

g..,._. I I II I I "([ __ ---l 'L .... r III I I

9. Comrnent

(editorial)

The section entitled, "Findings Based on Site-suitability Evaluations,"

outlines the logic for the designation of findings in a confusing way for the

executive sm_mary. The confusion stems from describing higher and lower levels

only for suitability findings. Appendix III of i0 CFR Part 960 outlines higher
and lower levels for unsuitability findings too (as later explained in section

1.2.2 of the Introduction). The concept of higher versus lower level is

distinct from, and should be explained separately from, the concept of

suitability versus unsuitability.

In Tables E-3 and E-4, the reader encounters "Lower-level finding" and

"Higher-level finding"--dissociated from the word suitability, as earlier

connected at the top of page E-7. Hencer initial confusion results in trying

to understand the seemingly contradictory meaning of a "higher-level

(suitability! finding" for a "disqualifying (unsuitable) condition.." A better-- I i 111 Lr i L iiiiiiii

10, Proposed Resolutio,n (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Text of the executive su2_nary will be substantially revised.

To clarify the logic for the designation of findings, the text beginning

with the fourth paragraph on page E-6 will be revised to read as follows:

"The Siting Guidelines specify two levels of suitability findings,

depending on the likelihood that new information could change current

conclusions about the site. These levels are designated "lower-level" and

"higher-level" suitability findings in this report and are defined as follows:

Lower-level A lower-level suitability finding can be

Suitability Finding supported when (I) a disqualifying condition

does not appear to be present, but adrditional

information could change the conclusion; or (2)

a qualifying condition appears to be present,

• I _ .......... li I i ...... __ '111 I _ |m'll Iii . ill l II II I I

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
ZND OF TEXT
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(Print Name)

2, Page 2 of 2
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5. Comment or Proposed Resotution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

introductory summary of the complicated logic will help many readers unfamiliar

with Appendix III of i0 CFR Part 960. (See also Comment 4.)
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

but additional information could change the
conclusion, and thus, the site could

subsequently be found to be unsuitable.

Higher-level A higher-level suitability finding can be

Suitability Finding supported when (I) a disqualifying condition is

not present and additional information is

unlikely to change the conclusion; or (2) a

qualifying condition is present and additional

information is unlikely to change the
conclusion. This finding would be supported if

there is high confidence in the conclusion based
on current information.

A higher-level suitability finding for a particular disqualifying or

qualifying condition does not necessarily mean that all remaining uncertainties

regarding the conditon have been resolved. Rather, a higher-level suitability

finding means that gaining additional information to resolve the remaining
uncertainties is _n!ikely to change th___epresent conclusion about the

suitability of the site."

The footnotes to Tables E-3 and E-4 will be revised as follows:

Table 3:

LLF: Lower-level suitability finding is supported

HLF: Higher-level suitability finding is supported

Table g-4 :

HLF: Higher-level suitability finding is supported

LLF: Lower-level suitability finding is supported
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 2 of 3.1. 5. RevisionDraff/Date_,uqust 199:1.

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section Executive Summary

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page E-7 ....

4. Organiza_on University. of Utah 8. Paragraph 3

iiii _ I i I Ii1 i i I i I

9, Comment

(minor)

The section entitled, "Summary of Evaluation Results, _ may be an

appropriate place for the authors to elaborate on the concept of "consensus"

and their team approach to reaching agreement on qualifying versus
disqualifying conditions.

It was particularly helpful for me (i) to understand that a higher-level

finding required absolute unanimity among the technical specialists making up
the core team (explained later on p. 1-16 of the Introduction) and. (2) to be

informed that the team was more conservative in voting on qualifying conditions
than on disqualifying conditions.

I was given to understand that--consistent with language in i0 CFR Part

960--disqualifying conditions were held to be less important than qualifying

conditions and were perceived to be intended as a tool for site screening. If
lilll I[ I,I illill I - II I I 11 --

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ES$E Core Tea:.)

The text at the end of the first paragraph in the section entitled
"Summary of Evaluation Results" will be modified to read as follows:

"... The consensus of the Core Team is that the new information

corroborates the findings of the gA that the site is suitable for

characterization. In some cases, the evidence supports stronger findings

regarding suitability for repository development. The consensus findings by
the Core Team are summarized in Tables E-3 and E-4."

In adctition, text will also be added to the previous section (two

paragraphs earlier) to explain that a "consensus" has a special meaning with
regard to support for a higher-level suitability finding. In this instance,

consensus means that the conclusions are supported by every member of the
Core Team.

_-- ' '=III' II - lllrl III II III I I _ ...... i ............ I I . J_ .......

11. Resolution (To be completed by original/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resoiution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

true, this perspective is important for readers to be aware of when

considering, say, the relative merits of a higher-level finding for a

disqualifying condition when only a lower-level finding is supported for the
corresponding qualifying condition.

END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

A response to the reviewer's remark about understanding that "the team
was more conservative in voting on qualifying conditions than on disqualifying

conditions" is included in the following response to paragraph 3 of this
comment. See also the perspective given in the response to Dr. Arabasz's

Comment #3, where the intent of disqualifying and qualifying conditions,

respectively, is described.

There may have been a miscommunication or misunderstanding between the
ESSE Core Team members and the reviewer on this issue. The Core Team did not

give greater importance to qualifying conditions relative to disqualifying
conditions.

The intent of i0 CFR Part 960, as described in Section IV(A), was that

disqualifying conditions should be conditions that are "so adverse as to

constitute sufficient evidence to conclude, without further consideration, that

a site is disqualified." The text further states that the presence or absence
of 10 of 17 of the disqualifying conditions can be verified at a site without

extensive data gathering or complex analysis, and thus, can be applied early in

the siting process. A site must also be disqualified if it fails to meet any

one of the qualifying conditions. However, according to Section IV(A), failure

to meet a qualifying condition can usually only be determined after site

characterization and concurrent environmental and socioeconomic investigations.

Rather than reflecting relative importance of the qualifying and

disqualifying conditions as suggested in this comment, the distinction appears

to be related to the amount of site-specific information needed to determine if

the condition is present. Because more site data and analysis are required for

some of the qualifying conditions compared to i0 of the 17 disqualifying

conditions, Core Team members may have been "more conservative" on those

qualifying conditions.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 3 of 3__1 5. Revision Draff/Date Au_st 1991

2. Date November 12_ 1991 6. Section Executive Summary

3. Reviewer Walter J. Arabasz 7. Page.E-12, -13

4. OrganizationUniversit[ of Utah 8. Paragraph NA
-

i I i I _ ii i i

9. Comment

(editorial)

The section entitled, "Ease and Cost of Siting, Construction, Operation,
and Closure, " includes seemingly contradictory statements that can be better

worded to avoid confusion. Regarding disqualifying conditions and higher-level
findings, the report first states that, "Hazards due to...seismic

conditions...are not expected to require engineering measures that have not
been applied and proven elsewhere in similar facilities." In terms of

qualifying conditions, the same section goes on to say (p. E-13, paragraph 2),
"However, uncertainty exists about the ability to accommodate seismic

conditions at the site using reasonable available technology. Specifically,

ground-motion or surface-rupture conditions on which repository designs are

based are not yet known well enough to support a higher-level suitability
finding."

Suggestion: Underline "expected" in the first part (last sentence of
I ,= II I .... I I I I I m

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be revised as suggested in this comment. This comment

illustrates a difficulty faced by the ESSE Core Team in evaluating qualifying

and disqualifying conditions with very similar wording. The background material
for I0 CFR Part 960 explains that disqualifying conditions were intended to be

evaluated earlier in the siting process, and thus, on the basis of less

complete site information. Conversely, qualifying conditions were intended to

be evaluated later in the siting process and, thus, more stringent requirements
for a thorough data base would be applied. On this basis, the Core Team

concluded that a higher-level suitability finding could be supported for the

disqualifying condition, but not for the qualifying condition. However, the
confusing wording identified by the reviewer resulted from this conclusion. We

believe the revised text greatly improves the clarity of the presentation of
this section.

END OF TEXT

_ I I IIII iii iI I -- I I '1 I _

11. Resolution (To be completed by origina/ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment3 of 31 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4, Date November 12, 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution orResohJtlon (Ckcle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

paragraph 4 on p. E-12). Reword paragraph 2 on p. E-13 to read: "Current

evidence also continues to support the lower-level suitability finding for the

qualifying condition for Preelosure Tectonics. Although ground-motion and

surface-rupture conditions on which repository designs are to be based are not

expected to exceed the ability of reasonably available technology to
accommodate them, those seismic conditions are not yet known well enough to

support a higher-level suitability finding."
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comrnent 4__._. of 31 5, Revision Dratt/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date Novembe r_ 121 1991. 6. Section 1.2.2 (qeneral comment 1

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page I-9 ff.

4. OrganizationUniversity of Utah 8. Paragraph

i I I I i ii ill, i i iii ii i

9. Comment

(minor)

The authors have made commendable efforts to simplify the logical

propositions spelled out in Appendix III of I0 tFR Part 960 (referred to

hereafter as Appendix III). However, because Appendix III provides the

definitive regulatory guidelines for site qualification or disqualification,
rigor demands that serious readers be able to correlate conclusions in the ESSE

Report with the original propositions outlined in Appendix III. It would be

straightforward--and greatly helpful--in this section to relate the simplified

logic about types of findings to the original propositions in Appendix III---
indexed as l(a), l(b),...4(b).

Because the logic of I0 tFR Part 960 permeates the ESSE Report, it seems

appropriate to reproduce the original propositions of Appendix III verbatim.

Admittedly, Table I-3 makes some attempt in this direction, but the language

represents "translation," and.tracing back to the original propositions ofI _ I' I1'1 " IIIIII Hl

10, Proposed Resolution (70 be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team will modify Table I-3 to cross-reference the original

eight propositions. This is in lieu of reproducing the wording of Appendix III

verbatim or including the cross-reference indices in Figure 1-2. We believe
that cross-referencing Table i-3 will provide the needed link for readers who

are thoroughly familiar with Appendix III, without unnecessarily complicating

the picture for those with a less thorough knowledge of that appendix. The

proposed Table 1-3 is reproduced at the end of this comment response.

To help clarify the table, the following sentence will be added at the end

of first paragraph of Section 1.2.2 on page 1-9: "Each level is further

subdivided into parts (a) and (b). Part (a) of each level specifies conditions

for a suitability finding. Part (b) specifies conditions for an unsuitability
finding."

END OF TEXT

I '' ' _,=' ii i I iiii I I II ___

11. ResolulJon (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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Table 1-3. Definitions of Findings Specified by DOE's siting Guidelines

Conclusion Suitability Suitability

Finding Level a

DISQUALIFYING CONDITIONS

Condition is present or likely to be Unsuitability 1 (b) or

present 2 (b)

Condition is not present but additional Lower-level 1 (a)

information could change conclusion suitability

Condition is not present and it is unlikely Higher-level 2(a)
that the conclusion will change with suitability
additional information

QUALIFYING COND,!ITIONS

Site cannot meet the condition or is _ob_ Unsuitability 3(b) or

likely to meet the condition % 4(b)

Site is likely to meet the condition but Lower-level 3(a)
additional information could change suitability
the conclusion

Site meets the condition and it is unlikely Higher-level 4(a)

that the conclusion will change with suitability
additional information

aAs defined in Appendix III, I0 CFR Part 960
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1. Comment4 of 31 3, Name Walter J. Arabasz
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2. Page 2 of 2
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5. Comment or Proposed Resokdion or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

Appendix III requires effort.

Ideally, I would prefer to see Table i-3 list each _ proposition,

together with its index--l(a), l(b),...4(b)--and a descriptor in the language

of the ESSB Report (e.g., I (a) would be "lower-level suitability"; 1 (b),
"unsuitability' or "lower-level finding of unsuitability"; etc.). This would

allow the easiest tracking and a convenient basis for discussing conclusions
about findings throughout the report.

Alternatively, I suggest incorporating into Table 1-3 cross-reference to

the original eight propositions of Appendix III. For example, the first entry .:

in Table 1-3 reads: " (Disqualifying) Condition is present or likely to be

present." This conclusion relates either to proposition l(b) or 2(b) of

Appendix III. Such index numbers could also be incorporated into Figure 1-2 to

link the logic to Appendix III. Bach arrow in the flow chart of the enlarged
box could be labeled with one or two indexes. For example, in the case of the

decision-node "Qualifying condition met?" the "Unlikely" branch is linked

either to proposition 3 (b) or 4 (b) and leads to "Unsuitability."
END OF TEXT

'" '" _- '..... /L I I I_ I,r .... nii ......
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12, ,1991 ...... 6. Section !.2.2 ....

3. Reviewer Walter J. A,"abasz 7. Page 1-9

4. Organization _Univers.it.I of Utah 8. Paragraph 5
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9. Comment

(minor)

The text states that "A lower-level suitability finding is the converse of

the unsuitability finding ...." I believe a more precise stat4ment would be, "A

lower-level suitability finding results from the negation of an unsuitability

finding..." In logic, the "converse" results from interchanging the subject
and the predicate of a proposition. I purposely use the article "an" rather

than "the" before "suitability finding," because, in fact, a lower-level

suitability finding results from negating either proposition 1 (b) or 3 (b) or
4(b) in Appendix III of I0 CFR Part 960.

END OF TEXT

II I II w ........... I'II I I I II I m

10. Proposed Resolution (7o be comp/emd by ESSE Com Team)

The intent of this suggested improvemen_ will be incorporated in the

revised executive summary. The executive summary will be revised to make it

more readable to a general audience. The revised text JD the section

describing the findings will read as follows:

"In accordance with the Siting GuidelinesF conclusions about the site can

be either that current information supports an unsuitability finding or a

: suitability finding. An unsuitability finding means that (i) a disqualifying

condition is present, or (2) a qualifying condition is not present. A

suitability finding means that (I) a disqualifying condition is not present, or

(2) a qualifying condition is present."
END OF TEXT

i
" llnl' I I ,- , III lint - ii[ . m-

l 1. Resolution (7"0be comp/eted by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(;nstructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 6 of 31 5, RevisionDraft/DateAu_._q_st 1991

2. Date November 12,1991 6. Section,,,,1.2.,,6 ........

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 1-18

4. OrganizationUniversity of Utah ,,, 8. Paragraph 2

9, Comment

(editorial)
Consistent with tense usage elsewhere, change "Peer reviewers will be

asked" to "Peer reviewers were asked" and "Individual peer reviewers will be
asked" to "Individual peer reviewers were asked..."

END OF TEXT

10, ProposedResolutJon(Tobecomp_tedbyESSE Co_ Team)

The tense usage will be revised as suggested.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution('/'obecomplemdbyoHginN Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 7 of 31 5. RevlslonDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November !2t 199! 6. Section 1.3.1

3, ReviewerWalter J, Arabasz 7. Page 1-21

4, OrganizationUniversity of Utah 8, Paragraph 4

9. Comment

(minor)

The tectonic history summarized at the beginning of this paragraph is

incomplete and confusing, and I'm uncertain whether the individual descriptions
were intended indeed to refer to the "region" or to Yucca Mountain. Mesozoic

defomnation isn't mentioned among the major phases of tectonism. The text

refers to "extensional faulting associated with silicic volcanism that occurred

from about eleven to about seven million years ago ....." The syntax is

ambiguous. If the dates refer to silicic volcanism, silicic and volcaniclastic
rocks at and near Yucca Mountain, derived from the Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley

caldera complex, are described as 9.5 to 16 million years old in the SCP (DOE,

1988a, p.I-89), and the ages of the four major ash-flow tuffs at Yucca Mountain

are described by Scott (1990, p. 253) as ranging from about 15 to 11.5 million

years old. The SCP (DOE, 1988a, p. i-II0) describes extensional faulting
around Yucca Mountain "contemporaneous with early volcanic activity, around 14

to 16 million years ago" and implies continued contemporaneity of extensional

10, Proposed Resolution(i'obe comp_md bY ESSE Co_Team)

In response to this comment and to Dr. Hodges's Comment #6, we will

replace the third and fourth paragraphs of page 1-21 with the following new
text:

"The Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex, to the north of the

potential repository site, erupted these ash-flow turfs, between 16 and 9.5

million years ago (mya), with deposition of the Paintbrush tuff occurring about

13 mya. Several episodes of basaltic volcanism occurred since the late Miocene,

and some activity may be younger than 140,000 years. While silicic volcanism

has ceased in the area, there is evidence of more recent basaltic volcanism and

cinder cones less than 2 million years old in the area. North-trending

extensional faulting in the area started at about the same time as the silicic

volcanism, between 16 to 14 mya, with most of the offset in the vicinity of the

site occurring between 12.9 and 11.6 mya (DOE, 1988a), after deposition of the

Paintbrush tuff. Continued extensional faulting, associated with development

11. Resolutlon(Tobecomple_dbyoriglnalRev_we_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1, Comment7 of 3_ 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2, Page 2 of 2

4. Date November 12, 1991
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5, CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Clrc_ one)

9 Comment ( continued )

faulting and silicic volcanism at about ii million years ago and later. The

text further refers to "basin-and-range style faulting that occurred in the

past seven million years ...." The SCP (DOE, 1988a, p. i-II0) does indicate

that "Faulting has been nearly continuous since about 7 million years ago..."

but it also describes other aspects of basin-range faulting in the region

dating from about 15 million years ago.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

of the Basin-and-Range province during the last 7 million years dominates the

modern topography at the site. Yucca Mountain is composed of a series of

north-trending structural blocks that have been tilted eastward along

west-dipping, high-angle normal faults. The underground facility for the
potential repository would be located in one of these structural blocks. This

block is bounded on the west by the Solitario Canyon fault, on the northeast by

an inferred fault in the Drill Hole Wash, and on the east and southeast by a

hypothesized series of imbricate normal faults. One of the north-trending

faults, the Ghost Dance fault, transects the potential repository layout within
this block."

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 8 of 31 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 19_91 .....

2, Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 1.3.1

3, Revlewer_alter J, Arabasz 7, Page 1-21 ......

4, Organization university of Utah 8, Paragraph 5

9, Comment

(minor)

In describing the setting of the Yucca Mountain site with respect to

regional seismicity, the text states, "The Yucca Mountain site is about I00
miles to the east of the Nevada-California seismic belt and about 150 miles to

the northwest of the Intermountain seismic belt." This description fails to

note that the site lies "on the southern margin of the southern Nevada

East-West Seismic Belt" (DOE, 1986, p. 3-20; see also DOE, 1988a, p. 1-151 and

Fig. 1-51). Also, the description should correctly read: "...150 miles to the
southwest of the Intermountain seismic belt."

"However the area irmmediatelyThe text in this place also states,

surrounding Yucca Mountain (including the eastern Mojave Desert and the

southwest quadrant of the Nevada Test Site) has been relatively quiet

seismically during the past 150 years." In order to be more informative for

those unfamiliar with historical seismicity, and to preclude the inference that

1O, Proposed Resolution (To be comp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be revised as suggested in the comment.
END OF TEXT

11, Resolution ('To be cornp/eted by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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2. Page 2 of 2
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5. CommentorProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

9 Con_nent( continued )

seismicity prior to the mid-1800's may have been different, I suggest the
wording: "...has been relatively quiet seismically since the 1850's, when the
historical earthquake record for the region began."

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 9 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12 L 1991 6. Sec_lon 1.3.2 (qeneral comment)

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 1-24 ff.

4. Organization Universit__ of Utah 8. Paragraph NA

9. Comment

(editorial)

The technical and regulatory concepts of containment, i_$_ql._/_igA,and

enaineered b_'ier sy._are fundamentally important in the EssE Report. I

beiieve an explanation of these concepts should be given at least by the end of

the Introduction, and this section seems an appropriate place to do so.

Another reason for this suggestion is that I was given to understand that

the terms "containment" and "isolation" are used slightly differently by the
EPA and in I0 CFR Part 960. (In I0 CFR 960.2, only a very general definition

is given for "containment. ") Finding explanations of these terms in a

readily-identifiable place would be greatly helpful.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed ResolutJon(TobecompMtedbyESSE Core Tean_

The following text will be added to the end of Section 1.3.2 to describe

the meaning of the terms "containment," "isolation," and "engineered barrier

system," as requested in this comment:

"Containment is the term used by the NRC to describe confinement of the

radioactive waste within the waste package for a period of 300-1,000 years.

According to the NRC, the containment period is the first several hundred years

following permanent closure of a geologic repository, when radiation and
thermal levels are high and the uncertainties in assessing repository

performance are large. During this timex 'special emphasis is placed upon the

ability to contain the wastes by waste packages within an engineered barrier

system." In i0 CFR Part 960, DOE more generally describes containment as
"...confinement of radioactive waste within a designated boundary. _ In 40 CFR

Part 191, the EPA used the term containment to describe their 10,000-year

cumulative release requirements.

11. Resolution('l'obecomplemdbyong_Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1, Comment9 of 31 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. DateNovember 12t 1991
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Isolation is defined in i0 CFR Part 960 as "inhibiting the transport of
radioactive material so that the amounts and concentrations of this material

entering the accessible environment will be kept within prescribed limits."

The NRC uses the phrase "Isolation of Waste" (I0 CFR 60.102 (e) to include both

containment by the engineered barrier system and "isolation of wastes by

virtue of the characteristics of the geologic repository." The EPA only uses

the term isolation to describe "Disposal" as "permanent isolation of spent
nuclear fuel or radioactive waste from the accessible environment with no

intent of recovery.

The EPA describes a "barrier" as any material or structure that prevents or

substantially delays movement of water or radionuclides toward the accessible

environment." The engineered barrier system is defined in i0 CFR Part 960 as

"the manmade components of a disposal system designed to prevent the release of

radionuclides from the underground facility or into the geohydrologic

setting ..... " The NRC defines the engineered barrier system as "the waste

packages and the underground facility."
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment I0 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 ..... 6. Section 1.3.2

3. Reviewer Walter J. Arabasz 7. Page 1-26

4. Organization University of Utah ...... 8. Paragraph. (Fic[, 1-7)

9. Comment

(major)

Figure 1-7 shows the siting of the "Finished Tuff Pile" upslope from the
"Central Surface Facilities Area." The vulnerability of the tuff pile to

seismically-induced instability and rapid downslope movement during the

preclosure period is an important issue for consideration. But I can't find
the issue explicitly addressed anywhere in the ESSE Report. My reading of
section 3.3.3.4.4 under "Issue #3: Seismic-induced Surface Failure"

= (p. 3.3.3-48) suggests to me that the stability of the tuff pile wasn't included

among the considerations.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolu_on(7"obecomp_tedbyESSE Com Team)

. The locations of the surface facilities, ramps, and tuff pile(s) have not
been finalized. Fig. i-7 represents an early design for the waste and tuff

portals, surface facilities_ and the tuff pile(s) that result from excavation
of the underground facility. Current design concepts being examined involve

two ramps: one located at the waste portal on Fig. 1-7 and the other to the
south of the area included in this fig%_re. Both of the ramps would be used to

remove mine tailings. Discussions with engineers working to define the final

design indicate that they are aware of the potential for seismically induced
: slope failures on the tuff piles and that they are mitigating this possible

hazard by locating the tuff pile(s) sufficiently far from the surface

facilities. These designs are not yet mature enough to modify Fig. 1-7. Note

that the new design plans have an additional benefit. The use of multiple tuff

piles would reduce the height of each pile and reduce the slope-failure hazard
to the surface facilities from the tuff pile(s).

11. Resolution('l'obecomple_dbyorigin_ Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
I ii i'm -- i ='I I I I II IIII ' 1111 IIIII I III

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Commentl0 of 31 3, Name Walter J. Arabasz
(PrintName)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Da_e_NOvember 12, 1991

m _ i ii i - _ _-- m ii ii ii i tiL.

5. CommentorProposedResolutkmorResolution(Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Text will be added to Section 3.3.3.4.4, page 3.3.3-48, at the end of the

first paragraph under Issue #3 as follows: "Proper location and design is also
expected to mitigate the hazard from seismJeal!y induced slope failure on the
tuff piles that result from excavation of the underground facility."

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 11 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Augus t 1991

2. Date November 12_ 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.3.1

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-14

4. OrganizationUniver_sity of Utah 8. Paragraph first full paragraph

9, Comment

(editorial)
The text states: "The EA acknowledges that stratigraphic and structural

relationships appear complex, with rocks ranging in age from Precambrian through
Holocene that have undergone many periods of structural deformation." Syntax

incorrectly implies that rocks of Holocene age have undergone many periods of
structural deformation. Suggested wording: "The EA acknowledges that

stratigraphic and structural relationships appear complex. Rocks range in age

from Precambrian through Holocene, and many periods of structural deformation
have affected the older rocks."

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To becomp_mdbyESSE Core Team)

The text will be revised as suggested by the reviewer.
END OF TEXT

11. ResoluUon(Tobecomplemdbyor_inalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 12 of 31 5, Reviston Draft/DateAuqust 1991

2. Date November 121 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.3.1

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-14

4. OrganlzaUonUniversity of Utah 8. Paragraph_first full paragraph

I _ I I [I i I iiii

9. Comment

(minor)

The use of the term "major" to specify faults here and elsewhere in the

report. (e.g., section 2.3.7.3.3, p. 2-103, paragraph 6) raises confusion
because a definition isn't provided. The sentence structure associates the

descriptor, "with vertical displacements exceeding 70 meters," to "faults that
occur elsewhere in the Great Basin." If this is to be the definition of

"major" faults for the Yucca Mountain area, the wording needs to be revised.

Careful thought should be given here. Labeling some of the faults in the

Yucca Mountain area as "major" and inviting comparison to "major" basin-range
faults elsewhere in the Great Basin introduces many implications about
subsurface structure_ seismic potential, and so on.

END OF TEXT

I I III I I III

10, Proposed Resolution(Tobecomp_tedbyESSE Core Tearn)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with the reviewer's point. The adjective "major"
comes directly from Bath and Jahren (1984), whose usage merely described faults
that produced clearly defined magnetic anomalies as measured from aircraft 120

meters above the land surface. For the magnetic stratigraphy and structural

setting of Yucca Mountain, a 70-meter fault displacement was the approximate

lower limit of detectability. We propose replacing the last sentence of the
referenced paragraph with the following:

"North-striking, high-angle extensional faults displace the

eastward-dipping Tertiary volcanic rocks both east and west of the

potential site, and smaller faults intersect the site itself (Bath and
Jahren, 1984; Scott and Bonk, 1984)."

END OF TEXT

m ___ i .......... i i 111 __ i ii ii

11, Resolution (7o be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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'" (Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 13 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date .Auqust ].991 .....

2, Date .November 121 1991 6. Section 2.3.7.1.1

3. Reviewer Walter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-78t -79

4. Organization University of Utah 8. Paragraph last, ]para, on p. 2-78

9. Comment

(editorial)
The text first states: "The disqualifying condition is somewhat narrower

than the qualifying condition in its considerations." The par'agraph then

proceeds in an incisive way to analyze key wording in the disqualifying
condition [I0 CFR 960.4-2-7 (d)]. For cogency, I urge the authors to end this

important paragraph after the words: "...would be unlikely to result in a loss
of isolation."

The ensuing text, beginning with the statement, "A resolution that the site

is not disqualified under this condition canv therefore, be reached by a

negative answer to either of the following two questions...," can be better

worded, I believe, to alert the reader that a crucial stage of argument is

about to follow, rather than specious logic. The authors are about to address

the first part of proposition 2(a) of I0 CFR 960, Appendix III--namely, "The

evidence supports a finding that the site is no__!tdisqualified on the basis of

1O, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

° The ESSE Core 'ream believes this comment is helpful in proposing a more

easily understood pathway through the logic of resolving the disqualifying

condition. Note, however, that the second question is predicated on the basis
of an affirmative answer to the first--a point which, upon rereading, is not

sufficiently clear in the report. We propose ending the paragraph as

recommended and adding the following paragraph:

"Critical judgment about whether or not the site is disqualified

can be guided by sequential consideration of the following two

: questions: (I) Based on the Quaternary record, is it expected that
fault movement will occur within the repository or that ground motion

within the repository from outside seismogenic sources will be so

severe as to cause a loss of containment with the engineered barrier

system (EBS)? (2) If fault movement or ground motion causes a loss of
containment, is it likely to result in a loss of waste isolation,

11, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

z
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instruct/cns on back of form)

I. Comment l3 of 31 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date November 12r 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

that evidence and is _ likely to be disqualified." Affirmation will lead to
a higher-level suitability finding.

Suggestion: Begin a new paragraph with wording such asv "Critical judgment

about whether or not the site is disqualified can"be guided by the following
two questions: [insert questions (i) and (2) f_rom paragraph 1 on p. 2-79]."

Then end the paragraph with wording such as, "A negative answer to either (but

preferably both) of the two preceding questions would provide a solid basis for

resolving that the site is not disqualified under the technical guideline. "
END OF TEXT

l0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

i.e., releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment

exceeding those allowed by the regulations? A negative answer to the

first question would provide the basis for a determination that the

site is not disqualified under this condition. Howeverv an

affirmative answer to the first question would cause deferral of the

determination until, the effect on waste isolation, which is addressed

in the second question, can be evaluated by system performance
calculations. "

END OF TEXT

=. .... __
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 14 of 31 5. RevisionDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2, Date November 12, !991 .... 6, Section 2.3.7.2.2

3. Reviewer Walter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-83 _.. __

4. OrganizationUniversity of Utah 8. Paragraph(ground-motion model)

9. Comment

(major) (See also Comment XX.)

I understand and strongly endorse the stated need for "a probabilistic

assessment of ground motion at the repository depth"--particularly to address

the regulatory concept of "likely," specified in the qualifying condition for

postclosure tectonics [I0 CFR 960.4-2-7(a)]. Within the context of
"information required to resolve issue.s," I believe a well-founded

deterministic assessment of ground motion is also required, as a practical

matter, and should be specifically mentioned here. Admittedly, regulatory

policy has not yet been fully developed regarding the site characterization of

seismic ground motion and fault displacement at a geologic repository.
Nevertheless, experience, together with preliminary indications of the thinking

of NRC staff (Blackford and McConnell, 1991), suggest that the need for

companion guidance from a deterministic analysis is inescapable.

Let me be clear. I do not suggest that a deterministic

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

The reviewer makes a compelling case, including recent, and authoritative

references, for explicitly considering deterministic assessment of ground

motion as a companion guide to a probabilistic assessment. Relevant

perspectives on ground-motion assessment are also given in the responses to
this reviewer's Comments #23, #25, #26 and #27, all of which relate to the

preclosure time frame. We propose the following revisions to this section:

a. The paragraph labeled "(2) Probabilistic ground-motion model" will be

labeled "(2) ground-motion model" and the first paragraph will be replaced by

the following text:

"To estimate the postclosure effects of earthquakes, the hazard

from ground shaking at the proposed repository depth must be assessed.

Models for expected ground motion during the postclosure period are

available, but additional calculations will be needed as data, viable

11. Resolution (To be completed by origina/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment l4 of 31 3. Name_Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2, Page 2 of__ 3

4. Date November 12 z 1991

ii i I i i iii illil . i i l!_- ii till I I I

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

analysis of seismic ground motion should govern the issue of

site suitability--under technical guidelines for either postclosure

or preclosure tectonics. What I'm suggesting is the following:

(I) Regulators will likely require, for their own understanding

and confidence, at least the availability of a rigorous,

well-founded deterministic analysis before acceding to the

conclusions of a probabilistic analysis. (2) A deterministic

seismic hazard analysis has great practical value, either as a

companion guide to, or integrated with, a probabilistic analysis;

the joint information facilitates critical decision-making among

scientists and engineers and provides important information for

public scrutiny (see, for example, Reiter, 1990, p. 227-230).
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

tectonic models, and/or analysis techniques change (see Section
3.3.3.4.4, Issue #i: Maximum Ground Motion). 2nstrumental

measurements of subsurface ground motion at Yucca Mountain are sparse,

as are reported observations of the effects of gzound motion on

underground openings. Thus additional data will be needed to improve
the reliability of characterizing ground motion at the repository

depth compared to predicted ground motion at the surface. Because of

various uncertainties relating to future tectonic activity,
probabilistic estimates of ground motion (see Section 3.3.3.4.4, for

example) are inherently difficult to validate for the long postclosure
period of concern. Deterministic analyses will be required to provide

companion guidance in evaluating the exposure of the repository to

future ground motions associated with the earthquake-generating

framework of the Yucca Mountain region."

b. The second sentence of the second paragraph will be revised to read:

"The instrumental record is limited, however, and must be extended by

estimates of paleoseismicity from field studies of faults in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain and at sites that are possible analogs for
future tectonism at Yucca Mountain region."

c. We propose no changes to third paragraph of this section.

d. A fourth paragraph will be added as follows:

- 72



EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Commentl4 of 31 3, Name Walter J. Arabasz
(Print Name)

2. Page _ of 3
4. Date November 12, 1991

5. Comn_ntorProposed Resol_lon orResol_iolt(Clrcle on_

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

"Deterministic calculations, p=obabilistically predicted ground

motion guided in part by infomnation from tectonically analogous

settings, and observations of subsurface effects must be considered

together to reach defensible judgments of the hazard to waste
containment and isolation. If the hazard is shown to be of credible

consequence, system performance assessments can appropriately be

expressed probabilistically, accounting for associated uncertainties."
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 15 of 31 5, Revtsion Draft/Date Auqus.t ,1991

2. Date November 121 1991 6. Section 2.3,7.3.2 .[qeneral comment 1

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-90 ff.

4. Organlza_on University of Utah 8. Paragraph

iii i i q i H iii • ii

9, Comment

(minor)

The scope and objectivity of this "Review of Information Obtained since the

EA," relevant to postclosure tectonics, warrant comment. One of the principal

charges for this Peer Review is to confirm the adequacy of information

presented in the ESSE. I have carefully read: the EA (DOE, 1986); those parts
of the SCP (DOE, 1988a) relevant to the site geology, tectonics, and seismic

hazards; and dozens of supporting references cited in the ESSE Report that bear

on critical issues of tectonic models, potential fault displacement, and

seismic ground motion. The text of this section provides an excellent summary,

and it reflects well the extraordinary degree of expert examination and devil's

advocacy that I find being applied to evaluating geoscience aspects of the

suitability of the Yucca Mountain site as a potential repository.

Obviously, site-characterization is still at an early stage. Nevertheless,

the approaches taken to date to evaluate geoscience aspects of site suitability
i i ,i I II I I i I i t i i ii ,_ . i ..................... _ ..........

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The authors of the ESSE report appreciate comments by Dr. Arabasz regarding
the quality and adequacy of the information presented in the Postclosure

Tectonics section. We are encouraged that he found the report to represent a

balanced view of the uncertainties related to his area of expertise.
END OF TEXT

.... 1lr I I r II I I II I _I -

11. Resolu_on(Tobecomple_dbyorigin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

'"' _ Ill II ..... III _
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1, Comment15 of 31 '." 3. NameL Walter J, Arabasz
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 12t 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

have been on the right track, in my opinion, and I come away with great

confidence in the objectivity of the ongoing process. Put another way, a

number of tough questions occurred to me as I read the EA and the SCP, but when
I came to the ESSE Report, I was pleasantly surprised to find the authors had

explored the same tough questions--and the report candidly discusses problems,
alternative interpretations, and basic uncertainties.

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes iten_ 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 16 of 31 5. Revision Draft]Date Auc[ust 1991, ,,, ,,,

2. Date No.vember 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.2.1

3. Reviewer Walter J. Arabasz ......... 7. Page. 2-93 ..........

4. OrganizationUniversit_{ of Utah 8. Paragraph last paragraph

ii I I II i i _ li iili i

9. Comment

(minor)

The text refers to a suggestion of dePolo and others (1990) 'that the MBE

[maximum background earthquake] for the Basin and Range Province is at least

_agnitude 6.3 and may be as high as magnitude 6.8 ....' The upper-bound size of

6.8, suggested by dePolo and others (1990), comes from the 1925 Clarkston
Valley; Mcntana, earthquake, for which no surface rupture was observed. For

the _ecord, Doser (1989) has determined an instrumental moment magnitude (M,)

of 6.6 fo_;:the 1925 Clarkston Valley earthquake; Gutenberg and Richter (1954)

assigned a magnitude [inferred to be a surface-wave magnitude] of 6 3/4.
END OF TEXT

IIw I I I III I I II I IIII I I II III ...... II

10. Proposed Resolutlon(7"obecomp_dbyESSE Co_Team)

In response to this comment, the following changes will be _mde to the

last paragraph on page 2-93. The latter part of the second sentence will be

replaced: add a third sentence, and remove ', however," from the former third

sentence, so as to read: "...basing their conclusion on analysis of 38

historical earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province." A sentence will be

added reading "The upper bound for the MBE, a local (Ml) or surface-wave (M.)
magnitude 6.8, is based on the 1925 Clarkston, Montana earthquake; Doser

(1989) has determined an instrumental moment magnitude (Mw) of 6.6 for that
earthquakE." The word 'however" will be removed from the former third
sentence.

END OF TEXT

[ . J. lit .... _, =.._l._ "" _ .... I ___ III1' I

11. Resolution (To be completed by origina/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

__ _ .............. I II Ill 'IIII 1 I ill I. ll.ll i •
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes ite_LlS1 " 9.)

1. Comment 17 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 199! ....

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3_7.3.2.1

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-94

4. Organization University of Utah 8. Paragraph 1

9. Comment

(minor)

The text incorrectly gives a surface-wave magnitude (Mm) of 7.6 to the 1932

Cedar Mountain, Nevada, earthquake. An authoritative study and catalog made by

Abe (1981) assigns that earthquake a surface-wave magnitude of 7.2; dePolo and

others (1990, Table 3) also list M==7.2 for the earthquake.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed ResoluUon (To becomp_dbyESSE Com Team)

The comment is correct and probably identifies a typographical error. The

text will be changed to specify M,-7.2 for the Cedar Mountain earthquake.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Coherent resolution accepted as proposed,
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 18 of 31 5. Reviston Draft/Date A__u_ust1991 ....

2. Date ..November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.3

3. F;:viewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-103

4. Organization University of Utah ................ 8. Paragraph .4 ...........

ii I rllllllll ii,,,a,,,, , III I II H

9. Comment

(major)

I agree with the conclusion that a lower-level suitability finding is

supported for the qualifying condition under the postclosure guidelines for

tectonics [!0 CFR 960.4-2-7(a)]. In my judgment, the logic of proposition 3(a)

of i0 CFR Part 960, Appendix A applies: "The evidence does _ support a

finding that the site is _ likely to meet the qualifying condition."

In my opinion, the authors of the ESSE Report follow well-reasoned logic 'in
applying the relevant technical .guidelines for postclosure tectonics. Their

presentation and analysis of available geoscience information is thorough and
notably objective. Appropriately, given the preliminary nature of available

site-characterization information, the authors are conservative in their

evaluation, use carefully=measured arguments, and stay within defensible
bounds. The following statement (p. 2-102, para. 4) typifies their careful

approach: "Although damaging fault movement or ground motion are not expected,
111ii' i iiiiiii I . i _- .........

10. Proposed Resoluttqn (To be _ompleted by ESSE Core Team)

The authors of the ESSE Report appreciate expl_cit statements by Dr.

Arabasz in this comment regarding his support for the lower-level finding for
the _ualifying condition for the Postclosure Tectonics Guideline. We also are

pleased that he found the evaluation of this guideline to be objective and
appropriately conservative.

END OF TEXT

___.--..------_ ....... ____ II II ,,, .... I PlPlllt L t._ I II

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Cogent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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I. Commentl8 of__ 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz _
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2. Page 2 of 2
4. DateNovember 121 1991
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5. Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

as discussed in Section 2.3.7.3.3.1, neither have they been demonstrated to be
so unlikely as to be considered inconsequential."

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 1__9 of_31 5. RevisionDraft/Date,Auc;ust ,!,991

2. Date N___ovemb,e,r1,2t 1,991. 6. Section 2.3.7.3.3

3. Reviewer,Walter J. Arabasz 7. Page 2-103

4. Organization University of Utah 8. Paragraph (disqualifying condit.ion)

ii iiiii i i i ii I i

9. Comment

(major)

Regarding the disqualifying condition for postclosure tectonics, the

authors state: "It is the consensus of the team conducting this evaluation
that the evidence supports a conclusion that (1) the site is not disqualified

and (2) information to be collected in the future is unlikely to result in

disqualification under this condition (Level 2)." Hence, the authors assert

support for a higher-level suitability finding under this technical guideline.

I have come to agree with this position--but only after a great deal of

wrestling with the logic and issues involved.

When I first encountered this position in the Executive Summary, I was

highly skeptical about being able to agree. There seemed to be evident

dilen_nas in advocating a higher-level suitability finding for this

disqualifying condition while at the same time advocating (i) a lower-level

suitability finding for the disqualifying condition for postclosure
.... -- .... I irllll ..... II II I II I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team believes that the necessity for the reviewer's

reconstruction of the logic for the recommended finding on this disqualifying

condition indicates that clarification is appropriate. We propose the

following revision of the disqualifying condition discussion on pages 2.-103
and 2-104:

"The consensus of the Core Team is that the evidence supports a

conclusion that (i) the site is not disqualified and (2) information to

be collected in the future is unlikely to result in disqualification

under this condition (Level 2). The conclusion results from the lack

of expectation that fault movement or ground motion will cause a loss

of contaizm_ent within the EBS, i.e., a negative answer to the first of

the two questions posed in Section 2.3.7.1.1.

Yucca Mountain and the surrounding vicinity have been intensely

-- i I I I ._ II _L_ I I I I II " I iiii

11. Resolution (7"o be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)
/

..... 3. Name Walter J ArabaszI. Commentl9 of 31 .... .
"' /, (Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 4 /, ':
4. Date November 12_., 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Civic on_

9 Comment ( continued )

geohydrology and (2) a lower-level suitability finding for the qualifying

condition for postclosure tectonics.

My quandry about linkage to hydrology raised the following questions:

What's the scope of site suitability being considered under this guideline for
tectonics? Was this guideline intended to isolate direct effects of faulting

and vibratory ground motion on the EBS from indirect effects that might be

linked to changes in the hydrologic system? Does it deal only with possible

damage to the EBS by faulting or ground motion--or does the phrase "such that"

require concern too for indirect effects like changes to the hydrologic system

that might threaten waste isolation? I finally reasoned, after interactions
with men%hers of the core team, that the primary intent of the guideline was to

address tectonic events--separate from tectonic-hydrologic-coupled events. And
if the latter indeed had to be considered as entangled, such events were

possible only as short-duration events and not as a serious disqualifying
factor.

The apparent inconsistency of different level findings for the

disqualifying and qualifying conditions for postclosure tectonics was easier to

reconcile, thanks to the careful analysis presented in section 2.3.7.1.1. The

text points out convincingly, I believe, that there are different
'-_ considerations involved in the qualifying and disqualifying conditions.

Importantly, the disqualifying condition focuses on the geologic _ rather
than on the geologic _._ting, it restricts consideration to "fault _._vement or

other ground motion," and it uses the key word "expected."

Irl sum, I'm persuaded by the evidence and arguments for a higher-level

- suitability finding under guidelines for the _isqualifying condition fo_

postclosure tectonics. A screening process can't be inherently open-ended.

There's a strong case for resolving the disqualifying condition for postclosure

tectonics--but _ny own experience suggests that others may similarly face some=

initial mental roadblocks before agreeing.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

studied by means of geologic mapping, geophysical surveys, remote

sensing, and geomorphic analysis. Evaluations of the resulting

geologic record, though preliminary, provide a reasonable expectation
that Quaternary fault movement has occurred only on the principal

I .o--°o,.... ................................................ icontinued or renewed activity in the Quaternary, but with small slip
II I I HII I iiI .... .. ----Til - ,H I I .... I II IIII _ --_
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(CONTINUATION SHEET}
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Commentl9 of 31 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2. Page 3 of ,, ,4 ....

4, Date_November 12, 1991

-- iiiii iii _ _Iiii I,i, _ ii iiii

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

rates. The current state of stress in the shallow crust at Yucca

Mountain is consistent with continued movement on these faults rather

than initiation of new faults. Although distributive or secondary

faulting is probably responsible for the closely spaced

small-displacement faults west of the principal faults, such
subsidiary faults have not been identified within the boundaries of

the potential repository. Furthermore, there is no evidence to

suggest that the small Tertiary faults, such as the Ghost Dance fault,

within the repository boundaries have Quaternary displacement. The

combined evidence argues against an expectation that fault movement

will disrupt the EBS directly or cause new infiltration pathways that

might lead to accelerated degradation of the EBS.

The geologic record, in terms of observed displacements on

presently identified faults, provides a basi_ for inferring potential.

ground motion. The Paintbrush Canyon fault is expected to govern both

the maximum earthquake and ground motion near Yucca Mountain. Large

individual fault displacements during .the Quaternary have not been '
identified in the trenches that have been excavated and examined on

the Paintbrush Canyon and other faults, providing paleoseismic
evidence against large-magnitude (M_7) earthquakes. However, the

exposures in these trenches do indicate surface rupture, implying

associated earthquakes in the magnitude 6 range, perhaps arguably

exceeding the maximum background earthquake of local or surface-wave

magnitude 6.8 proposed by dePolo et al. (1990). The stability of
steep slopes at Yucca Mountain and the unrotated orientations of

heavily varnished colluvial boulders on these slopes provide

empirical, though nonquantitative, evidence against severe ground
motion from nearby, large-magnitude earthquakes. Peak horizontal

acceleration in the repository area is expected to be less than Ig,
probably less at the repository depth, and of long wavelength relative

to the dimensions of the EBS. Consequently, it is not expected that

subsurface ground motion will damage the EBS sufficiently to
precipitate a loss of containment.

In summary, based on the available geologic record of the

Quaternary Period, the consensus of the Core Team is that the nature

and rates of fault movement or other ground motion are not expected to

be such that a loss of waste containment is likely to occur. The team

therefure conclude that a higher,level suitability finding can be

..... supported for this disqualifying condition. Site characterization
-- I II • ..... .E _ Iii' I I ' ' ' --- ' .....

i,
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Commentl9 of 31 3. Name Walter J, Arabasz

(Print Name)

2. Page 4 of 4
4. Date,No.vember 12__ 1991

i i ii iiiii iii ii i ii i iiii iiiiiii ,11 I i i i __ -- "

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

activities should focus on reducing the existing uncertainties to the

levels required for resolving the broader and more stringent

requirements of the qualifying condition."
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems1 - 9.)

1, Comment 20 of 31 5, RevisionDraft/Date,Auqust 1991

2, Date __November12t 199.,1, ,,, 6. Section 2,3.7.3,3

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz ...... 7. Page -2--'104 ,,

4. Organization University o_f U_tah _ __ 8. Paragraph 2

I iii i I i ',11 ii iii i mm ] II Nim cn

9. Comment

(minor)

In characterizing aspects of the Quaternary geologic record, the text
states: "...and the stability of steep slopes at Yucca Mountain, including the
_tles of heavily varnished colluvial boulders, argue strongly against the
occurrence of strong ground motion within at least the last million years."

I do not agree that "the stability of steep slopes at Yucca Mountain,
including the mantles of heavily varnished colluvial boulders, argue [sic]
strongly against the occurrence of strong ground motion within at least the
last million years." Evidence for the long-tez_ stability of hillslopes in the
Yucca Mountain area is described in the SCP (DOE, 1988a, p. 1-31) and is
acknowledged. Apart from the fact that the dating of desert varnish is
controversial (e.g., Gibson and others, 1991, p. 34-36), no information is
presented in the ESSE Report to suggest that heavily varnished clasts have been

objectively studied to investigate exposure (or non-exposure) to seismic

10. ProposedResolution (To be completed by ESSECore Team)

The ESSE Core Team concurs that the importance placed on the suitability
of slopes and varnished colluvial boulders was probably stronger than is
justified, and that the argument, if presented here, should be supported in
the earlier text. We propose the following changes:

(i) p. 2-97, Section 2.3.7.3.2.2, insert paragraph between existing first and
second paragraphs (following "...concern for the postclosure period."):

"Yucca Mountain is characterized by very steep slopes, mantled in
places by colluvial boulders that are coated by well developed desert
varnish. These features and methods for estimating their antiquity
are discussed in Section 2.3.5.3.2.1 relative to their use in

demonstrating low rates of erosion (Whitney and Harrington, 1988 and in
preparation). Although slope failures and rockfalls occur commonly
near epicentral zones of major earthquakes, the inverse problem--that

.- ' _ I '1 _ ,III ..... j i .... ibm_ _ . IIIII II

11. Resolution(To be comp/eted by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(instructions on back of form)

1. Comment20 of 31 3, Name, Walter J. Arabasz
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 12t 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolmion (Circle on_

9 Comment ( continued )

shaking. I suggest deleting the subjective arguments. Introducing them in a

concluding statement, without prior discussion and substantiation, weakens the

conclusions.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

of estimating peak ground motion experienced by still-stable slopes--

has apparently not been addressed. Varnished colluvial boulders,

including many in apparently precarious positions, have remained

unrotated for apparently hundreds of thousands of years suggests that

severe ground acceleration approaching ig has not occurred during this

period. However, this observation has not been calibrated by

systematic correlations of rockfalls or boulder rotation with measured

ground motion."

(2) p. 2-103 and 2-104: See the revised text under the "Disqualifying

Condition" paragraph added in response to Dr. Arabasz's Comment #19.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 21 of 31 5. Revision DraftJDate Au crust 1991

2, Date November 12 t 1.991 6. SectionS3.0 (qene..r.al comment)

3, Reviewer Walter J, Arabasz 7, Page 3-1 ff.

4, Organization University of Utah 8. Paragraph NA

9. Comment

(minor)

Within the realm of seismic-hazard considerations (ground motion and fault

displacement), there is fundamental overlap between analyses for postclosure

and preclosure tectonics, despite different issues applying. Accordingly,

comments about site vulnerability to fault displacement and seismic ground
motion are generally relevant to __O_.htime frames. Postclosure concerns relate

chiefly to whether faulting or ground motion will damage the EBS, and perhaps

induce tectonic-hydrologic-coupled changes that could jeopardize waste

isolation. The major issues for the preclosure time frame are the potential

effects of fault displacement and strong ground motion relating to the location
and seismic design of the surface facilities.

Under i0 CFR Part 960, preclosure guidelines are given secondary
significance to the postclosure guidelines, and "Ease and Cost" guidelines are

ranked lower in importaD_.,,than guidelines for preclosure radiology safety.

10, Proposed Resolution (To be comp_tedbyESSE Core Team)

This cornment correctly points out that I0 CFR Part 960 places primary
significance on the Postclosure Guidelines. However, as indicated, site data
collected to resolve technical issues in tectonics must be used to address

both preclosure seismic hazards and postclosure tectonic effects. The need

for a unified approach to the general topics of ground motion and fault

displacement is recognized by the ESSE Core Team, and close coordination has

occurred between the authors of the pre- and postclosure tectonics sections.

If the Yucca Mountain Site is found suitable and enters the licensing process

with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the NRC's responsibility
for protection of public health and safety ensures that seismic hazard issues

will receive further attention. If the NRC technical staff and consultants are

not convinced that seismic-hazard issues are properly addressed, it is unlikely
they would recommend that licensing proceed.

END OF TEXT

t"'_----'m -- I ilrl II1' _ iill i

11. Resolution (To be camp/_.ted by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment21 of 31 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 12t 1991

5. Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

This hierarchy shouldn't lead to confusion about the relative importance of
information on fault displacement or ground motion. Reliable, unified modeling
is needed to address all the seismic-hazard issues, in whateber time frame.

END OF TEXT

m
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 22 of 31 5. RevisionDraft/Date Aum._St 1991

2, Date November 12r 1991 6, Section.._3._3- i.4.4.1 (new 3.3. I.4.5. i)

3. Reviewer Walter J. Arabasz 7. Page 3.3.1-17

4. OrganizationUniversity of Utah ...... 8. Paragraph 2

_

...... ii i lit iii i i iii iiliiiii __ i __

9. Comment

(minor)

The text states: "Test areas for UNEs [underground nuclear explosions] are

24 to 33 miles north and east of the Yucca Mountain site. If a repository were

to be constructed at the site, it would be built to withstand ground motion

from both UNE and natural sources. The maximum ground motion (99 percent

confidence) from UNEs Was predicted to be 0.32g." The distance range given for
the UNEs is confusing.

The report by URS/Blume (1986, p. 73) indicates that the location of the

UNE event that has the maximum potential of inducing ground motion at the Yucca
Mountain site is "a 700-kt event located in the Buckboard Mesa area at its

closest approach, a distance of 21.3 km, to the reference conceptual site for

repository surface facilities." Walck and Phillips (1990) similarly refer to

"the Design Basis underground nuclear explosion for the Yucca Mountain Project,
which is a 700 kt blast in the Buckboard Mesa area, about 23 km from Yucca

• II--- IIII I,I I I m roll '--

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The reviewer points out inconsistencies in the text and supporting

references regarding the locations and sizes of underground nuclear explosions
(UNE) at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The text being reviewed in this section

is from the Environmental Assessment (DOE, 1986) and thus, is somewhat dated,

although it correctly describes the locations of the ongoing UNE program at the
NTS. The newer URS/Blume (1986) and Walck and Phillips (1990) references

explain that a 700-kt event at Buckboard Mesa is used as the "design basis UNE"

for the repository, rather than smaller events that are currently conducted at
locations 24 to 33 miles north and east of Yucca Mountain. This is because

Buckboard Mesa could become a future UNE testing area under certain scenarios,

and the 700-kt event is a size that could not be exceeded due to offsite damage
restrictions. Note that the UNE that generates the 0.32g (99 percent
confidence) is predicted only if the current limits (The Threshold Test

Ban Treaty--TTBT--limits the size of UNEs to 150 kt) on the size of

UNEs were no longer in effect. The current U.S. testing program complies with

-- ii i,i _ -- ' I ii II IIIII _

1I.Resolution(Tobe completed:?yoriginalReviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

1, Comment22 of 31 3. Name Walter J, Arabasz
(PrintName)

2. Page2_.___ of 2
4, DateNovember 12L 1991

5, Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

Mountain."
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Kesolution ( continued )

the TTBT and is conducted in geographic locations that are further removed
from the Yucca Mountain Site than the Buckboard Mesa area.

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

' (R,evi,e,wsr compl,ete_ items I - 9.)

t. Com,rne,nt 23 o,f, 3_, _.._ 5. Revisio,nDraWDate Aj_ust 199_ .......... .........

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Sectl,o,n 3 3 3 4 2,1

25 ,3. Revl,ewerW_._alter J. Arabasz 7. Page 3.3.3- f

4. Organizatio,n University of Utah 8. Paragrapl7 2 .of 3,3.3.4,2.1. ,

I II i milli ,I ii , I II i IlII I . I I . • . Jim III milli- L. • ,mill I Ii I L .[ ., F-:::_ ..... TITle,L: _L-T-T_T_T. _:L - 711 TT 7TT :_..,L"--'_-_::

9. Co,mment

(minor)

In describing the four issues for Preclosure Tectonics, the authors propose

to analyze "the expected maximum ground motion" in Issue I and m'the expected

surface displacement" in Issue 2. The choice to specify mazimual for ground

motion but not surface displacement raises confusion about whether the authors

are intentionally distinguishing deterministic versus probabilistic
considerations for the two issues.

END OF TEXT

I _I'll ]JLlll[I J LI . I ..... i .. fL._.]ILL :_:::LL .II IIII ....... - I _JI _-?]::_I.

10. Proposed Reso,lutio,n (To be completsd by ESSE Core Team)

Both Issues #I and #2 should be cast. in a probabilistic framework, The

ESSE Core Team agreesr however, with the reviewer's Con_nent #14 that both

probabilistic and deterministic analyses will be ezpected by the NRC prior to
licensing. For site-suitability evaluations under the P._closure Tectonics

Guideline in i0 CFR Part 960, however, we consider the probabilistic approach

described here to be adequate to determine if the site should be further

characterized and evaluated as a potential repository site. For this

evaluation and with a limited data base, a comprehensive probabilistic-
deterministic analysis is not warranted at this time; however, we believe that

a comprehensive analysis should be performed as data become available.

Wording throughout the text under Issue #i will be changed f_om "expected

maximum ground motion" to "expected ground motion" to be consistent with the

wording for Issue #2 and with the probabilistic approach.
END OF TEXT

i .-- ;.. -_-: :- - L;; ..... _ ..... Y ;:3. - : -- ;_:J_ - - .

11. Reso,lu'tion (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Co,mment.24 of 31 5, RevfsionDraft/Date_Auqust 1991_ ......

2, Date ].jovember 12, !991 ....... . 6. S,ectio,n_.3.3.3.4- .3.1 .._.____ ........... .

3. Rev'i,ewe,r_Waiter J,,, .A,Tabasz _ .... 7. Page 3.3,3-29 ......

4, Organization .University of Utah .... 8, Parsgra_h _(Table 3.3.3-4)

_11 iii iiii .. ii II II [ .... i i i ........ illlll L .... ......... --

9. Co,rnrr_nt

(editorial)

In the description of DOE findings for Potentially Adverse Condition (2)

: the text states: "...historical earthquakes and past man-induced seismicity are

= not expected to cause ground motion at the site that would exceed reasonable

design limits." Suggested revision: "...a repeat of historical earthquakes or
past man-induced seismicity is not expected to cause ground motion..."

: END OF TEXT
=

.......... _ i,i I I _" _--_--"= _ _ -- "i_ _ . ............ . _ .......

; 10. Proposed Resolution (To be oomp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

= The text of the conclusions for the potentially adverse conditions cannot

be changed since these were quoted from the Environmental Assessment (DOE,

1986) and Eherefore are not open to revision. However, the phrase will be

corrected as suggested by Dr. Arabasz if it is used again.
END OF TEXT

m

- 11. Res,o_ution(To be completed by orig,ine.:Reviewer)

-_ Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
" END OF TEXT
_
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(Instruct/one on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 25 of 31 5. Revision Draff/Date Auqust 1991

2, Date Noven_er 12, 199.1 6. Section 3.3.3.4.3.2

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 3.3.3-34

4. Organization _University of Utah 8. Paragraph 3 .............

L_ - " I ...... I I I'1 I[1111 " " [I - m...... I i .

9, Comment

(major)

The text states: "In general, most north-trend ing faults at Yucca Mountain

a:e active and have experienced multiple displacer. nts during the Quaternary

period. The timing and rate of this seismic activlty is important to

understanding the seismic threat to the surface facilities and the degree to
which RAT can accommodate this activity. Additional paleoseismic studies are

needed to reduce current uncertainties with respect to likely seismic activity
near and at the site."

The above assessment is part of an excellent summary of information

obtained since the EA (DOE, 1986) relevant to Quaternary geology in the Yucca

Mountain area. However, both the assessment and the su_nary are incomplete, in

my opinion, in neglecting to point out some fundamental uncertainties.

Alternative tectonic models allow the possibility that Quaternary faulting.... i I [ ..... I ..... '"!- ylllqmlF-- ....................... II1! iiiii i i _IIWmIMllmIImlMm

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

New text will be added to the document discussing the uncertainty in

tectonic models and the impact of this uncertainty on expected ground motion.

Also, discussion will be added on uncertainties inherent in paleoseismic
mea surement s.

The following text will be added at the end of the discussion on Quaternar:y

Geolog-y within Section 3.3.3.4°3.2, page 3.3.3-34: "lt should be noted that

multiple tectonic models exist for Yucca Mountain. Some of these models

involve strain partitioning or decoupling of the upper and lower crust. Strain

rates in the lower crust may be di'fferent than those in the upper crust;

seismogenic sources at depths not yet accounted for could conceivably result in

a higher seismic hazard from ground motion than would be obtained from

paleoseismic and historical seismicity studies [see Section 2°3.7.3.2]. These

uncertainties should be accounted for in future seismic hazard analyses. In

addition, other crustal models have been postulated that suggest regior_al

JlmlUllk_ i II, I .... ,,_-_ .................. T " ._L.I i . m i . I - I J ....... I _ _M_M_mlmJ_lmlmwll.ln I

11, Resolution (I'o be completed by oMginal Reviewer)

Coz_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment25 of 31 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz

.. (Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 12, 1991
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5. Cornmer}t or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

in the vicinity of the Yucca Mountain site may represent accommodation of

deformation above deeper (and perhaps different) seismogenic structures, due to

some type of strain partitioning (e.g., Lettis and Hanson, _991) or decoupling

of deformation between upper crustal and underlying levels. The latter issue

is raised explicitly in section 2.3.7.3.2 (p. 2-91) in connection with
Postclosure Tectonics, where the statement is made: "If at least partial

decoupling of an upper plate from the underlying seismogenic zone is

demonstrated, paleoseismic investigations in the immediate vicinity of the
Yucca Mountain site may have limited application in forecasting ground-motion

characteristics; however, local paleoseismic data would, still be needed in

predicting the probability of primary and secondary faulting within the

repository. " The idea that upper-crustal faults might represent "accommodation

structures" above deeper seismogenic structures does not require validation of

a detacbJnent model. For example, extensional faulting in the upper crust can

be easily related conceptually to en echelon strike-slip faulting at depth

(e.g., Sylvester, 1988).

Another area of uncertainty regarding observed slip rates described in the

subject paragraph relates to unknown amounts of strike slip. Tile SCP (DOE,

1988a, p. 1-208) raises the appropriate caveat, "Considering that Yucca

Mountain is in the Walker Lane, a belt of right-lateral shear, vertical

displacement rates may be deceiving, because strike slip may well have exceeded

dip slip on many of the faults near Yucca Mountain. "
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

stresses may be oriented such that strike-slip movement on faults may be the

dominant slip component. Paleoseismic data and historical earthquake studies
will be needed to evaluate the like!:[hood of strike-slip faulting as the

dominant slip component and to evaluate the probability of distributed

faulting within the repository and at the surface facilities. "
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes _e_ 1., 9.)

1. Comment 26 of 31 5. Revision Dmf_Date_Auqust_ 1991

2. Date November 1,2_,_!991 ...... 6. Section3___,_3,3.4,,3,2(3)(_en_ral_comm.).

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 3.3.3-36 rf.

4. OrganizationUnicersity of Utah ..... 8. Paragraph................... ___

i . . ,..... .,._ . , .... , ,., I .- ....... Ii I I II iiii

9. Comment

(minor)

The subsection dealing with the "Seismic Design of the Repository"

_ummarizes results of a reanarkable engineering analysis by Subramanian et al.

{1989), I emphasize "remarkable" because seldom does an engineering analysis
,._trikesuch a hammer-blow for decisive closure to earth-science deliberations.

Unless more site-specific seismic-hazard data change the assumptions of the

analysis, a good blueprint has been set for choosing a design level--and

accommodation by "reasonably available technology" isn't a serious concern, in

my opinion.
END OF TEXT

.... N II .... " _ [ - _ _ ..... _ I I ----' -- ' ' m = ..... /

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team recognizes the need to review the Subramanian et al.

<1989) study as new site-specific seismic hazard data become available and

appreciates you= positive statements about the importance of this study.
Eh_DOF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by origina/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_ I ........... -T-Jill llll l'l .... ['ill -- : II II I li .......
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 27 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date A___qust 1991

2, Date November 12r 199! 6. Section 3.3.3.4.4

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 3.3.3-37 ff,

4. OrganizationUniversity. of Utah 8. Paragrsph (Issue #i: Ground Motion)

9, Comment

(major)

I offer some general comments regarding Issue #i: Maximum Ground Motion.

As in Comment 14, I reiterate my strong belief that the need for both

probabilistic and deterministic seismic hazard analyses is inescapable. Work
done to date on both types of analyses (briefly summarized on p. 3.3.3-35) is

acknowledged. The rigor of the methodology applied by URS/Blume (1987) gives
me substantial confidence in the quantitative, probabilistic assessments of

both ground motion and surface-rupture hazards--based on ex_stin a information.
Gibson (1991) forthrightly comments on the numerous deterministic and

probabilistic seismic hazard studies performed to date for the Yucca Mountain
site and cautions that, "All of these hazard analyses contain large

uncertainties, owing to the limited site-specific data." Similarly, the

authors of the ESSE Report (p. 3.3.3-52) acknowledge that "additional

site-specific data is needed to confirm that estimates of the seismic hazard

potential are valid."

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Additional text will be added in response to Dr. Arabasz's Comment #25

describing the uncertainty in tectonic models and the implications of this

uncertainty to seismic hazard analysis. Wording at the top of page 3.3.3-40
will be changed to read: "Additional calculations of expected ground motion

are likely to be needed as data, viable tectonic models, and/or analysis

techniques change."
END OF TEXT

11, Resolution(Fobe con_le_dbyorig_ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1, Comment27 of 31 3. Name Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date.November !2u_1991_

III I I 1.__. II III II III III • III I I II I I ' I

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

My chief concern regarding seismic hazard (ground-motion) analyses done to

date lies with the seismic-source scenarios and maximum magnitudes so far

considered. In particular, if the Quaternary faulting in the immediate

vicinity of Yucca Mountain reflects deformation that is an accommodation of

strain above deeper and different seismogenic structures (see Comment 25), then

the hazard hasn't yet been reliably modeled. The "wild card," in my view,.

would be the nucleation of infrequent sizable earthquakes on buried strike-slip

faults beneath or near the site, rather than seismogenesis on a subsurface

detachment.. The common and not-understood occurrence of background earthquakes

with strike-slip focal mechanisms in the general region of Yucca Mountain (DOE,

1988a, p. 1-171 ff.) signals a lack of a fundamental understanding of the

earthquake-generating framework in the southern Great Basin.

That said, my fam/.liarity with seismic hazard analysis suggests to me that
revised probabilistic seismic hazard analyses--for the exposure period of the

surface facilities--will probably not lead to results that invalidate the

levels of ground motion already being considered for the repository design.

The frequency of sizable earthquakes on buried faults somehow would have to be

L"eflected in the (already known) surface displacement field, and distance to
deeper nucleation points would probably result in peak ground-motion parameters

comparable to those already being considered. Rigorous analysis should still

be pursued though.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 28 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date AUqust 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 3.3.3.4,4

3. Reviewer Walter 3, Arabasz 7. Page 3,3.3-40

4. Organization U_.niversit_,_ of Utah 8. Paragraph 2

• ,- _ :_ Jlr _ !' ,,,, --, ..... • - - i ii

9. Comment

(minor)

The text states: "In summary, during the next !0,000 years, we should

expect a maximum PGA of approximately 0.5g, based on the assumptions presented
in URS/Blume." Reference is made in the following sentence to "Lee et al., in

press" [Lee et al., 1991], who give a design-basis ground motion, for waste
canister design, as 0.6g--the peak horizontal ground acceleration with an

exceedance probability of less than 10% in 1,000 years. This ground-motion

level is also described for the reader in section 2.3.7.3.2.2 (p. 2-97). For

consistency, i suggest the results of Lee et al. (1991) should be explicitly

mentioned in this paragraph.
END OF TEXT

.... ii ipn iii ii II irl,f I I lH

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text. in Section 3.3.3.4.4, page 3.3.3-40, paragraph 2, beginning in the

third sentence, will be modified to state: "For a recurrence expectancy of

i0,000 years in Fig. 3-6 (previously Fig. 3_3.3-5), the largest expected PGA is

about 0.6g, a value where a "light damage" level has a very small probability.

Virtually no damage, "light damage," in the worst caser is expected during the

next i00 years for a WHB facility (see also Lee et al., 1991), because of its
inherent robustness."

The following text will be added to page 3.3.3-40, after the second

complete paragraph: "URS/BII_me (198'7) focuses on the sensitivity of seismic

hazard to various earthquake magnitude recurrence and fault behavior

parmaeters. The authors differentiate the contribation by certain faults and

families of faults to the total seismic hazard. The calculated ground motion

is dominated by the behavior of the Paintbrush Canyon fault and associated

nearby faults and by background seismicity. Of the various input para_neters

.................... iii I'IIBIJL J , II III • _-7- I II_L

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Con_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment28 of 31 3. Name, Walter J. Arabasz

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date, November 12, I_991

...... i ii i i i ii . i i iiii

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

considered in the study, the seismic hazard is most sensitive to an assumed

slip-rate; hcweverr few Quaternary slip-rates were available at the time of
these calculations.

Alternative seismotectonic interpretations were paralneterized by
considering only normal faulting in one case and oblique-slip in the other.

Recent work, including that by Whitney and Muhs (1991), supports oblique-slip

on at least the Paintbrush Canyon-Stagecoach fault system. Preliminary
evaluation of three alternative tectonic models--oblique-slip, detachment, and

shear--was also made by URS/Blume (1987). Of these simple tectonic models, the

shear model produced the greatest hazard wh_l& 5he detachment presented the

least hazard. These models will presumably be refined as study continues. "
END C? TEXT
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(InstructIons on back of form)

(ReViewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 29 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date AucTust 1991

2. Date November 12r'1991 _ 6. Section 3.3.3.4.4 (General comment)

3. ReviewerWalter J. Arabasz 7. Page 3.3.3-40 rf. *

4. Organiza_onUniversit_ of Utah 8. Paragraph (Issue #2)

i i ...... i i " " i i i i i iiii I i, i i .... i iiii i .....

9. Comment

(minor)
The discussion relating to "Issue #2: Expected Surface Displacement"

focuses, appropriately, on the results of rigorous analyses made by Subramanian

et al. (1989) and URS/Blume (1987). These results, together with the

consistency of the order of magnitude of slip-rate observations for Quaternary

faulting in the Yucca Mountain area, allowance for secondary rupture resulting

from coseismic slip on nearby faults (Coppersmith and Youngs, 1990), and

results of preliminary trenching and geophysical studies in the site area

(Gibson et al., 1991), all give me confidence that a good Rrovisional

assessment of surface-displacement hazard is in hand.

A tangential issue relating to surface displaceJ_ent is that of the expected

length and pattern of surface faulting which might be inferred from

paleoseis_uic and empirical data. My remarks in Comment 25 about the

possibility that upper-crustal faults may reflect accommodation structures aboveI iI - " _ ........ II I I

10. Proposed Resolution (7'0 be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Temn recognizes that the current assessment of

surface-displacement hazard is provisional and that further field data on

Quaternary fault activity, as well as further investigation of the model that

surface faults represent distributed faulting above deeper seismogenic
structures, could lead to revisions in the hazard estimates. New text is

proposed to explicitly address these uncertainties in the response to Dr.
Arabasz's Comment #25.

END OF TEXT

--- . II_[-- II I' I II . II I I1'11 I ,,r, ,,,m ' ""' '1 Jll I I|11I I LIL

11. Resolution (7"obe completed by original Reviewer)

. Comment resolution accepted as proposed.

. END OF TEXT
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(instructions on back of form)

1. Comment29 of 31 3. Name Walter 3, Az:abasz
(PrintName)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date,November 12z 1991

-- iiiii I I iiiii i i i i

5. Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

deeper seismogenic structures lead me to be sympathetic to arguments about the
possibility of distributed faulting, analogous to the case of the 1932 Cedar
Mountain earthquake (see SCP, DOE, 1988a, p. Ill f.).

END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 30 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12I 1991 6. Section 3.3.3.4.4

3. Reviewer Walter J. Arabasz 7. Page 3.3.3-48

4. Organization University of Utah 8. Paragraph_P ata. 1 of Issue #3

9. Comment

(major)

Regarding the discussion of "Issue #3: Seismic-induced Surface Failure,"
cross-reference is made to Comment i0. It appears to me that the vulnerability

of the "Finished Tuff Pile" to seismically-induced instability and rapid

downslope movement during the preclosure period was not included among
considerations here.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolu_on(Tobe comp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

Text will be added to page 3.3.3-48 in response to Dr. Arabasz's Comment

#i0 regarding the potential for seismically induced slope failures of the tuff

pile(s).
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyoriginm Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1, Com,;,,'_nt 31 +,of 33, 5. ,Revts,l,onDna,ii/Date Au_,.__.,1991 ...... ,-+_-,+.....

2. Date i_N_ove:_er12, 1991 ............ 6. Sectl,o+n.3.3:,.3,4._......

3. Re_ew_rWalte[ J. Arabasz ,---..-.--- 7. Peg,s _ .........

4. Orgsnlz_on University of Utah 8. Patsg+raphpara .__.___22& 3 o_..___f3.3.3..4.5__

lt ............ II _ 'I I I ._ li'ill I ........ ........ l+Jllmmml41_llTllllMlll_i_A_wqm_iI,_::.L+_. +' . _I+.....

9. Comment

(major)

Under the guidelines of i0 CPR Part 960 for preclosure tectonics, I agree

with the ESSE Report's _ionc'.usionthat evidence continues to support a

lower-level suitability finding for rho qualifying condition. I also agree

that a higher-level suitability finding is supported for the disqualifying

condition° The logic is succinctly stated or_ p. 3.3,3-.52: "Although current
evidence indicates that seismic and volcanic hazards at the Yucca Mountain si_e

can be accommodated by RAT, additional site-specific data are needed to confirm
that estimates of the seismic hazard potential are valid, ro'

END OF TEXT

11111UmIP---' -............. __'. _..IIJ ............... I_ ............... It_--,__.__._ _--__---___.__r-'--'---_-_ -_ ..... _. ........... , '

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core T_[_f})

The ESSE Core Team appreciates Dr. Arabasz's agreement with its
conclusions.

END OF TEXT

l__n_7 _ ,ii ill iiii .ii, . .... _ ........... Ill t 1111.'IIIL-.__;__--__. , .-.--J,--.L.L LJ..-III--I... ,

11. Resolution ('To be oemp_e_d by originel ReWewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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Peer Reviewer'sStatement:

I have reviewedthe ESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackage in accordancewithESSE Peer Review
Plan. My conclusionswithrespectto thereviewcntena oi the ESSE Peer ReviewPlan are:

Adequate

ReviewCriteria Yes: See Comrnent(s)Nos." No: See Comment(s) Nos.

In my areasof expertise: /

A, The contentof the ESSE IntegratedEvalu- . ]'/ ..... _....... ,
ationPackageprovidesan unbiasedand
objectivepresentationoi informationrele-
vantto the suitabilityissuescoveredby
each guideline. ,/

V /
B. The conclusionsabout the statusoi lower

and higher-levelfindingson the siting
guidelinesare balanced anddefensible,

Comments1 through_ C( are attached.

-- lr ........ i_ i

Comment ResolutionRecord

Yes V/ The revised ESSE Integrated Evaluation Package adequately addressesmy comments.

No The followingcommentshave notbeenadequatelyaddressed:

Commentsnot resolvedbetween the Peer Reviewerand the ESSE Core Team have been notedby the
T&MSS 1"askManager.

"Note: May explain adequacyof comment(s) ifneeded.
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EARLY SiTE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 1 of 29 5, Revision Draft/Date Auc[ust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6 Section 3.3.i.i.i

3, Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-2

4, Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph para. 1 of 3.3.1.1.1

,,,_ i i iii iii iiiii i i ii i i i iii L_. ____ ...-

9. Comment

Geographically, what is the closest population for exposure to "any

incorporated place" (e.g., unincorporated NTS, Beatty, Amargosa)? Applicable

census data re i990? ES the target population in Las Vegas? If so, how
calculate/detenrtine to meet 960.5-1 (a) (i)?

END OF TEXT

i .............
J I i . iiiii i ..__

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

To better explain population density and distribution in the Yucca mountain

area and to resolve concerns regarding 5he availability of 1990 census data,
the following paragraph will be inserted into Section 3.3.1.1.3 in the review

of information obtained since the Envirer._aental Assessment (page 3.3.1-4):

"While the complete 1990 ceDsus data are not yet available and

analyzed, the initial information indicates that the closest 'highly

populated area' will be the unincorporated town of Pahrump,
approximately 40 miles from the Yucca Mountain site, and the closest 1

mile by i mile area with a population of 1,000 or more persons will be

in the unincorporated town of Beatty, approximately 20 miles from the

site, or in the unincorporated town of Pahrump. The 1980 and 1990

census data do not provide exact information concerning the closest

residents to the site. However, information from the radiological

monitoring program indicates that the closest resident population is

-- lll l i i i ii m iii i i iiil,lllll . ] ---, ............. . ....___

11. Resolution CFobe comp/eted by origina/ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

.......• .... I I I'II I III II I I IIII ........ llrl '........ II m ......
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1, Commentl of 29 3. Name, John H. Bell
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4, Date...November 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

in the Lathrop Wells/Amargosa Valley area, approximately I0 to 14

miles from the Yucca Mountain site, but this population does not meet

the population density definitions in the guidelines. "

To address the question regarding Las Vegas, the first paragraph of Section

3.3.1.1.3 (page 3.3.1-3) will be modified to indicate that, based on the 1980

census, the Las Vegas urban area is both the closest highly populated area and

the closest i .mile by 1 mile area with a population of 1,000 or more
individuals.

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 2 of 29 5, Revision Draft/Date Aucru3t 1991

2. Date Noven_ber 1991 6, Section 3.3.1.1.1

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3. i-2

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph para. 2 of 3.3.1. I.i

.... ii i i i _ _ ii i ,,,-, , ..,., ,.

9. Comment

What is the population density in the 1 mile x 1 mile areas adjacent to the

"surface facility of the repository? How determined? Daytime population of

NTS? (How can third disqualifying condition exist if don't have 1 square mile
population data?)

END OF TEXT

_
- '..... I q iiii .. i ----- I iiii I LL li . __

I0.Proposed Resolution("Tobe completedby ESSE Core Team)

Information from the radiological monitoring program indicates that the

population density in the 1 mile by 1 mile areas adjacent to the "surface

facility of a repository" (or the Yucca Mountain site) is zero if the term

"adjacent to" is interpreted to mean adjoining or contiguous. In response to

Dr. Bell's Comment #I, an additional paragraph will be inserted in Section

3.3.3..1.3 to explain population density and distribution in the Yucca Mountain
area. That paragraph also addresses this comment.

A discussion of the daytona population of the Nevada Test Site has not been

included in this section because the test site work'ers are not enumerated by
the census as residents of the area.

The third disqualifying condition involves development of an emergency

preparedness program, which would be required whether or not a highly populated

area is adjacent to the site. The emergency preparedness program is a separate

i .... -_ illll i

11. Resolution (7"obe completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment2 of 29 3. Name John H, Bell
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

consideration from the population density and distribution factors.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 3 of 29 5. RevislonDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.I.3

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-3

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph para. 1 of 3.3.1.I.3

ii _ ii i _lmll __ ii i i iii ill i i iii __ i iiii i

9. Comment

If the Qualifying Condition #2 can "take into account the possibility of

releases" such that a LLS-3 is subjectively (?) determined, why couldn't it
just as well be an unsuitable?

END OF TEXT

l III L I I ,I I I iiiin ii __

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The Level 3 finding for the second qualifying condition that was documented

in the Environmental Assessment was based on a conservative interpretation of
the information available at that time. The information that was assessed did

not indicate that the site would be unsuitable, but was not judged to be
sufficient to reach the Level 4 finding at that time. To address the concern

regarding subjective determination of suitability, the last two sentences of
the first paragraph of Section 3.3.1.1.3 will be modified to reiterate the
findings of the Environmental Assessment:

"The information regarding the qualifying condition presented in

the EA (p. 6-20 and 6-21) resulted in a finding that 'Preliminary

calculations indicate that even the expected worst-case radiological

dose will not exceed the limits of 10 CFR 960.5-i(a)(i) (1984) and

will be negligible when compared to the background radiation dose.'

Based on that evaluation, the EA stated that 'the evidence does not

i iii ii iiii . iJ.. c7- tl -' ....... . .... _':- , Ii . i ii Ji

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution ac'.ceptedas proposed.
END OF TEXT

I I .I .... I III'll
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment3 _of 29 3. Name__J°hn H. Bell
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2 4. Date_N°vember 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 ?roposed Resolution ( continued )

support a finding that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying

condition for population density and distribution,' which resulted in

a Level 3 finding."
END OF TEXT
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 4 of 29__L.__.. 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6, Section 3.3,1.1,3

3, Reviewer John H. Bell 7, Page 3,3,1-3

4, Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 4

i ii !" ......... _- ' i iii _ iii ii, ii

9. Comment

Is there, anywhere, aD emergency plan that. is site-specific as evidence

that DOE can satisfy requirements of DOE Order 5500.3 and i0 CFR 60?
END OF TEXT

iiiiiii iiI __ .---- ._m

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The Nevada Operations Office currently maintains a site-specific emergency
response plan under DO_. Order 5500.3 A (DOE, 1991a). This can be activated

either at their own action or at the request of the State of Nevada. An

example of this response process is covered in "DOE/NV Radiological Assistance
Team Notification Procedure Revision 17 (DOE, 1991b)."

END OF TEXT

iiii i I i ii iill i i iii I iii I r .__ --

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

...... 'Ill .........u_. "--- ------ I II I III ...............
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 29 5. RevisionDratt/Date AUqu,st 1991

2. Date November 1991 6, Section 3,3,1.1.3

3. Reviewer John H. Bell, 7, Page 3,3, ].-4

4. Organization UNLV 8 Paragraph 2

9. Comment

With the change of administration of YMP is or is not the MOU with DOE/NV

applicable, and how does th__eeanswer affect the "condition" of the requirement

of an emergency preparedness plan per DOE Order 5500.3 or 10 CFR 60?
END OF TEXT

I 0. Proposed Res,o[utto,n (To be comp,leWd by ESSE Com Team)

The Memorandum of Understanding (State of Nevada, 1984) remains

applicable as DOE/bW is the "landlord" of Area 25, where the support facilities

for the proposed repository would be located. To clarify this, a sentence will
be added at the end of the second paragraph on page 3.3.1-4 stating, "Plans and

procedures to be developed would be integrated with overall NTS emergency

response plans that are in _orce at that time."
END OF TEXT

1t. R eso,Iutio,n (7"0 b,ecompleted by original Fieviewer)

" Cow,tent resulution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT



EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 -9.)

1. Comment 6 of 29 5, Revision Draft/Date Au_gust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section__3_,3.I.I.3

3. ReviewerJohn H. Bell 7o Page 3.3.1-4

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 2

9, Comment

Apparent conflict. Who "directly" administers the YM2? DOE/NV?
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(Tobecomp_tedbyESSE Com Team)

As indicated by the response to Dr. Bell's Comment #5, DOE/NV has

"landlord" responsibilities for Area 25, where support facilities for the

proposed repository would be located. The DOE Project Office reports to the

Associate Director of the Office of Geologic Disposal, who reports to the

Manager of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management for programmatic
issues.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(Tobecompletedbyoripina/Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instruction_ on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 7 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1. i.4

3. ReviewerJohn H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-4

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 3

9. Comment

What are the "factors" that demonstrate that there would be no dose to an

individual that would exceed the regulatory limits? What is the "maximum

individual?" (maximum dose to an individual?) Individuals on NTS or Beatty or

Amargosa? (LLS-3?)
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team_,

TO address the question regarding population distribution factors, the
second sentence in the first paragraph of Section 3.3.1.1.4 will be modified to

state the following: "First, because the Yucca Mountain site is not located

in or adjacent to a highly populated area, there is nothing to suggest that

the site will not meet the requirements of the qualifying condition."

The references to the "maximum individual" in Sections 3.3.1.i.3 and

3.3.1.i.4 referred to the "maximally exposed individual," Conceptually, the

maximally exposed individual is any member of public standing at the boundary
of the restricted area.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 8 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust ]991

2, Date November 1991 6, Section 3.3.1.i.4

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-4

4, Organization UNLV 8, Paragraph ._para . 2 of 3.3.1.1.4

,, I I ILl II I IIII I

9. Comment

If the 1990 census has yet to be analyzed to determine "highly populated

area" and one (i) square mile area, why the HLF-2?
END OF TEXT

m--- i ' m ii i iii i r---- " i .....

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comple_dbyESSE Com Team)

The higher-level findings for the first two disqualifying conditions were
established in the Environmental Assessment using data from the 1980 census.

In response to Dr. Bell's Comment #i an additional paragraph will be added in

Section 3.3.1.1.3 to better explain population density and distribution in the

Yucca Mountain area and to resolve concerns regarding the availability of 1990
census data. That paragraph also addresses this comment.

END OF TEXT

.......... ._m iiii ---. i i i ii i 111111

11. Resolution (To be completed by original ReweweO

Co_rlent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 9 of 29 5. Revision DraffJDate Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.1,4

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-5

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 1

__ i . i iii i i iii i _. i iiiii i ii,

9, Comment

Won't the site specific emergency preparedness plan written under the DOE

Order 5500.3 actually be "approved" when accepted by the NRC when DOE submits

license application to NRC?
END OF TEXT

i iii , i I ii i i .

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Under DOE Order 5500.3A (DOE, 1991a), DOE can self-approve site-specific

emergency response plans° The reviewer is correct that the NRC will review

this plan against standards that exist at that time. This would be in

addition to any DOE approvals and would occur after site selection. For this

reason, no text changes are proposed.
END OF TEXT

IIIHI I I I IIII I li I!1 ' I

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Co_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

.... ' IIII IIII[ I.................... • __ __ I "
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(Instructions on b_ck of form)

(Reviewer completes items I - 9.)

1. Comment 10 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.3.2

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-9

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph all of 3.3.1.3.2

i i i i . i i illl ii i i i 11111

cj. Comment

a. What is the definition of "significant amount"? Quantify. Is it.
related to "source" term? How?

b. How are the potential release of radionuclides, design factors, release

of radionuclides to unrestricted areas, weather, and that amount less

than allowable related? What method of analysis to determine
"significant amount"?

c. What i__ssthe existing information that allows for "reasonable judgments"?
END OF TEXT

III I iiiiii I "' ' .............

1O, Proposed Resolution (To be complemd by ESSE Com Team)

a. The phrase "significant amounts" is a poor choice of words for the sentence.
The amount of radioactive release that should be discussed in this context is

that amount that is addressed by the allowable releases in the regulations.
The first paragraph in Section 3.3.1.3.2 will be revised to read:

"It is not likely that radioactive material in excess of the

amount allowable under the requirements specified in i0 CFR

960.5-I(a)(I) will ever become airborne so that atmospheric dispersion
or preferential transport would become an issue. However, the

qualifying condition requires that consideration be given to design

features that limit routine releases, such as ventilation systems, and
to the potential for weather conditions to cause an accident."

b. The potential release of radionuclides, design factors, release of

radionuclides to unrestricted areas, weather, that amount less than allowable

11. ResohJtion (To be completed by ordinal Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Commentl0 of 29 3. Name John H. Bell

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4, Date November 1991

" iii i i ...... iii i i i ,1,1 B|r i i iiii

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

under the regulations, and many more par_eters are all related through a

comprehensive dose assessment model and calculations for the site, yet to be

completed. Such an effort will be accomplished and discussed as part of the

system guideline for radiological safety. All input will contribute to a

systems analysis of normal operations and accident scenarios to include

parameters of characteristics of populations in the area, weather, land

controls, and association with offsite installations and operations. This

technical guideline for meteorology addresses primarily site characteristics

with regard to natural weather conditions.

c. The phrase "reasonable judgments" was a poor choice of words in that

definitions of "reasonable" could be an issue in many different for%uns. The

phrase in the last sentence of the second paragraph of Section 3.3.1.3.2 has

been replaced with "good scientific judgments and some assumptions."

Nevertheless, the existing information that allows these judgments to be made
is five years of site-specific meteorological data. The references to these

data reports are on the following page of the report in Section 3.3.1.3.3,
Review of Information Obtained since the Environmental Assessment.

END OF TEXT

I 1 III r I '_ ' ' ' ' _ l I IIII li .....
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment ii of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.3.3

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3. i-9

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph para. 1 of 3.3.1.3.3

Bmlmlli_lm_mll_ll .__ I II I ._. II I I III I I II ........ IIH II iii

9. Comment

a. Didn't the EA evaluation reveal more than an "indication" of infrequent
severe weather?

b. What quantity of radionuclides is expected to be released? Has a

dispersion model for the site been developed? What does it show

quantitatively?
END OF TEXT

.L IIIIII I lH I Illl I II I I I III I . . Illamif -

10, Proposed Resolution (To becomplemdbyESGE Com Team)

a. The EA did not actually reveal a mere "indication" of infrequent severe
weather, it directly stated, using area meteorological information, that

severe weather was infrequent in the area. The second sentence of the first

paragraph of Section 3.3.1.3.3 will be revised to read as follows: "The EA

evaluation concluded that occurrences of severe weather ..... "

b. Radionuclide releases from the proposed facility are expected to be minimal

and within allowable regulatory limits. A site dispersion model has not been

developed; however, site-specific data indicate good dispersion

characteristics and future information (including dispersion modeling) is

unlikely to change the conclusion, hence, one reason for reco_nending the
higher-level finding. Site dispersion modeling, however, will be done to

better characterize the dispersion characteristics and provide input for the

comprehensive dose assessment calculations planned to address the system

i i i t i i i ,ii llalt r i

11. Resolution (To be comple_d by original RevieweO

Corr_ent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Commentll of 29 3, Name John H, Bell
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4, Date November 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

guideline for preclosure radiological safety,
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 12 of 29 _ 5. RevisionDraftJDate=Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3,3,1,3,3

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3,1-10

4. Organization TJNLV 8. Paragraph 2

i _ iiii i -- ii ii -- i

9. Comment

a. Isn't Amargosa at the "end" of drainage winds down Amargosa Valley?

b. What are the "assumed" _roper design considerations?
END OF TEXT

-- ,i ............. Iiii ii ii • .... i i' III I

10, Proposed Resolution (To be comp_dbyESSE Core Team)

a. The townsite of Amargosa Valley is in a southerly direction from Yucca
Mountain and also "downslope" from the Yucca Mountain area. Given the

relatively long distance (approximately 14 miles) from the Yucca Mountain

site and the complex terrain in the vicinity, effective dispersion

characteristics are apparent. However, continued monitoring of the

phenomenon will ensure site conditions have been documented adequately for

radiological safety and dose assessment calculations as part of the system
guideline analysis.

b. The ESSE Core Team agrees the term "proper" should be replaced with some

more definitive terms. The second sentence of the second paragraph under the
heading labeled "Review of Information Obtained since the Environmental

Assessment" in Section 3.3.1.3.3 has been revised to read:

"While these results require further review, they do not represent

--:_ i iilil i _ _ I _ iii ii ii i -- i

11. Resolution (To be complemd by original Reviewe_

Comment: resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

II ........... II ,.i.... II . I , II
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment l2 of 29 3, Name John H. Bell

(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 1991

i ,HH. II i III i

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

unsuitability concerns given that the technology exists to design

facilities such that releases of rad_.oactive material greater than

that allowable under the regulations, will be controlled. In

addition, prevailing winds at the site are such that overall

effective dispersion is apparent."

In addition, a sentence will be added to the paragraph in Section

3,3.1.3.3. labeled "Atmospheric dispersion." The sentence will read as
follows:

"The above information supports the conclusion that dispersion

characteristics are not expected to contribute to a potential dose of

radioactive material to any population in the Amargosa Valley area in
excess of the amount allowable under the regulations, should a release

occur."
END OF TEXT

_ 'I II11' I I I roll I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 13 of 29 5, Revtsion Draft]Date,,Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6, Section 3.3.1.4.3. (new 3.3.1.5.3)____

3. Reviewer John H° Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-18

4, Organization UNLV 8, Paragraph 3, 5

9, Comment

a. Why are statements relative to "radioactive releases" only two sentences?

What were the estimates of the EAvs MacDougall (SNL, 1987) study? State
release amounts and effect/significance. Define "source term."

b. What does "Accident consequences were found to be generally lower than

in the EA" mean? Are overflights allowed or prohibited? If overflights are
allowed, what are the consequences of an aircraft accident to the WHBs?

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To becomp_dbyESSE OomTeam)

a _h_ EA evaluation of radiological safety for accidental conditions was based

on a preliminary safety assessment performed by Jackson et al. (1984).

These release calculations were updated in the Site Characterization Plan -

Conceptual Design Report (SNL, 1987). This evolution of information will be

explained in the text of the ESSE report.

.... "Repository Conceptual Design Studies" will be revisedSection 3 3 i 4 5.3,

to read as follows: "In the Repository Conceptual Design Report, prepared to

support the Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a), Sandia National Laboratory
(SNL) (1987) revised estimates of radiological releases from accidents that

could occur at the repository. Estimates in this study were made taking less
credit for release mitigation systems (for example, filters) than the EA. For

this reason, higher doses to the maximally exposed individual (up to i.i rem)
are estimated. At the same time, updated accident frequencies are lower than

those presented in the EA. When frequency and consequences are combined _o

11. Resolution(7obecomplemdbyoriginm Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on b_,,_ of form)

1. Comment l3 of 29 3, Name__J°hn H. Bell
(Print Name)

2, Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 1991

5, CommentorProposed Resolution orResotution (Ci_le on_

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

predict risk levels (frequency time consequences), both reports predict risks
due to accidents are low for the waste handling building.,

b. Predicted doses to the maximally exposed individual are higher in the

SCP-CDR than in the EA. However, frequencies are lower. Risks predicted by

both studies are comparable and low. The text will be added at the end of

the second paragraph in Section 3.3.1.4.4.1 (new 3.3.1.4.5.3).
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewor completes items I - 9,)

1. Comment 14 of 29 5, RevisionDraf'JDate_st 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.4.4.4(new 3.3.1.4.5.4)

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-19

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph (Ionizing radiation)

9. Comment

If "estimates of expected releases" from NTS can be _predicted,'" why is

there "no specific estimate of planned releases from the repository"? What

about "unplanned"? Why any release from the repository if "Teohnology exists

for the control of repository releases to negligible levels"? For example,
K-85, T-3, C-14: and 1-129?

END OF TEXT

10, Proposed Resolution(Tobecomp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

No specific evaluation has been done for a repository at Yucca Mountain

for expected releasesr since design details are not yet available° However,

given experience in similar facilities, filtration technology is adequate to

avoid unusual dispersion hazards. No site condition precludes mitigation of

impacts from small planned releases to levels in compliance with applicable

dose standards. These releases would be primarily particulates from activated

corrosion products present on the outside of the fuel rods (crud). Unplanned
releases could occur if accidents or fuel rod failures occur. These could

involve quantities of the isotopes mentioned in the comment as well as spent
fuel particulates. Gaseous products are assumed to be released, and
particulates are assumed to be reduced with filters.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyoriginalReWewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 15 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auq'ust 1991

2, Date November 1991 6, Section 3.3.1.4.4.4. (new 3.3.1.4.5.41

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-21

4, Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph (Aircraft mishaps)

[i, _ . Jll LII III I II I1._.i . - ...... 111 I -- _ , iii1_ i " " IIIIII

9. Comment

Will agreements be established to preclude aircraft overflights of

aircraft? If not, why not?
END OF TEXT

' . " - _.__ ""[ _ .. ' .... I i'_11 • - I I I I LII II _ I I . I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The need to preclude overflights will be decided after a review of the

overflight analyses. If needed, this could be accomplished through a

Memorandum of Understanding with the U.S. Air Force. The current predicted

frequencies of potential crashes are on the ordeL" of 1 in 1,000,000 per year.
END OF TEXT

m i __ iii II I ii i L II ' -- IIIII " I _.. I _ I I I_LII .

11, Resolution ('To be comple_d by original Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 16 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date August 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.4.4.5 (new 3.3.1.4.5.5}

3. ReviewerJohn H. Bell 7. Page 3.3_I-22

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph Ionizing radiation

9. Comment

If releases of radioactive material and radiation from the repository are

expected ("to be minor"), why not state that technology will be used to control

releases to "negligible levels" rather than that the technology just "exists"?
END OF TEXT

10.Proposed Resolu_on(Tobecomp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

The details of air treatment to be used have not been decided. It will be

based on needs identified in a detailed facility analysis. At a minimum, (high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters will be used on all hot cells.

Filtration of mine air will be available on a diversion basis. This will be

added to the discussion. Air treatment for iodine is avai3.able, but may not be
necessary due to the long cooling time of the fuel. The last sentence of the

paragraph will be revised to reflect the lack of specific estimates of releases
at this time and will read as follows:

"Releases of radioactive material and radiation from the potential

repository are expected to be minor, and will be less than applicable
regulations and standards. However, specific estimates for these releases have

not been completed. During future design activities, these releases will be

evalu_ated and mitigation technology applied such that ionizing radiation is not

expected to lead to &n irreconcilable conflict with atomic ener_5, defense

11o ResolutJon(Tobecomplemdbyorigin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed,
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1, Commentl6 of 29 3, Name John H. Bell
(PrintName)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 1991

5, Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

activities."
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 17 of 29._!.._ 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.4,4.5 (new 3.3.1.4.5.5)

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1.1-23

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph (Facility Accidents)

9. Comment

What is the meaning of "repository" - the total facility or the storage
site? Where are explosives and propellants to be stored? What is the distance

from "onsite" activities? It would seem that the greatest potential hazard is
from an explosion on the repository or WHFS.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_mdbyESSE Co_Team)

"Repository" refers to both surface and subsurface preclosure activities

at the Yucca Mountain site. To clarify this in the text, the word "site" will

be inserted after "repository" in the first sentence. Explosive storage will
be remote from the waste handling buildings on the surface and waste

emplacement underground. The structures used for shielding of high-level waste
preclude significant damage from explosions. See Section 3,3.1.4.5.4 on
facility accidents leading to radioactive material-releases.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution _b be comple_dbyoriginalRevieweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 18 of 29 5, Revision Dratt/Date Auq ust 1991

2. Date Nove._ber 1991 6. Section 3,3,1,4,4.5, Inew 3.3.1,4,5,5)

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3,3,1.I-23

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph (,,,radioactive material)

.... i i i I • - , i i i li r

9. Comment

Though accidents of this type (releases of ____________________quantities of radioactive

material) are expected to be ".rare" only one (i) needs to occur, Does this

s'tatement mean that releases of "large" quantities of radioactive material are

to be expected - inevitable? This is the primary concern of the public,
END OF TEXT

III I I II [ ........ IHIIIII I I I II, I I I I ......

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This paragraph heading will be revised to read "Releases of significant

quantities of radioactive material," A release with a fenceline 50-year dose

commitment of 500 millirem is not "large," The 500 millirem level is a

proposed design basi.s for the repository facilities, The design would limit
releases below this level and seek to minimize the potential for all accidents,

The first sentence will be revised to state "Repository design standards

require that releases under accident conditions will not allow off site doses to
exceed 500 millirem,"

END OF TEXT

_
................ II1,111 131 I I II III I I I _L_£____ -- '

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Raviewer)

Co_nent resolution accepted as proposed,
END OF TEXT

............... I ........ -- .... I III I -- [ III -- IJ I
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 19 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Aunt 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.4.4.5 (new 3.3.1.4.5.5/.

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-24

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph (Security)

ii i i i i____ i ii i i i _'...... i i "

9. Comment

Will there be outside (non DOE) oversight (NV?) of the YMP operation? Or

will "security" preclude "outside" oversight?
END OF TEXT

i M¢ -_ i1[ I . i ' i' i iiiii iiiiii rl

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Security will not preclude oversight. It is our understanding that the
State of Nevada, NRC, and DOE safety organizations will have reasonable access

to the facility.
END OF TEXT

............. ii r ii -- iiii ....... ! i

11. Resolution('l'obecomple_dbyoriginalRewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed,
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

_Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 20 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date Nove_£ber 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.4.4.6 (new 3.3.1.4.5.6_

3. ReviewerJohn H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-24

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph (Discussion)

9. Comment

Question HLS-4 for part (2) of the Qualifying Condition relative to

radionuclide releases to an unrestricted area. Wording of "...no significant

(_).releases ....are expected.", "p_LD/led releases" (versus unplanned),

"releases of large quantities...", accidents of this type are expected to be

rare..." lead one to question confidence of HLS-4. Perhaps the suitability

level should be changed (to LLS-3) or the wording changed given the analysis of

the data to support the HLS finding.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(7"obecomplemdbyESSE Com Team)

This finding is based on a review of current technology, conceptual

designs, and needed features of the site for radiological safety. Nothing

currently at the site or expected to be discovered during characterization
would preclude a radiologically safe facility given a comprehensive approach

to design. However, the conclusions and recommendations section will be

revised and expanded to reflect that the site is suitable for characterization

under this guideline and that additional design evaluations are needed to

support the higher-level finding.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Con_ent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 21 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date.Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.5.1, 3.3.1.5.3

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1.i-25, -27

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph

" ' i li iiii i iii iii i i lilll i

9, Comment

The system guideline addresses ___2.9.__ releases during repository
operations. The accidental releases are addressed as a result of "normal

operations. " What accidental releases were considered in the "newer studies"
that provide "better descriptions of accident scenarios and releases from

abnormal operations" or "nonnormal accidents"? What abnormal accidents did the
newer accident scenarios consider?

END OF TEXT

i fl ii illll I i i + +
i J ii i I II r II

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The reference to radiological dose limits in Section 3.3.1.5.1 is not

explicitly used in Section 3.3.1.5.3. The reference documents identify a
number of accident scenarios with various dose consequences that could be

compared with the limits. However, that discussion would be lengthy and would

not add much to the ideas in Section 3.3.1.5.3. In general, the newer

evaluations reexamined the major and minor accident scenarios considered in

the earlier studies. These studies were designed to assist in the

implementation of quality assurance in the design process, not for the
resolution of i0 CFR Part 960 issues. The text of Section 3.3.1.5.3 will be

modified to discuss intended usage of the studies and to remove the ambiguity
of why these things are in the report.

END OF TEXT

i i i i i i iii iii 11 IllllI II ii i i i i tlJl. __

11. Resolution _'o be completedbyor_inalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 22 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date.p-ugust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.1.5.4

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.1-28

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 2

9. Comment

Until detailed abnormal accident/release scenarios are considered relative

to the system guideline, an LLS-3 rather than a level-4 finding is applicable.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(Tobecomp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees that additional design information is necessary

to first describe the facility and its operations and then to justify the

higher-level finding for the system guideline. Commentary will be added to
Section 3.3.1.5.3 to discuss the data obtained since the EA (e.g., SNL (].987)

supporting development of the Site Characterization Plan), reverting

to the EA (lower-level) finding, and stating that additional facility design

information is necessary before a higher-level finding can be supported.
END OF TEXT

11, Resolution(T obe complemdbyoriginalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 23 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.3.3,1

3. Reviewer John H, Bell 7. Page 3,3,2-16

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph _para, 2 of 3,3,2,3.3,].

i , , ,, , iii

9. Comment

If the design of the transportation cask precludes rupture and radiation

levels external to unruptured casks is negligible (within DOT levels), why is

the route unfeasible due to land use conflicts with wilderness study areas and
residential development? Won't any other route(s) impact in a similar fashion

on other wilderness or populated areas?
END OF TEXT

i,i iii ii i i iiiii i i IRiii I ,i i . I I . i I i i

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The land-use conflict is not radiological in nature. Land-use

restrictions preclude the development of any E/_ of way in these areas until

their wilderness attributes can be evaluated. No changes to the text are
proposed.

END OF TEXT

..... J i i i " _ i

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

..... iii
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items _ - 9.)

1 Comment 24 of 29 5, Revision Draft/Date _AUqust 1991

2. Date Novembe_._r_199_l 6, Section _3,.3,2.3,3,1

3, Reviewer John H... Bell 7, Page 3.3,2-16 ,,

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph (in-text table) -.__

9. Comment

What does 0.37 Region_l and 11.3 National l_diological Fatalities mean?

How are they caused? Isn't this an ,unacceptable risk" to the public or an

"unacceptable public health impact"?
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolu_on(Tobe¢_mp_tedbyESSE Com Team)

These estimates are based on a linear dose effects model for miniscule

radiation doses that would be received by population along the route.

Accidental releases of material, weighted by their low expected frequency, are

included and are less than I0 percent of the total predicted potential impacts,

The indicated potential impacts are insignificant when compared with health

effects from natural background radium doses using the same model. No changes

to the text are proposed.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution _o be comp/emdbyorigin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment..25 of 2__99.___ 5, RevislonDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2, Date November 1991 6, Section 3.3.2,3.3,2

3, Reviewer John H Bell 7, Page 3.3.2-17

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 3

t iii t t iii i i _ i __j

9. Comment

What ar___ethe different states' "designated routes" For Nevada?
END OF TEXT

I I i i qllllll _ ii ii i ii

10. Proposed Resolution (To becompl_tedbyESSE Co_Team)

Currently the State of Nevada has not designated alternative routes to

1-15 and U.S. 95 to Yucca Mountain. The State is currently evaluating
alternatives that include U.S. 93A from Wendover, U.S. 6, and U.S. 95. Past

shipments have traveled this general route to the north. Shipments to the

south could travel state highways to Baker, California, where they would
access 1-15.

END OF TEXT

t _-- .... _ tt t i tttt tlt t

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyor_inalRev_wed

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I _ III M 'I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instruct/one on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 26 of 29 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.3.3.3

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.2-18

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph (Transportation planning)

9. Comment

What s_,p._e_._ is the "planning issue" that remains open at this time

relative to cask design?
END OF TEXT

10, Proposed ResoluSon(Tobe comple_dbyESSE Com Team)

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management plans to design,

license, and build new cask designs that will carry more fuel than current

models. This is possibly due to the long cooling time of fuel available for

transport to a repository. Final designs are not available at this time.

Thus, final estimates of the numbers of shipments and specific cask design

features are not currently available. There is, however, no specific site
feature that would need to be considered in the cask design. This makes the

cask design activity independent of site suitability evaluations. Thus, no

changes to the text are proposed.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution _o be complemdbyoriginalReviewe#

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 27 of 29 5, RevlstonDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2, Date November 1991 6, Section 3.3.3

3. Reviewer John H. Bell 7. Page 3.3.3-2

4, Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 2

, t t t tt ,

9, Comment

How can it be concluded that the site would not require "particularly

expensive" mitigation techniques (e.g., for negligible release) if the design

requirements and plans for activities are not completely developed?
END OF TEXT

- i I ii I Iii I I IR I I [

10, Proposed Resolution (To be compM_dbyESSE Core Team)

The intent of the sentence was to convey the fact that no site conditions
have been identified to date that would cause difficulties. The last sentence

of the second paragraph on p. 3.3.3-2 will be changed as follows: "The Core

Team did not identify any characteristics of this particular site that would

lead to use of mitigation techniques that are unusually expensive. However,
detailed considerations of costs were not made in this evaluation."

END OF TEXT

i i I i'-- llt,t i !

11. Resolution (7"0 be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

IIII _' I Irl , - 7111 ,, II II I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 28_.__._ of .2 9___ 5, Revision Dratt/Date Auqust 1991 ....

2. Date November 1991 6, Section 3,3,3,2,3.1

3, Reviewer J.__ohnH. Bell 7, Page 3.3,3-10

4. Organization UNLV 8, Paragraph Table 3,3,3-2, 3,3.3.2,3 .....

9. Comment

How can DOE state "no rock characteristics that could cause undue hazards

to personnel have been identified..." when compared to the statement

"Onacceptable uncertainty remains concerning occupational, health risk and
environmental impact represented by mordenite"?

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The statement "...no rock characteristics that could cause undue hazards

to personnel have been identified..." in Section 3.3.3.2.3.1, Summary of
Environmental Assessment Findings, was the status at the time of the EA.

"Unacceptable uncertainty remains concerning the occupational health risk

and environmental impact represented by mordenite" in Section 3.3.3.2.3.2,

Infonnation Acquired since the Environmental Assessment, is the current status
as a result of the early site suitability evaluation° The subject issue is a

post-EA development. The two statements are not inconsistent in that they

appear in the proper context for the period of time being discussed, thus no

text changes are proposed.

A separate concern with the second phrase discussed above is with the

word "unacceptable." Since the lower-level finding has been maintained for

this guideline_ tl%euncertainty associated with the subject risk requires
additional information through the site characterization program to address the

11 Resolution (To be completed by original RevieweO

Co_ent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(InstructiOns on back of form)

I. Comment28 of 29 3. Name John H. Bell

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of _2___,

4. Date November 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution ('Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

high-level finding. The term "unacceptable" has been deleted fr3m the sentence

(penultimate sentence in last paragraph of Section 3.3.3.2.3, p. 3.3.3-12).
END OF TEXT

'==' _= -- 'I ' ....... """ -- '................ III' I III I IIIIII ..... I
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 29 of 29 5, RevisionDraft/Date Auq ust 1991

2. Date November 1991 6. Section

3. Reviewer John H, Bell 7. Page 4-7

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph 4.3
......

- fill II II I I I t I --- I II I

9, Comment

If "there is some probability that this release limit (EPA limit for

ga3eous C-14) to the environment" could be exceeded, how can a HLS-4 (Table

4-2) be stated for System Guideline and Offsite Installations and Operations
(QC #2)?

END OF TEXT

--- iii _ I III 1111 I I I m

10, Proposed Resolution (To be comp_dbyESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees that there are areas within the System Guideline
and the Offsite Installations and Operations technical guideline, especially

regarding surface facility design, that require additional study efforts

before higher-level findings can be recommended. For this reason,

maintaining lower-level findings for these subject areas is a prudent

approach at this time. The conclusion and recozrmendation sections of the
guidelines have been revised to reflect the above approach.

END OF TEXT

II L I qll iiii II I " ' I i _ I III . i . . iiii i i i ]

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyorigin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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Peer Reviewers Statement'

i have reviewedthe ESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackage in accordancewithESSE PeerReview
Plan, My conclusionswithrespectto the reviewcntertaof the ESSE PeerReviewPian are:

Adequate
ReviewCriteria Yes: See Comment(s)Nos.* No: See Comment(s)Nos,

In my areas of expertise:

A. The content of the ESSE IntegratedEvalu- / -" _"
ation Packageprovidesan unbiasedand
objectivepresentationof informationrele-
vantto the suitabilityissuescoveredby
each guideline,

B, The conclusionsaboutthe statusof lower /- 47=
and higher-levelfindingson the siting
guidelinesarebalancedanddefensible,

Comments I through_ areattached.

PeerReviewer_['__'__.___ '('_'Y' Date..Z'2_/_//,v

" I::.,_v".C,,,_.,*'t,,_r/_//'/
I rl IIII IIMI I J III J IIII __. •

Comment ResolutionRecord

Yes _ _ The revisedESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackageadequatelya_ressesmy comments,

No _.____ The followingcommentshavenotbeenarJequatelyaddressed:

Commentsnot resolvedbetweenthe Peer Revieweranclthe ESSECore Team havebeen noted by the
;'&MSS Task Manager.

T&MSSTask Manager (_--__ __._A-_.-- Date l;L-I(o--_l

' Note: May explain adequacyof comment(s) if needed.
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 . 9.)

1, Comment 1 of 4 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqus,t 1991

2, Date November 1]. t 1991 6, Section 2.3.7.3.3

3, Reviewer F, William Cambray 7, Page 2-104

4. Organization Michigan State University 8, Paragraph 5

I i1' II i I I I I

9, Comment

Under Recommendations for Future Activities. The need for credible

tectonic models is :eferred to, There seems to be an emphasis on a
detachment model for the region but much of the evidence points towa:ds
strike-slip being the most important factor in this area in recent times. The

observations of Gianella and Callaghan (Bull. Seism. Soc.Am 1934) indicate that

there is a marked difference between the strike slip movement associated with

the earthquake on the Walker Lane Belt and the proposed low angle normal

faulting associated with detachment faults. Wright (ref.#3515) has suggested

that detachment fau].ting was important until 16-14 Ma ago and then strike slip

faulting became the dominant tectonic activity in region. This proposed change
coincides with the change in igneous activity from predominantly large scale
felsic volcanic centers to small basaltic cones and minor intrusions.

The Yucca Mt. Crater Flats region could be modeled as a releasing bend in

a strike slip setting on the Walker-Lane Belt. The Yucca Wash Fault extending:_- tai
__ i r -- ii i---- i

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This con_nent appropriately points out that earlier revisions, meant to
provide a more balanced discussion of alternatives to regional detachment

faulting as the basic tectonic model in Section 2.3.7.3.2.1, were not carried
over into the discussion on page 2-104. In addition, the comment and

subsequent discussions with Dr. Cambray provide a compelling reason to
reorganize and supplement Section 2.3.7.3.2.1.

We will revise Section 2.3.7.3.2.1 to read as follows'

"2.3.7.3.2.1 Tectonic models.

The EA considered two basic tectonic models for the Yucca Mountain area.

The first was a caldera model, in which the faults near the potential

repository block were portrayed as subsidiary features resulting from inferred

caldron subsidence in Crater Flat. The second was a Basin-and-Range model, in

,111 ii i _F IIII III _ I,II I I _.__j -- I IIII I I '

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewed

Comment resolution accepted as proposed,
END OF TEXT

_- I III I I IIIH II III I mit_ .......
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2. Page 2 of 18 '"
4, Date November llr 1.991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Cimle on_

9 Comment ( continued )

NW from the north side'of the region could be one branch of the strike slip

fault and the proposed buried strike slip fault extending along the south side

of Crater Flat and under the Amargosa Valley (Schweickert ref.#3843) the other

The termination of the NS faults against the Yucca Wash Fault and the lack of

continuation of this fault to the south east (Scott ref.#3173) makes this a

reasonable interpretation. As a first approximation the Paintbrush Fault might

represent the eastern termination of the pull-apart basin formed in this

releasing bend and the Bare Mountain Fault on the west side of Crater Flats
could be the western termination. This would explain why the Bare Mountain

normal fault cuts the detachment proposed by Scott (ref.#3173 fig.15). It

would place the malic volcanic rocks in a releasing bend which could help to

explain their rise from the mantle without differentiation or contamination

(several authors P.2-94 ESSE report) and the clustered arrangement. The thick

sequence of volcanic rocks underlying Crater Flats would be the pull-apart
basin fill in this model. The detachment referred to by Scott may be a

dissected older detachment as he suggests. If so it is now cut by faults

associated with the releasing bend. It may however be an accommodation zone

that developed in response to the transfer of motion from the underlying

strike slip fault in the basement to the package volcanic rocks above (see

Manspeizer, W. The Dead Sea Rift, Impact of Climate and Tectonism on
Pleistocene and Holocene Sedimentation in Strike-Slip Deformation, Basin

Formation and Sedimentation. Soc. Econ. Pal.and Min., Spec. Pub.37, 1985,

fig.13). This has important implications for the use of tectonic models in

predicting groundwater movement.

In such a setting the NS faults on Yucca Mountain would also be

accommodating movements to the underlying strike slip movement and give rise to

the decoupling referred to in the report. The clockwise rotation at the
southern end of the mountain is consistent with this hypothesis. On page 2-94

the Cedar Mountain earthquake is referred to as 'exceptional' but the author

goes on to say that 'the occurrence of the distributed faulting at the smaller

Excelsior Mountain earthquake indicates that this model should be considered in

the faulting potential at Yucca Mountain'. I endorse this comment and suggest
that strike slip faulting be elevated to the most likely source of potentially

damaging seismic activity in the area.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

which crustal extension is accommodated by a combination of N-striking normal

faults and NE- and NW-striking strike-slip faults that penetrate to the

brittle-ductile transition. More recently, in the Site Characterization Plan
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10 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

for.Yucca Mountain (DOE, 1988a), detachment faulting (low-angle extensional

faulting) of various styles and planar-rotational faults (producing a

"tilted-domino" block structure), whether deep-seated or terminating on an
underlying detachment, have been recognized as possible alternatives to the
interpretations in the EA.

Use of Terms

As used in this report without qualifying terms, a detachment fault (or

simply detachment) is a low-angle extensional fault within the brittle crust,
whether regional or local in areal extent. No implication as tc the amount of

displacement is intended. The degree of mechanical coupling between the rocks

below and above a detachment may vary spatially and temporally, and styles of

subsidiary faulting above the detachment are not specified. The subsidiary
faults may include additional shallower detachments, planar normal faults that

abut downward into an intensely sheared detachment, or listric normal faults,
which decrease in dip downward to merge into th.) detachment surface. Local

variations of stress and preexisting geology, particularly near the edges of
the upper plate(s), may result in subsidiary strike-slip faults, reverse

faults, dip-slip faults that increase in dip with depth, oblique-slip faults,
or bending of the upper plate about a steeply plunging axis. Where the

special case of essentially lateral dislocation between the brittle crust and

underlying ductile deformation is intended, it is specified in the context.

The boundaries of such a deep-seated detached plate ideally would be

high-angle strike-slip faults and listric faults of such large radius of

curvature that, near the land surface, they would be indistinguishable from

normal faults that intersect the brittle-ductile transition at high angles.
At this scale, there may be a loss of distinction between detactunent and

deep-seated "Basin-and-Range" styles of faulting in terms of their seismic and
hydrologic significance.

Depending on its age, the proposed detachment faulting in the vicinity of

Yucca Mountain (see, for example, Scott, 1990) has differing implications for
site characterization and performance evaluation. If the detachment structures

are very old and overprinted by young tectonic features, they may have little

significance for earthquake-hazard or hydrologic studies, but they may
laterally displace still older structural and volcanic features. If the

detachments are active, paths of upward magma migration might still be offset

somewhat along the detachment surface, and the fracturing that may accompany
upper-plate movement may dominate the hydrogeoloqic character of the area.

Subsidiary faults in the upper plate, depending on plate thickness, might have
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limited potential for seismic energy release, whereas the greater seismogenic

potential may actually be associated with deeper faults that may not be

readily identified beneath the detachment. Because of the ranges of the

possible significance of different tectonicstyles or models, the principal
evidence for these models and their significance to this evaluation of

postclosure tectonics are discussed in greater detail below.

R_gional and Local Evidence for Detachment F_.ults

The basis for the detachment-fault model, in the southern Great Basin has

been summarized recently by Scott (1989a, 1990), who cites evidence throughout

the region for westward to southwestward migration of gentle doming and

multiple levels of west-dipping detachment surfaces. He interprets three
levels of low-angle normal faults mapped by Burchfiel (1965) in lowermost

Paleozoic and upper Precambrian rocks in the Spring Mountains, 45 km southeast
of the Yucca Mountain site, possibly to be part of a relatively deep regional

detachment that may now surface at the edge of the Precambrian core complex in

the Bullfrog Hills (Maldonado, 1985; 1990b) and in the northern part of Bare

Mountain (Monsen et al., 1990), respectively about 40 km and 15 km west of

Yucca Mountain. However, Scott (1989a, 1990) also discusses probable

shallower, more local detachments identified by seismic investigations in Mid

Valley (McArthur and Burkhard, 1986) (25 km east of Yucca Mountain), by

mapping of exposures of the Tertiary-Paleozoic contact north of Mercury

(Myers, 1987) (40 km east of Yucca Mountain), and by mapping of low-angle
faults within the Tertiary and Paleozoic sections of the Calico Hills (Simonds

and 3cott, 1987) (about 19 km northeast of Yucca Mountain). Common features

of the exposed faults are structural discordance' with termination of dipping

stratigraphic contacts and faults within the upper plate at its base, and
structural and textural evidence of shear displacement parallel to the contact

of the upper and lower plates.

In addition to the several references cited in the SCP (DOE, 1988a), the

following papers discuss the evidence for one or more detachment plates at
Yucca Mountain itself: Scott and Rosenba_ (1986); Scott and Whitney (1987);

Hamilton (1988); Scott (1989a, 1990); Fox and Carr (1989); and Spengler and

Fox (1989). In the composite detachment model of these authors, as recently

summarized by Scott (1990), the high-angle north-striking faults that
intersect the surface at and near Yucca Mountain decrease in dip listrically

with depth, Jnerging with an underlying low-angle extensional fault within the
brittle crust. Scott (1989a, 1990) also discusses evidence that the rate of

displacement along the detachments decreased markedly before deposition of the
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ll-million-years-old Timber Mountain Tuff, but that much less extension

continued into the Quaternary along a shallower, secondary fault system.
Movement on faults in the upper plate (or uppermost of two or more stacked

plates) would be limited in depth of penetration, possibly placing constraints

on the depth to which hydraulic pathways would be developed or refreshed. The

depth limitation might be expected to limit also the seismic energy released by

fault movement in the upper plate, but this may be a moot point if faulting
above the detachment is coupled to deep faulting beneath. In fact, detachment

of near-surface rocks may be a passive means of accommodating deep strike-slip

fault displacement where the shallow section is imperfectly coupled to deeper

rocks; this has been proposed by Scott and Rosenbaum (1986) to be the origin
of the rotation of the tuffs about a vertical or nearly vertical axis at
central and southern Yucca Mountain.

The east-bounding breakaway zone for the detachment with Quaternary
movement beneath Yucca Mountain is proposed to occur about 2 km east of the

potential repository site, along the Paintbrush Canyon fault. Fox and Carr

(1989) suggest that this detachment occurs at the Tertiary-Paleozoic contact

beneath Yucca Mountain, though they do not exclude the possibility that it is

deeper. A generalized cross section in Scott (1989a, Figure 2) indicates a

westward thickening of the upper plate beneath Yucca Moun%ain, in part because

of topographic rise, from about 2.5 km to about 4 km. Young et al. (1991)

applied computer techniques in a geometric-kinematic analysis of the geologic
observations of Scott and Bonk (1984) and data from a drill hole that

penetrates Paleozoic rocks at a depth of about 1.2 km (Cart et al., 1986).

They suggest that the cross section cannot be balanced with the representation

that the Paintbrush Canyon Fault merges listrically into a detachment at the

base of the Tertiary section; rather, they propose that the detachment, must

occur at a greater depth, in the range of 3.5 to 6 km. The differences between

these interpretations probably cannot be resolved, nor can other alternatives

be identified, until the structural architecture is explored in greater detail

by intensive geologic studies, including mapping, and to greater depths by
geophysical techniques and possibly deep drilling.

A_iternativ@ Inte_ret_ons of the Evidence

Low-angle, even near-horizontal normal faults have been explained in the

literature by mechanisms other than detachment faulting, as defined above to

occur within the brittle crust. For example, Proffett (1977) proposed that
the basic style of faulting in the Yerington district of western Nevada is

deep-seated listric faulting, steeply dipping near the surface but decreasing
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in dip with depth until the e}'_tensionis accommodated by ductile flow. Where

segments of faults that were originally deep are now exposed, they dip at very

shallow angles, even forming apparent low-angle reverse faults. Proffett

(197"7)suggests that original dips have further decreased by two mechanisms.

First, there is evidence of substantial westward tilting in the Yerington

region, such that the east-dipping faults that dominate in the area were
rotated to shallower dips. Second, in the Yerington district, the positions of

new faults tended to migrate westward or into the footwall blocks of previous

faults. The tendency for extensional openings at the shallow, steeply dipping

fault segments was accommodated principally by west-dipping sagging of the
hanging wall, rather than by antithetic faults, further decreasing the dip of
older faults close to their successors (Proffett, 1977).

Wright (1989) accepts the existence of detachment faults in the region
within and east of Death Valley, but he argues that, beginning 16 to 14 Mya,

this region was divided into structural blocks by major strike-slip and normal

faults, fie proposes that the detachments, rather than being regional

features, are unconnected local features within the individual blocks. The

emphasis of Wright's (1989) synthesis of mapped faults and gravity data is the

accommodation_ beginning in the mid-Miocene, of right-stepping strike--slip

fault zones by en echelon, obliquely oriented normal faults, "pull-apart"

basins, and associated igneous activity. In his interpretation, the Amargosa

Desert and Crater Flat, respectively south and west of Yucca Mountain, are

within a zone of pull-apart basins termed the Amargosa Desert Rift Zone

(ADRZ) . He relates the ADRZ genetically to the Pahrump Valley and Stewart

Valley right-lateral strike-slip faults which, if projected to the northwest,

coincide approximately with the Walker Lane structural zone. Although Wright

(1989) notes that Quaternary faults in Pahrump Valley and western Crater Flat
follow those established in mid-Miocene time, he does not address the possible

relation of these structures to Pliocene-Quaternary basaltic volcanism in the

region. Schweikert (i989), however, suggests that the northwest alignment of
basaltic cones in and northwest of Crater Flat may indicate the presence of a

major right-lateral strike-slip fault that is not evident at the alluvial
surface of Crater Flat.

Controls on Patterns and Characteristics of Volcanics
=

A series of papers by Crowe and his colleagues (Vaniman and Crowe, 1981;
-I Vaniman et al., 1982; Crowe et al., 1983a; Crowe, 1986) discusses the

petrology and geochemistry of the Pliocene-Quaternary basalts of the southern
-: Great Basin, inferring that the magma chambers must be at or below the
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crust-mantle boundary.. Crowe et al_ (1983b) defined a volcanic zone the Death

Valley-Pancake Range Volcanic Zone (DVPRVZ), extending from Death Valley

northward to the Pancake Range in Central Nevada, suggesting regional
structural control of basalt centers. Cart (1984) suggested that some of the

Pliocene-Pleistocene basalt centers occur along northeast-trending rifts within

the DVPRVZ. North-northeast-trending structural controls also are components

of latex models proposed by Fox and Carr (1989), Smith et al. (1990), and
Na_mann et al. (1991).

In recent reassessments of volcanism patterns and characteristics in the
Yucca Mountain area, Crowe and Perry (1989) and Crowe (1990) define the Crater

Flat volcanic zone (CFVZ), favoring a northwest alignment of Pliocene-

Pleistocene basaltic centers from the Lathrop Wells cone (20 km south of the
Yucca Mountain site) to the basalts of Sleeping Butte. This trend is

compatible with that of the Walker Lane structural system, suggesting control
of paths for ascending magma along northwest-trending, right-lateral

strike-slip faults, as was suggested also by Schweikert (]989). Crowe and

Perry (1990) consider a secondary northeast aligrL_nentof vents in clustered

centers to reflect near-surface feeder dikes perpendicular to the direction of
regional extension and least principal stress.

Smith et al. (1990) chose to define their area of most recent volcanism

(AMRV) based only upon the factor of age, and they did not include magma
composition and tectonic setting as criteria. The inclusion of the 2.8 Ma

basaltic andesite of Buckboard Mesa allows Smith et al. (1990) to define an

elliptical AMRV that encompasses Yucca Mountain. However, it should be noted

that all Quaternary (<1.6 Ma) basaltic eruptive centers near Yucca Mountain

occur inside the northwest trend of the CFVZ. In the CFVZ model, the
geochemically similar basalts erupted since 3.7 Mya within the northwest

alignment of the CFVZ are distinct from the basaltic andesite of Buckboard

Mesa. The Crowe and Perry (1989) analysis is considered to be more rigorous,

but further investigations are planned to examine the structural controls on

basaltic volcanism. The structural controls on volcanism are important
components of an overall understanding of Quaternary tectonism. A direct

linkage of faulting and volcanic activity was proposed by Fox and Cart (1989),
who deduced from the common occuri'ence of volcanic ash within the

north-striking fault zones near Yucca Mountain that the Quaternary faulting
and nearby basaltic volcanism have been coeval.

Crowe (1991b) has suggested that basaltic volcanism in this extensional

...._ _=,,u _u uuuuL w_nln a.iluvlai bas'_ns or along range-front faultsr but
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that it is rare in the range interiors. However, there are examples of

volcanic centers in uplifted range blocks, such as the Fortification Hill

_olcanic field south of Lake Mead and basalts in Reveille Range in south-
central Nevada (Smith et al., 1990), as well as the intracaldron basalts of the

Lunar Crater Field (Crowe et al., 1986). This suggests that gross topography

may be related to the occurrence of basaltic centers only where it accurately
reflects deep crustal structure, a relationship that is probable but not fully

demonstrated real Yucca Mountain.

Evidence from Patterns of Fault Movement

The geochemically indicated ascent of the basalts along northwest-

striking, deeply penetrating faults and the temporal coincidence of volcanism
with movement on the north-striking faults near Yucca Mountain provide strong

grounds for inferring a ginetic linkage between the two directions of faulting.
If the north-striking faults represent only shallow, brittle failure within a

d tachment plate, the plate must be sufficiently coupled to rocks beneath the

dutachment to deform in direct response to deeper fault movement.

Alternatively, the north-striking faults may be deep-seated structures that

accommodate releasing bends resulting from offsets or changes of direction of

the strike-slip fault segments (as stated by Cambray in Younker et al., 1992).

The deep-seated accommodation of right-stepping offsets is consistent

with Wright's (1989) hypothesis for pull-apart basins, filled by thick

volcanic rocks and sediments, beneath the Amargosa Desert and Crater Flat.

Irregular boundaries, formed in part by secondary reentrants into the

footwalls, probably are part of an evolutionary reestablishment of strike-slip

motion through inherently unstable releasing bends (Ellis and Trexler, 1991).

The Las Vegas shear zone, a major right-lateral structure that strikes

about N 65 degrees W on averaqe, loses clear expression at its northwest end,
about 50 km southeast of Yucca Mountain. If projected to the northwest, it

would intersect the projected Walker Lane trend (N 35 - 40 degrees W) in

the vicini.ty of several faults that strike west-northwest in northern Yucca

Mountain. The Las Vegas shear zone is aligned in the direction c,f the current

extensional axis and is interpreted to have been inactive since about ii Ma

(Fleck, 1970; Bohannon, 1983). Therefore, it seems unlikely to be temporally
related to the Pliocene-Quaternary volcanism or fault displacement, but it may

have contributed to the development of the prominent Miocene structural

depression beneath Crater Flat.

__ I I """'II ---- IIIIII' I J ._ IIII_ I I -
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O'Neill et al. (1991) describe MW-trending pull-apart structures at Yucca

Mountain that are structurally linked to the N-striking faults, which display
dominant normal dip slip and auxiliary left-lateral slip. Scott and Rosenbaum

(1986) and Scott (1989a, 1990) considered the southward-increasing clockwise

rotation of Yucca Mountain about a vertical axis, which is indicated by
paleomagnetic data, probably to indicate interaction of an upper detachment

plate with right-lateral oroclinal bending and shearing associated with the

Walker Lane structural belt beneath the detachment surface. O'Neill et al.

(1991) consider this clockwise rotation, the left-lateral oblique slip on the
North-striking faults, and the Northwest-trending pull-apart zones to be

consistent with "domino style" rotation of rigid fault blocks. These features

also are consistent with deformation within a pull-apart structure.

Although considerable progress has been made in understanding the

near-surface structural features, extending this understanding to depths of
several kilometers in order to infer their seismogenic, volcanic, and

hydrologic significance remains elusive. However, modern data on seismicity

and ground_water temperatures indicate the importance of gaining an
understanding of the deep structures.

£_enc@ f_____n_ Sea_ FIQw

Current seismicity in the immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain is very
low, but earthquakes have been recorded in the area at depths as great as 15

kilometers (Rogers et al., 1987b). The deeper historical earthquakes are

dominated by strike-slip focal mechanisms. Although the seismicity supports
the presence of deeply penetrating faults, it does not preclude

interpretations of shallower detachment faulting. The focal mechanisms for the

deeper ear.thquakes may suggest mechanical decoupling from an upper plate in
which a normal-faulting stress regime has been interpreted from borehole

hydrofracture testing results (Stock et al., 1985) and paleoseismic studies.

Historical earthquake locations in the southern Great Basin do not correlate

well with major faults at the surface (Rogers et al., 1987b), whereas

Coppe_smith (1990) notes that inversions of teleseismic data for several Basin-

and-Range earthquakes show them to be associated with moderately to steeply
dipping faults rather than subhorizontal reflectors seen on seismic-reflection

data. dePolo et al. (1990) suggest that partial decoupling within the upper

crust may explain the complex surface-rupture patterns (distributed faulting)

of several historical Basin-and-Range earthquakes. Partial decoupling is
consistent also with the coincident west-northwest direction of the least

principal stress for both shallow (hvdrofracture_ and d_? (.F_,-,=}-pl-,,.,,_)
• i I I 'I I II I. __

=
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determinations (Rogers et al., 1987b) and with the oblique sense of movement on

some of the faults in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. If at least partial

decoupling of an upper plate from the underlying seismogenic zone is

demonstrated, paleoseismic investigations in the i_nediate vicinity of the

Yucca Mountain site may have limited application in forecasting ground-motion

characteristics; however, local paleoseismic data would still be needed in

predicting the probability of primary and secondary faulting within the

repository.

Using the data of Sass et al. (1988), Szymanski (1989) constructed a

generalized map showing subsurface temperatures at Yucca Mountain at a depth

of 350 meters. Fridrich et al. (1991) constructed a similar map but based it

on temperatures at the water table. The maps give similar results, showing

positive anomalies of several degrees Celsius along the Solitario Canyon Fault

and of a few degrees between Yucca Mountain and the Paintbrush Canyon Fault.

Szymanski (1989) suggested that the anomalies overlie hydrothermal convection
in the fault zones, whereas Fridrich et al. (1991) attribute the anomalies to

upward leakage along the faults of water flowing generally southward ii_the

deep (>2 km) Paleozoic rocks, which is within the normal regional flow system

and without significant thermal influence on this system. Although the

interpretations differ, they both require that the north-striking normal

faults both east and west of Yucca Mountain penetrate and provide hydraulic

pathways in the Paleozoic rocks.

Most descriptions of the more recent tectonic models have not addressed

possible changes in the probability of fault displacement within the potential

repository. However, Coppersmith and Youngs (1990) consider secondary faulting

potentially to increase the frequency of waste-canister failure by as much as
an order of magnitudep relative to the frequency estimated to result, from only

primary fault movement. Extensive field mapping, remote sensing, and

geomorphic studies of the area have not revealed any faults of significance

other than those that have been recognized since the mid-1980s (DOE, 1988a).

All the faults for which evidence of Quaternary movement is currently

av.Llable are outside the design repository boundaries, and they all achieved

most of their displacement prior to ii Mya, the age of the Timber Mountain Tuff
(Fox and Carr, 1989). The Ghost Dance Fault,. which strikes northward through

the proposed repository area, is covered by a thin veneer of young alluvium in

only a few washes. Although Quaternary movement is unlikely, it has not yet
been ruled out because of the very limited evidence. Lee et ai.. (1991) note

that the current waste-emplacement strategy is to avoid known faults and
faults or fracture zones identified during excavation of the repository. They
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also present results of probabilistic modeling of exceedance rates for fault

ruptures of 5 and 50 cm on the Ghost Dance Fault. Using the most conservative

("high seismicity") of their three models, they conclude that direct or

indirect rupture effects that would compromise waste-canister performance are

highly unlikely.

dePolo et al. (1990) define the "maximum background earthquake" (MBE) as

the largest earthquake that can occur without primary surface rupture. They

suggest "that the MBE for the Basin and Range Province is at least magnitude

6.3 and may be as high as magnitude 6.8," basing their conclusion on analysis
of 38 historical earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province. The upper bound

for the MBE, a local (Ml) or surface-wave (Ms) magnitude 6.8, is based on the

1925 Clarkston, Montanz., earthquake. Doser (1989) has determined an

instrumental moment [,Lagnitude (Mw) of 6.6 for that earthquake. Eight

earthquakes of magnitude 6 to 6.6 produced secondary or distributed surface
ruptures but no significant primary rupture. One of these, the 1934 Excelsior

Mountain, Nevada, earthquake (MI=6.3) was about 200 kilometers northwest of

Yucca Mountain in the Walker Lane, the zone of right-lateral shearing that has

been postulated to continue southeastward through the vicinity of Yucca

Mountain (Stewart, 1985). The Excelsior Mountain earthquake was preceded by
the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake, also about 200 kilometers northwest of

Yucca Mountain and in the Walker Lane. The Cedar Mountain earthquake, M,=7.2,

produced a 60-kilometer discontinuous surface rupture with a maximum surface

displacement of 2 meters and also a zone of secondary faulting 6-15 kilometers

wide. Molinari (1984) proposed that right-lateral strike-slip movement on an

underlying fault was distributed upward through an upper detachment plate to

produce the wide zone of deformation. Hardyman et al. (1975) and Hardyman

(1978, 1984) proposed a similar model to explain many of the relationships
associated with Tertiary detachments throughout the central Walker Lane.

Although the Cedar Mountain earthquake was exceptionalr the occurrence of

distributed faulting at the smaller E}'_celsiorMountain earthquake indicates

that this model should be considered in the evaluation of faulting potential, at
Yucca Mountain.

However, the topographic and surficial structural features in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain are not analogous to those of active segments of

the Walker Lane, indicating a lack of continuity of this structural zone

southeastward across the area into Pah:rump Valley. Similarly, there is a lack

of observational evidence for extending the Las Vegas shear zone
west-northwestward to an intersection with the Wa].ker Lane trend near Yucca

Mountain. This may not be merely fortuitous and temporary. Rather, it could
IJlimmlmili_ r-- I i,iii i ' -- _ ..... ' ........ illlllii III I III II II II
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indicate a fundamental.accommodation of deep-seated offsets of the potentially

active strike-slip fault zones, which upon further kinematic analysis may be

found consistent with the conceptual models of Wright (1989) or Cambray

(Younker et al., 1992). The accommodation faults, i.e., the left-lateral

oblique-slip north-striking faults at and near Yucca Mountain (O'Neill et al.,
1991; Whitney and Muhs, 1991) and the left-lateral northeast-striking faults of

the Spotted Range-Mine Mountain zone (Carr, !984) to the southeast and east of

Yucca Mountain, may also be deep-seated structures. In this model, regional

displacements might be accommodated locally by coeval smaller displacements on

several faults within a moderately large area, consistent with the occurrence

of indistinguishable tephra in fault zones both east and west of Yucca

Mountain (Fox and Carr, 1989). Implications of this model are (I) the

currently mapped faults are probably deep-seated and are the most likely local
selsmogenic sources, indicating that continued paleoseismic studies are

pertinent, and (2) local energy release may be dispersed spatially and perhaps

chronologically throughout the set of accommodation structures.

__y_i_from Rates of Displacement

Although the paleoseismic data base is far from complete, interpretations
of the existing information (Scott, i990; Gibson et al., ].990) indicate that

strain rates have decreased substantially from the Miocene maximum (13 to 11.5

Ma) to the Quaternary. On the basis of the work of Whitney et al., (1986) and

Scott and Whitney (1987), Scott (1990) reports estimated slip rates for the

period !1.5 Mya to present to be 0.026 mm per year on the Windy Wash fault,

0.010 mm per year on Solitario Canyon and Paintbrush Canyon faults, and 0.029

mn per year on the Stagecoach Road fault. Two of these rates a_e at least an

order of maTnitude less than the geologic record indicates for the 13 to 11.5
million year period, and that for the Windy Wash fault is reduced by a factor

of 3. The ].ate Quaternary slip rate on the Windy Wash fault, 0.0015 mm per

year during the ].ast 270,000, is about half the slip rate during the last 3.4

million years (0.003 _n per year) (J. W. Whitney, oral co_nunication, August

20, 1991) and is more than an order of magnitude less than the slip rate

averaged over the last 11.5 million years. In Scott (1990), only maximum ages

could be established for Quabernary units that are displaced by the Paintbrush

Canyon and Stagecoach Road faults, resulting in calculated minimum slip rates,

and dip-slip displacement was assumed. Respectively, these are 740,000 years

ago and 0.006 mm per year for the Paintbrush Canyon fault (at Busted Butte) and

1.7 Mya and 0.003 mm per year for the Stagecoach Road fault. More recently,

Whitney and Muhs (1991) provide evidence that the Paintbrush Canyon fault at
Busted Butte has oblique-slip displacement with a rake of about 45 degrees.
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The deepest soil exposed in a deep arroyo (about 20 m) has a dip-slip

displacement of 4.1 m., or about 5.8 m of oblique-slip displacement. The soil

is estimated to be 700 years old because it overlies an aeolian unit containing
the 738 years old Bishop Ash and underlies a substantial thickness of deposits

containing younger soils. The calculated oblique slip rate of 0.008 mm per year
is probably close to the actual, average rate over the 700,000 year period. The

composite results indicate that, relative to the 11.5 million year slip rate,

Quaternary slip rates were substantially less on the Windy Wash and Stagecoach
Road faults, and somewhat less on the Paintbrush Canyon fault at Busted Butte.

Note, however, that rates of tectonic activity are typically variable,

particularly within a small locality. Therefore, average slip rates over long
time periods may differ greatly from those during episodes of greater or less

activity, requiring that paleoseismic investigations be applied within a broad

context of the tectonic history of the specific locale and its geologic
setting.

Evidence from Other Tectonic-related Processes

As was stated in Section 2.3.7.2.2. (i), issue resolution requires that

considerations of tectonic models address the potential for uplift,

subsidence, folding, and natural changes of the hydrothermal regime. Other

than the possible minor continuation of detachment rotation, no significant

folding, tilting, or vertical movement has been proposed for the Quaternary
tectonic environment of Yucca Mountain. However, Fox and Carr (1989) cite
geomorphic evidence for late Quaternary uplift of the Skeleton Hills-Mount

Sterling area south of the Rock Valley Fault, which is about 25 km southeast
of Yucca Mountain.

The possibility of more regional gentle tilting, inferred from a

southward decrease in elevation of apparent lake-shore deposits, was discussed

by Cart (1984) and in the EA (DOE, 1986). Hay et al. (1986), Huber (1988),

and Hoover (1989) conclude that the deposits in question mark isolated marsh
and pond locations, for which southward decrease of elevation reflects

down-gradient lowering of the discharges from the Pliocene-Pleistocene

regional ground-water system. Additionally, Huber's (1988) geomorphic

analysis of the Yucca Mountain area suggests relative tectonic stability since
about ii million years ago.

Fox and Cart (1989) and Spengler and Fox (1989) relate their

interpretations of tectonic processes to hydrologic effects. The former paper
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proposes that episodic faulting has provided open pathways for the circulation

of meteoric water or ground water, as indicated by precipitates of calcium

carbonate and silica in the fault zones. The latter paper cites a southward

increase of fault displacement and width of broken zones in proposing a

corresponding southward increase of transmissivity; it further proposes 'that

the cyclic faulting periodically refreshes the transmissivity of fault zones

that might otherwise heal with chemical precipitates.

Szymanski (1989) has proposed the tectonic dominance of deep-seated

faulting, driven by viscous flow in the upper mantle, on the geothermal regime
and hydrology of the Yucca Mountain region. He relates the tectonic setting

of the area to an incipient intracontinental rift zone, which is consistent

neither with t1_e geothermal regime (Sass et al., 1988; Dudley et al., 1989)

nor with the regional structure. Szymanski (1989) attempts to establish

cyclicity of the local tectonism, which is important to transient hydrologic
control_ from the chronology of secondary calcium carbonate in the region,

which he concludes has been deposited by tectonically and hydrothermally

driven ascending ground water. A large number of papers, which present
incremental results of current investigations, have addressed the origin of

the calcite-silica veins in faults near Yucca Mountain with the consistent

conclusion that they formed beneath the soil zone as precipitates from

infiltrating meteoric water. Among these are Taylor and Huckins (1986),

Vaniman et al. (1988), Whelan and Stuckless (1990), Marshall et al. (1990),

Quade and Cerling (1990), Cerling and Quade (1991), Kroitoru et al. (1991),

Marshall et al. (1991), and Stuckless (1991). Although there is considerable

evidence that Szymanski's basis for demonstrating tectonic cyclicity is

incorrect, Whitney et al. (1986) and Fox and Car'r (1989) propose that

extensional episodes (not necessarily cyclic) may have an average period of
not greater than 75,000 years, based on the composite slip of the Windy Wash

fault during the last 300,000 years.

Szmmary of te¢.t_Q_i__c_models. The foregoing discussion does not support uniquely

any single tectonic model for the Yuc<a Mountain area. The evidence is at

least permissive of the alternatives listed below, and combinations of some

features are likely.

(i) _Rg,qi.Q__ld.9__ _hmgnt mode]_. In this model, regional extension is
accommodated above the brittle-ductile transition by detacb[_ents

along" shallower surfaces within the brittle crust. Strike-slip,

normal, and even reverse faults may develop to accommodate
differential rates or directions of movement within a detachment
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sheet, but these faults are unlikely to cut across detachment

surfaces. Structures visible at the surface are limited to the

uppermost sheet and provide little if any information about deeper
structure. Persistence of cross-cutting pathways for basaltic

volcanism would indicate that extension by quasi-horizontal
detachments has ended, being replaced by a different mode of
extension.

(2) Shallow-detachmen_ mo_d____.This model entails at least partial
decoupling of the near-surface crust (not more than several

kilometers in thickness) from deeper parts of the brittle crust,

which is extending by failure along high-angle faults (predominantly

strike-slip) that penetrate to ductile crust. The upper sheet (which

may be subdivided into more than one sheet) fails complexly in

response to both lateral and vertical movements of deeper blocks, and

surface structures may bear little apparent relationship to

seismogenic structures or deeply penetrating faults that serve as

magma pathways. Underlying fault displacement may cause a variety of

surface expressions, such as distributed fault zones, sag or collapse

structures, vertical-axis bending, or lateral sliding of detacbnent-

sheet segments. In terms of seismogenic capability, this model

provides the possibility of undetected and historically inactive

faults beneath the detachment surface (possibly as shallow as 2 to 3

km beneath the proposed repository), limiting our capability to place

constraints on potential earthquake magnitudes, ground motion, and
distributed faulting at the repository site.

(3) C_&!_d__I_@_amodel. Although different in origin, the caldera model

presented in the EA (DOE, 1986) is similar in some aspects to the
shallow detachment model. The near-surface structures at Yucca

Mountain are local and relatively shallow (< 5 km), associated with

detachment(s) of (or within) the Tertiary volcanic rocks and slumping

or lateral sliding toward the presumed volcanic depression beneath
Crater Flat. Structural control of volcanism may be related to the

caldera structure or to a later change of tectonic style, suci_ as
reestablishment of Walker Lane deformation.

(4) _._e__t_ strike-_sl__i&model. Strike-slip faults comprising
laterally offset or intersecting segments are the basic mode of

extension but are replaced locally by accon_nodating pull-apart or sag

basins, which are bounded by normal or oblique-slip faults. At least
HII I I I I m i I I " I II I I ........
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the principal accommodation faults penetrate to ductile crust. The

upper crust may be detached locally in response to vertical

dislocations. Displacement on the strike-slip fault is dispersed

locally throughout the accommodation structure. Deterministic

analyses of paleoseismic data from a single fault may underestimate

the energy release and, thus, ground motion in the vicinity of the
accommodation structure. As noted above, segment offsets are

inherently unstable and over geologic time through-going strike-slip

faulting may be reestablished.

(5) N__l-f__ult model. This model comprises subsets sharing the basic

dominance of normal faults that penetrate the brittle crust to a depth

(about 15 km) at which extension is accommodated by ductile

deformation. Regionally the styles of faulting can include steeply

dipping planar faults (horst and graben structure), tilted planar
faults and interfault blocks (tilted domino structure), or listric

(curving to progressively shallower dip with depth) faults on which

the hanging-wall block rotates. On a regional scale, individual
domains of normal-fault style may be separated by zones of strike-slip

faulting, with associated edge effects such as vertical-axis drag
rctation. If this model is appropriate for Yucca Mountain, the tilted

fault blocks require either the listric or tilted-domino style.

FurtheL_ore, the influence of edge effects would be indicated by the

southward increase of displacement and width of north-striking fault

zones and by the vertical-axis rotation of the volcanic rocks.
Locally, this model may be indistinguishable from the segmented

strike-slip model, and the seismogenic implications of the two models
are similar.

At this time there is no unambiguous evidence for distinguishing between

the shallow-detachment, segmented strike-slip, and normal-fault models. The

caldera model represents structures that are inherited from processes that

ended locally by mid-Miocene time and, therefore, is an unlikely and
nonconservative alternative for understanding Quaternary and future

tectonism. Similarly, the regional detachment model, does not readily explain
the basaltic volcanism in Crater Flat unless the detachment complex reflects

an extinct, superseded process. A complicating factor is that shallow or

thin-skinned detachments could develop locally within the area as secondary

features were superimposed on deep-seated strike-slip and normal-fault styles

as proposed by Wright (1989). In view of the rather compelling evidence for

both deep-seated faulting and detac_mLent structures in the vicinity of Yucca
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Mountain, the coexistence of these styles currently seems to be likely.

Nonetheless, in evaluating the site with respect to the qualifying condition

of this guideline, it is prudent to consider the above models, or

combinations, to be plausible, but not to the exclusion of considering other
alternatives°

In terms of faulting and ground-motion characteristics that are expected

based on the currently known Quaternary record, i.e., the basis for evaluating

the disqualifying condition, the persistence of tectonic activity on the

principal north-striking faults is a significant characteristic. Most of the

displacement on these faults occurred before about ii Mya, the age of the

Timber Mountain tuff. Despite intensive study, Quaternary fault displacements

have not been found at locations that do not exhibit Tertiary displacement.
The persistence of activity on long-established structures suggests the

involvement of a substantial thickness of the brittle crust. In turn, this

suggests that the segmented strike-slip model, the normal-fault model (with

edge effects), or the shallow-detachment model with an upper-plate thickness

of at least several kilometers represent the causative processes. Hidden

underlying faults, if present, are therefore likely to be quite deep, and the

north-striking faults probably penetrate deeply. Predictions made with the

assumption that the presently known north-striking faults are the controlling

seismogenic structures are unlikely to result in significant underestimates of

ground-motion intensity. "

In Section 2.3.7.3.3, p. 2-104, para. 5, the following text will be
inserted after the first sentence ("... data and observations."):

"Presently, at least three basic models appear to be about equally
consistent with the evidence -- (I) a shallow or thin-skinned detachment model,

in which surficial structures may not directly reveal the nature of deep
extensional faults, probably both strike-slip and normal; (2) a segmented

strike-slip model, in which accommodating normal faults may dominate the local

deformation and seismicity within a releasing bend; and (3) a normal-fault

model, in which a regional domain of deeply penetrating normal faults is

interacting with an edge defined by strike-slip faults. Models yet to be

identified and those that are currently judged to be less plausible in terms of

contemporary tectonics of the area--the caldera and regional-detachment

models--should still be considered. The implications of these models as to the

potentials for faulting, ground motion, volcanism, and deep ground-water flow

differ substantially. "

II i II I II I II -
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The second sentence of para. 5 will be deleted (e.g., "Further

investigation ... paleoseismic studies."), and a new paragraph will start with
the former third sentence ("Continued exploration..."). The former fourth and

fifth sentences ("The need to ... and volcanism.") will be deleted and the

following text will be inserted:

"Equally important is the deep geometry of principal structures, including

possible detachments. The design of subsurface studies should incorporate the
need to evaluate the potential importance of secondary or distributed

faulting."
END OF TEXT
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9, Comment

The groundwater gradient north and northwest of the site is of great

concern and needs to be understood in more detail. The pattern of the

potentiometric surface must be related in detail to the underlying geology in
order to construct realistic models for groundwater flow. This involves a

better knowledge of the tectonic setting, especially in relation to fracture

patterns associated with faulting and the possibility of fast pathways in the
system.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To becomple_dbyESSE Co_Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees fully with this comment. We propose that the

spirit of the co_ent (and several other comments) can be met by the addition

of the following sentence to page 2-105, paragraph 2:

"The results of this exploration should be incorporated into three-

dimensional modelsr simulating both the existing geologic franework

and credible modifications of this framework by tectonic processes, in

order to predict possible changes to the local flow system and the
position of the water table."

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(T obe comple_dbyodginalRewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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I, Comment 3 of 4 5. Revision Draft/Date A-_u_-ust 1991

2. Date November II, 1991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.1

3. ReviewerF-_William Cambray 7. Page 2-94

4. Organization Michigan State University__ 8. Paragraph 1

9, Comment

Considering the remarks made in Comment #I I think that more attention

should be given to the probability of a Cedar Mountain type earthquake

affecting the site. All indications are that there has been a 'change in

tectonic style over the past 12 Ma.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees as to the possible likelihood of a tectonic style

similar to that of the releasing-bend model proposed in the reviewer's Comment

#i, but also expect that earthquakes within the releasing bend would likely be

spatially and perhaps temporally dispersed. However, Dr. Cambray also noted
in his Comment #4 that releasing bends are inherently unstable, ultimately

allowing the reestablishment of an unsegmented strike-slip fault. We propose
to resolve this comment by the wording suggested at the following locations in

our response to Dr. Cambray's Comment #I: p. 157, para. 3 under "Evidence from
Patterns of Fault Movement"; p. 161, para. 1 under "Evidence from Rates of

Displacement'; p. 164, para. (2) - wShallow detachment model"; and p. 165,

para. (5) - "Normal fault model."
END OF TEXT

- 11, Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

: Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9. Comment

If it can be demonstrated that the mafic volcanic rocks are emplaced in a

releasing bend on a strike-slip fault would it be useful to investigate the

history of other examples of this setting with respect to the frequency and

duration of the activity? It appears that releasing bends are an unstable

configuration and have a limited lifespan. This has been investigated recently
in Death Valley (Ellis, M.A. and T_'exler, .T.H. Jr., G.S.A. Abstracts with

Programs, 1991, p. A82).
END OF TEXT
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10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_ted by ESSE Co_ Team)

The ESSE Core Team proposes to resolve this co_nent partly by the wording
suggested in the paragraphs cited in response to Dr. Cambray's Comment #3. We

also propose that future studies of volcanism, as recommended on page 2-].05,
paragraph 4 of the report, are consistent with this recommendation.

END OF TEXT
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Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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ationPackageprovidesan unbiasedand
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guidelinesarebalancedanddefensible.
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 1 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 61 1991 6. Section Executive Summary .---..

3. Reviewer Steven W. Carothers 7. Page E-7

4. Organization SWCA, Inc. 8. Paragraph 4

i -- ii-- i,i . ii i i iiiii i j_l_wml_

9. Comment

After reviewing the 1986 EA materials and 1991 ESSE document and other

supporting materials, _ that the current information supports a finding

that N__ disqualifying conditions prescribed in the Postclosur_ Guidelines are

present or likely to be present at the Yucca Mountain Site. I also agree that

additional information is not likely to change the suitability conclusions for

any of the postclosure disqualifying conditions. The comments which follow for

Section 2, however, reflect certain areas (primarily geohydrology) where I feel

additional information is needed to increase the level of certainty that the
accessible environment will be protected from "waste" contamination. Certain
comments also call for clarification of issues and intent.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_ted by ESSE Core 'Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees that additional information is necessary to
increase confidence in the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site. In the

geotechnical areas, the Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a) provides a

comprehensive means to improve our overall understanding of site conditions and

processes.
END OF TEXT

: 'ii i ' ¢'qlm¢_, -- _ i " _ ....

11. Resolution (To be comple_d by originai Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 2 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date-Auq ust 1991

2. Date November 6 r 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.1 ,,.

3. Revlewer_Steven W. Carothers 7. Page 2-7

4. Organization SWCA_ Inc. 8. Paragraph 1 __ _ _

9. Comment

Because of present uncertainties in the Yucca Mountain Geohydrologic

setting, I believe a determination of whether or not the site satisfies the

Qualifying Condition, that the "Geohydrologic setting (is) compatible with
waste contaimnent and isolation," must remain at a low level finding, until

data are gathered to demonstrate otherwise. My greatest concern is the

apparent lack of an adequately presented research design which has the

possibility of eventually producing the data necessary to definitively qualify

or disqualify the Yucca Mountain Site. The response I am looking for is a

presentation from both the pro and con Yucca Mountain Geohydrologists as to
whether or not it is realistic to assume the definitive data can ever be

gathered. It seems to me that a "fatal flaw" in the entire site suitability

selection process would occur if uncertainties in existing science and

technology demand a low level finding on this critical issue.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To becomp_mdbyESSE Co_Team)

it is not the purpose of this report to present details of the research

design that is contained in the Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a) and

the more specific study plans. However, Dr. Carothers echoes the con_nents of
numerous others in reviews of the project's results and plans, including those

of project scientists, who recently ranked the current and possible residual

uncertainty regarding aqueous transport as a principal concern (Mattson et al.,

1991). Ultimately, the judgment as to the suitability of the geohydrologic

setting must be determined by the contribution of aqueous releases to the

probabilistic representation of the postclosure system performance
calculations, as described in Section 2.4 of this report.

No changes to the text are proposed.
END OF TEXT

; 11. ResohJtion (70 be complemd by ordinal Reviewe_

(;omment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 3 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date Au__,cL.ust1991

2. Date November 6, 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.3,2, 3.3.2.1.3 3

3. Reviewer Steven W. Ca_ro_th.ers _ 7. Page 2-16L 3.3.2-9

4. Organization SWCA,....Inc. ...... 8. Paragraph

I __ III I I1' | II -- Iqll I IB|II I ......

9. Comment

Section 3.3.2.1.3.1 Terrestrial Ecosystems, page 3.3.2-5,6

(this comment applies to designated pages in both sections)

The Primary emphasis on groundwater contamination has been, necessarily, on
the probability of radionuclide release to the accessible environment. I am
concerned with the lack of discussion in the EA and in the ESSE with

postclosure groundwater thermal loading. In the EA (Section 5.2.2, Hydrologic

Impacts, p 5-36) Potential Impacts to the hydrologic system do not include any
discussion of thermal changes, I find this oversight curious. It appears that

extensive concern has been given to thermal loading in the surface terrestrial

environment (per Ostler, W.K., Biological Resource Concerns, Presentation to

the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, 8-10 October 1991), however, the

importance of understanding potential thermal changes in the saturated zone

appears to have been given little consideration.

III Ilmi rl II I lUll _ i iii ii I I - iii

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Carothers has identified a very important inconsistency within the

report regarding the source of water in Devils Hole and discharging in Ash

Meadows. The cited statement on page 3.3.2-9 is correct. However, the cited
statement on page 2-16 requires modification. First, the statement refers to

the Ash Meadows ground-water system which, as is explained below, encompasses

the eastern half of the Nevada Test Site (NTS), whereas Yucca Mountain is

within the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek Wash ground-water system (referred to in

some of the older literature as the Pahute Mesa system). Second, the source

cited in the statement suggests that the ground-water travel time from the

NTS (presumably from the southern tip south of Mercury and far from the areas

of underground nuclear-weapons testing) to Ash Meadows "...is approximately 300

years." This statement is not supported by reference nor by calculations

within the document (SAIC/DRI, 1991), although back-calculating results in a

represented velocity of 200 to 220 feet per year. This is within the range

estimated with considerable uncertainty by various authors over the past three

.., _ II -- -- I q Pi -- III __J I .__

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment o,r Proposed Res oluti,o,n o,rResolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

The Ash Meadows and Devil's Hole aquatic ecosystems could be dramatically

influenced by relatively small changes in groundwater temperature if their

discharge points a'ce connected to the aquifer underlying Yucca Mountain.
Stat_tments in the EA and the ESSE, however, have left me somewhat confused on

this issue. On page 2-16 (ESSE) it is stated that the ground-water travel time

from the Nevada Test Site to the Ash Meadow discharge area is approximately 300

yearS. On page 3.3.2-9, howeverr it is stated that "outflows of springs in the

Ash Meadows area would not be affected by water withdrawals for a repository

progra_n because the springs in Ash Meadows emerge from a different aquifer than

the aquifer underiying Yucca Mountain." For both of the above statements to be
true the Yucca Mountain aquifer and the Nevada Test Site aquifers are not

within a contir_uous system. Yet, Figure 2-5 of the EA shows both the Yucca
Mountain Area and the Nevada Test Site to be within the "Alkali Flat Furnace

Creek Ranch Ground-Water Basin." How could it take 300 years for the water to

get from NTS to Ash Meadows if they are in separate ground-water basins? I
have not been able to reconcile this in reading the EA. It is clear, however,

that the Yucca Mountain aquifer is connected to the Death Valley aquifer, and I

assume this to mean there may be some relationship with the Devil's Hole

spring. Given that surface temperatures could rise by as much as 5 degrees C,

with a terrestrial temperature maximum obtained 2,000-3,000 yrs. after initial

emplacement, could there be a waste related change in the Devil's Hole or Ash

Meadows discharge temperatures? My personal opinion is that the potential for

groundwater temperature change is relatively' small, especially over the

distances required to negatively influence the endangered species present in

the aforementioned aquatic ecosystems, however, this issue demands attention in

the overall analysis of site suitability.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution { continued )

decades, but toward the higher end of that range. Because the referenced

source is an _dministrative doc_m_ent rather than a properly qualified

scientific report, and because it refers to an adjacent ground-water basin with

significant geologic differences from the Yucca Mountain area, the proposed

resolution for this aspect of the reviewer's comment involves eliminating the
citation.

Figure 2-5 of the EA is approximately consistent with current understanding

of flow-system boundaries. The eastern boundary of the Alkali Flat-Furnace
Creek Wash system should be shifted westward to be consistent with current

understanding but would still pass through central Jackass Flats in the

southwestern quarter of the NTS, 8 to i0 miles east of the Yucca Mountain site.
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolutlo,n o,rResotuti,on ,(Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

The paths of ground-water flow from Yucca Mountain are southward through the

volcanic rocks and the basin fill of the Amargosa Desert to Alkali Flat, near

Eagle Mountain. Approximately the eastern half of the NTS, along with a large

area to the east, is tributary to the Ash Meadows ground-water system, in which

most flow occurs in the thick sequence of Paleozoic carbonate rocks te_ed the

lower carbonate aquifer. The same carbonate rocks do occur beneath the

volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain, in a narrow segment (along Furnace Creek

Wash) of the Funeral Mountains between the Amargosa Desert and Death Valley,

and, in fact, throughout much of Utah, most of the eastern half of Nevada, and

adjacent parts of Arizona and California. Within this vast area, flowpaths
divide as necessary to deliver water most efficiently from areas of recharg'e to

available discharge areas; thus, the regionally extensive aquifer is

partitioned hydraulically, though not necessarily geological.ly, into several

flow systems. Locally, the partitioning is in fact assisted, by geologic

conditions that disrupt the continuity of the aquifer. Additionally, many of

the dominant flow paths are controlled by regional structures such as fault
zones.

The interaction of hydraulic potential for flow with the availability of

flowpaths (provided by aquifers and structural conditions) and discharge areas

e_:ists in the third, dimension also. Beneath Yucca Mountain, the hydraulic

potential (head) .in the lower carbonate aquifer is greater than that in the

: over'lying volcanic rocks, providing the potential for upward flow where

permeability is sufficient, again due principally to faults or fracture zones

because of the low primary permeability of the lower (mainly nonwelded) ruffs.
Most of the flow in the deep aquifer, however, is thought to be lateral to the

south, beneath but essentially parallel to that in the upper units, gradually

leaking upward until most of the head difference is dissipated. The continuity

of the lower carbonate aquifer is disrupted by structurally elevated older

rocks (the lower clastic aquitard) between Yucca Mountain and Ash Meadows,

making it unlikely that deep flow follows a southeaster'ly path between the two.

It should also be noted that, because of the upward hydraulic-potential

gradient and the great depth to the carbonate aquifer _(>6,000 ft) at Yucca

Mountain, there is no credible chance of transporting waste products within

that. aquifer, regardless of its discharge area.

Although the Ash Meadows area would seem not to be thermally impacted, the

question as to whether other areas might be is a legitimate inquiry. The
, reviewer's intuition that the thermal effect would be small in down-gradient

areas is consistent with ours, but calculations to evaluate this postulated

effect have not been done. If the entire repository were to be simultaneously

i84 __
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resohjtion (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

subjected to the nominal thermal load of 57 kilowatts per _cre, the total power

output would be about i00 million watts, which is significant in the context of

the natural geothermal heat flow. During the the_Tnal-pulse period, some of the
% •heat output wcuzd be consumed by vaporization of water, but most would be

stored temporarily (1000s of years?) in the huge the=_nal capacitance of the

unsaturated rock mass. Ultimately, in a time frame of at least 1000s of

years, most of the heat discharge would seek the land surface, which is about

15 degrees C cooler than the present water table.

The question of the magnitude and duration of the average transient

temperature rise within the zone of active saturated flow beneath the water

table is complex and currently unanswered. Among other requirements,
definition of that zone of active flow and its relative contribution to the

total ground-water flux at down-gradient locations are lacking. However', some

preliminary estimates of the peak temperature beneath the potential :repository

have been made (Eric Kyde=, oral communication), maximizing the thermal effect

by neglecting the convective heat .sink associated with the flowing ground

water. The results indicate the possibility of a temperature increase of about

8 degrees C in the rocks at the water table immediately beneath the repository

= and declining rapidly with distance from the repository. Because of the much

: larger volume and thermal mass of water derived from elsewhere but discharging

= in the same area, and because of the thermal capacitance of the rock itself

below the water table, the likelihood of significant effects--even approaching

: I degree C--beyond a very few kilometers from the site appears to be remo_e.

We recommend additional scoping calculations before a fully coupled, transient

thermal-hydrologic model is given serious consi:_eration.

A. To address this concern, replace the last sentence ["Ground-water flow
=. velocities...(SAIC/DRI, 1991)."] of paragraph 3, page 2-16 with the following:
=

- "Yucca Mountain and the controlled area for the potential repository are

: within the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek Wash ground-water system. Flow within

the volcanic rocks underlying the site is southward to the Amargosa Desert,

continuing southward and mixing with inflow from other areas in basin-fill

= deposits to discharge principally at Alkali Flat, about 45 miles south of
the site. Some of the discharge in the Furnace Creek Wash area of Death

Valley may be derived from water in the Amargosa basin-fill deposits, but

other sources probably provide much of the discharge by way of regional
-- flow in the thick Paleozoic carbonate rocks that underlie the region.

_= The.se carbonate rocks are believed to be present beneath the Yucca Mountain
= site also, but the hydraulic potential within them is greater than that in

:-_ii_' '" II I[. I rill i " ' .... . iiiiiii . __t__-:__ ............
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5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

the volcanic rocks (Craig and Robison, 1984>. Therefore, if flow occurs

vertically, it is from the deep carbonates upward .into the volcanics."

B. Dr. Carothers' concerns regarding the long-term (postclosure) thermal

impact of the repository do not have an apparent home within the context of I0

CFR 960, which this report addresses. We pre,pose, rather, to submit the

comment and the discussion above to the U.S. Department of Energy for further,

mc,re thorough consideration.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.}

1, Comment 4 of 14 5, Revision Draft/Date Au__st 1991

2. Date ,_Nove_e__9t 6, Section 2,3. I, 3,1 _

3. Reviewer St:even W, Carothers 7, Page 2-11

4. Organization SWCA, Inc, 8. ParaQraph (Favorable condition 2)

..... ....... ................... 15__11111 I ...................... ] _ IIII .. I I_

9. Comment

I have one final comment on groundwater thermal loading and its potential

impact on site suitability. One of the favorable conditions in the Postclosure

Geohydrology Guidelines (DOE, 1986), Favorable condition Nc. 2, assumes if the
hydrologic processes operating in the Quaternary continued to the present,

there would still be no significant change in the ability of the repository to

isolate the waste. My contention is that any heat generated above an_bient rock

temperatures is also "waste." Would the favorable condition still be met if
transfer of waste heat from the rock to the saturated zone were taken into

consideration?

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

As noted in Part B of tl_eproposed response to Dr. Carothers' Comment #3,

the I0 CFR Part 950 guidelines do not address postclosure, regional thermal

impacts. Kather, they specifically address only containment and isolation of
the "radioactive materials, including spent fuel, that are received for

emplacement in a geologic repository." We propose to submit this comment _o

the U.S. Department of Energy along with Dr. Carothers' Comment #3 for further
consideration.

END OF TEXT

I " - • IlL II J'll I II ln_T"_:f: " . ..... _ .... : Lf]lJlllL III _. IIII I I I . ......... IIII =-- I ,millliuml

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepte_ as proposed.
- END OF TEXT

=
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1. Comment 5 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date _Uc_ust 1991

2. Date Novem_D__991 6. Section

3. Reviewer Steven W. Carothers 7. Page 2-i6

4. Organization SWCA, Inc. 8. Paragraph _last paragraph

9. Comment

The following statement reflects a problem I have with the original siting

guidelines and DOE's apparent willingness to accept a substantial level of

uncertainty in site characteristics and still perhaps find the site suitable.

"This work continues to support the lower-level suitability findings presented

in the EA that the geohydrologic setting of the site is not incompatible with

waste isolation and containment." My problem with the statement is, simply,

given the existing constraints on the state-of-the-science in geohydrology and

the difficulty in predicting the future, will there ever be a higher-level

finding, indeed a lower-level finding that the site i___q_,o!,_p.9i_i h waste

Asolat i_ aQ_i__ontaiTumeD_?
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Reso_Jtion (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees that. the "state-of-the-science" in the field of

unsaturated flow in fractured media is in its infancy and contains large

uncertainties that arise from several factors including a limited understanding

of the dominant processes and mechanisms influencing flow within unsaturated

media. Similarly, predicting the future over any periodr much less intervals

of thousands of years, is extremely difficult, technically challenging, and

also characterized by large uncertainty. We believe that the uncertainty
assc.:'iatedwith both of these areas can be bounded with reasonable

confidence and perhaps reduced, through the implementation of specific

activities planned as part of the site characterization program. Sensitivity

analyses are planned to evaluate the effects of these uncertainties on the

qualifying condition as it relates to waste isolation and containment and on

the disqualifying condition related to ground-water travel time. We also
recognize (and tried to make clear in Section 2.3.1.1) that our present level

of under standing is not adequate to state explicitly that the site is

< 11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

compatible with "waste isolation and containment" on the basis of an

evaluation of the existing information pertaining to the ?ostclosure

Geohydrolo_y Guideline. There is a considerable amount of work to be

performed before such an assessment can be made (see proposed resolution to

Dr. Vogel's Comment #i) and the "burden of proof" clearly rests with the DOE.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 6 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqu.st !.991

2. Date November 6,_ 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.5

3. ReviewerSteven W. Carothers 7. Page 2-24

4, Organization SWCA, Inc, 8. Paragraph para. 1 of 2.3.1.5

ii i ii ii A. . - i1,111 i i i - i iii ii i

9. Comment

The last two lines of the paragraph read..."substantial testing and

analysis are likely to be needed to support a higher-level suitability

finding." A more direct and factual sentence would change "are likely to be
needed,.. " to "are necessary. "

END OF TEXT

i ............. i ............... ,ii n'al I , I I.'I m_mmi_mJmmim

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The wording in the ESSE report that is referred to in this comment reflects

a general theme underlying the suitability evaluations. There are very few

purely quantitative solutions to questions of suitability, and the level of
confidence needed to support a higher-level finding cannot be absolutely

specified. Therefore, the ESSE Core Te.am generally avoided making statements

that actions are "necessary" or "required" because we recognize that different

overall strategies could dramatically change what is "necessary or required. "

For example, in this case, if a strategy of placing much greater reliance on

'the engineered barriers for protecting public health and safety were adopted,
then the need for extensive characterization of the natural site features and

processes could be reevaluated.

In response to this comment, the "likely to be" will. be deleted from the
referenced sentence.

END OF TEXT

[_i] _ • ii ii -- '"' ''" ' "" "'_

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Co[r_ent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 7 of.14 5. Revision Draft/Date Au_qust 1991

2. Date November 6L 1991 6. Section 1.2.6

3. Reviewer Steven W. Carothers 7. Page 1-19

4 Organization SWCA, Inc, 8. Paragraph Table 1-,6

9. Comment

Change the organizatLon after Steven W. Carothers from "Southwest
Environ/nental Consultants, Inc" to "SWCA, Inc. Environmental Consultants."

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The name of the organization that Dr. Carothers represents will be
corrected in the text as requested.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To becompletedbyoriginalRevieweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 8 of 14 5. Revision Dratt/Date August 1991

2. Date November 6r !991 6. Section 2.3.4.3.2.1

3. Reviewer Steven W. Carothers 7. Page 2-57 to 2-59

4. OrganizationSWCA, Inc. 8. Paragraph all of section

iiiii i i i i ii iii i ii ii i, iiii ........

g. Comment

Hopefully, the authors of! this section can forgive some editorial

criticisms, but the info.t_nationon former lake levels seems excessively long
and not clearly to the point. The reader and reviewer could be led to the

similar conclusions in lots less space. Also, in a number of places the reader

is given a definition of ka (thousands of years before present), and some places
not, why the inconsistencies? This entire Climatic Change Section with its

excessively long paragraphs seems out of synch with the crisp efficiency of
earlier and later sections.

END OF TEXT

iii I ii iiii ,'1 ii I I I [_ ii

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_d by ESSE CoM Team)

The editorial comments are appreciated. The discussion of lake-level data

will be revised and, hopefully, condensed. The symbol "ka" needs to be defined

and will be defined only when it is first used in the text. The author will

revisit the chapter in order to achieve improved "crispness" and "efficiency.

Text in Section 2.3.4.3.2.1 will be revised as follows:

"Past regional and global climatic conditions and variability are inferred

primarily from the analysis and interpretation of paleoenvironmental data.
Sources of paleoenvironmental data in the western United States include

lake-level records from present and former lakes, lake-bottom sediment cores,

macrofossil assemblages from pack-rat middens, and stratigraphic pollen

sequences. Data and analyses that have become available since the EA indicate

that a complex regional pattern of climatic conditions and change developed

over the western United States following the last Wisconsin glacial maximum

-- _ I HIIIII I I ' r i i iii J L __.JL____

11. Resolution fibbe comple_dbyorig_alReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

18 to 20 ka. The results of global-scale climate modeling (COHMAP, 1988) support

the hypothesis that these climatic conditions and changes occurred in response

to the combined effects of increasing summer insolation in the Northern

Hemisphere and the initial presence and subsequent retreat of the continental

ice sheets in North America. A general trend toward wa=mer and drier

conditions in the Yucca Mountain region during the late Quaternary continues to

be supported. Presently available data, however, are not sufficiently well

distributed spatially to permit detailed inferences regarding past climatic
conditions at the Yucca Mountain site; however, in the discussion that foi.lows,

it is assumed the past climatic conditions at the Yucca Mountain were similar

to those that prevailee elsewhere in the Great Basin.

Lake-level chronologies for closed-basin late-Pleistocene lakes in the

Great Basin have been developed by Benson and Thompson (1987), Benson et

al. (1990), Dorn et al. (1990), and Stine (1990). These studies indicate that

the period from about 30 to 18 ka prior to and during the last Wisconsin

glacial maximum was a time of persistent moderate-to-low lake levels

suggesting cool, dry climatic conditions then prevailed in the Great Basin.

Lake-level highstands were attained between about 16 and 12 !ca, which Dorn et

al (1990) attribute to the occurrence of warmer and wetter conditions that

developed at the time of and continued following alpine glacial retreat in the

region. Evidence indicates that several lakes underwent lake-level

oscillations between about 15 and 14 ka, which may have been responses to

localized climatic variability during this time. Most of the lakes experienced

nearly synchronous recession between about 14 and 13.5 ka, apparently in

response to the widespread occurrence of effectively drier conditions. This

was followed by a period of lake-level stability until about 11.5 to i0 ka when

minor enlargement occurred, apparently in association with a terminal

Pleistocene glacial advance in the Great Basin (Dorn et al., 1990). Except for

minor oscillations, the lakes have remained at low levels throughout the

Holocene. Based on a study of Mono Lake, California, Stine (1990) suggests

that the Holocene lake-level oscillations probably occurred in response to

hydroclimatic-induced differences in lake inflow and evaporation."
END OF TEXT

T
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1. Comment 9 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 6, 19,91 .... 6. Section 2.3.4.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Steven W. Carothers 7. Page 2-59

4. Organization SWCA, Inc. 8. Paragraph 2, line 17
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9. Comment

The sentence beginning..."A trend toward etc..." seems to be leaving out

the possibility that spring discharge reduction and abandonment in the upper

Las Vegas Valley could be the result of human related over-utilization rather

than significant climatic changes in the region.
END OF TEXT

..... __' I .......... 11 I _ i _ -- IL __

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be revised as follows: "A trend toward increasing aridity

in the region also is supported by evidence cited by Quade (1986) and Quade

and Pratt (1989) who interpret widespread fine-grained deposits in the upper

Las Vegas Valley, Southern Nevada, to be the sites of foz_ner spring-supported

marsh environments. Radiocarbon dating of organic materials within these

deposits indicate that the springs were active as early as 30 ka and had

undergone progressive down-valley dessication and abandonment by about 9 ka."

There is no evidence for extensive human habitation, let alone "human-related

over-utilization" of water, during this time in the Las Vegas Valley.
END OF TEXT
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11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9. Com_nt

_ (Stm_ary of Environmental Assessmer,I',}:ndings)

In sentence 2 "data" is used as singularr in sentence 3 as plural.
Throughout the entire ESSE document there is ._nconsist(_,_tuse of the tense of
the word "data,"

END OF TEXT

|

|
=

= mm m

-_ 10. ProposedResolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be corrected to read "The data that support these
evaluations..." and the editors will address this problem throughout the text.

.

END OF TEXT

ii

11. Reso,h.rtJon,(To be completed by o,rigineJReviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF T_XT
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2. Date ._November 6, 1991 ' 6. Section 3,.3,2.1.2 .

3. Reviewer Steven W. C...,.arot:hers _ 7. Page 3.3.2-3

4. Organization S_CA_ Inc. 8. Paragraph 1 and 2 of 3,3,2._o2 ._.

_:_ _--'--","'..._"±'_L_ . _ ;;' • " .,,, :lmwa_. ______.\__.;__:_ __;_'-_,,, .... mnml=_=mlmmmmwimNlnmllemlmmw_

9. Comment

(Approach for Evaluation)

These paragraphs are exact duplicates o'fparagraphs 3 and 4 Section 3.3.2,

page 3.3.2-I.
END OF TEXT

10, Proposed Reso,lutlon (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

, The text referred to in this comment (Section 3.3.2) is a general statement
of the approach that was taken in evaluating the Environmental Quality,

Socioeconomics, and Transportation Guidelines, as well as for the System

Guideline for this group of guidelines. There are minor differences in the

text in Section 3.3.2.1.2, which applies only to the Environmental Quality

Guideline evaluation. In general, the approach taken was for each guideline
evaluation section to be as self-contained as possible because most reviewers

read only the material of direct interest to them. We will revise the second

paragraph to lessen the duplication.
END OF TEXT

-- - . . I I [ __11 III I I'1 III ...... _ . . i _ ,, ,, .

l"_.Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyorigin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

I0. Comment 12 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date August 1991

2. Date Novezr_er 6, 19_1 ..... 6. Section 3.3.2.1.3

3. Reviewer Steven H. Carothers 7. Page 3.3.2-3 & 3.3.2-4

4, Organization SWCA, Inc. 8. Paragraph all

___qll ii ii J i iill _ I i . .. i ii ii ii ..........

9. Comment

(Status of Current Information)

also: Conclusions and Recommendations, Section 3.3.2.4.4. Page 3.3.2-.21

After reviewing Section 3, the EA and additional supporting documents I

agree that the evidence does not support a finding that the site is not likely

to meet the qualifying condition (level 3) and the evidence does not support a

fin4ing that the site is disqualified (level I) for the disqualifying condition.

!._____Q_/ig_-_with the team evaluation that there is no reason to believe

the Yucca Mountain Site is not suitable with respect to the Environmental

Quality, Socioeconomic Impacts, and Transportation Guidelines.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

O.
The Ea_SE Core Team appreciates Dr. Carothers' support of the evaluation.

END OF TEXT
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11, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 13 of 14 5. Revision Dmft]Date A_._uqust,1991 , .

2. Date November 6, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.1.3.1

3. Reviewer Steven W. Carothers 7. Page 3.3.2-4

4, Organization _WCAr Inc. 8. Paragraph. (air qualit,y) ,, ,
!

I iii ii I ........_ . •.... UllimllllllB

9, Comment

"...air quality impacts remain within acceptable levels (my italics)..."

Please reference the air quality standards indicated.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ES$E Core Team)

The ESSE Core Tema agrees the indicated air quality regulations should have
been cited. The text in question will be modified by adding the following to

the last sentence under Air Quality, Section 3.3.2.1.3.1:

"...as required by the standards enumerated in the federal Clean Air Act

(CAA, 1977). Radioactive air emissions are addressed by U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency =egulations and are the subject of preclosure radiological

safety requirements of i0 CFR Part 960 presented in Section 3.3.1."
END OF TEXT

III I II I ....... III I II Igllll I II I I I III I I_im_ I

11. Resolu_on (To be comp_d by orig/na/ ReweweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)
/

1. Comment 14 of 14 5. Revision Draft/Date _t 1_991

2. Date November 6t ' 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.1.3.1

3. Reviewer Steven H. Carothers 7. Page 3.3.2-7

4. Organization SWCA, Inc. 8. Paragraph 1

i i i i iiiii iiii '1 ..... :11+ -I I iiii I iiii i!1 IIII III I r iii

9. Comment

(Terrestrial Ecosystems)

The first sentence, "Additional future studies may include evaluating the

effects of increased soil temperature on biological resources and monitoring

terrestrial resources at Ash Meadows" should be modified to recognize the

aquatic ecosystems at Ash Meadows and perhaps be expanded to include

consideration for the aquatic ecosystems in Death Valley.

In addition, the presentation by W. Kent Ostler (Presentation to the

Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, 8-10 October, 1991) indicates that a

2.3-3.0 sq. mi. immediately above the repository will undergo an increase in

soil temperature and decrease in soil moisture for a period of thousands of

years should probably be discussed in the "Soils" Section as an impact.
END OF TEXT

mN ,11 III iii I III iiii ii pll iiiii IIIIII I III '' I ............. -_'IH i ' . II IIII II III

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team partially agrees with the comment. The potential for
the Yucca Mountain Project to affect the ecosystem in the Ash Meadows area is

low; it is our understanding that the DOE, is committed to studying those

biological resources, if warranted. The studies would consist of both

: terrestrial and aquatic evaluations. The sentence in question will be modified

to include "aquatic" studies. We will recommend the DOE consider if the

ecosystems in Death Valley should be added to the list of studies; however,

given that the potential for impacts on Ash Meadows is marginal, impacts on

Death Valley appears even more unlikely.
-

- The "Soils" section referenced by the reviewer addresses information from

a preclosure perspective; however, a statement will be added to the discussion
that reads as follows:

!

c

"During the preclosure time periodp soil resources in the area are not

-,ml iliilmli_li_imilr1111 i li III II lib I I I III II I _ . I'"111 ' ,lC, lm 111 II I l lfll " - IIIII I 1111

11, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Commentl4 of 14 3, Name Steven W. Carothers

(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 6t 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

10 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

expected to be significantly impacted. During the postclosure period,

there is the possibility that the area immediately above the proposed

repository will undergo an increase in soil temperature and decrease in

soil moisture for a period of thousands of years (Ostler, 1991). This

potential soil temperature change does not represent a significant i_,.pact
because the change would be very localized."

A new reference to the bibliography for the report has been added.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

• I I I I I II I III I I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 1 of 18 5. Revision Draft/Date.Auqust 1991

2, Date November 12, 1991 6. Section General

3. Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page

4. Organization University of Wyoming 8. Paragraph

..... •"!,,, ii lUlll i __ ii i ii i

9. Comment

The purposes of this review are laid out on p. 1-18 of the ESSE Document:

(I) to evaluate the completeness and adequacy of information presented in

support of conclusions in the report and (2) to determine if the report

presents an objective and technically defensible view of the suitability of the
Yucca Mountain site.

The ESSE document is itself a summary of many _'eports and publications, and

cannot be properly reviewed without reference to a very voluminous supporting

literature. In several instances where items appeared to be overlooked by the

ESSE, other documents showed that the topics were indeed receiving

proper consideration. On the other hand, the ESSE does not (to me) give a

clear view of the research priorities of the Yucca Mountain Project. It might
have been valuable if the Peer Review Panel had had sufficient time to consider

questions of focus and direction.

-- I I ._, I ii i ' I I iii i I [i

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

As pointed out by Dr. Drever, the ESSE Core 'ream was faced with trade-offs

between including summaries of the supporting literature in the ESSE Report,

versus creating a document so lengthy that it would be difficult to use

efficiently. Clearly, the detailed rationale and justification for most of the

conclusions presented in the ESSE Report can only be fully understood in

conjunction with the voluminous supporting references. Some of the peer
reviewers had f_niliarity in the region, with respect to their areas of

expertise, which provided an advantage given the time limits on the peer
review.

Dr. Drever also correctly points out that the ESSE Report does not

present the research priorities of the Yucca Mountain Project (see also Dto

Vogel's Com_nent #7). This was not the responsibility of the ESSE Core Team;

our mission was to identify technical guidelines for which information is

inadequate to support a higher-level finding. These topics will serve as input

I , I i i ,! I , i

11, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I I 'I I ,_ III I _ I . m
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment l of 18 3. Name J. I. Drever

(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4, Date November 12r 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

The document was received on August 27, 1991. Three mer0bers of the Task

Group that prepared the report visited me in Laramie on September 24, 1991, and

meetings involving reviewers and project personnel were held in San Diego,
California on October 23, 1991 and October 24, 1991. Apart from these meetings

in San Diego, there have been no opportunities for the Review Panel to meet as

a group. These comments thus represent the opinions of one individual, and

they have not had the benefit of the interaction that nor_nally takes place with

a peer review panel. While I recognize the time constraints involved, I feel
the review would have been a more valuable document if we had the opportunity

to interact and synthesize our views.

As a summary statement, I believe the ESSE is a well-prepared and

technically sound document. I have no serious disagreement with any of the

Findings regarding Qualifying or Disqualifying conditions for the site. The

task group has taken a conservative approach, and there is no instance where an
inappropriate Higher Level Finding has been made.

END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

to establishing overall priorities. There are a number of reasons for

conducting site characterization activities. These include gathering

information needed to (I) design the waste package and repository; (2) evaluate

performance of the natural and engineered barriers, both individually and

collectively; (3) gain scientific confidence and regulatory assurance; (4)

provide support for other testing activities; and, as required by the NRC (I0

CFR 60, Subpart F), (5) confirm, to the extent possible, that the natural

setting and the engineered components are performing as intended and expected.

Some testing activities serve many of these "end uses" while others have a

relatively specific objective. Because of these multiple needs and uses for

information, prioritization of the research progrm_ is a very complicated task.

It is recognized that opportunities for peer reviewers to meet as a panel

and exchange ideas were limited. Given the high proportion of academics on the

panel and the overlap with the academic-year calendar, it was determined that

the peer review panel would not be able to act as a consensus-making body

except in a very limited sense. This situation was also exacerbated because

the specialities of the panel members had to be sufficiently diverse to cover

the complete suite of technical guidelines in i0 CFR Part 960. Unlike most

peer review panels, which have a relatively narrow scope, this panel was

required to be extremely broad in its coverage.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer comp,_etesitems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 2_.____ of 3.8 5. Revislo.nDraft/Date Au_. !991 ........

2. Date _November 12t 199! ......... 6. Section 2.3,1 .....

3. Reviewer J, I. Drever 7. Page ,.22-7 to 2-24 -___.

4. Organ_iza_onuniversity of wyoming .... 8. paragraph_general .................

__ iJ_l . I [I --1 i II ..... i1 - + .... I ............. ._ -1 . iii iil_ 1 _.

9. Com,rnent

The first key issue is travel-time through the unsaturated zone. There are

few (if any) quantitative studies in the literature of actual solute transport

over large distances in fractured, porous rock. As a result, there are no data
sets against which to calibrate or validate theoretical models. The modeling

work appears to be state-of-the-art, but I would have limited confidence in it

unless it can be validated against field data. My concern would be,

conceptually, that individual discrete features (as discussed or implied on p.

2-18 & 2-19.) may significantly affect solute transport, and that such discrete
features would not be well represented by continuum models. Will it be

+ technically possible to validate the models adequately, and to "characterize
the site" adequately for prediction of unsaturated flow? This is a difficult

question, and obviously comes down to one's concept of "adequately". I am

skeptical that physical measurements of fractures, porosity etc. in the ESF

will be sufficien:.. Plot-scale irrigation experiments will certainly help, but

the vertical and temporal scale that can De studied is liatited, and there is a..... __ IIIIII ....... al I I L. i ......... I I[ ................ ,___1 i II I

1O. Pro,po,sedReso_ution (7"0be oompleted by ESSE Core Team)

The authors share the concerns about model validation and site

characterization expresse+d by the reviewer. Developing the capabilities to

quantify the conditions at Yucca Mo'dntain in models that correctly

approximate the geohydrologic system is a technically challenging and complex

problem that rec_ires a systematic, interdisciplinary approach coupling

• laboratory and site-scale investigations with theoretical studies and

=-- hypothesis testing. Glass and Tidwell (1991) present an approach toward

developing and validating conceptual models for flow and transport through

unsaturated fractured rock that is being pursued as part of the Yucca Mountain

Project. This approach is predicated on the development of a firm

_ understanding of the basic physics governing flow through fractured media,
specifically emphasizing unsaturated flow in fractures and fracture-matrix

+ interactions. Similarl_,, other approaches are being pursued that emphasize

. specific aspects of the geohydrologic system (e.g.r infiltration processes) or

are directed at acquiring specific types of data that are intended to provide

=

+ 11. Re,so,l+utl,on(To be com#leted by o¢_ginsl Reviewat)

Co,mmenr. resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

hit-or-miss element as to whether they capture the effects of specific

"discrete features". In my opinion, the most important validation will come

from natural tracers, particularly tritium, 14C and 36CI. Tri£ium and 36C1

were mentioned briefly (p. 2-17); I did not see any reference to 14C. Stable

isotopes in the water of the unsaturated zone (deuterium and 180) may also

indicate recharge under different climatic regimes, and may constrain models of

vapor-phase transport in the unsaturated zone. The Study Plan for Study

8.3.1.2.2.7 (Revision Number R 0, July 1990) addresses most of my concerns on

this point, even though I still have questions regard/ng adequacy of sample

volumes and possible contamination during sampling.

_ In summary, modeling flow in the unsaturated zone is an enormously

complicated problem, and a crucial issue in the future will be establishing
confidence in the models that are developed. The distribution of isotopic

tracers should document more or less adequately the present-day (or

historically recent) transport regime and provide some sort of validation of

the unsaturated-zone flow models. A further question will be predicting the

- effect of climate change, specifically increased recharged, on travel times.

Here I would be reasonably confident in the use of a low model that had been

calibrated (validated is probably too optimistic a word) against both the

isotopic tracers and the artificial irrigation experiments.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

additional insight into the dominant processes and mechanisms controlling flow.

Collectively, these data may be useful for calibrating flow models and for

developing the requisite confidence that these models correctly approximate the

conditions at the site.
=

We agree that a very important element in developing confidence in the

- models used to predict ground-water travel times is to use natural and

environmental tracers and stable isotopes. Although only limited site-specific

= data have been acquired over the last 5 yea:s, some of these data (i.e.,

chlorine-36 and tritium) have clearly demonstrated the utility of using tracers

to develop an understanding of the flow processes and mechanism_ operational

at the site. Carbon-14 data (personal communication, 1991, unpublished

results from D.C. Thorstenson) suggest differences in the gas flow system

between the Topopah Spring unit and the overlying Tiva Canyon unit, wllich
appears to be operating on a much faster time scale. These results require

verification through additional testing planned, as part of Study Plan

8.3.1.2.2.7. Contingent upon avaLiability of fund_, _ ,u_ ,_ _._._._ _,. _.__
_ _ i 1i_ ......... I . II I III II III I --EIII III II III . IIII lr [ J .......
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

10 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

the future as drilling is reinitiated and as access to the primary subsurface
units is gained by underground construction. Additionally, a progrmn is being
implemented to identify tracers that will be used and that have utility as a
means to develop further understanding of these complex processes.

To address this comment, we will add the following text to Section
2.3.1.5, Recommendations for Future Activities:

"Chem/cal and environmental tracers and dating techniques should be used as
an independent means to estimate travel times and to develop confidence in the
models that are used to simulate flow processes and mechanism. Water chemistry
data from both the unsaturated and saturated zones should be obtained to better

understand and constrain the assumptions associated with chem/cal processes and
gaseous flow in the unsaturated zone and to provide boundary conditions for
modeling these processes.'

This additional text will be inserted in a longer addition responding to
Dr. Vogel's Co=ment #i. (See the response to that comment for the full text of
the changes to Section 2.3.1.5.)

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 3 of, 18 5. Revision Draft/Date Auq ust 1991

2. Date November 12_ 1991 .........._ 6. Section 2.3.1 & 2.3.2 qeneral

3. Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page NA

4. Organiza_onUniversity of wyoming ..... 8. Paragraph NA ....

9. Comment

2.3.1 Geohydrology and 2.3.2 Geochemistry

As the Freeze Panel (Freeze et al., 1991 [DOE, 1991g]) and others have

pointed out, the division between WHydrology" (movement of water) and

"Geochemistry" (movement of solutes in the water, in part at least) is
artificial and to some extent counterproductive. The distinction is perhaps

overemphasized by the structure of I0 CFR 960. I would hope that as emphasis

shifts more towards performance assessment the fields will become more closely

integrated.
END OF TEXT

10. ProposeclResolutton(Tobecomp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

Dr. Drever correctly identifies an important difficulty in addressing
site characteristics in a compartmentalized fashion. Note, however, that

although these issues were compartmentalized in the text, the considerations
were made in a more coherent manner. Therefore, the evaluation of the

geochemistry was made in the context of the particular pathways involved. This

does not mean, however, that a detailed, integrated evaluation of the
characteristics of the site was made in this effort. Such integration is part

of a system performance assessment, as is explained in the following

paragraphs, which will replace the first three paragraphs of Section 2.2 on

page 2-2:

'The site is evaluated against the Postclosure System and

Technical Guidelines by considering first the technical guidelines,

followed by the system guideline. The technical guideline evaluations

are conducted with two objectives in mind. The first objective is to

11, Resolu_on(7"obecomplemdbyodg_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

determine if there are any specific features or conditions of the

site, within the scope of those guidelines, that would indicate the

site is not suitable. If no such features or conditions can be

identified, then lower-level suitability findings on the technical

guidelines can be supported. The second objective is to determine

whether additional information would be likely to change the

conclusion. If not, then a higher-level suitability finding can be
supported. If the uncertainties are such that the conclusion could

change, then the objective is to identify issues that may provide a

focus for testing during site characterization and that must be

resolved before a high-level finding can be supported. The technical

guidelines are evaluated individually and the results of the

evaluation of each guideline are discussed in Section 2.3.

The evaluation of the Postclosure System Guideline determines

whether the system performance requirements specified in the guideline
can be met. This requires an integrated assessment of the issues

identified in the technical guideline evaluations and other issues
related to waste isolation and containment identified in the

performance assessments, themselves. For example, many of the
technical guidelines focus only on specific aspects of site

perfor_mnce, such as hydrology, which addresses the movement of water,

or geochemistry, which addresses the movement of solutes in the water.

Such distinctions are eliminated when these issues are considered

together in the system guideline evaluation.

The evaluation of the system guideline involves system and

subsystem performance assessments. These assignments are generally
accomplished through the following types of analyses:

I. Identification of system performance measures

2. Development of models needed to evaluate the perfor_ance
measures

3. Evaluation of the performance measures

4. Conduct of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses to identify
critical model parameters and to evaluate the importance and
role of uncertainties in site information.

llr II i II i,i iii ,,,, ..........-- -- -- iii ill i
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

These analyses are explained in the following paragraphs."
END OF TEXT
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1, Comment 4 of 18 5. RevisionDraft/Date August 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.1.1

3. Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page 2-7

4. Organization Universit_{ of Wyoming 8. Paragraph (discussion)

- _i i i

9. Comment

2.3.1.I.i Discussion, p. 2-7:

This discussion brings up a whole range of unresolved issues, including

rigorous definitions of travel time and words such as "likely" and

"significant." Rather than these issues individually, it would seem sensible
to resolve the critical ones in the context of performance assessment under the

Postclosure System Guideline.
END OF TEXT

I I iii I I I III IIIII I I I I I I Irl i i i I __

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Drever has identified an important issue for the site evaluations.
The terms "likely" and "significant" should be defined in the context of

the overall postclosure performance objectives. Because the evaluations of

system performance cannot be definitive at this time, the ESSE Core Team

believed it inappropriate to define those terms precisely for this evaluation.

However, precise definitions in the context of the postclosure performance
objectives will be important in future evaluations.

There is a particular problem with the Geohydrology Guideline, in that the

requirements on ground-water travel time are different in the Siting Guidelines

and in NRC's regulations. The NRC regulations place limits on travel time

along the "_ path of likely radionuclide travel," while the DOE Siting

Guidelines limit travel time along paths of "likely and @ignifiGanjL
radionuclide travel." In the ESSE report, we tried to define a basis

for the evaluation that would hopefully not depend strongly on subtle

I i I iiiiii ±,_i ,, II i [___

11. Resolution (T_,,_':,_completed by or/g/nal Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

interpretations. The definitions on page 2-8 read as follows:

"For purposes of this site suitability evaluation, ground-water
travel time is defined as the cumulative displacement of a tracer

particle divided by the ground-water velocity along a specified path

of likely flow. 'Paths of likely and significant radionuclide travel'
are defined to be those identifiable flow paths along which water

bearing radionuclides released from the EBS could travel from the
disturbed zone to the accessible environment."

We believe this is still the appropriate approach and prefer to maintain the

text as it is. However, as stated above, the point is an important one to be

addressed in future evaluations that depend more heavily on integrated

performance assessments.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 5 of 18 5. Revision Draft/Date A_U_qust,,,1991

2. Date _.NNovember.,,12 r 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.5

3. Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page 2-24

4. OrganizationUniversity of Wyoming 8. Paragraph para. 2 of 2.3.1.5

I i i ii iiii iii I iiii i til

9. Comment

2.3.1.5 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Activities

I have no disagreement with the conclusion. I do have questions concerning
the discussion. "These conditions can be best identified and characterized

through in situ exploration of the potential repository host rock and

surrounding units." Exactly what sort of characterization is envisioned? Have

experiments been designed that will specifically evaluate the hydrologic

models? How much in situ exploration will there be of the region below the
repository? I would stress again that a key issue in the future is the extent

to which hydrologic models can be validated, and this will not be

straightforward even when the ESF is constructed°
END OF TEXT

_--. .. L ' ....... I i'll li I I I I iL Ir_" I P

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe completed by E$SE Core Team)

In direct response to Dr. Vogel's Comment #i and other comments raised by

the Peer Review Panelists, the Discussion (Section 2.3.1.5) will be replaced

with the proposed resolution for Dr. Vogel's comment (see that comment for the
complete text).

The testing program planned for the ESF is continuing to evolve as the

design matures and as decisions on the phased construction approach are made.

The most recent description of the ESF testing program is contained in the ESF

Requirements Document, Appendix B (DOE, 1991), which shows the layout of the

underground testing program currently planned for the new ESF configuration,

augmented by the descriptions contained in the Site Characterization Plan.

Although some new experiments are being considered, the current plans call for
the tests described in the Site Characterization Plan. Note that a caisson

experiment is being planned this spring that will acquire data designed to

begin to calibrate flow and transport models for later use at Yucca Mountain.

-- ii iii i ii _ .... !',!'"! ..... .,..,. i

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5, CommentorProposed Resol_ion or Resol_ion (Circle on_

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

The present configuration (modified option 30 from Dennis, 1991) consists

of two ramps entering the repository block from the east, a primary testing
area in the northeast, and two northeast-southwest trending drifts located in

the Calico Hills and Topopah Spring units. This configuration is expected to

provide sufficient access to the Calico Hills and the major structural features
located within and proximal to the block to provide for adequate

characterization.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 6 of 18 5. RevisionDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.2.3.1 (new 2.3.2.2.1) ,_

3. Reviewer J. I, Drever 7. Page 2-26

4. Organization Universit_, of Wyoming .___ 8. Paragraph (Issue 1)

IIII I ]]1 tamm I I j ±_

9. Oomment

2.3.2 Geochemistry Technical Guideline

General comment and Issue i (p. 2-26):

The Qualifying Condition for the Postclosure Geochemistry Technical
Guideline is much more vague than the corresponding conditions for the

Geohydrology Technical Guideline. There are no absolute numbers such as a

travel time of 1,000 years. In fact, if the Geohydrology guideline is met,
much of the geochemistry becomes irrelevant. If the travel time for water is

sufficiently long, the presence of absence of adsorption becomes unimportant.
The main importance of the geochemical work this seems to be:

i. As a part of the geohydrological work (for example analysis of 36CI).

As I mentioned in Comment Number 3, the separation between geohydrology and
geochemistry seems at times arbitrary.ii ..... I

-- ii ii

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team) --

Dr. Drever makes a good point in this comment. Radionuclide retardation

by geochemical conditions and processes, however, is viewed as one component

of a system of multiple barriers to migration. Its role may indeed be primary
or secondary depending on the ground-water travel time. It may be possible,

for the purposes of site suitability, to assign no performance criterion to

retardation by these conditions and processes and to justify a higher-level

finding on this guideline by arguing that there are no known or expected
conditions and processes that are _compatible with waste isolation and

containment. The ESSE Core Team explored this possibility, but the prevailing
sentiment was that the current uncertainty in ground-water travel time

estimates prohibits reaching this conclusion now; scenarios exist

wherein minimum sorption of some radionuclides may be necessary to meet
regulatory release limits.

The three points raised by Dr. Drever are addressed in the following

ii 111[ I i i '"'"' .... i i ii

11. Resolution (70 be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF _:EXT

__I I III I
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9 Comment ( continued )

2. Adsorption and retardation may serve as a "redundant barrier." Even if

the groundwater travel time is shorter than anticipated, adsorption may prevent
the release of radionuclides to the accessible environment.

3. Adsorption and chemical reactions in the "disturbed zone" will have an

important influence on the source term that defines the availability of soluble

radionuclides for transport by groundwater.

As an editorial point, it would be useful to have a summary table (perhaps

an updated summary of Tables 6-24 to 6-26 of the EA, or of Kerrisk, 1985) that
shows: i. A list of nuclides of concern in the waste and their half-lives, 2.

the estimated solubility of each element, 3. A qualitative distribution
"weak" "not adsorbed")coefficient/adsorption ratio (e.g. "strong", "medium",

for each element (2. and 3. might include a range of values if speciation is

unclear). Such a table would allow us to focus in immediately on the nuclides

most likely to present a problem. The information is implied by the second

paragraph on p. 2-30; it could be more explicit.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

paragraphs:

i. The information and discussion in this guideline evaluation is based

upon the narrow and specific definition of "geochemistry" suggested by

the guideline statement, i.e., geochemical characteristics of the

site...compatible with waste containment and isolation. Geochemical

techniques, e.g., isotopic analyses for dating and tracing, are being

widely used in support of geohydrology and tectonic investigations.

The purpose and organization of this document detracts from an

integrated presentation of all these initiatives. We regret that this

exacerbates this frequent concern of reviewers and critics, i.e., the

seeming inadequacy of horizontal integration between the various SCP

investigations.

2. Redundant or multiple barrier (as we prefer) arguments have been the

justification for continued investment in study of these processes as

they may operate at the Yucca Mountain site.

3. We believe the source term is more influenced by chemical reactions

than absorption. Mechanical, chemical, and thermal disturbances
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

complicate study and understanding of these phenomenon in the
near-field. The source term issue, however, is a Postclosure Rock

Characteristics issue as the division of effort has been defined for

the purposes of the this early site suitability evaluation.

Table 2-4 (previously Table 2.3.2-2) will be added to the text in Section

2.3.2 to address Dr. Drever's editorial point. A copy of that table is

attached to this response.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 7 of 18 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date ..NNovember_.12,_1991 .............. 6, Section___2.:3.2.4_I I.new2,3.2.3, I)

3. ReviewerJ. _,I.Drever ........... 7, Page. 2-27 ,t,02-28 ....

4, Organization University of Wyoming _ 8. Paragraph_T.a..ble 2-2 ....

I,_ I I _ J I III I I I IIIIIIII i ii II II III I ii I III , Iii

9. Comment

Table 2-2 (previously Table 2.3.2-I) Favorable Conditions:

I. "Sorptive minerals (zeolites) were present..." A key question is

whether zeolites will adsorb all of the nuclides of concern. I am disturbed by
possible over-generalizations.

Table 2-2 (previously Table 2.3.2-1) Potentially Adverse Conditions:

3. "Pre-waste-emplacement groundwater conditions in the host rock that are

chemically oxidizing." I presume oxidizing conditions would be adverse from

the point of view of corrosion of the canisters. From a geochemical point of

view, oxidizing conditions may be favorable, as iron and n_nganese

oxyhydroxides (which would not be present under reducing conditions) are an

important substrate for adsorption (e.g. Means, J.L., DnA. Crerar, M.P.

Borcsik, and J.O. Duguid: Adsorption of Co and selected actinides by Mn and Fs...... -- ::II -- I .... Ij I J ____ r--:----:__ -- IIIIIRIIII II I

10. Proposed Resolu',_on 67"0be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE (:ore Team understands Dr. Drever's concern; these statements,

however, are not original prose by the ESSE authors but are verbatim

quotations from the earlier EA and, therefore, text revisions are not possible.

We believe the ESSE report does not overgeneralize the importance or role

of sorptive zeolites present at Yucca Mountain. In fact, this discussion

tries to focus attention on real or potential exceptions to these

generalizations, i.e., radionuclides and species that may not be sorbed or

otherwise so retarded by geochemical condition_; and processes. The mention in

the ESSE report of occurrence at Yucca Mountain of sorptive n_inerals other

than zeolites including iron and manganese oxides and hydroxides (see p 2-30)
is an example. We will add the reference suggested to make it clearer which

minerals and radionuclides are of interest. See attached text revision for

page 2-34 to this effect.

" . L ....... J _ I_L .... _"-m'_ ...... :...... :- _ _--J I I llJl .__ l ql I I I I I ...... .... J . :m_--__ ........

11. Resolu_on (To be cemplered by origins/Reviewer)

Coherent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9 Comment ( continued )

oxides in soils and sediments. Geochim. Cosmochim, Acta 42, 1763-1774, 1978).

END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Dr. Drever's presumption regarding oxidizing, pre-waste-emplacement ground
water is consistent with that of the Core Team. The Core Team decided to

address the near-field effects of ground-water chemistry as a part of the

Postclosure Rock Characteristics Guideline evaluation. We agree that oxidizing

ground water may be a favorable condition in the far-field for the reason you

state. This advantage may have to be balanced against the greater solubility

of many radionuclides in oxidizing waters. In any case, the presence of

oxidizing water in the far-field is not a disqualifying condition under the

Postclosure Geochemistry Guideline.

The text on page 2-34, second paragraph, will be revised to read as
follows :

"Several types of batch sorption experiments were carried out on pure

mineral separates to identify which mineral phases present in ruffs at Yucca
Mountain were most effective in sorption of each of the key radionuclides and

to investigate the details of the sorption reactions for the most important

radionuclide/mineral pairs. The sorption of anionic species of Tc (TOO4")and

Np (NpO2CO3")in J-13 water was studied on oxides, carbonates, clays, Bnd
zeol'.tes. Of the phases studied, only the iron oxides, geothite and hematite,

had any affinity for Tc and then only a small affinity. Iron and manganese
oxides had large affinities for Np while clays, zeolites, and carbonates had

:elatively small zffinities for Np (Meijer et al., 1989). These results for

iron and manganese oxides corroborate earlier findings regarding the adsorption

of actinides by iron and manganese ozyhydroxides (Means et al., 1978). The

nature of the Np complex sorbed to the geothite surface was investigated with

the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine-Structure (EXAFS) technique (Combes et al.,

1990) and the results of this investigation were used in the development of a

surface complexation model to explain retardation of the nuclide on geothite
(Kohler et al., 1990). Evidence is accumulating that anionic species of key

radionuclides released by the engineered barrier system are retarded somewhat

by minerals other than zeolites present along potential flow paths. W
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 8____.__of 18 5. Revision Draft/Date A__u..qust1991

2. Date November 12, 1._.._99_!.1 6. Section 2.3.2.4.2 .(new 2.3.2.3.2) ....

3. ReviewerJ. I. Drever 7, Page 2-29

4. Organization University of wyomincj . 8, Paragraph 2

i ..... iu ii i [_ __i ii I ...... iii i I iii i I i i i rgBIBJIOCMOlGil

9, Comment

2.3.2.4.2, p. 2-29

"Dispersion and molecular diffusion also will slow the rate of travel of

all species..." Dispersion (as tI_e term is standardly used) will _ slow the

rate of travel. It will cause a spread in travel times about the mean, with

some material arriving earlier and some later. It will in fact accelerate the

"first arrival" (defined as some fraction of the peak concentration). Did the

ESSE authors imply a different meaning for the tezTn "dispersion" (perhaps
involving matrix diffusion)?

END OF TEXT

i0. Proposed ResoluUon''(To be co"mpleted"b'y E$SE Com Team) ............. '" ..............

The text will be revised to omit reference to dispersion and to clarify the
role of molecular diffusion. The text will be revised to read as follows:

"Two processes figure centrally in retardation by the geochemical barrier:

(I) precipitation and (2) sorption by minerals along transport pathways.

Sorption may occur as a result of several mechanisms, including ion exchange

and surface complexation. Knowledge of mineral distributions along likely flow

paths of water to the boundary with the accessible environment _ill allow a

determination of the extent to which precipitation and sorption may occur.

Molecular diffusion from fast transport pathways into the surrounding rock

matrix also will slow the rate of travel of all species, i.e., ions and

complexes. Species that do not..."
END OF TEXT

I I II I I I iinnn,i ,,,n,! I _. LLIIII ...... I I _ III ] I I I ]Ii. L]I' i ..... If f: : ......

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 9 _,f 18 5, Revision Draft/Date A--u-uqust 1991

2. Date November 12.j 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.2.3 & 2.3.4.2.4

3. Reviewer.J.I. D:cever 7. Page 2-32 to 2-33

4. Organization University of Wyomi_n_____.__ 8. Paragraph

9. Comment

2.3.4.2.3 Radionuclide Solubility; 2.3.2.4.2.4 Radionuclide Speciation

The speciation and hence solubility of the actinides is enormously complex

(e.g., Nitsche, 1991), and the two cannot be considered in isolation; measured

solubility will depend on speciation in solution, and there is no guarantee

that speciation in solution will reflect equilibrium with mnbient redox

conditions or ligand concentrations. The problem can be approached

empirically-.-see how total concentrations of an element behave in J-13 water
with minor modifications--or mechanistically, in which all relevant species are

studied by the traditional approaches of inorganic chemistry. In my opinion,
the more-or-less empirical approach should be adequate for the Yucca Mountain

Project at this time. However, sensitivity analyses as part of the performance
assessment should provide an indication as to whether further specific studies

are needed.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees that speciation and solubility are closely

interrelated. Sensitivity analyses by Kerrisk preceeded the Nitsche work

cited by Dr. Drever, and, in fact, were used to focus and prioritize his work

wh._ch, incidentally, is being done with direction and funding from Los Alamos

National Laboratory as part of DOE's SCP geochemistry investigations. Dr.

Nitsche plans continued sensitivity analyses as part of his solubility modeling

activit:f. System and subsystem models for performance assessment are and will

probably remain too gross to be useful for speciation sensitivity analyses.
Detailed solubility, sorption, molecular diffusion, and coupled process

transport/retardation models under development will be used for this purpose.

Models are currently data starved or too immature to permit sensitivity

analyses.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment i0 of 18 5. Revision Draft/Date,Auqust 1991

2. Date Now_-mber 121 1991 6. Section 2.3.2.4.2.4 (new 2.3.2.3.2.5)

3. ReviewerJ I. Drever 7. Page 2-33

4. OrganizationUniversity of Wyoming 8. Paragraph para. 3&4 of S.2.3.2.4.2.4

(p. 2-33, second paragraph)

"Present-day groundwaters collected from the vicinity of Yucca Mountain do
not contain a significant concentration of particulate matter." There was no

specific reference given for this statement. My questions are: I) How much

does it have to be to be "significant"? 2) Have there been any systematic

studies of the abundance of natural colloids, as, for example, at the Grimsel
test site in Switzerland (Degueldrer C. et al.: Colloids in water from a

subsurface fracture in granitic rock, Grimsel Test Site, Switzerland. Geochi_.

Cosmochim, Acta 53, 603-610, 1989)? It is not particularly likely that natural

colloids are important, but consideration should be given to natural colloids
during the water sampling program.

10. Proposed ResoluUon(7"obecomp_tedbyESSE Com Team)

The reference to this statement should have been Kerrisk (1987_ it was

misplaced at the end of the previous sentence. The text will be revised to
correct this error.

"Significant" was an inappropriate choice of words. No systematic studies

of the abundance of natural colloids have been done. However, as a result of

this and other concerns regarding ground-water composition, ground-water

samples will be analyzed for natural colloids. These data should provide the
basis for a systematic study of natural colloid occurrence and abundance.

The text in the first full paragraph on page 2-33 will be revised to read
as follows:

"Soluble radionuclide species can also sorb on natural or anthropogenically

produced colloidal-sized particles forming a pseudocolloid, which may then

11. Resolu[Jon(7"obecomplemdbyorigm_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9 Comment ( continued )

(p. 2-33, third paragraph)

"Radionuclide transport as colloidal species remains an aria of

uncertainty." I agree that surrogate experiments with spherical particles are

likely to be misleading. Is work underway to resolve the uncertainty?
Filtration experiments with actual Pu colloids?

END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

move with the .impunity of natural colloids. Particulate concentrations in

ground waters of the Yucca Mountain region are believed to be low based upon
the results of a few preliminary filtration experiments with samples from

pumped wells. The best documented of these experiments measured ~0.3_g/l of

particulate material in the size range 0.005 _%mto 0.4 ],Lmin water from well
J-13. At this concentration, a sorption ratio of ~4 x l0s _i/g would have to

be demonstrated for this material to contribute to more than i0 percent of

the total waste element flux. Sucl% ratios have been seldom approached in

sorption experiments using Yucca Mountain ruffs (Kerrisk, 1987). Repository
construction and waste emplacement effects may alter this situation

unfavorably, however."
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 11 of 18 5, Revision Draff/Date Au.Ag.,qu_st1991

2. Date November !2, 1991 6. Section 2.3.2.4.2.5 (new 2.3.2.3.2.5

3, Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page 2-33 t_o 2-35

4. Organization--University of Wyoming 8. Paragraph ....

9. Comment

2.3.2.4.2.5 Radionuclide Sorption

There are two major problems associated with adsorption work, and neither
has an easy answer:

I. Adsorption is a function of the _ in solution (e g , Am3+ Am4+' " l !

AmO2 + AmO22+ not to mention the effect of ligands) and not of the element Amt t

When adsorption is discussed simply in terms of /_, it is implicitly
assumed either that the appropriate species is present in the experiment, or

that equilibration among species is rapid on the time-scale of the experlment.
To "do it right" by working out speciation in detail for all elements in all

solutions of interest would be prohibitively expensive, and the usefulness of

the results would be limited for other reasons (see 2. below). The "minimum Kd
strategy" (Radionuclide Adsorption Workshop, Los Alamos National Laboratory,

Sept. 11-12, 1990) seems a reasonable and conservative approach. I suspect it

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

I. The text in paragraph 1 of Section 2..3.2.4.2.5 (now Section

2.3.2.3.2.5) will be revised to reflect the comment. As described in the

text, it is difficult to envision the chemical mechanisms that would result in

such a slow interconversion among species present in solution that the

dJ.stribution coefficient determined by batch experiments is not conservative.

However, if the kinetics of attaining equilibrium among species in solution

phase are slow, we will be able to measure the elution of the different species
in column experiments. The column experiments will allow us to calculate

distribution coefficients for each chemical species. We utilize column

experiments to assess the applicability of batch sorption experiments under

dynamic conditions. Any discrepancies among the two types of experiments are
resolved before distribution coefficients are utilized in performance
assessment. Whether the speciation in the solutions utilized is the

same as the speciation of the solutions that will be present at the proposed

repository is a difficult point to address. We use ground waters from the

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolutions accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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2. Page 2 of 3
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution oi' Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

is over-conservative; it could be reviewed if performanc e assessment studies

indicate. It appears at present that only a few elements (U, Np, Tc, I, and C)

warrant significant effort at this time.

2. Transfer of laboratory-derived adsorption data to the field is an

extremely complex problem. If solutions are percolating through a uniform

permeable tuff, the problem is relatively straightforward. However if

transport occurs through fractures (the likely situation for fast flow-paths)

there is a large uncertainty in the mass/surface area of minerals that will

contact the flowing solution. Presumably both fracture linings and matrix

minerals (through matrix diffusion) will be involved. Here again is an area

where hydrology and geochemistry overlap. If hydrologic field studies on

fracture flow are instigated, I recommend that sorbing and non-sorbing tracers
be included in the tests to provide some validation of related solute transport

codes.
•END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

site, and many of the experiments reported by Thomas (1988) were performed

under controlled atmosphere to simulate the amount of carbon dioxide present

in the ground water at Yucca Mountain. All we can do is report the method of

solution preparation and the chemistry of ground water utilized (as Thomas did

in the 1988 sorption summary report) and evaluate those experimental

parameters as more speciation data are obtained by Nitsche and as the field

sampling plan to obtain ground-water samples and ground-water chemistry is
carried out by the USGS and LANL.

The minimum Kd strategy is perceived as both "re_.sonable and conservative"

by its advocates. It is seen as deterministic, bounding, and inconsistent with

regulations, policy, and common sense by its detractors who believe a
stochastic approach to be reasonable, conservative, and practical. The minimum

Kd strategy capitalizes upon empirical sorption data and mineralogy and

petrology information accu_nulated to date on rock units expected to occur along
likely flow paths to the accessible environment. It is an admitted attempt to

focus resources on key radionuclides and species in the limited time remaining
before a decision on site suitability with the (perhaps, too obvious) objective

of minimizing the uncertainty in this decision. Performance assessments are

indeed expected to determine the conservatism of this position. Contention

persists over these assessments because of (a) the dearth of data upon which

they are currently based and (b) the idea that the expected value and range for

many of the variables involved can be decided by "expert" opinion (this idea is

22_
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

an anathema to experimentalists).

2. A saturated-zone pump test at three drill holes at the C-well complex
is planned. Both conservative and reactive tracers will be used; however,

tracers will not be radioactive because the use of radioactive material is

prohibited. The tests will be modeled using multidimensional transport code,
and the test results will be used to validate or suggest refinement of the

code. In anticipation, detailed laboratory characterization of potential
tracers and relevant rock has been done. Fracture network and reactive

transport codes are also in place. Other tests of a similar nature are planned
for the saturated and unsaturated systems.

END OF TEXT
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1, Comment 12 of 18 5. Revision Draft/Date A__._..qust1991

2. Date November 12 r 1991 6. Section 2.3.2.4.2.5 (new 2.3.2.3.2.5)

3. ReviewerJ. _. Dreve,r .............. 7. Page 2-34 & 2-36

4. Organization University of Wyominq -.__ 8. Paragraph

9. Comment

2.3.2.4.2.5 Radionuclide Sorption

(p. 2-34)

"Evidence is accumulating that anionic species are retarded somewhat by

minerals other than zeolites present along flow paths." When I first read this

statement I was unclear as to which anionic species were meant. R.J. Herbst

(pets. comm. September 24, 1991) clarified the meaning by explaining the

sentence was simply a summary of the preceding paragraph, lt is still

potentially confusing for a reader.

Along the same lines, 2.3.2.4.3 Issue 1 (p. 2-36) could be more explicit.

I would prefer to see a specific list of the radionuclides expected to be

retarded (or rather a list of any DgL expected to be retarded.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Drever's comment.

The revision to the second paragraph on p. 2-34 proposed in the response to
Dr. Drever's Comment #7 addresses the first part of this comment.

The text under Issue I will be revised as follows:

"Improved knowledge of mineral abundances and distribution, particularly in

fractures, strengthens the case for effective sorption of the radionuclides of

concern at Yucca Mountain. The effectiveness is least for anionic species of

Tc and Np. In general, known and expected geochemical characteristics and

processes are expected to retard the rate of transport of radionuclides

released to this setting relative to ground-water travel."
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (3"0be completed by original Reviewer,)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 13 of 18 5. RevlsionDratt/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November !2t 1991 6. Section 2.3,4.3.1

3. Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page 2-56

4. Organization University of Wyomin_r 8, Paragraph 1
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9. Comment

2.3.4.3.1

(p. 2-56)

"Increased precipitation, however, also could lead to higher rates of

erosion within the region resulting in overall base-level lowering that,

ultimately, could lead to water-table declines and longer ground-water travel

times." While the statement is true in principle, I find it implausible when

applied to Yucca Mountain. Where is the base-level lowering going to occur?

Certainly not at Furnace Creek, and significantly lowering at Ash Meadows seems

unlikely.
END OF TEXT

i ill]l i I ---]iii iii ii IRI I I II

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comple_d by ESSE Core Team)

The statement cited by Dr. Drever was intended to be general, that is, to

identify possible effects and consequences of climatic change without specific

reference necessarily to the Yucca Mountain site. The sentence will be removed
from the text. It is interesting to note, however, that. Winograd and Szabo

(1988) consider that base-level lowering could have been a major component of

the water-table decline inferred to have occurred at Ash Meadows during the

past 750,000 years.
END OF TEXT

iii I i i iiril I I __._ i ii -

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I 11 I __. I __ U I
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 14 of 18 5. Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1991 . _

2. Date November 12t 1991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.2.4 .... _

3. ReviewerJ. I. Drever 7. Page 2-98 & 2-99

4. Organlza_on University of Wyomin_ 8. Paragraph --

9. Comment

2.3.7.3.2.4 Strain-Response Models

Given the existing panels, I do not propose to spend time evaluating

Szymanski's hypothesis. I would simply say that an inordinate amount of effort
seems to have been expended on the origin of the deposits in Trench 14. I am

convinced that they are pedogenic rather than hydrothermal.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(7"obecomp_mdbyESSE Core Team)

Although the ESSE Core Team agrees that additional review effort on the

Szymanski hypothesis appears to be redundant, every additional expert opinion
is welcome. The effort expended in evaluating the Trench 14 deposits has

served as a training exercise to develop methods and criteria upon which to

base judgments as to the origin of various deposits in the region.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 15 of 18 5, Revision Draft/Date August 1991

2. Date Noven_er 12t 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.3.2.7

3. Reviewer J, I. Drever 7' Page 2-120

4, Organization University of Wyoming _ 8, Paragraph

_. ii i ii iiii ....... ii ii, i

9, Comment

2.3.8.3.2.7 Permanent Markers

In designing earthworks or markers, care should be taken to avoid

configurations that might increase infiltration. Given the low rates of

weathering in the area, natural rock should be perfectly adequate for p_.rmanent
markers.

END OF TEXT

i .mill I I I III I ---

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)
• .

The following will be inserted as the last sentence in the first paragraph

on page 2-121:

"Whichever type of surface marker or earthworks are used, care should

be taken to avoid configurations that could increase infiltration."
END OF TEXT

i li i i,iiilll '"-m I II I i

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 16 of 18 5. Revision Dratt/Date Au-._-q_-st 1,991

2, Date November 12r 1991 6, Section 2_.4 qeneral _

8. Reviewer.J.I. Drever 7. Page 2-129ff

4. Organization University of Wyoming 1. 8. Paragraph na

9. Comment

2.4 Evaluation of the Postclosure System Guideline

Performance analysis is the key to provide focus to the site
characterization effort. An apparent weakness of past work is that it has not

necessarily been prioritized in the context of its contribution to the total

system performance. I would advocate this approach, both for making the most
effective use of reseazch funds and for advancing the site characterization

process as rapidly as possible.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed ResoluUon(Tobe completed byESSE Com Team)

Dr. Drever emphasizes the importance of prioritizing site-characterization
activities both in this comment and in his opening summary. Other reviewer_

have also made this point (see Dr. Vogel's Comment #7). As mentioned in our

response to Dr. Drever's Comment #i, explicit prioritization was not the

responsibility of the ESSE Core Team; rather, the mission was to identify

technical guidelines for which information is inadequ_ ._ to support a

higher-level finding. These topics will serve as input to establishing overall

priorities.

The report by Mattson et al. (1991) evaluated priorities for tests designed

to detect potentially unsuitable site conditions early during site
characterization. Prioritization in that report was based on detection of

= features and conditions that affect postclosure performance. However, there

are a number of reasons for conducting site characterization activities. These

include gathering information needed to (i) design the waste package and

-

11. ResoluUon (To be complemd by origin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT-
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5, Comment or Proposed Reso}ution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

repository; (2) evaluate performance of the natural and engineered barriers,

both individually and collectively; (3) gain scientific confidence and

regulatory assurance; (4) provide support for other _esting activities; and, as
required by the NRC (!0 CFR 60, Subpart F), (5) to confirm, to the extent

possible, that the natural setting and the engineered components are performing
as intended and expected. Some testing activities serve many of these "end

uses" while others have u relatively specific objective. Because of these

multiple needs and uses for information, prioritization of the research

program is a very complicated task. (This point was also made in our response
to Dr. Drever's Conment #i.)

The DOE's Test and Evaluation Plan (DOE, 1990) explicitly describes the

steps the Project intends to take to ensure that the testing program focuses

on those aspects of the site that are most important to system performance.

The plan describes the role that perfozmmnce assessments will play in helping
to evaluate the results of the testing program and in providing essential

input to those responsible for directing that program.

Howeverr performance assessments that require detailed conceptual and

numerical models can only be used to a limited extent early in the site

characterization program when those models are not very well developed.

Therefore, although the performance aspects have been considered in the

evaluations and in developing the general testing plan described in the St9

(DOE, 1988a), it is too early to use them exclusively. The early site

suitability evaluation was conducted with that same philosophy. The following
paragraph will be added to page 2-5 in Section 2.2 to explain this limitation:

"Although quantitative assessments were considered, they did not
provide the principal focus of this early site suitability evaluation.

Ultimately, the evaluation of the suitability of the site will involve

detailed, .quantitative performance analyses to assess compliance with

numerical criteria. These analyses will be based on conceptual models

that are consistent with the information gathered during site
characterization. Because it is too early in the site

characterization program to have such information and models fully
developed, the Core Team did not rely heavily on quantitative

performance models. (A good example is in the area of geohydrologic

of development r and the Core Tea_ did not consider it appropriate

to rely heavily on them at this time.) Nevertheless, the Core Teamdid review the status of the quantitative assessments in their
III I _ ._--i II IIr- ._ II II ,,, ' • " I II ii1,1 I-- -- i ii i • •
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5, Commentor ProposedResolutionorResolution(Circle one)

10 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

evaluation of the system guideline. The results of this review and
the evaluation of the system guideline are presented in Section 2.4."

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)
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1, Comment 17 of 18 5. Revlston Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2_ Date November 12r, 1991. 6. Section 2.4.2

3. Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page 2-138 & 2-139 ,,- .......

4. Organization University_ of wyoming 8. Paragraph .............

. i iii I I I I IHII IIII I = '.-- IIIII II '

9. Comment

2.4,2 Review of information obtained since...

Carbon-14 Studies

The question of C-14 migration seems to be falling through the cracks.
It is mentioned in the Geochemistry and Hydrology sections, but I did not see

any discussion of attenuation through gas-liquid partition in the vadose zone

or consumption by silicate weathering reactions in the vadose zone. I do not

know if either would be significant, but it would seem appropriate to conduct

some preliminary modeling as fallback position in case the strategy of hhanging

EPA release rates (Van Konyenburg, 1991) does not work out.
END OF TEXT

-- , i J ililli i i i p i i I m i i illii i ii

10, Proposed Resolutton(TobecompMmdbyESSE Core Tearn)

Information reviewed by the ESSE Core Team strongly suggests that
attenuation due to mechanisms listed by Dr. Drever is not well understood.

Ross (1987) estimates the bounds of the retardation factor for C-14 to be

between 2 and 2,000. Other calculations place the retardation factor between

30 and 70 with an approximately median at 50 (Ross et al., 1991). An important

assumption in these calculations is that of thermodynamic equilibrium between

the gas and liquid. Evidence from pore fluids and pore gases (Yang, !991)

suggests the possibility of a very low retardation, especially if the liquid

is held in the smallest pores while the gas flows through the paths of least
resistance.

Another important uncertainty regarding gaseous release--and the one most

amenable to testing--is in the source term, or the rate at which the gas could

be released from the engineered barriers. The third sentence of paragraph 2 on

page 2-144 will be changed to reflect this point: "Current evidence also

i I ii iri i -.. __ - I ii iii, i _L

11. Resotmlon(Tobecomplemdbyorlg_N Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

suggests that the probability of meeting the EPA release limits for carbon-14

does not depend strongly on uncertainties in site information. Rather, the

major source of uncertainty appears to be the gaseous carbon-i4 source term."

Although the performance of the site may be approaching the EPA i0,000 year
release limit for carbon-14, the consequence of the gaseous releases (i.e.,

dose or health effects) is believed to be negligible. This reflects an

inconsistency in the regulations, of which the regulatory agencies are aware.
It is not clear at the present time if the regulations will be changed to

correct this inconsistency, but it is clear that the margin needed to

demonstrate compliance with the current regulation will be less than for other
radionuclides where the consequences could be much greater. The text will be

rewritten to reflect this broader view of the regulatory approach (replacing

last three sentences of paragraph 3 on page 2-145):

"The EPA has recognized that this limit may not be consistent with the

minimal public health and safety hazards associated with release of

gaseous carbon-14 (Clark and Galpin, 1991; Van Konynenburg, 1991).
Thus, the release limits for carbon-14 may change, or it is possible

that additional information about releases could change the conclusion

that the system guideline is met. Therefore, .the Core Team feels that

a lower-level suitability finding can be supported for the Postclosure

System Guideline."
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 18 of 18 5. Revision DratlJDate Auqust 1991

2. Date Nov,.e,,,,.mber12_ 199,,1 .., 6. Section 2.2.4, , , ,

3. Reviewer J. I. Drever 7. Page 2-145 1:o 2-150

4. Organization University of Wyo_ng _ _ 8. Paragraph Table,,, 2"14 ..........

. _ II I I I I ..... __ ' m,,i I .............. I

9. Comment

Table 2-14 (previously Table 2.4-2): Site characterization studies

Again, I see very little prominence aiven to isotopic tracers. I think 14C
and tritium should be there along with 36C1. Deuterium and 180 should be
included.

This lets me conclude with what I think is a fundamental point: the most

critical issue for establishing confidence in the suitability of the site will
be convincing the scientific community and the public that the hydrologic

models for the unsaturated zone actually work--that they are capable of

predicting realistically the future movemen_ of fluids. This confidence will

not come from increasing the sophi==ticatio1_ of the models (desirable as this

•my be), but from devising tests to validate the models. I have mentioned

isotopic tracers as one approach. I am sure there are others, and my final

recommendation would be to elevate the whole question of model validation to a
III I ..... i aa i. I '

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Drever's concern regarding model
validation. Transport model validation is a crucial concern of the

geochemistry investigations. (Recognize that program parlance equates

geochemistry to radionuclide transport.) Our approach to model validation

begins with iterative laboratory studies and model revisions of separate

processes and builds to full-scale field experiments in the Exploratory

Studies Facility through a series of larger and increasingly complex

laboratory and pseudo-field (caisson) experiments. This approach is embodied

in current plans and, therefore, no revisions to the ESSE report text are

proposed in response to this comment. The approach was also hinted at in our

response to part 2 of Dr. Drever's Comment #ii, and the concern as it relates

to hydrol__gic models was addressed in our response to Dr. Drever's Comment #2.

We propose no further amplification here except to call your attention to

recommendation (2) of Section 2.3.2.4 (previously 2.3.2.5) of the report where

'1 'L ' "' '" i ..... I I II ........... "-

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

|
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9 Comment ( continued )

high priority.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

we tried to make this same point as a recommendation for future activities.
END OF TEXT
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3. Reviewer Marco T. Einaudi 7. Page qeneral .....

4, Organization Stanford University 8, Paragraph ....... _

9. Comment

Summary

Based on my reading of the ESSE and many of the supporting documents, I

judge that it is appropriate to extend the effort to characterize the Yucca

Mountain site. Assessment of the suitability of the site with regard to the

two disqualifying conditions appears to be well in hand, although some

clarification and amplification is necessary in the ESSE to support a Level 2
finding with regard to Issue 2 (see below). I concur with the assessment that

available evidence continues to support a lower level suitability finding for

the qualifying condition. Considerable work remains to be done with =egard to

the qualifying condition (Issue 3), and these future tasks are reasonably laid

out in the ESSE. Discussion of approaches and conceptualizations regarding

these future tasks is a key focus of my detailed commentary, and I hope that
these can be outlined in the ESSE. An important point that must be stressed in

any discussion of resource assessment is the increased difficulty of predicting

10, Proposed Resolution (To becomp_mdbyESSE CoM Team)

No resolution required to Dr. ginaudi's summary and general commentary.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolu_on('T'o be complemdbyonginalReviewe_

Not applicable.
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5. Comrnent or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

9 Corsnent ( continued )

the occurrence of mineral resources at depths greater than a few hundred meters

below the surface. This difficulty is especially great in an area such as

Yucca Mountain which contains no known mineral deposits and little or no sign

of past hydrothermal activity at the surface. Judgemental knowledge becomes

critical in such cases, pointing to the eventual need for review of data and

approaches by a team of experts in mineral exploration.

General Commentary

In this section, I focus on what I consider to be the outstanding issues

associated with the Hua_an Interference technical guideline related to non-fuel

natural resources. In the sections that follow this general commentary, I

submit detailed comments on the ESSE and on several of the supporting documents

cited in the ESSE (Castor et al., 1989; Site Characterization Plan).

Assessment of natural resources has a large uncertainty and the probability

of false alar_.s can be high; testing of hypotheses related to potentially

economic resources takes the form of exhaustive and expensive drilling

campaigns. For these reasons, expert opinion (i.e., judgement) has to be

relied on to a large extent. Numerical data involving probabilities of

occurrence of certain types of mineral deposits as a function of geological

environment can be useful.. However, the ultimate assessment of potential loss

of waste isolation due to exploration for, or mining of, mineral resources has

to rely more on site-specific assessment than on regional probabilities of

occurrence (which are not site-specific).

In spite of the above caveats, prioritization of tasks related to the

technical guidelines on "H_an Interference, Natural Resources" can be

achieved. These tasks, in order of importance, include: establishment of

specific methods to be used in the projection of resource value and technology

into the future; assessment of the indirect, effects on the repository of mining

outside the controlled area; and establishment of occurrence models for mineral

deposits and ore-forming systems that may occur at and near the site.

A major recommendation resulting from my review of the Natural Resources
................... _- -_ - _......... _ to r_vi_w _^

judgemental issues related to (I) assessment of future value, and (2) mineral

deposit occurrence models. The former should involve an interdisciplinary team

_, consisting of (for example) mineral economists, geostatisticians, economic

geologists, and geochemists; the latter could be composed dominantly of
I I _ .... __ '"ll.i i.i.. _ _ IIIII I II I I ...................... _. ' --
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9 Comment ( continued )

economic (exploration) geologists, but should coordinate closely with research

teams of the Yucca Mountain Project, particularly in the areas of geochemistry,
rock characteristics, and tectonics.

The outstanding pr:.blems that will require further study include (i)

projections of future values of resources and future technologies; (2) indirect

affects on the repository of potential future mining outside the controlled

area; and (3) assessment of future resource potential based on concepts of
ore-forming systems (or ore deposit models).

!. Fut_re Mining Cut-offs, Values, and Technology.

The qualifying condition regarding human interference (natural resources)

requires an assessment of future value of commodities, future scarcity of

commodities, and future technology related to mining and beneficiation (ESSE,

p. 2-10'7). Issue 3, which relates to this qualifying condition, states that

this projection should extend into the "foreseeable future" (ESSE, p. 2-109).

The ESSE further interprets "foreseeable future" as referring to "the next few

years to iO years, and occasionally as long as 30 years" (p. 2-108).

There are various approaches that can be used to assess the future economic

viability cf a metal concentration in the earth's crust.

(a) The simplest is to assume present value and technology,

with reassessment taking place periodically until closure.

This would establish a baseline, but fully confront the
issue.

(b) An approach that would confront the issue more closely
would be to conduct assessments for each of a series of

declinincl mining cut-off grades down to a selected lower

limit, as suggested by Mattson (1988) o The lower limit

selected, dependent on the commodity, could be based on the

concept of "mineralogical barrier" (Skinner, 1986) or on the

concept of "conservative cut-off" (Mattsonr 1988). A

comparison of these two approaches to setting lower limits to
• w,, ..........

Skinner's mineralogical barrier yields a lowest grade of O.i

percent Cu. whereas Mattsonrs conservative cut-off yields a lowest

grade of 0.03 percent Cu. Skinner's approach may be preferable,

because it is based on a physical model for the distribution
I ,,,, IIII "I III . I I II i i ± ' III __ ,I Bill i I I II I __ III I ILl III .
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9 Comment ( continued )

of elements between minerals, and is linked to the cost of

extraction. However, the mineralogical barrier is not

well-known for many metals of interest. Neither approach

specifically takes into account the question of future demand

and future technology.

The issues raised above should be addressed and reviewed by a group of

experts in the area of commodity forecasting and future technology. Such a

group would have to i/l_Iface closely with _ochemists (crustal distribution of

elements unconventional ores) and _ratiQn geo_Q@ists (mineral deposit
characteristics, unconventional ores). Without such advice and guidance, it

will be difficult to assess and obtain closure in the evaluation of issues

related to this qualifying condition.

2. Indirect Effects of Future Mining.

The indirect effects on the repository of future exploration for, and

mining of, mineral resources outside the controlled area will have to be

assessed and is particularly important for resolution of the qualifying

condition. Studies will have to develop knowledge of the effects of:

(a) introducing drilling fluids,

(b) infiltration of leach fluids from

(i) surface leach pads,

(2) underground (in-situ) leaching operations,

(c) withdrawal of groundwater due to mine dewatering activities or

water production for m_ne and mill use,

(d) man-made underground pathways (fractures, openings) created by:

(I) conventional open pit blasting

(2) conventional underground blasting,
(3) surface and underground drilling,

(q) underground mine tunnels and stopes,

(5) large-scale underground block caving with attendant rupture to

the surface,

i ............._ ....=1 ,,,_r_,-r,_-,_,Inrlm_n_nn inv(_]vinc_larae-scale

___ (6) ,,,,......................... _............... _ .. .
fracturing by conventional or nuclear explosives for in-situ

leaching.

il_ _ II III _ _.._ r J . _H I I IIlIl' Illl . " ..........
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Screening, assessment, and, perhaps, performance assessment calculations of

the above factors (and there may be others that I, not being a mining engineer,

have not thought of) is required before Issue 3 (qualifying condition) can
be resolved. This process also could lead to a substantial reduction of the

size of the area that needs to be considered in terms of potential for

undiscovered deposits. Therefore, this study of indirect effects on the

repository of future exploration and mining outside the controlled area

preferably should take place before substantial investment of time on the

assessment of mineral resources outside the controlled area. Expert ju.dgement

will likely play a large role in this analysis.

3. Ore Deposit Models.

A starting point for resource assessment is knowledge of the _ of

all past and current mining operations near the site. This knowledge

presumably is in hand, although a detailed map showing such sites is absent

from the ESSE or SCP. Such a map should beco___j! integral part of Human

l_iterfe_gnce assessment package.

In assessing the mineral potential of an area, __ge_ of location of

past and present producers and commodities is insufficient; knowledge has tO

eztend _Q include ke_v geoloqical__and geoche_l features of the known mineral

deposits that can be used in a predictive manner in other, nearby areas. This

type of knowledge con_only is cast in terms of _e_llogical "models" of mineral

deposits. Ideally, such models deal not only with the immediate ore zone, but

also with the broader issue of ore-forming "systems" that can include both

numerous different ore zones of the same type or same commodityv and numerous

different types of ores or commodities.

In general, the ESSE and SCP did not provide a conceptualization of the

links bet een deposit types and between different commodities in the context of

a hydrothermal system that is larger than any individual ore deposit or

prospect that it might contain. Such an approach should be listed in the ESSE

as a future goal. In the sections that follow this general commentary,

specific comments are offered on the SCP which discuss this approach in some

detail. Such conceptualization needs to be developed before Issue 3

(qualifying condition) can be resolved, and is a top priority item for future
tasks.

I -=

Four future tasks related to assessment of resource potential are listed

below in approximate order of accomplishment (although iteration between the

-_ 252
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four efforts needs to take place):

(a) RANKED LIST OF TYPES OF MINERAL DEPOSITS. Based on (I)

known geological environment of the site and of its

surroundings (tectonic setting, rock types, and ages), and

(2) presently known ore deposits (past and present producers)

and prospects of the surroundings, _ list should_._

_stablished o_f___l!typ_s Qf mineral__e o9__ (as opposed to
commodities, and as opposed to ore-formir,g systems [see

below]) that do or could occur in the a.'ea. Such a list
should include deposits that are preseltly economic as well

as those that have been economic in the past. The list

should be ranked in an order__fLLc_tzng both likelib__Q_

_rr___e in %h_ area and potential value. This task

= requires a knowledge of the geological environment and does
not require the definition of a specific area.

list m_.__.g---__ ,ll;-s familiar withthe

_ B_B___ _itima_ 19__ _houl_ b_ revii_ed by as exDer_

(b) OCCURRENCE (DESCRIPTIVE) MODELS OF MINERAL DEPOSITS.

For each of the types of deposits identified in (I), key

geological, geochemical, and geophysical features need to be

compiled. In developing the occurrence models, special

weight',should be given to characteristic features of ores in
the SW Nevada Volcanic Field and in its basement rocks.

Priority should be given to the development of models for the

deposits ranked at the top of the list generated in Step 1

(above). Such descriptions should include, but not be

restricted to, the following:

(i) age distribution,

(2) key rock associations (igneous rock types and textures,
favorable sedimentary lithologies, etc.),

(3) alteration styles and their zoning (especially peripheral

styles) and the size of alteration halos,

_m
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(5) morphology and dimensions of ore zones,

(6) geochemical signatures (e.g., metal associations or

correlations and ratios) and their zoningr

(7) typical tonnage and grade data, including co- and by-products.

(c) CONCEPTUAL BASE OF ORE SYSTEMS. The next step is to

identify the known observational links (not speculative

links) between deposit types, i.e., to establish a conceptual

base of "ore systems_" larger than individual ore deposits

(ore bodies). Examples are the links between mercury

deposits and gold deposits of both the Carlin and epithermal
(volcanic-hosted) type; link between barite veins and

Carlin-type Au; link between porphyry Cu deposits, Cu-skarn

deposits_ and base-metal vein deposits; link between fluorite

deposits and porphyry-type deposits of lithophile elements

(W, Sn, Mo, etc.). Links that at present are speculative

(e.g., between Carlin-type Au and porphyry systems, or

between detachment faults and base- and precious-metal
deposits) should be considered, but will be difficult to

assess. 2/le__c21o_ice_of n," m___tQ be assessed add

_rt_nce of "_p_culative links" ultimately should b_
r_,3.i_1 by an expert_pane_.

(d) REGIONAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT (EXPLORATION)MAP.

Following the integration of data collected in steps I-3

above, and as a result of that integration, an exploration

map can be constructed. Such a map would display, as a

series of overlays on a geologic map base, the distribution

of key mineral occurrences, prospects, past and present

mines, hydrothermal wall-rock alteration, and structural

trends. Such a series of overlays could then be used to

construct sunm_ary maps indicating the location of highly

prospective, moderately prospective, weakly prospective, and

non-prospective areas for each of the deposit-types

identified in task I. li__.__f __d.____

iIivQl_ed in _h_ review and finalization of this work.
END OF TEXT
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9. Comment

(see comment (5)).

Qualifying condition (Issue 3) - "Reasonable _2;ojections of value,
scarcity, and technology" are required in order to assess this qualifying
condition and it would be useful if some elaboration of this point were made in
the ESSE. For example, these projections are to be made over an unspecified

period of time that commences on closure of the facility--are there plans to
establish guidelines for such projections? Or, could this qualifying condition
be assessed in the context of present value and technology, to be reassessed

periodically until closure?
END OF TEXT
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10. ProposedResolu_on(Tobecomp_tedbyESSE Core Team)

Much of this concern and discussion is covered in the Discussion Section

(2.3.8.1.1). The last paragraph of this section states "For natural resources
without current markets, but which could be marketable given credible projected
changes in economic or technological, the resources shall be described by
physical factors such as tonnage or other amount, grade, and quantity."

Additional discussion will be added to this section under the subheader of

"Reasonable projections of value, scarcity, and technology." The following
will be added to the text: "Reasonable projections will need to be made at

several points during site characterization and, likely, during any period
under which a license application may be pending in the future. The basis for
these projections is likely to rely on the expert opinion of individuals in the
field of natural resources and perhaps other technical fields.

In addition, the natural resource potential of the site may need to be
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I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

reassessed at the time a closure decision is considered. This is because

closure of any facility could be as far in the future as 150 ,years, a period

much longer than current estimates of natural resource potential (foreseeable

future) should be extended and considered credible. Definitions, terms, and

assumptions will all need to be reviewed by qualified experts to aid in
directing the program toward realistic goals and credible natural resource

assessments and to establish that regulatory criteria have been defensibly
evaluated."

END OF TEXT
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9, Comment
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The disqualifying condition (Issue 2) is that presently valuable natural
resources outside the controlled area would be expected to give rise to

interference activities now or in the future that would lead to an inadvertant

loss of waste isolation. Thus, the disqualifying condition takes into account

present value, whereas the qualifying condition takes into account projections
of value into the future. Because future interference activities may involve

natural resources that are not presently valuable but may be valuable in the

future, the reasoning behind the different bases used to assess qualifying and

disqualifying conditions should be clarified.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To becomp_mdbyESSE Co_Team)

Further clarification of the differences between the disqualifying and

qualifying conditions will be added to the text (Section 2.3.8.2.1) for the

Postclosure Guidelines concerning human interference. The following will be

added to the text: "The disqualifying condition (Issue 2) is concerned with

present day activities (e.g., mining, drilling, and blasting) conducted outside
the controlled area that could affect the waste isolation capabilities of the

site. This includes activities we expect to occur in the near future as a

result of identified and presently known economic resources located outside the
controlled area. Because these potential activities would be conducted outside

the controlled area, a loss in waste isolation could only occur as result of

indirect affects (See Section 2.3.8.1.2). In contrast, the qualifying condition

is concerned with assessing the natural resource potential for both those

resources that are presently valuable and those that are not presently

valuable, but which may be valuable in the foreseeable future. The affects of

inadvertent human interference could be direct or indirect affects (See section

11. Resolution(To be comple_d by originalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

2.3.8.1.2) ."

In addition, the following will be added to Section 2.3.8.2.2 under the

heading "Resolution of Issue 2." "Indirect effects on long-term waste

isolation could result from exploration activities, mining, or drilling. The

possible effects include (i) creation of new hydrologic pathways along which
waste could travel, (2) loss in the effectiveness of the natural barriers or

the engineered barrier system, (3) introduction of fluids that could lead to

faster dissolution and transport of waste. Specifically, indirect effects to

be considered include (i) introduction of drilling fluids that ircrease the

hydrologic flux or increase rates of dissolution of waste, (2) i.,_filtration of

fluids from surface or underground leaching, (3) withdrawal of ground water due

to mine dewatering or water production for mine and mill use, and (4) affects

related to man-made underground openings (fractures and other openings) created

by, for example, open-pit blasting, underground blasting, surface and
underground drilling, and large underground block caving."

END OF TEXT

i
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(Instructions on back of form) .

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 3 of 29 5. Revision Dratt/Date Auqust 1991 _

2. Date SeP t.- Nov. 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.1

3. ReviewerM ,T. Einaudi 7. Page 2-108

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph 0

9, Comment

(see comment (5)).

I agree with this interpretation of "foreseeable future" as far as the

mining industry is concerned. However, this term is not used in the

qualifying and disqualifying conditions. Terms that are used include:
"reasonabl_ projections" (Qualifying Condition), and "likely future activities"

(Disqualifying Condition). The term "foreseeable future" is used on p. 2-109

as part of the identification of issues (issue 3) related to the guideline and
involves only the Qualifying Condition (it comes from I0 CFR 960.4-2-8-i(b)).

Further discussion is needed here regarding the interpretation of *reasonable

projections* and "likely future activities," with the goal of establishing

specific criteria upon which the site is to be evaluated.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resol_ion(Tobecomple_dbyESSE Core Team)

This comment centers around the use of the term "foreseeable future." The

term is not specifically used in the qualifying or disqualifying conditions,

but is used in the favorable conditions and the potentially adverse conditions,

which support and aid in the interpretation of the qualifying and

disqualifying evaluations. Further, the term is used in the siting criteria of
i0 CFR Part 60. Therefore the use of the term and its associated definition in

evaluating the issues is considered to be germane and appropriate.

The evaluation and definition of the terms, such as, "reasonable

projections" and "likely future activities" will receive considerable attention
in the future and is likely to utilize the review of a panel of experts to

establish that the assessments are reasonable and defensible. The spirit of

this comment has been included in the text in Section 2.3.8.1.1 as a result of

Dr. Einaudi's Comment #i and as a result of Mr. French's Comment #I0 in Section

11. Resolution(TobecomplemdbyoriginalReWewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

2.3,8,4.

END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 4 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auc_ust 1991 ......

2. Date Sept. - Nov. 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.1

3. RevlewerM.T, Einaudi 7. Page 2-108

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph i

9. Comment

Some clarification is needed of terminology from i0 CFR 60.21(c)(13): this

states that the evaluation of natural resources shall be conducted (i) for the

site and (2) for areas of similar size that are representative of and are

within the geologic 3etting.

(I) The "site" presumably is the same as the "controlled area," which has

specific boundaries. The point of clarification needed here is that in terms
of natural resources, we are really considering a volume. This point is

related to the fact that in the assessment of natural resources, the question

of depth has to be taken into account because depth is important in deciding
whether or not a mineral occurrence is economic. In the SCP (p. 1-258, para

].), it is stated that "it is standard practice to exclude evaluation of mineral

resources below I km..." Yet., there are numerous mines around the world

operating at depths greater than 1 km; there are several mines in the U.S. that

hold marginal reserves at depths greater than 1 km (e.g., Bingham mining

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_mdbyESSE Core Team)

Dr. Einaudi discusses several points that could be further addressed in

the ESSE. First, the natural resource assessment needs to assess a volume of

material. It is inappropriate to evaluate potential economic resources that

lie at depths of, say, 5 km and have no surface indications of their presence,

because assessment techniques and technologies are not available to evaluate

such resources. In contrast, the Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a)

called for an evaluation to a depth of i km because of established precedent in

the geologic literature. It is perhaps wise to reconsider such boundaries in

light of the current worldwide depletion of resources, scarcity of resources,

and the recognition that resources will need to evaluated to deeper depths in

the near future. As an example, Brian J. Skinner was a keynote speaker at the

annual Geologic Society of America conference in 1991 where he presented a talk

entitled "A Kilometer and Deeper: Will Geologists Be Ready for the Tough

Prospecting Challenges Ahead?"

11. Resolution(To be completed byor_inalReWewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

district), and there are' some exploration groups in the U.S. that presently are

drilling ore targets at depths of i km. This question of depth needs to be
discussed in the statements of issues and their resolution ii order to

underscore its importance so that it is dealt with systematically in the

presentation and discussion of current understanding.

(2) l0 CFR 60.21(c)(13) states that natural resources shall be evaluated in

the site and in "areas of similar size that are representative of and are

within the geologic setting." Clarification of the intent of this statement is

needed, and such clarification should lead to the establishment of actual (and

conceptual) boundaries to the areas (and types of deposits) that need to be
assessed. The need is to assess the natural resources in and near 'Yucca

Mountain and compare them with those same resources potentially available

outside the area. Given this requirement, determination has to be made of the

specific physical boundaries (larger than those of the controlled area) within

which the assessment of resources needs to be made. The boundary chosen will

be dependent on the use to which the assessment will be put: I) to establish
the character and value of resources outside the area in order to contrast

these in economic terms with resources within the controlled area (in this case

the "area" would have no physical boundaries); 2) to define geological models

of mineral deposits that could occur at Yucca Mountain (in this case the "area"

could be the size of the Basin and Range province); or. 3) to define areas where

potential human incursion would result in release of radionuclides (in this
case an "area" could be defined within "X" km of Yucca Mountain, with "X"

partly dependent on resolution of my Comment #7 below).
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Second, the ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Einaudi that some definition

needs to be added to the text in relation to the types of deposits that should

be compared to the Yucca Mountain site. This definition needs to include the

size of the areas that need to be compared with the site, as well. The scope
of these considerations are too detailed and involved to be include within the

ESSE in their entirety, but the following statements are offered to clarify the

intent to consider, evaluate, and better define assumptions.

The following text will be added to Section 2.3.8.2.2 under the header of

"Resolution of Issue 3," paragraph 2:

"Resolution of Issue 3 will also involve providing' additional information

before the assessment can be considered complete° First, the volume of
1 I _ I II ......... I I = I
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

10 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

material, to be assessed for natural resources needs to be explicitly defined.

The Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a) called for an evaluation to a depth

of 1 km for mineral resources because of established precedent in the geologic
literature. Given current economic conditions and projections of natural

_':_sourcedemand in the near future, deeper depths will likely need to be

,,_,,.nsidered.Natural resource assessments will, out of necessity, become less

detailed with depth, but projections can be accomplished for progressively

deeper depths; for example, assessments for potential resources that may occur
at depths shallower than I, 2, and 3 km for mine.r.alresources. Second, further

definition of the area that is to serve as a basis f,_r comparison (e.g., the

Great Basin, the region surrounding Yucca Mountain) is needed before a detailed

comparison with the site can be accomplished. The area in which direct or
indirect interference activities could affect the proposed repository needs to

be more clearly constrained. Third, qeologic models of mineral deposits that

should be compared to the proposed Yucca Mountain site need to be prioritized
and ranked before a detailed comparison is conducted. Consideration of the

above factors as related to the oil or gas potential of the site will strongly

depend on the likely presence or' absence of potential source rocks in the
region (See Section 2.3.8.4 for further information) ."

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 29 5. RevisionDraft/Date Aucrust 19_1

2, Date Sept. - Nov. 1991 6. Sec_lon 2.3.8.1.I

3. ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page 2-108 _ .......

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph 1

iii ii ii iliil i _. iii _ iii i ii I I . .. LII

9. Comment

(related to my comments (I), (2) & (3)).

i0 CFR 60.21(c)(13) requires that "credible projected changes in economic
or technological factors" be addressed. In order that the assessment of

suitability (with regard to human incursion) can proceed beyond the compilation
of a data base and arrive at a "finding," these projections need to be

addressed and resolved. THIS ISSUE OF PROJECTED CHANGES IN ECONOMIC AND

TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS IS THE MOST DIFFICULT AND MOST PRESSING UNRESOLVED ISSUE

RELATED TO THE "HUMAN INTERFERENCE TECHNICAL GUIDELINE." It is likely that

"credible" projections made by "credible" people will extend no further than 5
or I0 years into the future.

END OF TEXT

i i i i i ' ...... _.i_ " IIIII ,, ,, , ........

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core ?'earn)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Einaudi that this is an important issue
that the regulators, public, and others should be aware. This comment has been

addressed in the response to Dr. Einaudi's Comment #],
END OF TEXT

. i IIIIIII III11111 Ii _ IIIIL'-_- ..... II llrll ....

11. Resolution (To be completed by origina/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 6 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date A_uqust 1991

2. Date_Se2t. - Nov. 1991 6, Section 2.3.8.2.1

3. FlevlewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page 2-!09

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph 2

9. Comment

Issue 2 is an interpretation of Disqualifying Condition 2. Because of the

problems I have with the wording of Disqualifying Condition 2 (see my point (2)

above), I also have problems with the statement of Issue 2. The text should

make it clear that "likely future mining" is not intended to include the mining

in the future of undiscovered mineral deposits.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resc_!ution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The following will be added to the text under Issue 2 in Section 2.3.8.2.1:
"Issue 2 is concerned with present day activities (e.g., mining, drilling, and

blasting) conducted outside the controlled area that could affect the waste

isolation capabilities of the site. This includes activities we expect to
occur in the near future as a result of identified and presently known economic

resources located outside the controlled area, but does not include future

mining of resources that are presently unknown."
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1, Comment 7 of 29 5. Revision DraWDateAuqust 1991

2. Date Se_ot._ - Nov. 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.2.2

3. ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page 2-110

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph 1

....

9. Comment

Zt would be useful to have various high-level scenarios for the indirect

effects on waste isolation of mining outside the controlled area, because these

could be used to place limits on the volume that needs to be considered. For

example, if it can =easonably be shown that underground mining (at any depth)

of ore by traditional means will have no adverse impact on waste isolation as

long as the mining is located more than "X" km from the control perimeter, then

presently known mineral resources beyond that limit need not be considered in
terms of adverse effects.

END OF TEXT

....... I_....... . __ ii 11' II II I ..... I I lli II I IllllII L I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This comment has been addressed in developing responses to Dr. Einaudi's
Comments #2 and #4.

END OF TEXT

=
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11. Resolution ('To be completed by origir_al Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 8 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Au_qus__t1991 ..........
6. Section 2,3.8.2.2 _

2. Date_Sept.- Nov. 1991 .......

3. Reviewer_N_.T' Einaudi ' 7. Page 2-110 _-----

4. Organization Stanford University., 8. Paragraph 1

9. Comment

Because Issue 3 related to the qualifying condition requires projections

into the future, ultimately there will be a need to consider and screen

non-traditional extraction methods for resources located near Yucca Mountain.
The ESSE should contain a discussion or progress report on the possible effects

of traditional (and non-traditional) mining outside the controlled area.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This comment has been partially addressed in the response developed for

Einaudi's Comment #2. In addition, the following changes are recommended

for Section 2.3.8.4 and provide the mechanism for documentation and evaluation

of indirect human interference activities and their likely effects on the waste

isolation capabilities of the site:

"Documentation Needed to Finalize Issue 2: It is recommended that priority be

placed on documenting the direct and indirect h_aan interference activities
that could potentially affect the waste isolation capabilities of the site.

This report should contain (I) information on the kinds of activities,

including nontraditional exploration or mining activities, that could occur,

(2) in qualitative temns, a ranking of the affects of such activities including

the probablility of such activities affecting the waste isolation capabilities
of the site, (3) and definitions, ass_m_ptions, and direction to any future work

to assess the affects of direct or indirect h_unan interferences. Peer review

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (C/rcle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

or review of this report by a qualified team of experts may be valuable for

enhancing its credibility."
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 9 ___ of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date ....Sept. - Nov.. 1.991 6. Section 2.3.8.3.2.1

3. ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page 2-i13 to 2-I16 ....

4. Organization Stanford University 8, Paragraph _-.

g. Comment

The section on keview of Information on Precious and Other Metals

(2.3.8.3.2.1) should be expanded to include a summary and critique of

information gathered since the EA and SCP and of the recent literature on

mineral deposits in the SWNVF. A conceptualization of the factors that might

control the occurrence of mineral deposits in the area is a future goal. The

summary in the SCP on precious and base-metal deposits in the Yucca Mountain

area, although more thorough, also lacks a conceptual framework and is
out -of-date.

Major gaps in the ESSE presentation include the following:

(a) The ESSE (2.3.8.3.2.1) summary of the study by Castor et al. (1989) is

not specific enough in stating that this studv was conducted only on surface

exposures and that, therefore, it has limited'application to the assessment of

subsurface potential for mineral resources in the Yucca Mountain Addition.

10. Proposed Resolution (7"0be completed by E$SE Cor_;_Team)

(a) Three sentences have been added to Section 2.3.8.3.2.1 as a result of
the comments on the Castor et al. (1989) report. "Because the Castoz et al.

(1989) study was conducted for purposes of land withdrawal, the study did not

provide a detailed basis on which to assess resources at depths greater than
several hundred meters. In addition, Castor et al. (1989) focused the main

detail of their report on the evaluation of precious metals. Studies are

planned that will provide more detailed information and further assessments and
evaluation of all the mineral resources of the sit_ (see Section 2.3.8.4)."

(b) Paragraph 2 on page 2-114 described the new information available about

ore deposits and general geology of the region of Yucca Mountain. This

paragraph will be modified to reflect that these deposits can have an effect on

the perceived potential of the site. In addition, each of the "zones" (i.e.,
ore zones for precious metals) described by Greybeck and Wallace (1991) and

Castor et al. (1989) will be mentioned in the text. The following will be

11, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

Furthermore, the summary does not state that the study by Castor et al., (1989)

largely i.s limited to assessing the potential for precious metals.

(b) The ESSE (2.3.8.3.2.1) summary does not state that significant

exploration activity since the SCP (DOE, 1988a) has resulted in the discovery

of new deposits in the area, and that such discoveries can have an effect on

the perception of the exploration potential of the region in and near Yucca

Mountain. These new deposits include: Mother Lode, South Zone, West Zone, and

Secret Pass Zone (Castor et al., 1989; Greybeck and Wallace_ 1991).

(c) Fig. 2-2 (previously Table 2.3-2). This figure is fine as far as it

goes, but it doesn't go far enough. As background data for the ESS_., there

should be an up-to-date map showing the location of all key mineral

occurrences, prospects, past mining operations, present mining operations, and

present drilling areas, catalogued by deposit-type, commodity, size, and dates.
END OF TEXT

, .

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

added to the text: "Thus, significant exploration activity has been conducted

and has resulted in new discoveries in the region of Xucca Mountain since

publication of the SCP (DOE_ 1988a). These discoveries influence the perceived

resource potential of the region, including the Yucca Mountain area."

(c) Regarding the comment on the use of maps of the location of all key

mineral occurrences, prospects, past mining operations, present mining

operations, and present drilling areas that are cataloged by deposit-type,

commodity, size, and dates, the work described has been accomplished to various

degrees of detail and is described in the ESSE report. The work includes

Bonham (1989a), Jones (1989), Bonham and Hess (1990), Raney (1990), and Mattson

and Matthusen (1992). The most detailed report including maps can be found in

a new reference by Bergquist and McKee (1991). Specific reference to the

information contained in these reports will be added to the ESSE.
END OF TEXT
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' (Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment.10 of 29 5. Revision Draft/DateA_Ugu.st 1_991 ....
6. Section 2.3.8.3.3

2. Date S__ept.- Nov.. 1991

3. ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page 2-121

4. Organization Stanford University _ 8. Paragraph bottom ._

9, Comment

It is stated that the current status of findings with regard to Issue 2

(ongoing or future mining activities outside the site) indicates a higher level
finding and that no further work is needed. This conclusion is repeated in the

section on Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Assessments (P. 2-123,

top of page). I am fundamentally in agreement with this conclusion, but
believe that discussion of present understanding of indirect effects of mining

activities on the site would strengthen the argument.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The last sentence of this paragraph will be modified to read: "No further

work is needed to assess the suitability of the site with regard to this issue;

however, the team believes that a DOE position on this issue should be

developed and defended." In addition, appropriate changes will be made to the

paragraph at the top of p. 2-123.
END OF TEXT

=

-: 11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

- Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
_ END OF TEXT

i
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(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 11 of 29 5, RevisionDrafl/OateA_9..qust 1991

2. Date_Seg=t. - Nov, 199! .... 6. Section 2.3.8.4

3. ReviewerM.T. ginaudi ........ 7. Page ....2-122 to 2-123

4. Organization Stanford University. 8. Paragraph

ii ii i ii I i i I I ii ii

9. Comment

lt is stated that further work is needed to resolve Issue 3 (potential
resources within the site). This further work with regard to non-fuel
resources is stated to include:

I. downhole geochem data
2. soil geochem

3. geochem/petrology on anomalous rocks

4. comparison with surroundings and with similar geologic settings.

The reader is referred to SCP for further discussion. In the SCP, the
following activities are planned in order to assess the natural resources
of Yucca Mountain:

I. geochemical assessment (all done in conjunction with knowledge of
known ore occurrences outside area): selection of elements, systematic and

-- IIII i I IIIII-- III I ' I I II I1,1 _ III

10, ProposedResolution(To be completed byESSE Core Team)

The following text will replace the material that discussed future work
for mineral resources in Section 2.3.8.4:

11 ' R __Z_I esources ObservatiQ__alData Base an_ Qther Data Needs: The most

important future work includes (I) the analysis of hydrothermal flow paths
based on the detailed consideL'ationof structure, lithology, wall-rock
alteration features_ and the occurrence of fractures/veinlets/veins, (2)
surface and down-hole geochemistry, and (3) an identification, ranking, and
comparison of ore-forming systems with the site-specific observational

data base collected for the Yucca Mountain site. The term ore-forming systems
is emphasized and used here in the context of conceptual ore-deposit types that
are attributed to various ore-forming systems in contrast to an approach based
on specific commodity types.

New observational data should enable the construction of map views,
I i . I - -- '_ ........ .. ---'I I IIII ......

11, Resolution(7"obe completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

"----.,_--_ BI"_-- ..... --11 ' II I IWI ' I I H
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9 Comment ( continued )

biased sampling of surface and core samples, evaluation of analytical data

i,n conjunction with geological and geophysical data obtained in other

activities, evaluation of potential.

2. geophysical/geologic appraisal: evaluate available geophysical data

(no procedures). "Possible hydrothermal alteration zones may be identified

through the use of remote sensing (thematic myopia [sic]) and field mapping

(reference to SCP section B.3.1.17.4.4). (but this section relates to

Quaternary NE-trending fault study??) "

3. integration: mineral assessment of the site, comparison to known

mineralized areas, potential for future exploration and undiscovered

resources.

I concur that all the activities listed above are important. However,

there are s0mc key activities and products missing from this listing. The

emphasis is placed (incorrectly, I think) on geochemical sampling,

presumably because such an activity yields numbers that can be dealt with
in terms of "quantitative" comparisons, statistical analysis, etc.; i.e.,

geochemical data are "hard" data. It suggests the view that if the

analysis does not come back with values in the "ore" category, the

potential for resources can be practically ruled out. However, this
assessment will fail if it is not combined with other traditional

approaches used in mineral exploration.

(a) Observational Data Base. The most important of these traditional

approaches, probably as critical as geochemical sampling, is the analysis

of hydrothermal fluid flow paths based on detailed mapping of structure,

lithologies, fractures/veinlets/veins, and wall-rock alteration. The

mapping should include both natural surface exposures, existing trenches,
and drill core, and should be conducted as a single exercise by one

experienced individual (or a well-coordinated team). Structure and

lithol.>gy have been (or are planned to be) mapped in addressing other

issues but in my experience one cannot assume that a geologist whose

expert se (and mental focus in the field) is igneous petrology or structure
will map the evidence for hydrothermal flow paths. A data base on

hydrothermal flow paths serves as the context within which the geochemical

assays can be interpreted: without such a base, the geochemical assays
could be compared out of context with assays from known deposits. One has

to know (or be able to reasonably infer) where in a potential hydrothermal

system (high-level frin__ge,central zone, or deep) a particular assay comes ,,
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9 Comment ( continued )

from. To compare a Yucca Mountain assay, which may come from a high-level

fringe, with a Rhyolite district sample that comes from the core of a deposit
makes sense neither in terms of absolute values nor in terms of ratios or metal

correlations. In sum, the local data base for mineral assessment of Yucca

Mountain needs to include a set of map views and cross sections that display

lithology and structure, with overlays for the following features:

I. wall-rock alteration

2. vein and veinlet attitudes

3. vein and veinlet mineralogies
4. sulfide and oxide mineral distribution

5. ore and pathfinder element maps (key ratios should be considered)

(b) Ore-forming Systems. The observational and analytical data base

on Yucca Mountain then serves for comparison with (I) deposits known to

occur in the area, and (2) deposits not known to occur in the area, but

that are known to occur in similar geologic environments. I emphasize that

the comparison needs to be made on the basis of deposit-types built on a

conceptualization of ore-forming systems, rather than on the basis of

commodities. Both the ESSE and the SCP overemphasize the use of

commodities as the basis of comparison. Such an approach, involving, for

example, comparisons between known mercury deposits and potential mercury

deposits in the area of Yucca Mountain, misses the importance of potential

genetic and spatial relationships between deposits of different

commodities. For example, mercury anomalies cannot simply be assessed as

potential mercury deposits; they also must be assessed as indicators of

potential gold deposits. Numerous other examples of genetic links between

deposits of different commodities exist for the Yucca Mountain area and
will need to be assessed. This very important point is elaborated on below
in the review of the SCP.

END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

overlays, and cross sections that display information on (I) wall-rock

alteration, (2) vein and veinlet attitudes, (3) vein and veinlet mineralogies,

(4) sulfide and oxide mineral distribution, and (5) primary and pathfinder

element and element ratio maps. In the SCP (Section 1.7.1.2.3), it was stated

that rock alterations observed at the Yucca Mountain site are not the same

mineral assemblages commonly found in epithermal mineral deposits. Some

minerals do occur at Yucca Mountain that also occur in precious metal deposits,

although the array of different types of wall-rock alteration styles commonly
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found in such deposits are not known to occur at Yucca Mountain. Collection of

the observational data base will allow for more detailed and thorough

assessments of rock alterations at the Yucca Mountain site.

Additional geochemical sampling will need to be conducted to fully

evaluate the potential for natural resources. This includes sampling, with

appropriate geochemical detection limits, for such elements as gold, silver,
uranium, and mercury. Further discussions of the geochemical elements to be

sampled and rock samples to be iollected and analyzed have been presented in

the SCP, Section 8.3.1.9 (DOE, 1988a). Geochemical soil survey and rock sample
information will be important in assessing the potential for undiscovered

deposits and help provide a basis on which to fully assess the mineral resource

potential of the site. To date, no soil geochemical surveys are available for
the proposed site. A large amount of information is currently available from

surface outcrops (e.g., DOE, 1988a; Castor et al., 1989). However, few

geochemical analyses are available from rock samples that come from areas of
"anomalous" rock. In this case, "anomalous" rock refers to rock samples that

could be obtained from fault zones, gouge zones, breccia zones, altered areas,

or other rocks whose occurrence is limited in the area. Preparation of maps

and overlays of chemical data can yield important information on structural
trends. Such maps can also assist in definition of prospects by highlighting

geochemical anomalies or anomalies in pathfinder elements (i.e., a mercury

anomaly could be indicative of a gold deposit), or by identifying areas of
alteration that could represent an ore deposit.

=

No significant gravity or magnetic anomalies have been identified, but for

areas that are identified as having minor geophysical anomalies (e.g., induced

. polarizations anomalies) detailed petrological or geochemical sampling may be

required (See Section 1.7 (DOE, 1988a) for additional discussion). Rock

alteration maps may prove valuable when used in conjunction with the

geological, geochemical, and geophysical surveys.

Very few of the cor_d drill holes at or near Yucca Mountain have been

sampled geoc:hemically for the express purpose of assessing natural resource

potential. Available information on geochemistry and petrology has been
_ reviewed by DOE (1988a) and Mattson (1991). Additional downhole information

(geochemical and petrological) will be needed on new cored holes at the

4 proposed site, and previously drilled holes may need tc be sampled as well.
However, much of the core from these holes has been used for other purposes and

coverage would be of variable quality and quantity. All of the cored holes

have been petrologically examined, and reports on their petrology published.
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Future cored holes should be used to produce rock alteration maps and can serve

to identify areas that may require furthe_ detailed work. Areas that have been

identified as containing alteration that occurs in some ore deposit types in
the Basin-and-Range Province should be carefully examined. These areas have

been partially identified in the Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a) and in

Castor et al. (1989). Downhole petrological and geochemical data will help

provide a basis on which to fully assess the mineral resource potential of the
proposed site.

_omDarisons Qf_the Pro__osed Site with Known Deposi__ttsin Similar Settings:
Utiiizing the above geologic, geochemical, and petrologicai information,

systematic comparisons of the proposed site with known deposits in the region

that occur in similar geologic settings will be necessary. This also includes

a consideration of models for ore genesis, structural features of the proposed

site, and the general geologic setting of the site The identification,

ranking, and comparison of ore-forming systems in comparison to the site-

specific observational data base will be important in assessing undiscovered
deposits.

The data that remain to be collected (described above) will be important

in contrasting different areas of the site and in comparisons to conceptual

ore-deposit types. This information will be used, in part, in assessing the

potential for undiscovered deposits in the area of the site and should help
provide a basis on which to fully assess the mineral or other resource

potential of the proposed site."
END OF TEXT

IIIII IIII IIIII II II I __i __-- I
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9, Comment

The following are Lco_ents on the paper by Castor et al. (1989), which

may be important to consider during the completion of the ESSE.

In Castor et al., 1989, p. 9, para 3: "...because access to

subsurface samples was not granted by the DOE due to quality assurance
concerns, determinations of economic potential to depths greater than a few

hundred, meters were not possible. M

This statement is critical to understanding the scope of the Castor et

al., (1989) report. The ESSE does not adequately stress the fact that assessment

was limited to surface manifestations of potential mineralization in the
Yucca Mountain Addition.

Further, I question whether or not a reconnaissance study limited to

the su:_face is capable of detecting..............hidden deposits located within a few ..................._m_ II .. I IIII II1'

10. Proposed ResoluSon (7o be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The main proposed resolution to this comment can be found in the response

to a similar comment by Dr. Einaudi (Comment #9). In addition, the following

text will be added to the ESSE report as three final paragraphs in Section
2.3.8.3.2.1.

"New information on structural models in the Yucca Mountain region

are also available and, in general, these have been reviewed in

Sections 2.3.7 and 3.3.4 of this report. These sections describe

classical Basin and Range style faulting (i.e., steep normal faults

bounded by range front faults), pull-apart basin models, high-angle

faults which have been rotated to low angles, and various detachment

style faulting models. The SCP may have over-emphasized the

importance of detachment models in ore genesis. For example, Einaudi
(Comment #19 in Younker et al., 1992) states that, with regard to

epithermal precious metal deposits, "In contrast, _detachment type"

11, Resolu:t{on (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment. resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9 Com_nent ( continued )

hundred meters of the surface, unless the structural/lithological controls

on mineralization are dominantly steep and/or the alteration/geochemical

halos related to potential mineralization are dominantly steep. Certainly,

structural controls in volcanic-hosted epit'.hermal deposits tend to be

steep, but there are numerous examples of vein systems with relative

shallow dips, especially in extended terranes where early steep normal
faults that have served as ore-fluid conduits have been rotated to

shallower dips during continued rotation on younger faults (e.g.t as low as

30 degrees at Goldfield (Ruetz, 1987) and as low as 15 degrees at Tonopah

(T.B. Nolan, in Dreier, 1984)). Discussion of this question should be
presented in the ESSE.

END OF' TEXT

!0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

precious metal deposits have neither proved to be important (in

relative terms) nor proved to be easily documented as fundamentally

different types of deposit ...... It can be pointed out that, although

the literature on recent discoveries in the area of Bullfrog }.{illsand

Fluorspar Canyon have emphasized the "detachment model" (e.g.,

Jorgensen et al., 1989), the discoveries of gold deposits near Yucca
Mountain probably were made using standard observational and

analytical approaches developed for the general class of epithermal

precious metal deposits in volcanic rocks. " Einaudi further states in
Younker et al. (1992) that "Structural controls in volcanic-hosted

epithermal deposits tend to be steep, but there are numerous examples

of vein systems with relatively shallow dips, especially in extended

terrains where early steep normal faults that have served as the

ore-fluid conduits have been rotated on younger faults (e.g., as low

as 30 degrees at Goldfield (Ruetz, 1987) and as low as 15 degrees at

Tonopah (T.B. Nolan, in Dreier, 1984)." All of these models will need

to be carefully evaluated in light of: their significance to possible

ore-forming flow conduits and the potential for hidden mineral

deposits at the Yucca Mountain site.

Furthermore, the SCP emphasized new types of deposits discovered

and mined in the last two decades. It will be necessary to establish

a preliminary ranking or relative importance of these new types of

deposits. New types of deposits include disseminated gold deposits in

calcerous sedimentary rocks (e.g., Carlin-type gold deposits) that

have been the focus of recent gold exploration activities in the Basin

and Range because they are the most n_merous and economically
........ I I I II ......... L___,_.lmrq-_.... I' _. I II ..... I . ' --l T. .. i ?_
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I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

important. The discovery and exploration history of the Carlin

deposit has been reviewed by Coope (199i) These deposits may not be

very important in the area of Yucca Mountain because of the depth to

the basement (greater than 3-4 km) according to Einaudi (in Younker et

al., 1992). Other important types of deposits are epithermal

disseminated gold-silver deposits in volcanic rocks (e.g., Round

Mountain, Rawhide, and Paradise Peak deposits). The identification,

ranking, and comparisons of ore-forming systems to site-specific data
will be very important in assessing the potential for undiscovered

deposits at the site.

The Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a) stated that

"Exploration and production of precious metals has recently centered

around disseminated deposits that are not produced for base metals."

While this statement is still generally true, it should also be

pointed out that numerous gold discoveries have been made in districts

that historically have been base metal producers and that copper-gold

deposits have received considerable attention as a result of these

discoveries. Discoveries in the Basin and Range include (i) the

Fortitude gold skarn in the Battle Mountain porphyry copper district

(Myers and Meinert, 1991); (2) the McCoy (Au) and Cove (Ag) deposits

south of Battle Mountain (Brooks et al., 1991); (3) the disseminated

gold deposits in sedimentary rocks (e.g., Star Pointer) on the

immediate fringe of the Ely porphyry copper stocks (Einaudi in Younker

et al., 1992); and (4) the Parnell gold shoot in Cu(Au) skarns of the

Bingham district (Einaudi in Younker et al., 1992). This information
makes it clear that a careful evaluation will be needed before final

conclusions about the resource potential of the proposed site are
made."

END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer corn_p_etes_erm 1 - 9.)

I, Comment.13......of 29 5, RevisionDraPJDateAuq_t, 199___,__...___..

2, Date Sept,....., No_9__91 ......... 6, Section..........................,.______

3. Reviewer M.T. Einaudi ..... 7, Page _--- _ .... _.______

4. Organiz_on_Stanford University 8. Paragr_h_.._ .....=_

9, Comment

In Castor et al., 1989, p. 97 para 4: "...methods used were
mainly directed toward determination of precious metal potential,." Other
commodities were considered solely on the basis of the geologic setting.
This may not be a severe limitation, given that precious metals nmy be the
only prospective metal resources in these ash flow turfs. However, this
limitation should be mentioned in the ESSE.

END OF TEXT

10. ProposedReso4ution(To be compk_mdby ESSE Core Teem)

This comment has been previously addressed in the response to Dr, Einaudi's
Comment #9.

END OF T]_XT

11, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Con_T_entresolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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3. ReviewerM,T, Einaudi 7. Page ....._. ...... ..,.___._..__.

4. Organization Stanford University_________ 8. Paragraph

9. Cofnment

In Castor et al., 1989, p. 26-29: The summary of past work on

subsurface core s_m.ples from drill holes in the area of Yucca Mountain

indicates the presence of alteration and mineralization characteristic of

some types of base- and precious-metal deposits. Such areas should be the
focus of future studies and identified in the ESSE.

END OF' TEXT

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed byESSE Core Team)

The intent of this co_ent has been addressed in the proposed response to
Dr. Einaudi's Comment #9.

END OF TEXT

11, Resolution (Tb be completed by original Reviewer)

Conment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9o Comment

In Castor et al., 1989, p.33, para 3: The authors combine (I) a

detachment fault hypothesis for Au-Ag ores in the Bullfrog district with

(2) the suggestion that a detac_ment fault exists under Yucca Mountain to

(3) conclude that "precious metal mineralization (sic) could occur there

(at Yucca Mountain) at depth.." ! concur with the authors in the necessity

to investigate interrelations of this type; my comment deals with the

absence of critical review of alternate interpretations regarding

hypotheses (i) & (2) and the effect that such alternate interpretations
have on the resulting hypothesis (3).

Regarding hypothesis (i), it is true that many of the producing Au-Ag

deposits near Yucca Mountain are located near flat faults (potential

detachments), and it is true that some publications on these deposits

stress the detachment model for these deposits (e.g., Jorgenson et al.,

1989, p. I). However, the genetic relation between the exposed flat faults

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The intent of this comment has been addressed in the proposed response to

Dr. Einaudi's Comment #9. The Core Team agrees with the comment, and text has

been added to the ESSE, but the Core Team does not believe that the ESSE is the

appropriate place for a lengthy critique of the Castor et al. (1989) report.

However, the text Of this comment will be available to staff conducting
research on the Yucca Mountain area for natural resources.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution _ccepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9 Comment ( continued )

arld the mineral deposits located nearby is far from clear; indeed there is

evidence to suggest that mineralization postdated detachment faulting and

was controlled by younger steep faults that cut the detachment. Such
evidence is found in the relation between the timing of extension,

magmatism, and hydrothermal activity. For example, at Fluo:spar Canyon,

Greybeck and Wallace (1991) suggest that "post-detachment Tertiary

extension has resulted in high-angle, northerly striking faults that are

important in the localization of gold ........ the detachment surface is

clearly offset along some younger, northerly-striking faults" (p. 941). At
the north end of Bare Mountain, 10.5 Ma old volcanics lie unconformably

across the detachment fault (Hamilton, 1988, p. 55). Noble et al., (1991)

conclude that the Tuffs and Lavas of the Bullfrog Hills (late Timber

Mountain magmatic stage), dated at i0 Ma, and subsequent Au-Ag
mineralization in the Bullfrog Hills, dated at about 9 Ma, may have

postdated movement on the Bullfrog Detachment which occurred prior to i0 Ma
(the age of the detachment fault, based on Ii.2 to 10.5 Ma K-At dates in

Precmmbrian gneiss (McKee, 1983), is 11.2 to 10.5 Ma if the dates represent

cooling on uplift of the footwall (Hamilton, 1988; Jorgenson et al., 1989),

or may be older than 11.2 to 10.5 Ma if the dates represent a heating event
related to the Timber Mountain magmatic stage (Noble et al., 1991. p.

931). These authors stress that likely pathways for magmas (and

hydrothermal fluids?) that formed the Tuffs and Lavas of the Bullfrog Hills

are steeply dipping faults that cut (and therefore postdate) the detachment

surface. This interpretation is in sharp contrast with the interpretation

of Jo:genson et al., (1989, p. 7) that mineralization and detacb/_ent

faulting were synchronous at the Bullfrog and Montgomery-Shoshone deposits.

In sum, the genetic link between detachment faults and ore deposits in the
Yucca Mountain area remains controversial and unresolved.

Regarding hypothesis (2), the presence of a flat fault (possible

detachment) under Yucca Mountain, as suggested by Hamilton (1988) and Scott

(1990), is speculative. These latter authors conclude that the Bare

Mountain-Fluorspar Canyon detachment is a domal structure that extends

eastward under Crater Flat and Yucca Mountain. The dip and depth of this

inferred detach_nent under Yucca Mountain depends on the interpreted-

projection eastwards past the eastern range front of Bare Mountain:

Hamilton (1988, p. 55) prefers an uninterrupted eastward projection at 30
degrees, whereas Scott (1990, p. 276, Fig. ].5) accepts the evidence for

Quaternary movement on east-facing range-front faults as presented by

" Reheis (1988) and this leads him to a model in which a west-dipping

detachment surface at depths of 4 km below Yucca Mountain projects to the
_ surface in the Calico Hills. In contrast with these structural
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9 Comment ( continued )

interpretations, Carr (1990) concludes that the Fluorspar Canyon detachment

is one of a series of down-to-the west, scallop-shaped faults that dip

moderately to steeply west at their eastern termination. Where last
exposed, the Fluorspar Canyon fault strikes HE and dips 57 to 70 degrees to

the hTW, apparently precluding both a sharp right-angle bend to the south

(Carr, 1990, p. 296_. Fig. 9) and a reversal of dip, as required by the

interpretations of Hamilton (1988) and Scott (1990). Both Carr (1990) and

Jorgenson et al., (!989, Fig. I) terminate the Original Bullfrog-Fluorspar

Canyon detachment in a breakaway zone located north of Bare Mountain and

west of the _zmber Mountain caldera In sum, the presence or absence of a
detachment fault under Yucca Mountain remains controversial and unresolved.

The high degree of uncertainty regarding both hypothesis (I) (gene_ic [inks

between detachments and Au-Ag deposits in the Bullfrog-Fluorspar Canyon

area) and hypothesis (2) (presence of detachments under Yucca Mountain),

results in a higher level of uncertainty for a third hypothesis (presence

of detachment-related gold deposits under Yucca Mountain) that is dependent

on the first two° Likely alternative hypotheses should be considered in
the evaluation of Yucca Mountain.

END OF TEXT
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1. C_t 16 o_ 29 5. Revision DraflJDate Au_.st 1991

2. Ollm Zept,- Nov, !99_= 6. Section

3. ReviewerH.T'__Si, naudi 7. Page

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph

9, Comment

In Castor et al., 1989, p. 33-34: "Direct surface observations

indicate that no areas of hydrothermal alteration similar to those in the

Wahmonie and Bullfrog districts, or at the Mother Lode deposit, occur

within the Yucca Mountain Addition." This may be true, but it is based only on

surface observations. Also in Castor et al., 1989, p. 34, para 2 & 3,

comparison is made between the surface san_les at Yucca Mountain Addition and
those collected in known areas of mineralization in the vicinity. This

comparison is misleading because the implication is that the lack of
similarity rules out mineralization at Yucca Mountain, whereas it only

rules out mineralization at the surface at Yucca Mountain. The key

comparison that needs to be made might be between Yucca Mountain samples

and samples collected on the fringe of the producing districts. Finally,

the conclusion by these authors that "no significant areas of strongly

bleached, limonitized ... rock are present in the Yucca Mountain Addition" is

true only for surface. Such sweeping conclusions should be prefaced by

10. Propo_edRes_U[K>n(Tobe comp_tedbyESSE Co_Team)

The intent of this comment has been addressed in response to Dr. Einaudi's

Comment #9. The ESSE Core Team agrees with the coI_ent, and text has been

added to the ESSE, but we do not believe that the ESSE is the appropriate place

for a critique of the Castor et al. (1989) report. However, the text of this

comment will be available to staff conducting research on the Yucca Mountain

area for natural resources.
END OF TEXT

11, Resotu_on('l'obecomple_d by or_inm Rewewe#

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolutionor Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

their associated assumptions and limitations. As in Comment #13, mention of
these factors should be made in the ESSE.

END OF TEXT
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(Reviewercompletesitems 1 °9,)

1 Comment 17 of 29 5. RevisionDratt/DateAuqust_1991

2. Date_SePt. " Noy--1991 6. SectionSCP 1.7 ____-_
7. Page 1-261 -- >

3. ReviewerM. T_' ginaud_

4. OrganizationStanford Universit_h._.___-- 8. Paragraph2-._--- ..... --"

9. Comment

"Detailed knowledge of a particular site (e.g., Yucca Mountain) or

regional geologic information on a particular site is probably more
important than the large scale characteristics and localization of ore
deposits discussed previously." I heartily concur with this statement.

END OF TEXT

10. ProposedResolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with this comment. No text changes were

necessary as a result of this comment.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instluctions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 18 of 29 5. Revision Dratt/Date Aug_ust 1991

2. Date S_pt. - Nov. 1991 6. Sectkxl SCP 1.7.1.1

3. ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page _1-266

4. OrganizationStanford University 8. Paragraph1

9. Comment

This paragraph contrasts Yucca Mountain with the area of Calico Hills

and Wahmonie. The wording is overly biased in favor of the conclusion

that there is no potential mineralization at Yucca Mountain. For example, it
is stated that Yucca Mountain does not have "alteration characteristic of

mineralization at the surface or at depth (Sec 1.7.1.2.3)." Because

different styles of alteration accompany different types of

mineralization, such a blanket statement is unsupported. It may well be
true that Yucca Mountain does not display, at the surface, alteration

characteristic of the Calico Hills or Wahmonie area. But the evidence is

not yet in whether or not Yucca Mountain (i) displays alteration at the

surface that is characteristic of mineralization that is of a different

type and style than Calico Hills and Wahmonie, and (2) contains altered
areas at depth.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The intent of this con_nent has been addressed in response to Dr. Zinaudi's

Comment #ii. The ESSE Core Team agrees with the comment, and some text has

been added to the ESSE, but the Core Team does not believe that the ESSE is the

appropriate place for detailed responses to comments directed at the SCP.

However, the text of this comment will be available to staff conducting
research on the Yucca Mountain area for natural resources.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back, of form)

(Rev!=_wercompletes items 1 - 9.)

t. Comment 19 of 29 5. Rev[s,i,o,nDmft/Date Au._.qust 1991.__ .....

2. Date Sept.- Nov. 199'I ' 6. Sec_:l,on SCP 1.7.1.i

M_.j. z-2683. ev_ewor naudi 7. Pag,e._...........

4., Orgertiz_on _Stanford Univer.sit________ 8. Vamg,r_ph-l_.-

9, Comment

This paragraph s_mmarizes nPa types of deposits discovered and mined

in the past two decade_%¢ but it fails to place the relative importance of

these new deposits (or "models e) in perspective. The first example and

main emphasis should be on disseminated gc_.d deposits in calcareous

sedimentary rocks (Carlin-type gold deposits), because these have been the

most numerous and most economically important, although it could be pointed

out that these types of 1deposits may not D,e impo_'tant for Yucca Mountain

itself because of the depth to basement. 'The Carlin-types should be

followed, by disseminated gold-silver deposits in volcanic rocks (e.g_,

Round Mountain, Rawhide, Paradise Peak). 'In contrast, the "detachment-type"

precious metal deposits, although mentioned first in this paragraph,, have

neither proved to be _Jnportant (in relative ten,ms) nor proved easily

documented as fundamentally different types of deposit. Although these

deposits should be discussed here, especially becaus_ of present

sPeculation regard;ing fT,ns presence of detachments in the area of Yucca

10. Pr¢>posedReso4u_ion (To be co,mple_e# by ESSE Core Team)

This comment has been addressed in the proposed response to Dr. Einaud.i's
Comment #12.

END OF TEXT
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11. Resolu_on(7"ol_oomple_yor_in_ Re,wewe_

Co_m_ent resolution accepted as proposed,,
END OF T_XT
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5_ Comment or Proposed Resoiution or Resolution (Ctr<Yeone)

9 Comment ( continued )

Mountain, the discussion should place this deposit-type in a secondary

position wit], respect to importance. It can be pointed out that, although

the literature on recent discoveries in the a:ea of Bullfrog Hills and

Fluorspaz Canyon have emphasized '.the"detachment model" (e.g., Jorgensen et

al., 1989), the discoveries of gold deposits near Yucca Mountain probably

were made using standard observational and analytical approaches developed

for the general class of "epithermal precious metal deposit.s in volcanic rocks."
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Cort_ment 20 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date_uqust 199_,______._

2. Date_. " Nov. 1991 ...... __ 6, Section. SCP 1,...7.]..1 ,,,

3, ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page-1-268 _. -.__-- .............

4, Organization Stanford University 8, Paragraph 2_...
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9, Comment

"However, 93 percent of all major metal-mining districts in Nevada are

in lithologies other than silicic tuff." Implicit in this statement is that

Yucca Mountain, being made up of silicic tuff, may be less prospective than

surrounding areas. This statement is an. over-simplification, or appears

biased toward supporting a favorable conclusion for the site, for several
reasons.

(I) Rather than using _/_/_ of major districts, it might be more

instructive to examine _rQ_g['_ from major districts.

(2) Given the present emphasis on precious metals exploration, perhaps

a more relevant statistic would be to compare host rock lithology for precious

metal deposits, including separate comparisons for both historical production

and present production. Present-day perceptions of prospectiveness are colored

largely by present-day producers and recent discoveries.

10, Proposed Resolution (To be corr_pleted by ESSE Core Team)

The following will be added to the text of the ESSE on page 2-114, second

full paragraph, as the second to the last sentence: "In addition, Einaudi

; (Co_nent #20) suggests in Younker et al. (1992) that in comparing precious
metal occurrences as a function of host rock lithologies, it would be more

germane to compare production statistics from major mining districts than to

compare the number of districts. " This added text should fulfill the intent of
this cormnent. The ESSE Core Team agrees with the comment, but we do not

believe that the ESSE is the appropriate place to respond to detailed comments

on the SCP. However_ the text of this comment will be available to staff

conducting research on the Yucca Mountain area for natural resources.
END OF TEXT
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1I. Resolution (To be completed by on:ginal Reviewer)

Corr_ent resolution accepted as proposed.
: ZND OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment20 of 29 3. Name H.T. Einaudi
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date__Se_t. - Nov. 1991
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Co1_ment ( continued )

(3) Also hidden irl this statement is the long-standing view that

intermediate volcanics are more productive than silicic volcanics (e.g.,
Silberman et al., 1976). I wonder if this remains true for the Great Basin, /

given the new discoveries in silicic volcanics (has the balance between
silicic and intermediate ruffs changed?) More importantly, this long-

standing view of the link between intermediate volcanics and epithermal

deposits can be questioned on the basis of increased knowledge of the link
between extension, magmatism, and ore deposits (e.g., Seedorff, 1991).

(4) Given that the SWNVF is composed Of a range of rock types, including

dominant silic ash flow ruffs but also some tuffs and lavas of intermediate

composition and local basalt, there is no reason to presume that the SWNVF

(including Yucca Mountain) is less prospective for precious metals than any of

the other extension-related volcanic fields in the Great Basin. Specifically,

the presence of intermediate (and local basaltic) and silicic volcanism related
to the Timber Mountain caldera (11-12 Ma) and the ruffs and lavas of the

Bullfrog Hills (i0 Ma), which are the "classic" types of volcanics

associated with epithermal precious metals in the Basin and Range, and

which are younger than the silicic tuffs exposed at Yucca Mountain, would

support the idea that the latter could be mineralized by younger events.

A brief synopsis of these ideas should be presented in the ESSE.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewercompletesitems I-9.)

1. Comment 21 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Aunt. 199._

2. Date S___t. -Nov. 1991 6. Section SCP, 1.7.1.I

3. Reviewer M.T. Einaudi ...... _....... ,. 7. Page 1-268 _ _ . .

4. Organization Stanford University _ __. 8. Paragraph 3 & 4

9. Comment

These paragraphs on the relation between precious metal deposits and

ash-flow turfs have been taken to task elsewhere, wi_h the conclusion that

such deposits can occur outside, on the margins, and within calderas

(Raney, 1988; Price, 1988). I agree in general with the assessment by

these authors, but there are additional points that need to be made with

respect to these paragraphs.

One, the use of percentages ("only 2 of Nevada's 31 recognized

calderas (6 percent) have produced..." and _only 5 percent of 98 total

districts...") may be valid in attempting to assess probabilities of
undiscovered resources, but is not a valid argument in the context of the

perception, by a given exploration group, of the exploration potential of

the Yucca Mountain setting. The reason is that these percentages are

based, by necessity, on historical data, rather than on present views or

new exploration models. Explorationists do not examine only historical

10, Proposed Resolution (To be oomp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

The following will be added to the text of the ESSE on page 2-114, second

full paragraph, as the second to the last sentence (and prior to the text

inserted as result of Dr. Einaudirs Con_ent #20: "These reviewers agreed that

the statistical percentages cited in McKee were problematical." This added

text should satisfy the intent of this comment. Thus, the ESSE Core Team

agrees with the con_ent, but we do not believe that the ESSE is the appropriate

place for detailed responses to comments on the SCP. However, the text of this

comment will be available to staff conducting research on the Yucca Mountain
area for natural resources.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

production statistics; given one new discovery in a new setting, and the

exploration community is off and running. New ideas yield new exploration
activities that do not fit statistical molds.

Two, the statemen_ that "strongly altered and metamorphosed" rocks in

a caldera setting are the most likely environments for miharalization is

slightly misleading, in that ore-bearing volcanic rock need not be (or

appear to be) "strongly" altered. For example, the majority of ore at

Round Mountain, Nevada, is in weakly altered ash-flow tuff, whereas the

large areas of strongly altered tuff contain only a small percentage of the

total ore reserve (Sander and Einaudiv 1989). (A final, nit-picking, point,

is that the term "metamorphosed" strikes a discordant note; "metasomatized"

would be more appropriate in this context.)
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 22 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date A_u_ust 1991

2. Date _SSe_t. - Nov. 1991 6. Section _S_7.1,, 2.1

3. ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7, Page 1-269

4. Organization Stanford University. 8. Paragraph 1

9, Comment

"Exploration and production of precious metals has recently centered

around disseminated deposits that are not produced for base metals." This

may be generally true, but the statement is l.tisleading if left without the
additional statement that numerous gold discoveries have been made in

districts that historically have been base-metal producers and that the

Cu-Au associated has received considerable new attention as a consequence

of these discoveries. In the Basin and Range, these recent discoveries

include: (i) the Fortitude gold skarn in the Battle Mountain porphyry

copper district (Myers and Meinert, 1991); (2) the McCoy (Au) and Cove

(Ag) deposits south of Battle Mountain (Brooks et al., 1991) that are

pluton-related skarn and replacement deposits with locally significant
base-metals; (3) the disseminated gold deposits in sedimentary rocks (e.g.,

Star Pointer) on the immediate fringe of the Ely porphyry copper stocks;

and (4) the Parnell gold shoot in Cu(Au) skarns of the Bingham district.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This comment has been addressed in the proposed response to Dr. ginaudi_s

Comment #12.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment. resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 23 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1992

2. Date__Se.Pt. - Nov. 1991 6. Section sCp_.!.7.1.2.]____

3. ReviewerM.T. Einaudi 7. Page 1-269
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9. Comment

These paragraphs summarizing elemental abundances in tuff at Yucca

Mou:_tain are overly biased toward supporting a conclusion that Yucca

Mountain does not contain undiscovered mineral deposits. It must be pointed

out that the samples that were analyzed most likely were the freshest tuff

available, given that these analyses were "collected to evaluate

petrogenetic models of magma evolution." The fact that such samples would

yield values at or near crustal abundance is not surprising, and this fact

has limited application in the assessment of resource potential. The ESSE

should emphasize that appropriate rock and core samples will be taken

during site characterization.
END OF TEXT

. III Ill I ........... _ Ilrlrlll II Ill I • I I I _ I

10. Proposed Resolution (7"0De completed by ESSE Core Team)

The paragraphs written in the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) concerning

elemental abundances serve several purposes. First, the elemental abundances
for Cuffs at and near Yucca Mountain serve as a elemental baseline for ash-flow

tuffs of the region. Second, the SCP was written to a nontechnical, as well

as a technical audience, where it was important to establish expectations of

elemental abundances. Third, at the time of the SCP, this was the only data

available and we would have been remiss not to have reported the data. Some

salnples were collected for purposes of studying the classical petrology of the

rocks, and others where sampled at intervals regardless of their petrologic

characteristics. Nonetheless, the SCP clearly identifies these samples as not

being adequate for resource assessment. It is emphasized in the SCP, in
Sections 1.7 and 8.3.1.9, as well as in the ESSE (Section 2.3.8.4) that

appropriate rock samples should be taken for mineral resource assessment. Bias

sampling (sampling of fault zones, breccias, rock alterations, and veins) has

been strongly encouraged in the SCP and the ESSE. Thus, the ESSE Core Team

I II itll '11 I, '111 i I I1__ li li i , III II iii I II l_Jlll - Jill I

11. Resolution (7"0 be completed by original Reviewer)

Con_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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I_ Comment23 of 29 3, Name M.T. Einaudi
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2. Page 2 of 2
4. DateSept. - .Nov.1991........
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5. Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution (Circle one)

l0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

believes this comment has been adequately addressed, and no text change is

proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 24 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date August 1991

2. Date Sept. - Nov. 1991 6. Section S._S_q_CP.1.7.1.,.2. ]. ,

3, Reviewer M.T. Einaudi 7. Page 1-269

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph 4
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9. Comment

"Because Yucca Mountain is composed of tuff, the Au and Ag resource

potential in volcanic-hosted deposits will be the main focus ...." Truer this

needs to be the main focus, but the Paleozoic basement at 1.2 .km depth also
needs to be confronted and discussed in the ESSE.

END OF TEXT
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10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This comment has been addressed in the proposed response to Dr. Einaudi's
Comment #4.

END OP' TEXT
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11. Resolution _b be comple_dbyoriginalReweweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF _EXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 25 of 29 5. RevisionDratt/Date Auqust 1991 , ,,

2. Date ._SEPt. - Nov. 1991 6. Section S_._CPr1.7.1.2.1

3. Re_ewerM .T. Einaudi 7. Page 1-276 .

4. OrganizationStanford University 8. Paragraph 1 ....

9. Com,nent

"Generally, the mineralization (in epithermal precious metal deposits)

is thought to be the result of hydrothermal solutions from epizonal

plutons..." This is an oversimplification. This question, which bears on
the source of meta'is and other components in the ore fluid, is best

approached by considering two broad categories of epithermal Au-Ag

deposits: the "silica-alunite type" and the "sericite-adularia type" (the

features of these two types have recently been s_unmarized by Heald et al.,

1987).

The silica-alunite type, with examples including Pyramid, Paradise

Peak, and Goldfield, Nevada, are thought to be linked genetically to

porphyry systeJns; i.e., a magmatic source may be important for at least a

significant portion of the metals. The case for this link is made in
general for the G_eat Basin by Wallace (1979) and specifically for

Goldfield by Ashley (1979) and Vikre (1989) and for Paradise Peak by John

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team recognizes that the SCP text represented a "snapshot" in
time and thus will be viewed as outdated, or simplistic, as new information

becomes available. However, we do not believe that the ESSE is the appropriate

place for responding to comments on the SCP. The text of this comment will be

available to staff conducting research on the Yucca Mountain resource

potential. Future studies will benefit from these comments on epithermal Au-Ag

deposits.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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et al. (1991). Host rocks tend to be dacitic to rhyodacitic (quartz

latite), are commonly porphyritic, and are part of flow-domes complexes,

some containing epizonal plutons. More silicic or more mafic precursors
can also be mineralized.

The vast majority of epithermal precious metal deposits in the Great

Basin, however, are of the sericite-adularia type, and the majority opinion

to date remains that these are not genetically linked to magmatic or

hydrothermal fluids, but, rather, to convecting meteoric water driven by

magmatic heat input. If this is correct, it would indicate that host lithology
is not a critical factor (e.g., andesite versus rhyolite) in the formation of

sericite-adularia type deposits (e.g., Heald et al. 1987). Such deposits are

found most commonly within the intermediate volcanics of the high-K
calc-alkaline suite of andesite-dacite, but they also occur within the silicic

endmembers of such suites. Epizonal plutons, if required as heat engines, are
unrecognized in most districts.

In sum, a magmatic source of components and an epizonal pluton may not
be a critical factor in the genesis of many epithermal precious metal

deposits. Many of these deposits are not known to be associated with

epizenal plutons, so that the absence of epizonal plutons (say at Yucca

Mountain) cannot be taken as evidence that this style of mineralization is

not present. This information should be considered in future assessments
of Yucca Mountain.

END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 26 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date August 1991

2. Date Sept, - Nov. 1991 6. Section SCPr 1.7.1,2.2 ....

3, Reviewer_N.T. Einaudi 7. Page 1-278

4. Organization Stanford University 8. Paragraph 2, last sentence

9. Comment

Because the age of ore-forming events in the area of Yucca Mountain is

an important factor in evaluating potential ore-forming environments, a

table listing the available age dates would be very useful. The wording of
this sentence results in non-specific information and lacks a follow-up;

although it may be possible to separate pre-13.9 Ma dates from post-13.9 Ma

dates, one wonders why such a division is important. More recent

information cited in Noble et al. (1991) suggests division of volcanic and

ore-forming events into:

(i) a "Main Magmatic Stage (e.g., Crater Flat and Paintbrush tuffs),
15.2 to 12.8 Ma, in which ores of Au-F association are related

(genetically'?) to stocks and dikes of silicic to intermediate composition

that are emplaced and altered late in the volcanic cycle, at 1.3-11 Ma.
Bare Mountain, Wahmonie, and possibly Calico Hills are the main sites of

hydrothermal activity.

10. Proposed Resolution (To be complsmdbyESSE CoM Team)

This report is cited in the text of the ESSE in the first paragraph of page

2-114. This report has not been strongly referenced because it is unclear what

the authors are dating (magmatic events or hydrothermal events). Some dates do

not correspond with what is known about the regional geology. Nonetheless, the

ESSE Core Team agrees with the suggestion that this type of information should

be compiled and reported. The text of this comment will be available to staff

conducting research on the resource potential of the Yucca Mountain area.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(7"obe complemdby origin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9 Comment ( continued )

(2) a "Timber Mountain Magmatic Stage" (e.g., Tilaber Mountain Tuff and

tuffs and lavas of Bullfrog Hills), 11.7 to i0.I Ma, in which

sericite-adularia Au-Ag epithermal ores generally post-date emplacement of

silicic to intermediate volcanics, at 10-9 Ma. Bullfrog (Rhyolite), Calico
Hills, Mine Mountain, and northern Yucca Mountain are the main sites of

hydrothermal activity.

A discussion of this new work should be included in the ESSE, and an

effort should be made to compile new work as it becomes available.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 27 of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date Au_st :_!991 .......... _

7, Page 1-_82 , ___.........3. Renewer M__T. ?.inaudi _.........

4. Or@_nizaSon Stanford University....._.._ 8. Paragraph_2 .......__ IL. ...............

9. Com_nt

Some emphasis is placed in this paragraph on the apparent difference

between alteration minerals observed at Yucca Mountain and those that are

found in epithermal mineral deposits. This difference probably is real but
as stated, the implication is that alteration minerals found at Yucca

Mountain are not characteristic of any portion of epithermal precious metal

deposits. Because the;e is some resemblance between the minerals known to
occur at Yucca Mountain and some portions of known precious metals

deposits, a point of clarification would be to state that the array of
different types of wall-rock alteration styles co,_monly found in known

deposits is absent at Yucca Mountain.
END OF TEXT

_
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10. Pro_pos,edReso,lutlo,n (7"0be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The following text will be added to Section 2.3.8.4: "In the SC£

(Section 1.7,1.2.3), it was stated that rock alteration observed at the Yucca
Mountain site is not the same mineral assemblages commonly found in epithermal

mineral deposits. So_e minerals do occur at Yucca Mountain that also occur in

precious mineral deposits, although the array of different types of wall-rock
alteration styles commonly found in such deposits are not known to occur at the
Yucca Mountain site. Collection of the observational data base will allow for

more detailed and thorough assessmants of rock alterations at the Yucca
Mountain site."

END OF TEXT

11. Resol.utt,on (To be c_,mp/ete,d by originaJ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
: END OF TEXT
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1. Comment28 ..... of 29 5. Revision Draft/Date .Auqust, 1991

2. Date Sept. - Nov. 1991 6. Section SCP 1.7.1.3

3. Revi_wer_M.T. Einaudi 7. Page _1-284 ,___.___"

4. OrganizationStanford University 8. Paragraph 3 ..... ,=

9. Comment

The discussion regarding presence or absence of mercury mineralization

in and near Yucca Mountain is restricted to the assessment of the potential

for undiscovered mercury deposits. However, because mercury is linked to
other types of deposits mined for other metals, the discussion should be

broadened to include these links and to explore their meaning in terms of

resource assessment. In general, the SCP lacks a conceptualization of the

links between deposit types and between different commodities, irl the

context of a "hydrothermal system" larger than any individual ore deposits
that it might contain.

The presence of mercury mines near Yucca Mountain, at the Harvey and

Tip Top, can be taken as suggestive of the presence of precious metal

deposits in the same area(s). In fact, the Harvey (Telluride) mine, in

Paleozoic sediments, is reported to contain some gold (Cornwall, 1972, p.

36) and two new gold discoveries (the Mother Lode and an unnamed prospect

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The intent of this comment: has been addressed in response to Dr. Einaudi's
Comment #ii. The ESSE Core Team agrees with the comment and text has been

added to the ESSE, but we do not believe that the ESSE is the appropriate place
for detailed responses to comments on the SCP. However, the text of this

comment will be available to staff conducting research on the resource
potentialof the Yucca Mountain area.

END OF TEXT

1t. Res.elutlon(Tobecemple_dbyoriginalRevie,we#

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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9 Comment ( continued )

1 km SE of Mother Lode) were outlined nearby in 1988 (Castor at al., 1989, p.

4, 30). The gold mineralization at Mother Lode occurs in both Paleozoic

sediments and in Tertiary silicic ruffs. The Daisy (Crowell) fluorite mine

also displays a mercury.-gold association (Cornwall, 19"72, p. 35).

Thus, the presence of mercury near Yucca Mountain is important from

the point of view of "perceptions" of resource potential in the area by the

exploration corm%unity. Beyond the local Yucca Mountain scene, there are

numerous examples of the use of mercury as a pathfinder element in the

search for gold deposits (e.g., the McLaughlin gold deposit in California

was discovered by assaying' for gold in an abandoned mercury mine), and

there are numerous examples of gold deposits in Nevada in which mercury is

present in relatively high concentrations, in both volcanic-hosted deposits

(e.g., Paradise Peak; John et al., 1991) and sediment-hosted deposits

(e.g., Carlin mine).

The question of the link between mercury an,J gold needs to be

addressed not only because it affects perceptions of resource potential by

the exploration community, but also because it has a direct bearing on the

ultimate conclusion by DOE regarding the likelihood of potential gold

deposits at and near Yucca Mountain (presumably, this likelihood is higher

in a region with known mercury mineralization than in a region lacking

mercury mineralization, other factors being equal).

As a data base for assessing the resource potential of Yucca Mountain

and the surrounding area, it would be very useful to compile a map overlay

that displays all of the reported occurrences of mercury, catalogued by

type, amount, etc. Such an overlay, in conjunction with similar overlays

for other mineralogical features (e.g., silicified tuffs, silica-filled

fractures, quartz veins, fluorite, etc.) represents part ol the process of

recognizing trends and associations, that (if combined with some knowledge

of structural and lithologic controls, the factor of time, and the links

between deposit types) are clues to hydrothemnal fluid f].ow and location of

potential mineral resources.
END OF TEXT
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3, Reviewer,M ,T. Einaudi ..... 7, Page Various ......................

4. Organiza_on Stanford University 8. Paragraph..Various
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9. Comment

The comments that follow are on different sections of the SCP. They

should be considered in developing future efforts that assess the potential

for natural resources at Yucca Mountain and may be appropriate in

considering minor changes to the ESSE. No specific responses to these

comments are expected as a result of the ESSE process.

(A) SCP, 1.7.1.1, p. 1-266, 3rd para. Division of Nevada into a

western precious metal and eastern base-metal belt may be overly simplistic

in terms of exploration tendancies. Although not stated, the implication

of this paragraph is that because Yucca Mountain falls in the "eastern

base-metal province," the potential for precious metals may be lower than

that for base-metals. In fact, numerous precious-metal deposits have been

discovered in the eastern belt, including porphyry-related (PP,D),

volcanic-hosted epithermal (VHED) and Carlin-type deposits (CTD),

including: (Bullfrog Hills (VHED), near Yucca Mountain; Fluorspar Canyon
............ _ mIlmmlll0ml_m t ii i ii iiii i I i i i.... I

10. Proposed Resolution (7"0be completed by ESSE Core "team)

The ESSE Core Team appreciates Dr. ginaudi's comments on the SCP text on

mineral resources, and will recommend that staff conducting research on the

resource potential of the Yucca Mountain area utilize this input to improve
future studies.

END OF TEXT

---_- ......... II I I i II . l IL___ i __ . mB

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(VHED, CTD), near Yucca Mountain; Star Pointer (PRD), Ely district; Tecoma

(CTD), Utah-Nov border; Melco and Barney's Canyon (PRD), Bingham district,

Utah); furthermore, there are several important past producers of silver,

including Park City, Utah; Taylor, Nevada.; Horn Silver, Utah.

(B) SCP, 1.7.1.2.1, p. 1-272, para !. "The compositional range of

erupted turfs (at Yucca Mountain) are different than the volcanic suites
associated with vein deposits in the Great Basin." I disagree on two

points. First, there is a misplaced emphasis on "vein deposits," because

the most important epithermal precious metal deposits in the Great Basin

today are disseminated deposits (associated with historical. _vein deposits).

Second, and more important, this statement vastly overs_a_pl_fies a very

complex and poorly understood aspect of the origin of epithermal Au-Ag

deposits: the link between volcanic suites and epithermal systems. The
volcanic suite at and near Yucca Mountain is not fundamentally different

than other volcanic suites erupted during extension at other times and

places in the Great Basin (Gans et al., 1989; Seedorff, 1991; Noble et al.,
1991). Such suites typically include: (I) large volumes of silicic
ash-flow tuffs and lesser volumes of intermediate to silicic lavas,

predating extension or very early in the history of extension at any given

place (in the SWNVF, these would include the Crater Flat-Paintbrush stage
at 15-13 Ma); (2) a high-K, calc-alkaline "bimodal" suite of

andesite-dacite and rhyolite lavas and small volume silicic ruffs, during

the main period of rapid extension (in the SWNVF, these would include the
Tin_er Mountain tuff and tuffs and lavas of Bullfrog Hills, 12-10 Ma); and

(3) a strongly bimodal basalt-rhyolite suite, including basalt flows and

peralkaline caldera complexes, topaz rhyolites, etc., during the waning

stages of extension (in the SWNVF, these would include Black Mountain and
Stonewall Mountain volcanic centers, 9-7 Ma). Precious metal deposits have

been found with all 3 types of volcanic suites, and in association with

either silicic or less-silicic endmembers of any of the suites. A partial

list of these associations is: Rhyolites of suite I - Round Mountain.

Andesites of suite i Virginia City. Andesite, dacite and rhyolite of suite

2-.Paradise Peak, Rawhide. Trachyandesite/rhyodacite of suite 2 - Tonopah,

Goldfield, Divide. Rhyolite of suite 2 - Wah-Wah (Stateline). Basalt of

suite 3 - Hog Ranch, Buckhorn, Sulfur.

(C) SCP, 1o7.1.2.1, p. 1-273, Fig. 1-77. It is unclear from the

figure caption whether this map is restricted to epithermal deposits only

(the inclusion of Battle Mountain suggests that it includes other types).

In any event, this map would be more useful if keyed to the suite of
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volcanics associated with mineralization (rather than keyed to the

individual rock type in which the deposit is located), according to a

system such as that outlined in later comments. Alternately, given that

such information is not available for a significant proportion of deposits,

the full list of rock types that are mineralized in a given district should

by included. For example, although Fig. 1-7"7 indicates that Tonopah is

hosted by andesite, some mineralization also occurs in rhyolite. A wide

variety of volcanic rock types are mineralized in sericite-adularia type
epithermal systems; this observation supports the current favored

hypothesis that sericite-adularia deposits are not linked genetically to
magmatic-hydrothermal fluids. Also, the map would display relative

importance to a greater degree if keyed to total contained gold (rather

than keyed to production). A similar map could be included for

sediment-hosted gold deposits to set the context for a discussion of

Paleozoic basement potential at Yucca Mountain. All of the above

discussion should be considered during the assessment of Yucca Mountain.

(D) SCP, 1.7.1.2.2, p. 1-277, para i. "At Round Mountain...

mineralization is in intracaldera tuff." More recent work (Tingley and

Berger, 1985; Boden, 1986; Sander and Einaudi, 1987) suggests that Round
Mountain is located in the outflow region of the Jeffarson Caldera and is

not "intracaldera." However, it may be located above an older buried

caldera located under valley fill to the southwest.

(E) SCP, 1.7.1.2.2, p. 1-277, para 2. Important mineralized areas near

Yucca Mountain (e.g., Tonopah, Goldfield, and Bullfrog) are stated as being
in volcanic rocks " related to andesitic volcanic rocks." This statement

is not accurate and suggests that andesitic volcanics are more prospective
than rhyolitic, which is not true (see my Conm%ents S-10, S-12).

(F) SCP, 1.7.1.2.2, p. 1-277, para 3. "The associated bimodal and

intermediate composition volcanic rocks of (Tonopah, Goldfield, and

Bullfrog) ... are not typical of the volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain."

This statement is somewhat misleading and appears to be biased toward a

positive outcome for the assessment because the emphasis is placed on the

contrast between "bimodal and intezTnediate volcanics" (productive) and

silicic ruffs such as exposed at Yucca Mountain (unproductive). The use of

the term "bimodal" in reference to these districts, without qualification,

is misleading; all of these districts are related to trachyandesitic and
rhyolitic volcanism (suite 2 of earlier corm_ent) which is characteristic of

the middle stages of active extension in the Basin and Range (Gans et al.,
II _ __
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1989; Seedorff, 1991), rather than to the bimodal basalt-rhyolite (suite 3

of earlier comment) which is characteristic of the waning stages of

extension in any given place and time. Further, some very large epithermal

systems appear to be located in volcanics of suite 1 (dominantly silicic

ash-flow tuffs), as exposed at Yucca Mountain.

(G) SCP , 1.7.1.2.2, p. 1-278, para i. "The (Round Mountain) district

is associated with.., tungsten and copper mineralization..." It is accurate

to say that tungsten and copper mineralization occurs in the district, but

this mineralization is significantly older (Shawe et al., 1986) and

therefore unrelated to the Round Mountain gold-silver deposit. The shallow

plutons also are older and unrelated to the genesis of the Round Mountain

gold-silver deposit. Therefore, the absence of copper and tungsten
mineralization and of shallow plutons at Yucca Mountain cannot be taken as

evidence for the absence of a Round Mountain-type (or sericite-adularia)

gold-silver deposit.

(H) SCP, 1.7.1.2.2, p. 1-280, para 0. "Exploration for precious metals

in a deeply buried Paleozoic terrain, such as at Yucca Mountain, cannot be

dismissed." I agree, and this statement should be followed up. It appears
to contradict earlier statements (SCP, p. 1-269, para 4).

(I) SCR, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-281, Fig. 1-80. This figure requires some
critical discussion of the methods used, and the uncertainties associated

with the different methods. For example, reference to Bish (1987)

indicates that fluid inclusion temperatures are based on fluid inclusions

in calcite. Yet, neither Bish, nor the SCP points out that calcite is

notorious for poor quality microthermometric data because of its tendency

to leak (well-developed cleavage).

(J) SCP, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-282, para I. It is stated that

paleo-isotherms shift to higher elevations from south to north at Yucca
Mountain (based on holes G-l, G-2 and G-3), yet, in the sentences that

follow, the top of "more intense" hydrothermal alteration shifts to higher

<./evations from north to south (based on two drill holes, G-I & G-2).

Tnere is no discussion of this apparent contradiction. Is the

interpretation of paleotemperature data incorrect?

(K) SCP, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-282, para I. The hydrothermal alteration in

G-I and G-2 is interpreted to be "regional in extent" on the basis of the
2 km distance between these two holes. The implication of this conclusion is
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not stated. However, because the term "regional alteration" conm_only is

used in the economic geology literature in contradistinction to. local

alteration genetically related to an ore-forming system, the use of the

term here should be specified. It should be noted that hydrothermal

alteration associated with mineral deposits conm%only extends over distances

considerably greater than 2 km (see summary of physical dimensions of

epithermal systems in Heald et al., 1987, Table 6, p. 12).

(L) SCP, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-282, para 4. These gold analyses may be

meaningless with regard to resource assessment, because they appear to come
from fresh tuff (the analyses are reported to have been made for the

purpose of modeling magma genesis, but there is no discussion regarding

their degree of hydrothermal alteration). The single sample cited as

coming from hole G-2, containing 0.06 ppm Au_ was collected at 515 m depth,

yet alteration increases abruptly below 914 m. Sa_npling and assaying should

be focused on these deeperr altered intervals.
•

(M) SCP, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-283, para i, no. I. "Carlin-type gold

deposits have the most potential for exploitation in the future." This may

be true if the future is five years from now, but probably not true if I0

years is considered. The reason is simply that, given present technology,

only oxidized portions of these deposits are economic. The majority of

Carlin-type deposits that are economic are those that are located at or

near the surface, and therefore oxidized. The majority of these surface

deposits will probably have been found within the next few years to 5

years. Thus, their potential for exploitation in the future is limited.

Attention is likely to focus once again on exploring for higher-grade

epithermal vein deposits (bonanza types).

(N) SCP, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-283, para i, no. I. It is stated that
Carlin-type deposits may be present in the Paleozoic basement under Yucca

Mountain, but that the depth involved rules out mining because these

deposits require open-pit methods. I concur with the first part of the

sentence, but take issue with the second part. The assessment with regard

to Carlin-type deposits cannot be based solely on the fact that Paleozoic

rocks cannot be reached by open pit methods. Given the experience at Deep

Post (Carlin Trend), some Carlin-type deposits are underlain by vein

deposits of higher grade that, in spite of being sulfide ores, may be
amenable to flotation extraction in the near future. Whether or not a

similar deposit under Yucca Mountain would be economic or not obviously

depends on the grade and size, given that depths of greater than 1 km
II ! ........ I . IIII'_ i -
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are involved. Also, we have limited ability to assess the presence of mineral

deposits at these depths. In any event, future studies of Yucca Mountain
should take into consideration that Carlin-type deposits, or at least

higher grade portions of such deposits, may ultimately be mined by

underground methods.

(O) SCP, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-283, para I, no 3. See my comments regarding

alteration _Linerals associated with epthermal precious metal ores. The

conclusion in this paragraph is overstated.

(P) SCP, 1.7.1.2.3, p. 1-283, para I, no. 4. See my comment regarding

gold analyses. The conclusion in this paragraph is not supported by the
data.

(Q) SCP, 1.7.1.3, p. 1-284, para 4. This paragraph contains a listing

of "eight different types of (mercury) deposits..." Actually, this list is

not a classification of types of deposits, because the "types" listed are

not mutually exclusive, and, in terms of genetic concepts, many of the

different "types" listed reflect the same hydrothermal environment and can

occur within one deposit (e.g., opalite blankets, altered volcanic rocks,
and altered interbedded sediment all occur together in the Cordero mine

(McDermitt district). This point is important in terms of establishing the
scientific credibility of the project's assessment, and in terms of the

application of this classification to resource assessment at Yucca
Mountain.

(K) SCP, 1.7.1.3, p. 1-286, para 2. This paragraph states that "only

two of the eight potential mercury host rock environments are present at

Yucca Mountain," including opalite blankets and altered volcanic rocks

(Types 2 and 3 from p. 1-284). Considering the genetic tie between these
two "types," there actually is only one mercury deposit type to be

considered: volcanic hot-spring deposits. In this setting, many "opalite

blankets" interpreted to be surface hot-spring deposits are simply opalized
turfs and volcaniclastic sediments.

(S) SCP, 1.7.1.3, p. 1-287, para I. In addition to mercury occurrences

at the Tip Top, Harvey (Telluride), Thompson, and Silicon mines mentioned

in the text, mercury also has been reported from: Curly Wright prospect

(near the Thompson mine; Holmes, 1965); Daisy (Crowell) fluorite mine

(Cornwall, 1972, p. 35); and in quartz-barite-sulfide (Pb-Zn-Ag) veins in
Pz seds of the Mine Mountain district (Cornwall, 1972, p. 39; Quade and
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Tingley, 1983, p. 6-7). The possibility of some mercury production from

the Mine Mountain district is suggested by Quade and Tingley (1983).

(T) SCP, 1.7.1.3, p. 1-287, para 2. The conclusion that pyrite-bearing

ruffs associated with alteration at depths of about i000 m in drill holes

at Yucca Mountain (in Crater Flat Tuff?) are too deep to be potential

mercury-bearing zones is based on the observation that most mercury ores

around the world are thought to have formed at shallower depths. However,

the conclusion arrived at does not consider the possibility that sufficient

time existed to form mercury deposit in these altered ruffs (Bullfrog and

lower members of Crater Flat Tuff) f_ they were covered by subsequent

tuffs (Paintbrush Tuff). The latter possibility might be discounted on the

basis of K-At dates of illite-smectite clays (dates cited on p. 1-232, but

i not discussed in the present context) that arc "greater (sic) than I0 Ma

old and equivalent to the timing of the Timber Mountain Tuff" (p. 1-282).

(It is unclear why the actual dates reported by Bish (1987) are not cited

here: these are 10.9 to II.0 +/-0.5 Ma) However, use of these dates to

discount potential mercury mineralization at depths greater than i000 m at

= Yucca Mountain is dependent on the interpretation given to the K-At dates

derived from illite-smectite. My gut feeling is that illite and clays are

susceptible to low-temperature Ar loss. In fact, Bish (1987) suggests that
one interpretation of the dates is that older alteration was reset to II Ma

by Timber Mountain magmatism. Older dates for mercury occurrences in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain do exist and support the possibility of mercury
mineralization occurring before emplacement of the upper units of the

Paintbrush Tuff: K-Ar dates on alunite associated with mercury

. mineralization in silicified Paintbrush Tuff at the Thompson mine (Jackson et

al., 1988) indicate that mercury mineralization at this locality occurred at

-- about 13 Ma, within the range of dates for the lower members of the

Paintbrush Tuff (i.e., broadly within the Main Magmatic Stage of Noble et
al., (1991)).

(U) SCP, 1.7.1.3, p. 1-287, para 2 & 3. The conclusion that "there is

= very little potential for economic deposits of mercury at Yucca Mountain _

is not well-supported by the data and discussion presented. (I) The "lack

= of alteration typically associated with mercury deposits" (e.g., opaline

"Deposits ofsilica) is not supported by earlier statements (e.g., ..._

opaline silica are found locally along fault zones near Yucca Mountain" (p.
1-282)}. (2) "The low alteration temperatures found in ruffs shallower than

1,148 m" does not rule out mercury at greater depth. (3) "The shallow depth

= of occurrence (rather, ' of formation') of mercury deposits" is not a
...... _ II ..................... i III i ,,
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factor if mercury deposits formed during Crater Flat time. (4) The claim

that there is a "lack of mercury ndnera!ization in drill holes and at the

surface" of Yucca Mountain can onl_ be taken at face value, but shouldn't

have to be; this claim needs to be supported by mercury analyses from

altered tuff at depth or from opalized fissures.

(V) SCP, Section 1.7.1.4.1. I agree that the evidence to date

discounts a high (or even moderate) likelihood of the presence of an

undiscovered barite deposit at Yucca Mountain. However, the presence of

barite veins in and near Yucca Mountain raises the question of linkage to

other deposit types (see my Comment S-29)--e.g., does the presence of

barite-quartz-calcite veins in drill hole G-2 at a depth of 1736 m (in an
area of more intense alteration, see p. 1-282, para I) suggest the presence

of gold nearby? Barite is a common mineral in both sediment-hosted

(Carlin-type) and volcanic-hosted precious metal deposits. The presence of
barite at Yucca Mountain could be taken by some exploration geologists as

mildly suggestive of precious metals, especially in the presence of

wall-rock alteration styles not dissimilar to those found in epithermal

systems. The question of the link between barite and precious-metals needs
to be addressed not only because it affects perceptions of resource

potential by the exploration community, but also because it has a direct

bearing on the ultimate decision by DOE regarding the potential for

precious metal deposits at and near Yucca Mountain. The likelihood of

precious metals is higher in a region with known mercury mineralization,

barite veins, and altered silicic tuff, than in a region lacking these

occurrences, other factors being equal. As a data base for assessing the

resource potential of Yucca Mountain and the surrounding area, it would be

very useful to compile a map overlay that displays all the reported
occurrences of barite, catalogued by type, amount, etc. Such an overlay,

in conjunction with similar overlays Tor other mineralogical features

(e.g., silicified ruffs, silica-filled fractures, quartz veins, fluorite,

etc.), represents part of the process of recognizing trends and

associations, that (if combined with some knowledge of structural and

lithological controls, the factor of time, and links between deposit-types)

are clues to hydrothermal fluid flow and location of potential mineral
resources.

(W) SCP, 1.7.1.4.2, p. i.-293, para I. Although the potential for

economic fluorite deposits at Yucca Mountain may be very low, there is a

well-known link between fluorite and gold (especially in this part of

Nevada); therefore, the presence of fluorite, in conjunction with other
=
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favorable factors, can lead to certain conclusions about the potential for

gold mineralization. For example, traces of gold were known to occur in

clay-bearing envelopes on fluorite veins in dolomite at the Daisy fluorite

mine (Smith and Tingley, 1983, p. BMD-4) and this knowledge, combined with

Tingley's (1984) report on trace element associations in carbonate rocks at

Bare Mountain, led to gold exploration activity. Recent assays from the

lower levels of the Daisy mine yielded up to 6.7 m of 0.224 opt gold, and

drilling south of the mine led to the discovery of a prospect (South Zo_._)

containing 785,000 tons of 0.097 opt Au, some of it associated with weak

fluorite mineralization (Greybeck and Wallace, 1991, p. 944). Drilling
west of the Daisy mine led to the delineation of 670,000 tons of 0.027 opt

Au (.WestZone) associated with silicified shale and dolomite; here,

"fluorite is commonly associated with higher gold values' (Greybeck and

Wallace, I_91_ p. 943). Other fluorite-gold associations also are known in

the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. The Goldspar (Diamond Queen) fluorite mine

in dolom/te actually was first opened as a gold mine (Cornwall, 1972, p.

36) and may be continuous with the Stirling (Panama) gold mine (Bell and

Larson, 1982, p. 26). At the latter mine, gold occurs in silicified,

fluorite-cemented breccias (Smith and Tingley, 1983, p. BMD-5). The

question of the link between fluorite and gold needs to be addressed not

only because it affects perceptions of resource potential by the

exploration community, but also because it has a direct bearing on the

ultimate conclusion by DOE regarding the likelihood of potential gold

deposits at and near Yucca Mountain. Presumably, this likel._hood is higher

in a region with known fluorite mineralization associated with silicified

carbonate rocks and volcanic rocks than in a region lacking such features,

other factors being equal. As a data base for assessing the resource

potential of Yucca Mountain and the surrounding area, it would be very

useful to compile a map overlay that displays all the reported occurrences

of fluorite. See my siJnilar remarks above, regarding mercury and barite.

(X) SCP, 1.7.1.4.2, p. 1-293, para 2 & 3. The occurrence of

fluorite-bearing veinlets in altered tuff can be taken as suggestive of the

presence of gold mineralization in tuff, based on the regional association

of fluorite and gold. Further, the occurrence of fluorite veins in tuff

might suggest a fluorite target in underlying Paleozoic carbonate rocks,

given the likelihood that hydrothermal fluids were upwelling from the

basement into the tuff and given the tendency for fluorite grades to be
higher in carbonate sediments than in silicic ruffs.

(Y) SCP, Section 1.7.1.4.4. This section dealing with construction
iN I II II I _ III
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materials supports the conclusion that such materials are not prospective

at or near Yucca Mountain. I concur with this view. However, the

occurrences of materials such as silica and clay need to be assessed in

terms of their potential relation to metalliferous deposits known to be

associated with such materials, particularly mercury, fluorite, and

precious metals. Again, a useful data base for assessment of resource

potential of Yucca Mountain and the surrounding area, could include a map

overlay displaying all the known occurrences of hydrothermal silica and

hydrothermal clay.

(Z) SCP, 1.8.1.7.1, p. 1-341, para 2. This paragraph states that

commodities classed as "other resources," including barite, fluorite,

silica, and clays "will not receive further attention." I agree that these

commodities probably should not receive further attention in the context of

potential economic deposits of these commodities, but they should receive
further attention in the context of their use as guides to other types of

resources, particularly the precious metals.
END OF TEXT
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generation sites in time and space. After generation sites have been located,

it is possible to delineate the type of play that is appropriate. For example

if a post-Miocene generation site is identified, exploration should focus on

nearby fault-block traps; whereas the existence of a Mesozoic-age site implies

that accumulations are in anticlinal traps or have remigrated to fault-block

traps. The possibility of post-Miocene age generation charging a large
c ..... --. !ii! i I ........... I i, i

i0. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This comment is a general discussion and does not require resolution.
END OF TEXT

iii ii I II_l'l I I Ii' II I I I m I . . 11 I I -- -

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Not applicable.
END OF TEXT

/ ...... ' '--r -- "] NULL I __ I III _ nnnim i
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1, Comment! of 12 3. Name Don E. French
(Print Name)

2, Page 2 of 3
4. Date November 2_ 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Oi_ on_

9 Comment ( continued )

Mesozoic-age anticline without influence by Basin-Range structure is remote

because of the time-and-space relationship of these structures to the

generation site. The following co,rents outline the geologic elements that

impart a lower probability of success to exploration in the ranges as compared
to the basins of the Basin-Range Province.

Basins of the Basin-Range Province are distinguished from the ranges by the

presence of a sequence of valley fill sediments of Miocene to Holocene age with
an unconformity at the base of the sequence. The presence of a permeability

barrier at this unconformity modifies local heat flow. Above the unconformity

heat flow is reduced by the circulation of meteoric water. This influence is

mitigated below the unconfo_nity, and the permeability barrier acts as a
thermal blanket. The existence of this blanket has an important effect on

exploration strategy.

Within the ranges, where the barrier is not present, a potential source

rock must be adequately buried by pre-Miocene age strata. Because of the

depositional history of the region, in most ranges the bulk of pre-Miocene age
overburden is comprised of Triassic and older strata. Therefore, those source

rocks present at generating conditions within the ranges today reached those
conditions no later than Oligocene time and possible much earlier.

Consequently, accumulations of oil generated by source rocks present within the

ranges of the region have persisted through the Basin-Range Orogeny and perhaps
the Sevier Orogeny.

Within the basins, where the unconformity is an effective permeability

barrier, it delineates the position of a change in thermal regime. Above the

unconfomnity, heat flow is affected by circulating meteoric water in the valley

fill, and the thermal gradient is similar to that observed in the ranges.

Below the unconformity, heat flow is commensurate with the thin crust of the

region, and the thermal gradient is steeper. The effect of the barrier is to
create a thernlal blanket that reduces the amount of overburden required to

bury source rocks to generating conditions. Consequently, the thickness of
Miocene-Pliocene age valley fill is less important to the thermal conditions in

the bottom of a Basin-Range graben than the effectiveness of the pe:_eability
barrier at the base of the sequence. Generation conditions will exist under a

wide variety of combinations of burial beneath pre-Miocene and post-Oligocene

age strata. An important implication is that the source rocks within the basin
must have had some generation potential prior to the onset of the Basin-Range

Orogeny.
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1, Comment l of 12 3, Name Don E. French

(Print Name)
2, Page 3 of 3

4, Date. November 2 r 1991

-= i ii i i , i iii iiiii i i

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

9 Comment ( continued )

Because of the conditions described above, accumulations in the ranges of

the province must be the result of one of the following circumstances:

i) The product of a generation and migration episode that predates the

Basin-Range event and has not been disturbed by subsequent deformation.

2) The product of remigration from an accumulation that formed prior to the

Basin-Range Orogeny.

3) The product of migration from a generation site that presently exists in
a basin in the vicinity.

Because of the complexity of structure produced by the Basin-Range Orogeny,
traps with the greatest probability of containing accumulations are those that

are close in time and space to a generation site. Items 1-3 above indicate

that prospects located in the ranges of the province will be less likely to
contain hydrocarbons than those located in the basins.

ZND OF TEXT

-m I I I i - Illl I .... II I I I !"!' III I . __
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 2 of 1 _- 5, _vision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 10, _991 6, Section 2.3.7.3.2.1
,/

3. Reviewer Don E, French 7. Page 2-95

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 2

I i ii I -_ I ii ii i i ' ""

9. Comment

"In the western United States, basaltic volcanism tends to occur either

within alluvial basins, such as Crater Flat, or along their margins near range

fronts..." This is not an obvious tendency. In addition to the exceptions

cited for the Reveille Range and Lake Mead area, Quaternary basalts have been

mapped in parts of the Pancake and Grant Ranges; I am confident that other

exceptions exist. A statement that links basaltic volcanism to deep-

penetrating faults using this location relationship is working up slippery
turf.

END OF TEXT

uml_,.._ I ;_ I n I I I III I I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The second full paragraph in Section 2.3.7.3.2, p 2-95, will be revised to read:

"Crowe (1991b) has suggested that basaltic volcanism in this extensional

setting tends to occur within alluvial basins or along range-front faults, but

that it is rare in the range interiors. However, there are examples of

volcanic centers in uplifted range blocks, such as the Fortification Hill
volcanic field south of Lake Mead and basalts in Reveille Range in

south-central Nevada (Smith et al., 1990), as well as the intracaldron basalts

of the Lunar Crater Field (Crowe et al., 1986). This suggests that gross

topography may be related to the occurrence of basaltic centers only where it

accurately reflects deep crustal structure, a relationship that is probable but

not fully demonstrated near Yucca Mountain."
END OF TEXT

I I II I I I i i

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

1in I I IIIII II III I I I I I
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 3 of 12 5, Revision Draft/Date A_uqust 1991

2. Date November 91 1991 6, Section 2.3.8.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Don E. French 7, Page 2-116

4. Organization consultant 8, Paragraph 3

iiii i i ii ii i ' I

9. Comment

Some explorers familiar with the region believe that there is an important

relationship between the oil fields and nearby intrusives. The hypothesis is

that thermal input from the intrusive has caused local generation of oil.

Therefore, migration distances are very short and each field is the product of
a limited generation-migration-accumulation system. Intrusives have been found

in close proximity to Eagle Springs, Grant Canyon/Bacon Flat, and Blackburn

fields. The intrusive near Grant Canyon is 70.2 ma, Rb/Sr (Fryxell, 1988), so

that the accumulation first began forming in Late Cretaceous time according to

this hypothesis. The present structure of the field postdates deposition of
Oligocene-age volcanics. A statement more consistent with what is known is

that all commercial fields in the region are located in basins of

Miocene-Pliocene age that formed as the result of block faulting during the

Basin-Range Orogeny. The implications of this ;elationship have not been

discussed in print but are alluded to in French (1989) and Duey (1983). See my

I I I i i I .... II i iiiii

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The following text will be inserted into Section 2.3.8.3.2.2 on p 2-116,
P3:

"All fields in the region are situated in Neogene basins, beneath a

sequence of Miocene-Recent valley fill. Some of the oil fields in Nevada are

in close proximity to intrusives (Hulen et al., 1990), which may contribute
to reservoir quality and generation of hydrocarbons. However, all commercial

fields in the region are located in basins of Miocene-Pliocene age that formed

as the result of block faulting during the Basin-and-Range Orogeny (French in
Younker et al., 1992)."

END OF TEXT

i i, I L _ J. n_
i I III Ilmr- I I ii I II mn

11. Resolution (70 be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I II II '1 III ' I I'
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment3 of 12 3, Name DoA E. French
(Print Name)

2, Page 2 of 2 4. Date November 9, 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolutionor Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

summary of 11/2/91 for more. (Mr. French's Comment #I.)
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

.... --- " IIIfl I I III qH ...... . m, .............

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9,)

1, C,bi._rnent 4 of 12 5, Revision Draft/Date _,.,19,,9,1

2. Date I]oveL_er 9, 19,91 ........ 6. Section 2.___3.8.3.,2.2

3, Reviewer Don E. French .......... 7. Page 2-117

4. Organization consult,a, nt ........... 8. Paragraph top (.partial) para.: .......

.... iiiii iiii I] _ I _ III IIII II I I I I . [..... III --., i I

9. Comment

Oil production in Nevada is associated with a tectonic feature which might not

exist, lt is more accurate to say that oil is in the area of the Antler Belt

fo_edeep and in the vicinity of early Tertiary oil-shale basins, lt also
coincides with "Eureka Branch of Mesozoic foreland fold and thrust belt"

(Saleeby, 1986, p. 47).
END OF TEXT

• II LUll .... II,I III,,- i i•__,, ' III_I_I ............. __ ....... II II _ II II •

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The following text will be inserted into Section 2.3.8.3.2.2 on p 2-117,
tcp paragraph:

"In addition, it has been suggested that the significant production in

_evada is closely related to a Mesozoic thrust fault system in the

east-central part of the state (Scott and Chamberlain, 1988). However, the

importance of the thrust belt is difficult to establish; it is possible that

the location of the fields is more directly influenced by the distribution of
source rocks deposited in the Antler foredeep and lacustrine basins of

Cretaceous and early Tertiary age (Poole and Claypool, 1984)."
END OF TEXT

[11 I - -l'_'£' i, I III I II II I ]J I I II I I I . II q I III II I III ........ I

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Rowewer)

,._omment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

" '"'. - " -- ' ....... .__ I II III . '...... I I I _-- '" " ' ' ' ' 11 . I .__
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

II 110 ]llr[ ...... m ...... "1 I II I II _ I I . II IIII I I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 12 5. Revision Draft/Date A_uu_ust 1991

2. Date November 9,. 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Don E. French 7. Page 2-1.17 ......

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph !

.............. IIII iii I ......... i I ..... | iii i iii iii ..... ---- _ ........ I ii i i

9. Comment

The interpretation of the Diamond Range given in Chamberlain (1991) is

incorrect, therefore the analogy with the Eleana Range cannot be made; Aymard

does not indicate that older-overmature over younger-submature situation exists

(p. 28), rather that subthzust rocks are overmature (p. 29). There is no

-_ Conclusive evidence that any production in the Great Basin is from overthrust

structures. Existing fields are located near Mio-Pliocene age basins and

generation sites.
END OF' TEXT

.... IIIlilll ............ " I I III II - -- '1111 = ' " ' " -

__ 10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In Section 2.3.8.3.2.2, p 2-117, isr full paragraph the following changes
will be made:

Delete: "...older thermally mature Paleozoic rocks (typically Devonian

age Carbonates) are overthrust on younger thermally immature rocks (typically

! Mississippian age source rocks)."

Add: "...areas with high potential for oil and gas are characterized by

Devonian carbonates overthrust on Mississippian source rocks. Similar models

have been suggested for the Nevada Test Site (NTS) area (Aymard, 1989)."

o Delete: "...Chamberlain, 1991) although no overthrust plays have been
=_

discovered in Nevada. There is no conclusive evidence that any production in
the Great Basin is from overthrust structures (Allcott, 1991)."

_____ _ I ±--__._. IJ ....... liB.__. . I,, " . I Ilml.lll _ I . IIII I II ___L.... =__ ii i1!,1 i __ i iii

=_ 1i. Resolution (7"0 be completed by original Reviewer)

: Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
! END OF TEXT

-

i ,
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET),.

'1 I [J-" I I III1_11 I III I II I IIIql III '11' II

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment5 of 12 3. Name Don E. French

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date November 9_ 1991

. ii ..... _ lUl I i i , I

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolut6on (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Add: "...A variation of the overthrust model has been proposed for the

Eleana Range and the Yucca Mountain area by Chamberlain (199!). In this

hypothesis, overmature Mississippian strata are overthrust on submature

Mississippian source rocks. The model is based on a specious interpretation
of the Diamond Range near Eureka_ Nevada. There is no conclusive evidence

that any production in the Great Basin is from overthrust structures (Allcott,

1991), and the comments of Flanigan (1986) indicate that there is not a

consensus about the validity of the overthrust model. The fault-block model

apparently best describes the accumulations found to date in the province.

Field limits are controlled by normal faults and fault-block geometry, and

accumulations are confined to basins that are defined by B&sin-and-Range normal
fault s."

Delete: *...These models need to be evaluated for the Yucca Mountain area

with respect to (i) thermal inaturity of the Paleozoic rocks, (2) possible

structural models, (3) paleogeothermal history, (4) presence of possible

source and reservoir rocks, and (5) comparisons with known occurrences of oil
in Nevada. "

Add: "...The various models need to be tested for applicability to the

Yucca Mountain area by examining model compatibility with known geologic
conditions at. Yucca Mountain and with known occurrences of oil in Nevada°"

END OF TEXT

I
' ---- " I i III ........... I' I ' JllllllI II I J I I
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems1 - 9.)

1. Comment 6 of 12 5. RevisionDraft/Date,Au_,st 1991

2. Date Nov,e,_er 9t 1991 ___. 6. Section 2.3.8.3.2.2 _ _.

3. ReviewerDon g., French ......... .- 7. Page_ 2-117 .__..__._

4. Organization_O nsultant , 8. Paragraph-,,3 __

9. Comment

The comment about maturity at outcrop vs. maturity at depth is unsupported

by data in Foster et al., 1989. The data base is too sparse to make this
statement.

END OF TEXT

IO.ProposedResolution(Tobe completedby ESSF.CoreTeam)

The text in section 2.3.8.3.2.2, p 2-117, first full paragraph will be
revised as follows:

Add: '...and determining the most appropriate generation-migration-
accumulation model for the area."

Delete: "Elsewhere in Nevada, maturity values for source rocks
found at the surface are essentially the same as maturity values for source

rocks at depth because of the relatively small amount of time since the
formation of the Basin and Range (Foster et al., 1989)."

Add: "Additional thermal-maturation data _my need to be collected to

verify the data presented in Aymard (1989)."
END OF TEXT

11, Resolution(To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
E_) OF TEXT

_-- I , i ii __Jiiii _ __ lm
.... I !, " II _ II II __ I lr ' II I IIII

li
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 7 of 12 5. Revision Draft/Date August 1991

2. Date November 9r 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Don E. French 7. Page 2-117

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 3

....... i , iii i I i

9. Comment

In addition to maturation data, source rocks of the area need to be tested

for remaining generation potential; a CAI value is meaningless unless it can be

related to a specific generation potential. In other words, how much energy is

required to bring the Eleana to full maturity?
END OF TEXT

III I I I I iiiI II I I I Iiii !

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In Section 2 3.8.3.2.2, p. 2-117, insert the following at the end of the

third paragraph:

Add: "In addition, generation potential of the various source rocks at

different states of maturity needs to be determined so that meaningful

conclusions can be drawn about the quantity of hydrocarbons that has been
_endered for given levels of ,maturity.

Delete just before this sentence: "this unpublished source."
END OF TEXT

--.- - , I I II i I II I '1 I Ilfl iiii • iii1,1 , , ,,i

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

-- I I _' ...... ' "..... I II -- 'III I i ,,
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 8 of 12 5. Revision Dratt/Date A_uqust 1991

2. Date November 9, 1991 _ 6. Section 2.3.8.3.2.2

3. RevlewerDon E. French 7. Page 2-118

4. Organiza_on consultant 8. Paragraph 1 ....

9. Comment

Zxploration for oil and gas in the Basin-Kange Province may be categorized

into 2 district plays. The more important one has been referred to as the

Railroad Valley model, wherein the primary objective is an accumulation of oil

that has been generated since the onset of the Basin-Range-Orogeny. The fields

found to date probably belong in the category. The second play is one that

targets oil that was generated and accumulated prior to Basin-Range faulting.

In this category are various overthrust exploration models and efforts directed

at surface anticlines. Numerous wells have been drilled in the region

implicitly based on the premise of an early generation episode but without

success. Iii may be possible to tabulate these.]

The chances of a Railroad Valley-type accumulation near Yucca Mountain are

remote because of the apparent lack of a Neogene generation site, although this

merits some more investigation. The likelihood of finding some early-

10.Proposed Resolu_on(7"obecomp_tedbyESSE Co_Team)

In Section 2.3.8.3.2.2, p. 2-118 the following will be inserted at the top

of the first full paragraph:

"Exploration plays in the Basin-and-Range Province may be organized into

Post-Miocene and Pre-Miocene based on the time of accumulation. Post-Miocene

plays are those directed toward finding accumulations that have developed since
the onset of the Basin-Range Orogeny. There is no connotation of source or

reservoir rock objectives. This category includes the unconformity play as

described by Peterson (1988). The exploration targets of pre-Miocene plays are

accumulations that predate the beginning of the Basin-Range Orogeny and thus

have remained intact through the deformation of that event. Exploration

focuses on Paleozoic strata that have been deformed by Mesozoic-age fold and

thrust fault structures, although post-Miocene changes to these structures is

conceivable. Most exploration targets of the Upper Paleozoic and pre-Devonian

plays of Peterson (1988) are in this category. Of the oil found to date in

11, Resolu'don(7"obecomplemdbyoriginm Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

• I J I I 'II •
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(Instructions on back of form)

I.Comment8 of 12 g. Name Don E. French

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4, Date November 9, 1991

iii i I I I I u . i , i i i ,11 i i

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

generation oil is no greater here than in any other part of the region.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Nevada, all fields except Currant Field in Railroad Valley and some minor

production in Pine Valley clearly belong in the post-Miocene category. There

is no production from a pre-Miocene accumulation that can be identified.

The petroleum potential of Yucca Mountain is considered low at this

time. The possibility of the presence of a Railroad Valley-type fault-block

accumulation near Yucca Mountain is small because of the apparent lack of a

Neogene generation site. The possibility exists that a post-Miocene

accumulation resulting from remigration from a pre-Miocene trap is present in
the vicinity. Although improbable, this possibility merits additional
investigation."

The following will be deleted from the same paragraph:

"Pre-Devonian plays, such as those which potentially could

occur beneath Yucca Mountain, have been rated to have low potential and have
been referred to as highly speculative (Peterson, 1988)." Text continues with

"Pre-Miocene targets in the form of overthrust play models have been proposed
for the area..."

END OF TEXT

II I I .........
Irlll I I I I III I I I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructlons on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 9 of 12 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqu_t !991

2. Date Nove1_er 9_ 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.3.2.2

3. Reviewer Don E. Frenc_ 7. Page 2-123

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 2

9. Comment

Greater detail is justified. [Note: in the early 1980's the University of

Wyoming initiated an industry-supported effort to obtain useful seismic data in
areas underlain by volcanic rocks. T do not know the results of this work.]

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution ('lobe comp_jbyESSE Com Team)

In section 2.3.8.4, p. 2-123, second full paragraph (Evaluation of Oil and

Gas Potential) the text will be revised as follows:

"The potential for oil and gas resources at the Yucca Mountain site

requires more investigation. A draft outline for this work has been proposed

by the U.S. Geological Survey. That outline is comprehensive but should be
reviewed and reorganized so that studies are conducted in a manner to maximize

information benefits and cost effectiveness. Recommended investigations are

organized below into a stepwise sequence so that work completed is evaluated

and the justification established for conducting the next study. Consequently,

investigation steps are presented in order of degreasing importance as follows:

i. Test for the presence of a viable source rock that has generated and

expelled, or is generating and expelling, significant amounts of

hydrocarbons. If it can be established that a viable source rock is not

11. Resolution(7"obecomp_mdbyorig_ RevieweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment9 of 12 3. Name Don E. French

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 3

4. Date...November 9, !991

ii ii ii

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Ci_ on_

10 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

present, further evaluation is unnecessary. To do this:

• Investigate the stratigraphic section for potential source rocks other

than to the Eleana Formation, for example the Bird Spring equivalent and

Horse Spring Formation.

i Develop a generation index of potential source rocks by conducting

pyrolysis on samples that are at various stages of maturity.

• If viable source rocks are present in the section, determine their areal
distribution.

2. If a viable source rock is present, determine its thermal history to

identify generation sites in time and space. Much of the data needed for

this will be obtained during the investigations of Step I, above.

3. Evaluate existing production in the Basin-and-Range Province to determine

the applicability of various exploration concepts. In particular, it would

be valuable to know if remigration from older fold-thrust structures to

present accumulations has occurred. These findings can then be used to

determine a hierarchy of exploration concepts and estimate the probability

of potential within those concepts for the Yucca Mountain area.

4. Prepare a structure map contoured on the base of the volcanic section to

identify possible generation sites and to help assess the likelihood of

future exploration activity. This mapping should incorporate

interpretations of appropriate paleogeologic and geophysical data. The

usefulness of existing geophysical data, especially seismic data, should be

reviewed, and new surveys using recent technology considered as appropriate.

In addition to the investigations listed above, it is important to

establish the means of monitoring and regulating drilling activity. Drilling

executed for the purpose of site characterization should utilize gas
detection devices, and dipmeter logs should be run where Paleozoic strata are

penetrated. It is also important to establish a policy designed to take

advantage of industry exploration and government-sponsored drilling in the

area For example, subsidizing source-rock analysis or dipmeter logs at

appropriate drill sites could contribute to evaluation of the qualifying
condition."

Delete previous paragraph, which started with "Evaluation of Oil and Gas
liilri I ili'lli ii 'iii
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I, Comment g_______of12 3, Name Don E. French
(Print Name)

2. Page 3___/____of3_ 4. Date_N°vember 9t 1991

5. Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Potential" in reviewed text,
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment i0 of 12 5. Revision Draft/Date _,,i 1991 , .

2. Date November ii, 1991 6. Section 2.3.8.4

3. Reviewer Don g. French 7. Page 2-124

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 2 .........

9. Comment

The following is offered as a substitute of the paragraph under Expert

Panel of Peer Review Reports in Section 2.3.8.4, p. 124:

As site characterization continues, the judgments of expert panels or peer

reviews may need to be considered in reviewing the results of the work

collected. They may recommend new studies to be initiated, that studies be

continued as planned, or that enough information has been collected to be able

to evaluate the regulatory guidelines. In addition, because there is a

diversity of opinion and information about the occurrence of and the potential

for natural resources in the Great Basin, expert panels or peer reviews will be

necessary to fully evaluate and reach conclusions concerning the regulatory

guidelines.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resol_on (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

With minor changes, Mr. French's text will be substituted for the last

paragraph in Section 2.3u8.4, p. 124.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 11 of 12 5, RevistonDratt/Date_Auqust 1991 .-

2, Date November 15r 1991 6, Section 2.3.8.3.2.2

3, RevlewerD0 n E. French 7. Page 2-116

4. Organizationconsultant 8. Paragraph after para. 2

9. Comment

In Section 2.3.8.3.2.2, p. 2-116, after 2nd full paragraph, insert:

"Successful exploration for oil and gas in the Great Basin region is

strongly influenced by the location of generation sites in time and space

(Poole et al., 1983; and Poole and Claypool, 1984). This contrasts with mature

levels of exploration in most productive basins in the U.S., where the position

of generation sites is well established and exploration is focused in the
location of favorable reservoir rock and trapping conditions. For this reason,

the assessment of the potential for oil and gas resources for the Yucca

Mountain area should be made initially by developing models of generation

rather than models of entrapment. Models of generation are of two basic

categories: (I) generation prior to the onset of Basin-Range Orogeny, and (2)

generation since the onset of the Basin-Range Orogeny."
END OF TEXT

10, Proposed Resolution(T obe comp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

With very minor revision, Mr. French's paragraph will be inserted after

the second full paragraph on p. 2-116, in Section 2.3.8.3.2.2.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (7"o be complemd by original Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

=
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 12 of 12 5, Revision DratUDate .Auqust 1991

2. Date November 2t_ 1991 6. Section General

3. ReviewerDon E. French 7. Page

4, Organization Consultant 8. Paragraph

9. Comment

lt is important that information concerning the natural resource potential
of the site be widely available to the geologic community.

END OF TEXT

10. ProposedResoluttonCFobecomp_dbyESSE Core Team)

The following text will be added in a new subsection called "Dissemination
of Information" in Section 2.3.8.4, p. 2-124, after the Section on Peer Review:

•The postclosure performance of the site with regard to natural resources
will be based in part on the perception of the resource potential by the
resource industries. Consequently, it is important for the public to be well
informed about this aspect of the Yucca Mountain area. Public awareness can be
accomplished by disseminating the findings of site studies through technical
and nontechnical publications that have wide circulation."

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(To be completed by orlgina/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESOLUTION RECORD

PeerReviewer'sStatement:

I havereviewedtheESSEIntegratedEvaluationPackageinaccordancewithESSEPeerReview
Plan, Myconclusionswithrespectto thereviewcnteriao!theESSEPeerReviewPlanare:

Adequate

ReviewCriteria Yes: SeeComment(s)Nos," No: SeeComment(s)Nos.

Inmy areasof expertise: j."
v"

A. ThecontentoftheESSEIntegratedEvalu-
ationPackageprovidesanunbiasedand
objectivepresentationof informationrele-
vanttotile suitabilityissuescoveredby
eachguideline.

B. Theconclusionsaboutthestatusof lower
andhigher-level|indingsonthe siting
gu<lelinesarebalancedanddefensible.

Comments1through_ areattached.

CommentResolutionRecord

Yes v TherevisedESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackageadequatelyaddressesmycomments.

No .._......._ Thefollowingcommentshavenotbeen adequatelyaddressed:

Commentsnot resolvedbetweenthePeerReviewerandtheESSECoreTeamhavebeennotedbythe
T&MSSTaskManager.

T&MSSTaskManager_ ¢_ Date /_ -" /(o "_ I

' Note: Mayexplainadequacyo!comment(s)if needed.

FigureB-3, EarlySiteSuitabilityEvaluation(ESSE)CommentResponseRecord,
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EARLY SITE SUiTABILiTY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

...... . II . --" . __ ...............

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1.9.)

1. Comment 1 of 31 5, Revision Dratt/Date AUqUSt 1991

2. Date November II, 1991 ........ 6. Section no_sectio_n number .............

3. Reviewer K. V. Hodqes 7. Page E-II

4. OrganizationMIT 8. Paragraph 4

i i iii iii I _ Ul ..... i II _!!inl,l -

9, Comment

In the last paragraph before Preclosure Guideline Results, one sentence

reads: "These issues include uncertainties in the source term for z4C, as well

as questions about whether the EPA release limit for 14C should be reviewed."

Although the topic is treated well later in the ESSE, this sentence seems

unnecessarily vague for an Executive Summary. Given that the summary may be

the only part of the ESSE read by an important (but busy) audience, I think

that a casual reader may find phrases like "source term for 14C" more confusing

than helpful. This paragraph should be simplified and expanded slightly to

include an explanation of the source of 14C (for the reader with less

geochemical awareness), a statement about the potential hazard of 14C release,

and a brief rationale for why you question the current EPA release limit.
END OF TEXT

_: I I I 111 I ' -- . III I _--

10. Proposed ResoluUon (To be comp_d by ESSE Com Team,)

The text will be revised to provide the elaborations suggested. The last

sentence of the discussion under the Qualifying Conditions section on p. E-II
will be revised to read as follows:

"These issues include uncertainties in the amount of carbon-14 available to

be released as carbon dioxide gas from the waste package and in the ability of

the unsaturated zone to retard gaseous-phase carbon-14 transport to the

accessible environment above the repository. The potential health hazards in

terms of doses to members of the public from releases of gaseous carbon-14 are

expected to be negligible, however, which possibly reflects an inconsistency

between the regulatory lucite and the actual hazards.'
END OF TEXT

11. Resol_ion (To be comp/e_d by origin_ Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

• ...........a____L .... 111 .iii -- I iii IHn ........................ _'_,t_;
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 2 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqustr 1991 !____

2. Date November II_ 1991 6. Section 1.2.4 .... ---

3, ReviewerK. V. Hodqes 7. Page 1-12

4. Organlza_on MIT 8. Paragraph.Figure 1-2 _

9. Comment

I think it likely that a casual reader will be confused by your stated

distinction between higher-level and lower-level suitability. I understand and

agree with your criteria, but many readers may not. You state in the caption
for Figure 1-2 that "the primary distinction between higher-level and

lower-level findings is the likelihood that further information wil___!change

conclusions about the suitability of the site...". (The italics are mine).

Consider the faulty line of reasoning that could arise from this statement. If

a lower-level suitability finding, for a disqualifying condition means that it

is unlikely that the disqualifying condition is present in light of existing

data but that it is likely that "further information will change conclusions

about the suitability of the site", then doesn't this mean that you fully

expect future data to establish the disqualifying condition for the site? The
confused reader may reasonably ask why you are reluctant to say s.hnply that you

expect the disqualifying condition to be met? What are you trying to hide?

10, Proposed Resolution (7"0 be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Hodges makes a good point, which was also made in Dr. Albrecht's
Comment #I. The figure and its caption will be changed as shown on the

attached figure (will be Figure 1-3).
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (7"0be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_" I II1'1 I I1_111 II IIIIIII I1] ......... -
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CONTINUE

CHARACTERIZE EVALUATESITE SITING
SITE ANDDEVELOP AGAINSTDOE DECISION END SITE

DESIGN SITINGGUIDEUNES

ABANDONSITE

Disqualifying her-level sultabllil

condltlon Level 2

condition Unlikely Couldconclusion

present change

Likely Possibly

1

Bvelsuitabilil

Qualifying CHigh_-Ievei suitabil-i_)

condition ,# Level 4

_ Likely _ Unlikely

_Lower-level Suitability)

I -- ,n - _,- III I I I1' 'l I

SITEGIDE.067/1-21-92

Figure1-3. Decisionlogicforsuitabilityaridunsuitabilityfindiwjs,basedon DOESitingGuidelines.The
primarydistinctionbetweenlower,andhigher.levelsuitabilityfindingsisthelikelihoodthatfurther
informationwillchangeconclusionsaboutthesuitabilityofthesiteforrepositorydevelopment.A
higher-levelsuitabilityfirclingis supportedwhenit is unlikelythatadditionaldatawillchange
currentconclusions;a lower-levelsuitabilityfindingis supportedwhenadditionalinformation
couldpossiblychangecurrentconclusions,
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment2 of 31 3. Name-- K' V. Hodqes ....._ - (Print Name)

2. Page 2__.__of_._/2___ 4. Date. N°veIrtber 11,. 1991 .... _ .....

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comraent ( continued )

It seems to me that it would be clearer to say that a lower-level

suitability finding for a disqualifying condition means that you presently see

no evidence of the disqualifying condition but you can't reasonably discount

the possibility that more data could change the situation. Similarly, a
lower-level suitability finding for a qualifying condition means that existing

data support the presence of the qualifying condition but you can't reasonably

discount the possibility that more data could change the situation. This

subtle change in wording would make it much clearer that the team has been

extremely circ_naspect in reaching its findings, and has tried to err on the

side of caution wherever possible.
END OF TEXT
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I I 1 1111 I'II _ II II I I I '1111 I I I I

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

I I' ' I I lrIII - I I II I I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 3 of 3! 5. Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1991

2. Date November Ii_ 1991 6. Section 1.2.4

3. ReviewerK. V. Hodqes 7. Page 1-14

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph 3, 4

ii iiii --- I iii ii i ii i i iiii ii --- ii ---- i .. i

9. Comment

The transition from the third paragraph to the fourth paragraph on this

page is abrupt. One way to improve it might be to begin the fourth paragraph
as follows:

The following hypothetical example illustrates that it is possible to

support higher-level suitability findings on some technical

guidelines while supporting only a lower-level suitability finding

on the system guideline. Suppose that current information

supports at least...
END OF TEXT

I_1 - I Ii II i 1.1111 - - I, I III i r,

10. Proposed Resolu_on (To be comp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

This is a good suggestion. The text in Section 1 will be revised

substantially to improve the flow and to clarify the example.
END OF TEXT

.... _. I II I ---- i -- N I I I I IIII ,11 =,, --

11. Resolu_on(Tobecomple_dbyor/ginalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

- _ _ _._. IIIII I II1 I ,w . I IL_ == = _ I'1 ro%aim
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
C=OMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 4 of 31 5. RevisionDra_Date Au.._.c_st1991 --_...-..--

2. Date __November 11 t, 19 91 6. Section 1.2.6 ___

7. Page 1-19 _ t_3. Reviewer,,K,.V. Hodqes, .,

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph Table 1-6 ,, _

9. Comment

My middle initial in Table I-6 should be "V" not "B".
END OF TEXT

10. ProposedResolution(To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Correction will be made in Dr. Hodges's middle initial in Table I-6.
END OF TEXT

- 11. Resolution(To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

.... : .......... I I -- ' I IIIIIIII I ___

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 5 of 31 5, RevlslonDraft/Date_Aucfust 1991

2. Date November ll r 1991 6, Section 1.3,1

3, Reviewer K. V, Hodges 7, Page 1-19

4, Organization MIT 8, Paragraph para, 1 of 1.3.1

• ii iii ii i i i i ii iIpl i iii i i i i iiiiii i

9, Comment

The first sentence of Section 1.3.1 would be smoother if it read: "The

Yucca Mountain site is in Nye County, southern Nevada, about...".
END OF TEXT

....... iii iii ii i I I I --" mmli I IIII

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be revised as suggested.
END OF TEXT

' i iii . _ i i iii ii _ _. iii I II I I |11lt ii I

11. Resolution(To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

II I lE I IIII -_ ...............
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1 Comment 6 of 31 5. RevisionDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November !i_ 1991 6. Section 1.3.1

3. Reviewer_K. V, Hodqes __ 7. Page 1-21 --_.--

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph 3 _____

9. Comment

It might be more informative to say in the third paragraph that the silicic

tuff sequence ranges in age from about 15 to II Ma rather than to just say that

the sequence is older than II Ma. Moreover, I would state more clearly that

several eruptive episodes of basaltic volcanism occurred over the Late Miocene

to Quaternary interval, and that some of the volcanism is at least as young as
about 140,000 years.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(7"obe comp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

• In response to this comment and Dr. Arabasz's Comment #7, the third and

fourth paragraphs have been replaced by text clarifying the tectonic history of
the Yucca Mountain area. See the response to Dr. Arabasz's Comment #7 for the

replacement text.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolu_on (To be completed by original ReWewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT-
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II lr I I lr I i iii ............. I ___ !1/1 ii -

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

I III ' 11111 III IIII I , I'll Pl I I '-_- ....

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 7 of 31 5. Revision Dratt/Date Auq ust 1991

2. Date November.lit 1991 ...... -_ 6. _ectlon ....1.3.,1_.

3, RevtewerK. V, Hodqes 7. Page 1-23

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph.:Fi.cI"ure 1-5

ii i lp __ i ii pll

9. Comment

On Figure 1-5, the faults and boreholes are hard to distinguish. I suggest

using an even thicker (perhaps grayed) line for the boreholes.
END OF TEXT

II I I i '='.... I I iii I . I ___

10. ProposedResolution(To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Distinction between faults and boreholes will be improved on the graphic in
Figure i-6 (previously Figure 1-5) as suggested by Dr. Hodges.

END OF TEXT

II_l II I III r ii I i i' I

11. Resolution (7"obe comple_d by original Rev_we_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

lit I llllli ----- II I IIII I II
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 8 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Au qust " 1991 _

2. Date November II, .199!.......... _ 6. Se_ion .2.3.1 ....... _ .............

3, Revlewer K. V,._.F,,odqes ......... 7. Page 2-7_f ......... .

4. Organizatio0_.MIT _ ........ 8. Paragraph- all ......... -

9. Comment

Although I am not a hydrologist, my reading of Section 2.3.1 prompts me to

make some comments pertaining to the relationships between the structural

setting of the proposed repository and its hydrologic characteristics. It has

long been recognized that the "effective" permeabilities of real rocks on the

outcrop scale is often orders of magnitude greater than the measured

permeabilities of intact rocks in the laboratory. The most likely explanation

" for this in upper crustal rocks is that interconnected fracture networks

: control effective permeabilities by providing fast flow paths. As a

consequence, any hydrologic model applicable to the real world must include
some inferences about the manber, size, distribution, tortuosity, and

=- interconnectivity of fractures in the area under scrutiny. A number of studies

referenced in the ESSE have been predicted on such inferences, but all of them,

in my opinion, suffer from an insufficient basic knowledge of the fracture
field in this part of the Basin and Range Province.

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team concurs with Dr. Hodges' position that "it is

imperative that the hydrologic models of Yucca Mountain be based on data

' rather than theory" and that the results published to date "suffer from an

insufficient basic knowledge of the fracture field" and other significant

_/ hydrologic characteristics of the site. This conment is similar to that

posed by Dr. Vogel. (see response to that comment), which identified the need

for improving the recon_endations for future activities discussion. This

discussion emphasizes the need for site-specific data to address several

geohydrologic issues including the need for establishing the spatial and

temporal variations in the Fracture characteristics associated with

stratigraphic units located at Yucca Mountain. No additi_ nal response is

- proposed at this time.
END OF TEXT

-

. 11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTIN UATION SHEET)
..... I IIII 'III' LI I P'I I - --, I "_" ....... _ ........ III II lllrl I I I

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment __._____of 31 3. Name K. V.. Hodqes

(PrintName)

2, Page 2 of 2
4. DateNovember II, 19.91 .........

......... .... I iiiii'Ii i .... . _tilIIIIII _ II IIP I '

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Con_ment ( continued )

I have spent very little time at Yucca Mountain, but I have worked

extensively in many parts of the Basin and Range and I am satisfied that open

fractures are ubiquitous at all scales throughout the province. When I

consider the seemingly insurmountable task of quantifying the distribution of

these structures, I am reminded of the tongue-in-cheek hypothesis (apocryphally
attributed to James Gilluly) that the Basin and Range was shattered when God

took the entire province up to 50,000 feet in late Tertiary time and dropped

it. If we hope to develop a robust hydrologic model of the proposed repository
site, it is imperative that DOE make characterization of the fracture field in

an around Yucca Mountain a high priority in the next stage of suitability
analysis. Without adequate, site-specifier field data that could establish

realistic bounds on in situ permeabilities in the saturated and unsaturated

zones _.___ scale of th#.fac_litv, I would be skeptical about any hydrologic
models of Yucca Mountain.

I believe that the evaluation team has succeeded in presenting a balanced

view of the current state of knowledge about the hydrologic characteristics of

the Yucca Mountain site, but I would urge that the recommendations for further

field work (p:esented in Section 2.3.1.5) be strengthened, lt is imperative,

not simply desirable, that hydrologic models of Yucca Mountain be based on data

rather than theory.
END OF TEXT

c

i
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment _.9___.__ of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date .Auqust 1991

2. Date _:ovember !1 r 1991 6. Section 2,3.5,3.2,1

3. ReviewerK, V, Hodqes 7. Page 2-69

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph 3

9. Comment

The third paragraph of this page uses the age and pristine nature of the

Lathrop Wells volcanic cone to illustrate that there has been little,

large-scale erosional modification of the Yucca Mountain area for a very long

time. Clearly, the significance of this observation is greatly enhanced if the

age of the Lathrop Wells cone is about 135-140 ka, as determined by Turrin et
al. (1991)_ rather than < 20 ka, as detel_nined by Wells et al. (1990).

Although I was asked to review the ESSE base_ on my background in the tectonics

of the Yucca Mountain area, much of my recent research has been in the field of

4OAz./_gAr geochronology and I have the following comments regarding the

controversy over the age of the Lathrop Wells cone.

I think it is safe to say that most volcanologists and igneous petrologists

feel that radiometric techniques are generically much more robust than

comparative geomorphic studies for estimating the age of an eruptive sequence.

There are two complications in the case of the Lathrop Wells cone, however,

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team appreciates Dr. Hodges' cor_ent. However, we

considered it premature at this 'time to support either side of the ongoing

debate regarding the age of the Lathrop Wells cone without additional
information. Additional studies are being considered to further refine the

age of the cone (DePaolo, 1991). At this time, we felt it was more

appropriate for the purposes of evaluating the erosion guideline to discuss
the current evidence, reference the relevant articles, and allow interested

readers to review the published material and judge for themselves.

We recognize that if the cone is more than >I00,000 years old, then the erosion

rates in the area are extremely minor. Should this age determination be

verified, such a conclusion will be _de. Currently, the important point for

the purpose of evaluating the erosion guideline is that even the 20,000-year

age assigned to the cone by Wel].s et al. (1990) and the minor amount of

incision of the cone help provide assurance that the erosion rates at Yucca

11. Resolution (To be completed by odgina/ Reviewer)

Com_,ent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment9 of 31 3. Name K. V. Hodqes

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 3

4. DateNovember Ii, 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

such that the data of Turrin et al. (1991) bear special scrutiny. First, the

half-life of 4°K is sufficiently long that very young (< 200 ka) volcanic

samples contain very little radiogenic 40At and are thus very difficult to date

precisely using the conventional K-At or 4OAr/3sAr techniques. Second, most

successful 4°Ar/39Ar geochronologic studies of very young volcanic rocks have

focused on high-purity separates of potassic phases, such as sanidine, that

naturally have high 4OAr/36Ar ratios and therefore yield more precise ages.

The Lathrop Wells volcanic rocks are both very young and devoid of potassic

phases, making them not particularly well suited for 4°Ar/39Ar geochronology.

These difficulties are mitigated by the fact that the analyses in Turrin et

al.. (1991) were done at the IHO Geochronology Center in Berkeley. In my

opinion, this facility is one of the two best 4°Ar/39Az geochroneiogy

facilities in the world for the dating of very young rocks. They have an

impressive track record of dating early hominid sites in Africa, and attempts

to calibrate the upper end of the 14C age scale has been an important

component of recent research at the center. In short, if anyone can date the

Lathrop Wells cone using 4OAr/39Ar then the people working at. IHO can.

The data in Turrin et al. (1991) are reasonably robust considering the very

young age of the Lathrop Wells cone. Because there is so little radiogenic

4°At in these samples, the analytical uncertainties for individual samples are

enormous; for many individual analyses, the Io error is so large that it is

statistically feasible that the date could be consistent with the < 20 Ma age

estimate of Wells et al. (1990). Fortunately, the uncertainties can be beaten

back by replication, and the resulting weighted mean ages of forth 4°Ar/39Ar

ages are roughly 183±21 ka and 144±35 ka for the two eruptive sequences (Qf3

" and QIs/Qss) identified by Turrin et al. (1991). Considering additional
conventional K-At data (which are currently unpublished) Turrin et al. (1991)

cite a "best-estimate" age of 141_+9 ka for Q13 and 136±8 ka for QIs/Qs s.

Without being able to review the K-Ar data, I can't con_ent on these highly

precise estimates except to say that field relationships indicating that

QIs/Qs 5 is older than Q13 suggest that these uncertainties may be a bit overly
optimistic. A moderate pessimist (like me) might suggest instead that the age

of the LathroT Wells eruptive sequence was somewhere between i00 ka and 200 ka,

but even the worst pessimist wouldn't argue that these data are consistent with

a < 20 ka age for the sequence.

M,w ' 4- %- --4- ! - * "- - " Io._ 3c-nsG zs _,,=_ the flaw J., LL_ _L_,_*ItU of Wells et al (i990) lies in

. the very point that the authors of Section 2.3.5 are trying to make: the very Ilow rates of erosion in the Mojave Desert region make it such that a 100-200 ka
I I __ I " _ -- ............. I I I II! . IIII ......... --
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment9 of 31 3. Name__K" V. Hodqes
(Print Name)

2. Page 3 of 3
4. Date___N°vember llr 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

volcanic cone (Lathrop Wells) looks as pristine as a < 20 ka cone in the Cima

volcanic field. I would strengthen the coherent in the third paragraph of p.

2-69 to include an argument of this kind.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Mountain do not indicate that the potential _:epository horizon could be

uncovered by erosional processes during the next i0,000 years. Thus no

changes to the text are proposed at this time.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(ReviewercompletesitemsI-9.)

1, Comment I0___,.._ _f ::31..!_.__ 5, Revision DraftK:)ate Auqust 1991

Novem_,_:i<"I /____i991 i._._____ . ....2. Date ........... :,_.__. --_ 6. Section 2 3 7 2 2

3, ReviewerK. V, Hodcres 7. Page 2-82

4. Organization MIT _ _ 8, Paragraph

9. Comment

Section 2.3.7.2.2 of the draft ESSE consists of a description of the

sequence of actions used to obtain the necessary information to resolve the
technical issues raised in Section 2.3.7.2.1. These actions, in effect, are

the development of predictive tectonic models that are based on the relatively

recent geologic record. The Congressional mandate behind the ESSE requires the
construction of such models. Given this fact, I think that the Evaluation Team

has responded well. However, it seems to me that the ESSE should include an

explicit statement that geology is traditionally an exp!a_natory science and not

a p__edi_tiv_ science.

As we all know, most earth scientists are concerned with observing ancient

geologic phenomena and trying to postulate the processes that led to their
creation° We are aided in our quest for understanding by principles like

uniforndtarianism; by looking at cause and effect today, we can reasonably infer

cause and effect in the geologic record. "Predictive geology" is predicated on

10, Proposed Resolution (7"0 be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The g$sg Core Team understands Dr. Hodges' concerns about overstating

the confidence that should be placed in "predictive geology." Nonetheless,

predictive geology is practiced by a great many earth scientists in fields such
as engineering geology, flood prediction, and natural-resource assessment,

in addition to earthquake and ground-motion prediction. In each of these

fields, and depending upon the hazard to life and property addressed in the

specific application, the uncertainties are factors of safety (in design) or

estimates of error (where design is not involved)°

As Dr. Hodges has noted, the NRC and EPA re_9_lations that apply to the

high-level waste program, require probabilistic analyses to identify processes
and events that might affect the disposal syste_n; evaluate the effects of thesez

_ processes and events; and estimate probabilistically the cumulatSve releases of
radionuclides, considering the associated uncertainties, caused by all

significant processes and events. A "high degree of accuracy" in predicting

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(instructions on back of form)

I. Comment 10 of 31 3. Name__K. V. Hedges
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2 4. Date. November iit 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

the asm_ption of a sort of inverse uniformitarianism: the past geologic record

is the key to future geologic activity. This is a fascinating field with

tremendous societal importance, but it is presently an inexact science.

Earthquake prediction is one of the most visible examples of predictive

geology. This endeavor absorbs millions of dollars of funding and commands the
full-time attention of many excellent scientists, but it remains a hit-or-miss

proposition.

Perhaps predictive geology will improve in the future (I certainly hope

so!), but DOE, the Congress, and the American people need to confront the fact
that the earth science community does not have the tools necessary to generate

models that will permit the prediction of future tectonic activity _%h____hi_ig_h_

dgaree of accB/Ag_. The very best predictive geologists may quote the

probability of an event of a certain magnitude happening within a certain time

frame, but this probability estimate is inevitably based on a set of largely

untestable hypotheses and is therefore subject to uncertainties that are

difficult or impossible to cgmntify. I don't mean to imply that predictive

geology is a worthless endeavor or that this ESSE should not rely heavily on

probabilistic forecasting, but I think it is imperative that the ESSE contain a
frank statement that tectonic predictions, when stripped of statistical sound

and fury, are not much better than educated guesses.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

radionuclide releases is quite realistically not required by the regulations.

What is required is reasonable assurance that the uncertainty is adequately

incorporated.

The last sentence ("The sequence...as follows:") of the first paragraph

in Section 2.3.7.2.2 will be deleted and replaced with the following:

"lt must be recognized that predictions resulting from the sequential

consideration of these models incorporate the uncertainties that are

inherent in geologic prediction. There is uncertainty not only as to

the effects of given tectonic processes, but also as to what processes

will be acting, and at what rates, in the future. Therefore, reasoned

judgment plays an important role in evaluating this guideline, as it

does in all aspects of site evaluation."
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment ii of 31 5. RevislonDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2, Date_November !lr 1991 6. Section 2,3,7.2.2 ......

3, Reviewer K. V. Hodqes 7, Page 2-83 .........

4. Orgar_ization MIT 8. Paragraph 2

9. Comm_mt

In paragraph 2, the ESSE includes a comment that "The last four million

years of this chronology...are most directly relevant_ but in the southern

Great Basin the last 15 million years or more provides an essential context for

understanding both the nature and rates of tectonic processes during the

Quaternary Period". I agree that one must have a perception of the Cenozoic
extensional history of the region in order to understand the Quaternary

tectonics, but this comment might be taken as indicating a belief that the

rates of various tectonic processes integrated over the last 15 million years

is an adequate indicator of the expected rates of these processes over the

Quaternary Period (or the next I0 ka, for that matter). If this is the

position of the authors of this section, than I disagree strongly. The rates

of Neogene extension in the Death Valley region (including Yucca Mountain) are

highly dependent on the time slice over which we choose to integrate
deformation. If we look carefully at one small area of the region (central

Death Valley itself), we find that a minimum estimate of the average extension

10, ProP0sed Resolution(Tobecomp_dbyESSE Co_Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Hodges that the main point of the

quoted statement is that the studies will focus on investigating the late

Pliocene and Quaternary while gaining enough evidence regarding the earlier
Cenozoic Period to understand the tectonic context.

Proposed resolution: Revise the next to the last sentence in the second

paragraph on page 83 to read:

"The last four million years of this chronology, i.e., the late Pliocene

and Quaternary, are the most directly relevant to understanding the nature and

rates of tectonic processes that may affect the site. However, the geologic

record of Cenozoic extension, principally mid-Miocene (about 15 Ma) and later,

provides an essential context for interpreting the evolutionary nature of
tectonism in this area of the southern Great Basin."

END OF' TEXT

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyorigin_ Reviewe_

Cozmnent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

=
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment ll of 31 3. Name K. V o Hodqes
(Print Name)

2. Page 2____of 2 4. Date November II, 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle on_

9 Comment ( continued )

rate over the past 9 million years is 6.4 - 2.7 mm/a while a maximum estimate

for average extension rate between 15 Ma and 9 Ma is 10.5 - 5.8 mm/a (McKenna

and Hodges, 1990). This implies to me that Neogene extension in the region was

episodic, not periodic, over time scales of less than 5 million years. This
observation means that we can't use strain rates established for the Yucca
Mountain area over the past several million years to predict strain rates in

the future at a time scale of 104 a. Clearly, the most robust estimates of

future deformational activity at the proposed repository will be derived

through detailed neotectonic studies aimed at establishing the deformation

history over the last 104 to 105 a. If DOE wishes to prioritize its efforts,
then I believe that future studies of the pre-Quaternary tectonic evolution of

the site must have a low priority.

I_would urge that paragraph 2 contain a clarifying statement that signifies

that neotectonic studies have a far greater importance in site evaluation than

investigations of pre-Quaternary structures.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems1 - 9.)

1. Comment 12 of 31 5. RevisionDraft/Date..Aucrust 1991

2, Date November 111 1991 ....... 6. Section 2.3.7.2.2

3. ReviewerK, V. Hodqes 7. Page _2- 83 ....

4. OrganizationMIT ............... 8. Paragraph 2 ......

i _ I _ I , I rR I I i I II __ i11

9. Comment

At the bottom of the second paragraph, the word "geothermometry" is used in
an unusual and confusing way. A better term here would be "geothermal
gradient" or "thermal structure".

END OF TEXT

IIII Iml
I II 11 rlI I

10. ProposedResolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core 'reamagrees with the more appropriate terminology, "thermal
structure,w and will make the change in paragraph 2, page 2-83.

END OF TEXT

......... .= -- _ III I I IIII I IIPI .................

11. f _esolution(7'0be completed by origina/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 13 of 31 5, Revision Draft/Date A_.%qus_tt1991

2. Date November 11_ 1991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.2.1 .........

7. Page 2-913. ReviewerK. V, Hodqes __-

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph 2

9. Comment

The sentence beginning "In the detachment model, however..." in the second

paragraph is very confusing to me. Detachments are simply low-angle
omissional faults with major displacement that help to accommodate extension

in regions such as the Basin and Range. Subsidiary faults in the hanging walls
of detachments can have a variety of geometries ranging from listric to

planar-rotational. In the realm of curved faults, there are documented

examples of "normally" listric faults (steep at high structural levels, curving

to shallow dips at low structural levels), "inversely" listric faults

(shallowly dipping at high structural levels, curving to steeper dips at lower
structural levels). In the Panamint Mountains, west of Death Valley, I have

seen several examples of extensional faults that change from steep to shallow

dips a_long strik_rather than down dip, as is the case for a classical
"listric normal fault". My point is simply that the existence of one or more

detachments in a tectonic model does not automatically imply the geometry of

10. p,,.,_,,_osedResolution(Tobe comple_dbyESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Hodges' points that the existence of

a detachment does not automatically dictate the geometry of subsidiary faults

and that the shape of faults conm_only changes along strike. A more general

definition of detachment faults, as used in this report, would clarify the

intent of this section, as well as the context of later references to listric

faulting.

The first two paragraphs on page 2-91 will be replaced with the first

three paragraphs of the response to Dr. Cambray's Comment #i, a composite

rewrite of Section 2.3.7.3.2.1.
" END OF TEXT

=

11. Resolution (To be completed by originN Rev_we_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1, Comment13 of 3__!1_ 3. Name K. V. Hodqes
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4, Date_November 111 1991

I iii i iii '| I II I i I I ....

5, Comment or ProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

subsidiary faults.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 14 of 31 5. Revision DraWDate Auc[ust 1991 .....

2. Date November II, 1991 6. Section2..3.7.3.2.1

3. RevlewerK. V. Hodqes 7. Page 2-91 & 2-92 _

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph -

9. Comment

There is an implication on this and the following page that the basic

justification for the existence of detachments in this area is the case that

can be made for a single, master detachment that has a breakaway zone in the

Spring Mountains and continues beneath Bare Mountain, the Bullfrog Hills, and

perhaps the Grapevine Mountains (Scott, 1990). This argument is highly
controversial and largely conjectural. As far as I know, there is no evidence

that the normal faults mapped in the Spring Mountains are kinematically linked

to a major, regional detachment, and there is no reason to believe that the
basal detachments exposed at Bare Mountain, in the Bullfrog Hills, and in the

northern Funeral Mountains are the same structure.

Regardless of whether or not the interpretation of Scott (1990) is correct,

I think it highly unlikely that detachments do not occur beneath the Yucca
Mountain area because such structures are ubiquitous in this part of the Basin

and Range. I anl concerned, therefQre, in the apparent linkage on page 2-92

10. PmposedResolution('l'obecomp_tedbyESSE Co_ Team)

Together with Dr. Hodges' previous comment (#13), Dr. Cambray's Comment

#1 precipitated a major revision involving both reorganization and additions,
of Section 2.3.7.3.2.1. The ESSE Core Team proposes that the revision,

provided in response to Dr. Can_ray's Comment #I, allows for consideration
of detachments of less than regional scale (including the attribution to Scott,

1990), active or inactive, while preserving discussion of the considerable
evidence for detachments in the structure of Yucca Mountain and environs.

END OF TEXT

11. r_esolution (To L,_ecompleted by origina/ReWewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment l4 of 3,1 3. Name_K._V. Hodqes
-- __,__j ,,,,_

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date,November llt 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

9 Comment ( continued )

between uncritically agreeing with Scott and believing in a detacbJnent model.

I suspect that this linkage arises from the use of a definition of "detachment"

that includes the presumption of regional extent. In other words, some people

reserve the word "detachment" for low-angle normal faults that are exposed over

a large region. I think this is a terrible presumption that is not made by

most structural geologists working in the Basin and Range. The working

definition of a detachment is a low-angle normal fault that appears to have had

large throw and has served as the basal decollement for second-order normal

fault sets. There are plenty of examples of major detachments that are exposed

in only one range in the Basin and Range. The common working definition of

detachment seems to be that used by Wright (1989), and I daresay that most

structural geologists working in the Death Valley region would be more

comfortable with his less conjectural view of the structural architecture of
the Spring Mountains - Death Valley corridor.

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, C,omment 15 of 31 5, Revision Draft/Date _.A.uqus'l;:1991 _

2. Date No_.._v.en_ber11,__,,19__9!........ ...... 6. Secti,on 2o 3.7.3.2, ]. __._.___.

3. Reviewer K. V. Hodqes 7, Page .2-92 --._ .......... _- _

4. O,rg,an,izatJon MIT 8. Paragraph 3 ..........

9. Comment

The term "tensional separation" in the third paragraph is inappropriate;

"tension" and "extension" are not the same things. Why not just say that

high-angler normal faults at the surface flatten downward to become

low-angle, ductile shear zones in the middle crust?
END OF TEXT

10, Proposed Resolution (7'0 be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Proffett (1.977) represented, as one mechanism for changing the dip of

earlier faults in the hanging wall, sagging or folding of the hanging wall into

the opening that otherwise would exist from the pu].ling away of the hanging
wall from the footwall along a lis'tric fault. Therefore, the sense of the

near-surface effect needs preservation.

In the first occurzence (the second sentence of the paragraph en page

2-93), change to read_ "...listric faulting, steeply dipping near the surface

but decreasing in dip with depth until the extension is accommodated by ductile

flow." Change the last sentence of the paragraph to begin, "The tendency for

extensional openings at the shallow, steeply dipping fault segments was

accommodated principally by ..."
END OF TEXT

1, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instruct/cns on back of form)

(R.evle.wercompletes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 16 o_ 31 5, RevisionDraft/Date,AU..qust 1991

2. Date ::Novez_be!_ 11,: ! 991 ........... 6, Sect:ion 2.3,7.3.2,1 ....__ ...............

3, ReviewerK. V. Ho__ge,S..... . : : :.._ : 7, Page 2-93 .............

4, Orgemizatlon MIT ._... ............ 8, Paragraph _ ___:....._ ..

.... i ........... -"'1 i _ lE] =L ...... iiiiii iiii " ;J : IIII " --slI_--:J _?:7:LTI : --- : I'="C ......

9, Comrr_nt

The first paragraph on this page reviews estimates of the depth of a major
detachment beneath Yucca Mountain presumin9 that such a structure occurs. I

think that it is important to say that any cross-section constructed from
surface data and limited drilling information is an interpretation. Many

structural geologists are enamored with computer balancing of cross-sections to

the extent of believing the results as gospel. While it is true that a

balanced cross-section has a much better chance of being correct than an

unbalanced cross-section, a balanced cross-section is invariably non-unique.

If a major detachment occurs beneath Yucca Mountain, its depth is clearly very

important because it could serve as a fast pathway for radionuclide transport
if it was not far below the repository. This makes it extremely important, I

think, to make establishment of the structural a=chitecture beneath Yucca

Mountain a high priority in DOE's future plans. Based on the experiences of

the oil industry, it is safe to say that the most cost-effective way of

improving our unde rs_tanding 'of the subsurface is through seismic imagingI , II IIIII ...... I III [ I= 1 i I ' ". ....... i- _- ' _ " _ ,

10. Proposed Resolution (7"0be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with most aspects of this comment. However, it

is important to recall that the hydraulic potential increases at depth beneath

Yucca Mountain (except to the north and west of the site, where the

potentiometric surface rises above 800 meters)r providing the potential for

upward flow. Therefore, neither the underlying carbonate aquifer nor a

postulated detachment within or below tile lower part of the saturated tuff

section would provide fast pathways for the transport of radionuclides that

might escape the repository. Also, it is not readily apparent that even
problem-oriented _h_/19_ drilling will shed much direct light on the presence

or geometry of a detachment at depths of kilometers.

The following sentence will be added to the revised Section 2.3.7.3.2:

"The differences between these interpretations probably cannot be resolved,

nor can other alternatives be identified, until the structural architecture

11. Seso,lution (To be completed by original Rewewer)

Cogent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

1 Com_nt_.__.of.31 3 Name K, V Hodqes
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4 Date N__ozen_e_ i_!, 1991 ...............

5 Corr_rn_nt or Pro_d Reso_on or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

techniques augmented by problem-oriented shall:_w drilling of critical areas.

lt is particularly important to wait until _f_ _ the seismic work to select

sites for drilling, because it will then be possible to limit the number and

depth of necessary drill holes and thereby keep costs to a minimum.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolut.ion ( continued )

is explored in greater detail by intensive geologic studies, including

mapping, and to greater depths by geophysical techniques and possibly deep

drilling."
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.,)

1. Comment 17 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date ,A_19 9___1

2. Date,=Novembe..r,, ',1_I. 1991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.2.1
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4. OrganizaUon NIT 8, Para0raph 2 ,
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9. Comment

Differences of opinion between those who argue for a northwesterly

alignment of the Crater Flat volcanic zone (e.g., Crowe: 1990)and those who

prefer no clear aligrm_ent or a northeasterly trend (e.g., Smith et al., 1990)

are highlighted in the second paragraph. I think it is extremely important to

note that all latest Pliocene to Quaternary eruptive centers lie along a
northwesterly trend and only the relatively old (2.8 Ma) Buckboard Mesa center

lies off the trend. Coupled with differences in chemical variation trends

between the Buckboard Mesa rocks and rocks from the Crater Flat volcanic zone,

this observation makes it reasonably safe to concur with the assessment that

there is no indication from the surficial migration of latest Pliocene -

Quaternary eruptive centers that there is an unusually high risk of a volcanic

eruption at Yucca Mountain.
END OF TEXT

.......... _T7 ...... II I _l' "- I ._ II _Wllfl . ".... milli ' II .... J ,

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with the comment, but we do have an obligation
to report published scientific opinions that are pertinent to site
characterization.

The comparable paragraph in the revision will be changed to read:

"Smith et al. (1990) chose to define their area of most recent

volcanism ("AMRV") based only upon the factor of age, and they did not

include magma c,%mposition and tectonic setting as criteria. The
inclusion of the 2.8 Ma basaltic andesite of Buckboard Mesa allows Smith

et al. (1990) to define an elliptical AMRV that encompasses Yucca Mountain.

However, it should be noted that all Quaternary (< 1.6 Ma) basaltic

eruptive center._ near Yucca Mountain occur inside the northwest trend of

the CFVZ. In the CFVZ model, the geochemically similar basalts erupted

since 3.7 Ma ago within the northwest alignment of the CFVZ are distinct

ImL'._JJ ..... LI:_ .... .... _ ....... . II lp I II . II Ilrl I i I I ii I . -

11. Resolution ('Co be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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2, Page 2 of 2
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

from the basaltic andesite of Buckboaz'd Mesa. The Crowe and Perry (1989)

analysis is considered to be more rigorous, but further investigations

are planned to examine the structural controls on basaltic volcanism.

The structural controls on volcanism are important components of an

overall understanding of Quaternary tectonism. A direct linkage of

faulting and volcanic activity was proposed by Fox and Cart (1989), who
deduced from the con_non occurrence of volcanic ash within the

north-striking fault zones near Yucca Mountain that the Quaternary

faulting and nearby basaltic volcanism have been coeval."
END OF TEXT
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1, Comment 18 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date A_/_ust 1991

2. Date November Ii, 199._1 6. Section 2.3.7.3,2.1

3. ReviewerK. V. Hodqes 7. Page 2-96•,.=,,eamm__:: .....

4. Organization M_T 8. Paragraph 3 _.___ _ -_

g. Comment

The third paragraph of this page is an excellent example of the problems

reviewed in my comments concerning p. 2-83. A strain rate of Irl0 "2 to 3XI0 "2

mm/a averaged over the past 11.5 Ma on faults at Yucca Mountain (Scott, 1990)

does not preclude brief periods of rapid strains during that time period, lt

is impossible to make meaningful comparisons between the averaged strain rates

over a 1.5 million year period (13-11.5 Ma) and the averaged strain rates over

an 11.5 million year period (11.5 Ma to the present). It is simply not a

convincing argument that geologic evidence for a large amount of extension at

13-11.5 Ma compared with evidence of less extension over the past 11.5 Ma

predicts a further drop in the amount of extension for the foreseeable future.
Consider the deformationa! history of the Death Valley region from the

perspective of a paleogeologist at 13 Ma. At that time, the area had been

zelative!y .quiescent for the past i0 Ma. The last previous pulse of activity
had been associated with strike-slip faulting along the Furnace Creek fault

zone and (perhaps) other structures in Late Oligocene time. If our

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE: Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team certainly agrees that short-term episodic rates, which

are averaged with perhaps longer periods of lesser activity or no activity,

must exceed the average.

Following the paragraph beginning on page 2-96 and ending on 2-97, the

following paragraph will be added:

"Note, however, that rates of tectonic activity are typically

variable, particularly within a s_311 locality. Therefore, average

slip rates over long time periods may differ greatly from those during

episodes of greater or less activity, requiring that paleoseismic

investigations be applied within a broad context of the tectonic

history of the specific locale and its geologic setting."
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date NovemberI____i 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resot_ion (Circle on_

9 Comment ( continued )

paleogeologist had observed that a brief period of extreme deformation at 25-23

Ma had given way to a ~i0 million year interval of little deformation, he

might reasonably have predicted a continued waning of deformational activity.
Little would he have known that the next big pulse of deformation was right

around the bend.

I think that the best we can hope for from the predictive point of view

is that the rate of deformation averaged over the last n years at Yucca

Mountain will hold for the next n years. If neotectonic studies can only

provide us with rates averaged over 105 years, then are predictions of future

activity are only good averaged over 105 years. Clearly, a low strain rate

averaged over the next 10s years does not necessarily mean that there will be a

low strain rate over the next I04 years.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 19 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. DateNovembe.r l!J 199i 6. Section 2.3.7.3.2.5

3. ReviewerK. V. Hodqes 7. Page 2-i00

4, Organization MIT 8. Paragraph 4
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9. Comment

The large potentionmetric gradient in the site area is a fascinating

phenomenon. As pointed out by the authors, the collapse of this gradient could

have a profound effect on contaiI%ment of radionuclides. Thus, establishing the

cause and potential for destruction of this gradient must be one of the major

research initiatives during the next stage of site evaluation, and I would urge

the authors to make a strong statement to that effect here. I think the first

logical step will be to map this gradient in better detail and to compare

variations in the gradient with the subsurface geology to see if simple

explanations can be found (e.g., alteration fronts in the tuffs or fault

zones). It seems inappropriate to let first-order studies of this phenomenon

be driven by more convoluted models such as that of Szymanski until simpler

explanations can be ruled out. It also seems important to me to build

large-scale, three-dimensional, numerical models of ground-water flow near the

repository in order to ascertain whether or not the basic structural

architecture exerts a major influence on flow paths through and around Yucca
.... UlII_IIIU • ..-- III I . L .::_:2_ ....... _ ........... i --

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees that the large potentionmetric gradient is a

fascinating phenomenon, that it merits intensive investigation, and that the

effort should first focus on simple geologic explanations. We believe that

earlier responses to Drs. Cambray and Vogel will provide a satisfactory

resolution. These responses are as follows:

Response to Dr. Cambray's Comment #2"

The ESSE Core Team agrees fully with this comment. We propose that the

spirit of the comment (and several other comments) can be met by the

addition of the following sentence to page 2-105, paragraph 2:

"The results of this exploration should be incorporated into

three-dimensional models, simulating both the existing geologic

framework and credible modifications of this framework by tectonic

........... m --- III I 1111111 IPIIIL_ I J I I [I _ _ !11 I I ---

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Co1._nentresolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

___. I ...... _ __._: ..... _ -----"" .'' B I II .... 1111 I .............
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5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resoluti,,n (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

Mountain. If so, we may find that relatively :'ecent tectonic activity is part

of the reason that Yucca Mountain seems_ at this point, to be a suitable waste

repository.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

processes, in order to predict possible changes to the local flow

system and the position of the water table."

Response to Dr. Vogel's Concnent #6 (pp. 2-81 and 2-100 also affects p.
2-105):

The ESSE Core Team agrees that there is a need to understand the large

gradient and the effects of modifying the causative geologic conditions by

tectonic or igneous processes. We believe that the more broadly framed

specific concerns stated in the middle paragraph of page 2-81 indeed

enCOmpass the effects of tectonism on the gradient and the water table beneath

the potential Yucca Mountain site. Similarlyv we believe that the third and

fourth paragraphs on page 2-100 (continuing onto page 2-101) quite explicitly

discuss studies that have been done or are underway to understand the

causative geologic conditions and, for at least one such condition, to

examine the effects of disruption. Finally, in response to Dr. Cambray's

Cona-nent#2, we have proposed adding the sentence quoted previously in this
response.

No additional changes to the text are proposed at this time.
END OF TEXT

rI ii II rrl I II IIIII III li _---_--- " . II I I I
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1. Comment 20 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auc_ust 1991
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3. ReviewerK. V. Hodqes 7. Page 2-i01 & 2-i02

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph,ali
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9. Comment

Section 2.3.7.3.2.6 reviews estimates made in a series of papers by Bruce

Crowe and co-workers of the probability of volcanic activity and consequent

repository disruption over the next i0,000 years. I have read these papers in
some detail and was impressed by the careful approach taken toward risk

assessment. However, I am worried that Section 2.3.7.3.2.6 paints an overly
optimistic picture of our understanding of the volcanic hazard at Yucca Mountain.

It is apparent to me that Crowe and co-workers have an excellent grasp of
the uncertainties inherent in this problem. Many of these are reviewed in

Crowe et al. (1982) and Crowe and Perry (1989). Two quotes from Crowe et al.
(1982) are particularly germane:

"The natural processes involved in the generation, ascent and

eventual eruption of basaltic magma are extremely complex.

There are numerous areas of uncertainty in current geologicI ...... I I__ ---- - _ I I.-_,1 I -- I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Although Crowe and his colleagues indeed have an excellent grasp of the

uncertainties inherent in the volcanism studies, their understanding' has

advanced considerably since the 1982 report quoted by Dr. Hodges. The ESSE

text, in the last sentence of page 2-101, does note that these investigators

took their more rece'nt grasp of the uncertainties into account in arriving at

the latest probability estimates. We refer also to our responses to Dr.

Hodges' Comments #I0 and #18, regarding the uncertainties that, by desi.qn,
are incorporated into the probabilistic estimates. The discussion of future

plans on page 2-105, paragraph 4, is directed principally at increasing

confidence, i.e., reducing uncertainty. The activities specified there

directly address the assumptions that underlie the analyses, including that
of steady-state. Although the current hypothesis is that volcanism is

waning, it is not reflected in current calculations. Planned work could (a)
show that this is not the case; (b) show that it is, but at too low a

level of confidence to merit complicating the analysis; or (c) show that it is

"- I .... L __ III __ _Jll-_: ...... IIIL ._ -- II n I

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

--" I
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9 Comment ( continued )

understanding that limit the ability to predict these processes."

(p. 169)

"The critical point (regarding probability assessment) is whether

rates of activity as determined from the geologic record are

representative and can be projected into the future with

confidence." (p. 171)

The probabilities established by Crowe and co-workers are based on a large

number of assumptions. Chief among these, in my opinion, is the assumption
that the rate of volcanic activity in the future can be predicted by

extrapolating the curve of cumulative magma volume of Quaternary eruptive
events vs. time into the near future. The implication is that volcanic

activity has reached some steady-state. This assumption may or may not be

correct, but it seems fundamental to all of the calculations of Crowe and
co-workers. As I understand their results, the range of probabilities given in

the first complete sentence of page 2-102 reflects uncertainty in the age of

the Lathrop Wells cone and uncertainties in whether or not we believe that

future activity will follow the northwesterly trend of the Crater Flat volcanic

zone. The range does not reflect the importance of the steady-state

assumption; in essence, if the system has not approached steady-state, then it
seems to me that we have no really robust way of predicting future activity

over short time periods.

I believe that Crowe and co-workers have been very careful in past papers

not to "over-sell" their probability calculations, but Section 2.3.7.3.2.6 is

not as circumspect as these papers. The casual reader who has not taken the

tithe to read the papers will come away from this section believing that we can

reliably predict the probability of volcanic disruption of the repository at 6
x 10-5 to within a half an order of magnitude. This section needs careful

rewording to reflect the assumptions behind the probability assessment and to
reveal the fact that these assumptions will be difficult or impossible to fully

evaluate before a siting decision is made.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

actually increasing.

At the end of the first paragxaph on page 2-102 the followi,ug sentence will

be added:
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

"Numerous assumptions that are believed to be conservative underlie the

probability estimates; evaluating the validity of these assumptions and

their importance to the analysis is the focus of the future activities
that are described in Section 2.3.7.3,3."

END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 21 of 31 ,5, Re,v_sionDraft/Date Au_s_t 199.__.!._l__,,____

2. Date November 11__,199! .......... 6. Section_2.3.?.3.__3 ........... ...........

3. Reviewer K. V. Hodcres _ _ ......., ...u, 7. Page 2-10__._.3_3.....

4, Organization MIT _____ 8, Paragraph_2____.__. .___,_

9. Comment

The sentence that begins "Definition of these concerns.,.'"contains too

many substantials. ,
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (7"0be completed by ESSE Core T'_,am)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr, Hodges_ observation, The second
sentence of the second paragraph on page 2-103 will be revised,to read,
"Definition of these concerns has progressed since prepar'ationof the EA, and
recent data and analyse.sindicate that eventual resolution of the concerns is
probable." In the following sentence, w'epropose to replace the word,
"probabilistically" with "in detail."

END OF TEXT

11. Resolutio,n (To be completed by on",glnaJReviewer)

Con_ent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewerco,mpteJ_esItems 1 - 9.)

1 Comment 22 of 31 5. RevisionDraft/Dat,__Lq.U_st____l_991

2. Date November__1991_... _ _ _ . 6. Section_-3 ...............................

3, Reviewer K. V. Hodses 7, Page 2-.....103._.__..._..__________.--_

4, Organization MIT ._ 8. Paragraph 3,
;,
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9, Comment

I would strongly disagree that "resolution of (the fourth) technical iss,ae
is nearly .complete'. I find the presumption behind the pertinent technical

guideline condition that we can ever demonstrate a probably of 10-4 that
volcanism will disrupt the repository in I0,000 years to be patently absurd.
Ever=if volcanism in the area is truly periodic (an open question), we simply
do not have the tools to establish w__.___i/ee_,Qf_._dei_c_p= the,
numerical probability of volcanic disruption. The work of Bruce Crowe and
co-workers demonstrates that this.condition might be met if we are willing to
make a number preliminary assumptions that are next to impossible to evaluate.

The third paragraph of p. 2-103 perpetuates the misconception that geology is a
quantitatively predictive science. Someone must tell DOE and.the Congress that
they are asking the impossible if they want highly precise assurances that the
probability of tectonic disruption is negligible. Ulti_mtely, I believe that
the prediction of volcanic hazard will come down to the following qualitative

(but:educated) assessment. There have been only a handful of volcanic_ "'" ' ! .... ' I II II I IIII I . .. II IIIII .. ] _ I III _-- C " T "__-]_. _C_qC._ _ I

10. P,ro_ Resol_on (To be complet_tdby ESSE Cot's Team)

Again we refer Dr. Hodges to previous responses--in this instance to his
Comments #10, #18, and #20. The reviewer's qualitative but educated assessment
is precisely what the regulations require, except that the experts must be
calibrated as to what is meant by "highly unlikely" and "integrity of the
repository." Ultimately, quantitative assessments are nothing but tools to
organize thinking, calibrate the experts, and support educated, qualitative
assessments. Nonetheless, neither the first nor the last sentence of this

paragraph has been well received, and both seem superfluous and therefore will
be revised as follows:

(a) The first sentence of the paragraph and the beginning of the second
will be revised to r=ad: "With respect to the fourth technical issue, release
by volcanism, recent analyses indicate..."

(b) The last sentence cf the paragraph will be deleted ("Resolution...
. II Jl II ..LI_.. Jl.... IIIII IIIII1..... IRt._: 7:.. IIII I ._ III IIIBI_&IlB_*lmlI_Am_mnmB_LL ....... ___.._ _.. -_Jllm

t 1. Re,solutJ,on (7o be completed by origina/Revia,wer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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2, Page 2 of 2
4. Date_November 1I, 1991

5, Comr_nt or Proposed Resolution or' Resolution (Circle one)

/9 Comment ( continued )

eruptions near Yucca Mountain since Late Pliocene time and the last one

occurred over I00,000 years ago. None of these eruptions clearly would have

disrupted the repository, and the space-time trend of volcanic centers suggests

that future eruptions, if they happen at all, won't occur on Yucca Mountain

itself, lt therefore seems highly unlilL_, that a catastrophic event that

threatens the integrity of the repository will. happen to occur in the next

I0,000 years,
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

nearly complete, ")
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 23 of 31 5. Revision Dratt/Date A.._ust 1991

2. Date Hoven_er 1__. !991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.3
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9, Comment

I like the first paragraph under Recolnmendation_ for Fut_Ir_ Act_yities but

I think it should include a comment about the relative importance of some of
these activities. I think it is much more important to know the current
structural architecture of the site than to arrive at a unified tectonic model

of the ].ast 13 Ma of geologic history. For example, the issue of whether or

not there is a detachment beneath Yucca Mountain is clearly germane to detailed

modeling of groundwater flow and is therefore a critical problem. On the

other hand, establishing W/_ that detachment formed in Miocene time is not

particularly critical to assessing the suitability of Yucca Mountain for a

waste repository.
END OF TEXT

_lldL., li I lit 'nii inlll I[! .... I

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team certainly agrees with Dr. Hodges that an understanding

of the structural architecture is an important first step and that a knowledge

of its historical evolution is important to site characterization only to the

extent that it contributes to understanding that architecture and the

tectonic processes that may act during the postclosure period° We also agree

that prioritization of future work is necessary and desirable, but that task

(or opportunity) was not assigned to the ESSE Core Team. Mattson et al. (1991)

document the initiation of a test prioritization task, but it was focused on

a ranking of activities that could give an early indication of site

suitability against conditions that could potentially disqualify the site from
a postclosure perspective. The ESSE Core Team has recommended that a broader

version of this task should be initiated (See Section 4.4).

No change to the text is proposed at this time.
END OF TEXT

1 __r _ _III++ i J[_+l_II_IHIIRIIIIIIIIIIB_IIIIIIIIII_

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed,
END O? TEXT
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1. Comment 24 of 31 i' 5. RevisionDmft/DateAuqust ].991

2. Date November ii, .1991 _ ___ 6. Section 3.3.3.4.2.1 .....

3. Re,Aewer K. V. Hodqes 7. Page 3.3.3-26 ___

4. Organization MIT .... 8. Paragrap'h 4 ......

9. Comment

The first sentence of the first paragraph after the list of issues should

read: "The wordings for the qualifying and disqualifying conditions are quite

sim/.lar."
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (7"o be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be revised as suggested in this comment.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 25 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1991
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3. Reviewer_K. V. Hodqes 7. Page __3.3.3-27 _ --,.

4. OrganizationMIT _..... 8. Paragraph (Issue 4)

9. Comment

In the same vein as my comments on p. 2-I01 and 2-103, I recommend that a

caveat be placed in the discussion of volcanic hazards on this page. This

could be achieved by rewording the last sentence of paragraph 4 on page
3.3.3-27 as follows:

Given the assumption that the rate of volcanism in the area over

the preclosure time frame can be simply extrapolated from the

eruptive history of the area over the last 4 million years, the work
of Crowe et al. (1982, 1983a) and Crowe and Perry (1989) can be used

to estimate the probability of a volcanic eruption that would
disrupt the site prior to closure.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution ('To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be modified in the last sentence of paragraph 4, page
3.3.3-27, as follows: "Given the assumption that the rate of volcanism in the

area over the preclosure time frame can be simply extrapolated from the

eruptive history of the area over the last 4 million years, the work of Crowe

et al. (1982; 1983a) and Perry and Crowe (1990) can be used to estimate the

probability of a volcanic eruption that would disrupt the site prior to
closure."

END O: TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 26 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date A__uqust 1991_,_

2. Date November !lr 1991 _ _ _ 6. Section 3,3.3.4.3.2

3. Reviewer K. V. Hodqes 7. Page 3.3.3-34

4, Organization MIT 8. Paragraph (Natu.._e and,.,age... )
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9. Comment

Trying to be extremely even-handed, the authors have presented the

positions of both Turrin et al. (1991) and Wells et al. (1990) regarding the

age of the Lathrop Wells cone. I think it i_ important to emphasize the fact

that the dating of volcanic rocks using K-Ar and 4°Ar/39Ar is far more robust

than less well calibrated techniques such as thermoluminescence, cosmogenic

36Ci chronometry, and comparative geomorphology. This section seems to imply

that it's anybody's guess whether the Lathrop Wells cone has an age of 20 Ma or

130 Ma. It is very difficult to dismiss the Ar data as erroneous, and I think

that the authors should express the likelihood that the cone has an age af

> 130 Ma. See my comments regarding p. 2-69 for further discussion.
END OF TEXT

IUI__ .......... 1[ II __ - IIIII I L illll [ mi{ .... lib II I III I __ JIll I __ i I .....

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The age(s) of the Lathrop Wells Volcanic Center has been a topic of debate

(e.g., DePaolo, 1991). Basically, two contrasting data sets are available

that yield very different results in the age of the volcanic center. The ESSE

Core Team feels that the text reliably reflects the uncertainties in the

age(s) of the volcanic center and do not wish to over endorse the K-Ar and

4°At-SeAr data _ets. As presently represented in the text, no bias toward

either data set is suggested. Additional analysis will be carried out to aid

in the resolution of this issue. In either case, the hazard from basaltic
volcanism remains small.

Minor text changes will be made in Section 2.3.7 to clarify this topic.
END OF T£XT

ii _ i -- --_-- --- _Ti_ ._ ..................._ iii i ,l_ll_iE_lllU_

11. Resolution (To be completed bf original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1, Comment 27 of 31 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November !i, 1991 6. Section

3. ReviewerK. V. Hodqes 7. Page 3.3.3-35

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph

9. Comment

Once again, I want to emphasize my comments on pages 2-83p 2-96, and 2-101

regarding the use of past rates of volcanic or tectonic activity to predict the

short-term future. The low frequency of volcanism in the Crater Flat volcanic

zone over the past 4 million years makes it impossible to say much about

short-term changes in the rate of eruptive activity in the recent past.

Without robust constraints on the variations in eruptive rate over the time

scale of I00 years during the Quaternary or the Holocene, how can we hope to

predict the probability of eruptive activity over any i00 year interval in the

future? I presume that Crowe's estimate of the probability of site disruption

by volcanism over the next I00 years is based on the assumption that it is safe

to extrapolate the curve of cumulative magma volume of Quaternary eruptive

events vs. time established by Crowe and Perry (1989) into the near future.

Since the morpholoqy of the Quaternary curve was established using a few points

separated in time by intervals much greater than I00 years (by necessity), this

estimate doesn't seem very robust to me. I think it is unfair to the casual

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Although this comment focuses on the preclosure volcanic hazard, it is very
similar to Dr. Hodges' Comment #20 where he questions the assumptions

underlying the probabilistic hazard calculations by Crowe and coworkers. The

reader should refer to the response to that comment and to the text revisions

proposed in that response.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolu_on(Tobecomplemd _ origin_ RevieweH

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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2. Page 2 of 2
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

reader to present this estimate without further discussion of the assumptions

that go into it.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 28 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date.November 11, 1991 6. Section 3.3.3.4.3.2

3. Reviewer K. V. Hodqes 7. Page 3.3.3-35

4. Organization MIT 8. Paragraph_ (methodolo.gies)

9. Comment

The methodologies behind seismic hazard analysis for the area provide an

interesting example of what I would consider "correct" scaling in hazard

assessment_ The data on which probabilistic models of seismic hazard are based

include historical seismicity records and paleoseismic information deduced from

neotectonic studies. The time scales over which seismic periodicities are

established thus range from 106 to 102 years. This range includes both the

preclosure time scale (102 years) and the postclosure time scale (104 years),
and it seems at least theoretically possible to establish robust estimates of

the probability of significant seismic activity over the next i0,000 years.

This contrasts, in my opinion, with the situation regarding volcanic hazard

assessment, where the established time scales for eruptive periodicity (if the

eruptions are periodic) range only from 106 to 105 years, lt thus seems much

less likely to me that we can establish the probability of volcanic disruption
with high precision.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_dbyESSE Core Team)

Dr. Hodges implies that the sparsity of data for estimating the probability
for volcanic disruption of the proposed repository site results in a high

uncertainty in this estimate. Infonaation provided by Crowe (1991, personal

communication) indicates that the approach for assessing the magnitude of

volcanic hazard at Yucca Mountain rests on use of analogues from Nevada and

southern California, e.g., the Lunar Crater and Cima volcanic fields, to
constrain possible volcanic activity at Yucca Mountain. Because both of these

fields are more active than the Yucca Mountain area, more data from Quaternary

volcanic events are available at those sites. Preliminary calculations suggest
that even at distances of only a few kilometers to ten kilometers from the

center of each volcanic field, consequences would not exceed EPA release limits

(40 CFR Part 191). The support for this position will be determined through

prelicensing interactions with the regulatory agencies, and later during

licensing interactions if the Yucca Mountain site enters the formal licensing
process with the NRC.

11. Resolution(l'obe comple_dbyorig_M Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comrnent28 of 31 3. Name K. V. Hodqes
(PrintName)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date..Nove,"_er 11, 1991
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5. Comment orProposedResolutionor Resolution(Circ/e one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

No text changes are proposed in response to this comment.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 29 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date AUC,mst 1991

2. Date November II_ 1991 6. Section 3.3.3.4.4

3. Reviewer K. V. Hodqes 7. Page 3.3.3-37 and 3.3.3-45

4. organizationMIT 8. Paragraph (_Issue#I, Issue #2)

' ' JI.__. -- I I I' II I,Ir |111 I _ II i

9, Comment

For born Technical Issue #I and Technical Issue #2, the authors state that

they rely heavily on the results of $ubramanian et al. (1989) rather than

synthesize the myriad studies pertaining to seismic response of the facility.

I can understand why they would have done something like this, but I think that

they should briefly explain their rationale for choosing Subramanian et al.

(1989) as the authoritative work. Did it synthesize other works? Was it more

thorough than other treatments? How did its conclusions compare to those of

other papers?
END OF TEXT

._" ' __ I I ., ,,, - i ........... II I _ '_w_ I iii II

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Subramanian et al. (1989) considered the work of various investigations and

case histories that are applicable to the seismic vulnerability of the

potential surface facilities. Text will be added at the end of the first

paragraph on the top of page 3.3.3-45 to further explain the use of the

Subramanian reference: "The work by Subramanian et al. (1989) is the most

recent comprehensive study directly addressing the response of the proposed

repository surface facilities to seisnhic hazard."
END OF TEXT

............ I II I III III I r II I, III I - _ I ii ii I . ilpl

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Con_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment.30 of 31 5. Revision Draft/Date A.._u__ust1991

2. Date November iI, 1991 6. Section 3.3.3.4.4 __

3, Reviewer K. V. Hodqes _ 7, Page 3.3.3-50

4. Organization MIT _ 8. Paragraph last para. of 3.3.3.4.4 ....

' iiiii iiii iiii, _ ii iiii i i i ii

9. Comment

I am not familiar with the methodology used by Perry and Crowe to predict

the likely volume of silicic ash that might fall on Yucca Mountain as a

consequence of eruption of the Coso or Long Valley fields over the next I00

years, but I presume that it involves the same kinds of future projections of
rates of volcanism that characterizes their work on the basaltic activity near

Yucca Mountain. Once again, it should be emphasized that such predictions are

subject to extreme uncertainties; in the case of ash falls from distant

eruptive centers, additional uncertainties involving possible changes in
climactic conditions and prevailing winds complicate the models. Given these

uncertainties, and my concerns expressed in other comments about the

"robustness" of the probability estimates for basaltic volcanism, I find the

last sentence of the first paragraph on p. 3.3.3-50 just a bit too complacent.
END OF TEXT

..... IIIII __ iiii --m
IIilllllI-- __ '11 III .i III I I Ilprl _

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text in the referenced paragraph reflects and is representative of the

conclusions found in Perry and Crowe (1990). Their arguments are considered to

be robust and are based on several considerations of qualitative evidence.. In

reaching their conclusionsF the dispersal axes of eruptions around vent areas

_. is discussed, but was not considered in their conservative approach. For

instance, Miller (1985 and Miller et al., 1982) estimated that an eruption of 1

cubic kilometer of pyroclastic material could potentially deposit 20 cm of ash

• at a distance of 35 km, 5 cm of ash at a distance of 85 km, and 1 cm of ash at

a distance of 300 km. Perry and Crowe discuss all likely locations of future

eruptions and the volumes of erupted ,materials that. would likely be associated

with renewed activity. Large eruptions are considered to be extremely unlikely

with smaller eruptions becoming more probable, but still are considered an

unlikely event. Hence, one conservative approach would be to assume the most

likely event (eruption of 1 cubic kilometer), with a dispersal axis in line

with the proposed site, and determine the amount of ash that would be expected

I I I III I I I _ .... ,,, i ,i= I II _ I l I I I _ .

11, Resolution (7"obe comDleted by original Reviewer)

: Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

to cover the site (I cm). This amount of ash would have no significant affect
on the preclosure operation of the site.

The last sentence in this paragraph does not conclude that the location or

volumes of eruption are certain, only that, in the preclosure time frame,

little probability is attributed to the following sequence of events: eruption

occurs, eruption is associated with an ash component, prevailing winds

distribute the ash to the proposed site, and resulting layer of ash
significantly affects preclosure operations, which results in a failure of the

site to meet the regulatory guidelines.

The last phrase of the last sentence will be changed from " this issue• e , /,

is considered resolved," to "..., this hazard is considered to be properly
bound."

END OF TEXT
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1. Comment 31 of 31 5, Revisio,nDratt/Date,Aucrust 1991

2. Date_Noven_er ii, 1991 6. SectionReferences __ _.....

3. Reviewer K,y, Hodqes 7. Page R-40

4, Orgatl,_z,at}_nMIT ..... -_- ...._.....____. 8. Paragraph . _, , ,

II ....... -Iiii I1 .... L I III¢'-_-m ...................... illi

9. Comment

The reference for Smith et al., 1990 appears twice.
END OF TEXT

_l ......... . ...... . ........ iiiiiiiii I II I II • II ......

1O, Propo_ecl,Reso,lt_n (To be completed by ESSE CoM Team)

The reference list will be corrected as suggested in this comment.
END OF TEXT

... !. _.J L... I III III J ' = " i IIIIJl... I II I I I . IL -- -- .......... _ ' I --. I II I I .....

11, Res,oi_on(Tobe_mp_e_dbyo,n;gin_Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 1 of 5 5. Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1991

2. Date October 30, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.3

3. Reviewer Robert H. Jones 7. Page 3.3.2-15

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 1

9. Comment

Qualifying Condition #I

It is understood that the term "local" in this Qualifying Condition is
interpreted by the DOE to mean within the State of Nevada. This is an

acceptable interpretation but it should be explicitly stated to avoid confusion
over at least one of the rail access route options that is about 400 miles in
length.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resol_ion(Tobecomp_tedbyESSE Com Team)

The Qualifying Condition _, 10 CFR 960.5-2-7(a) states, "The site shall be

located such that the access routes constructed from existing local highways

and railroads to the site ..." which leaves the interpretation of "local" open.

The discussion in the ESSE Report only talks about rail and highway access to

the site from existing rail lines and highways in Nevada. The following will

be added to Section 3.3.2.3.2 to clarify what is meant by local: "...the term
"local" is interpreted to mean within the State of Nevada."

END OF TEXT

11._solution Qb be complemdbyorigm_Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 ,.9.)

1. Comment 2 _. of 5 5. Revision Draft/Date __991

2. Date October 301 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.3.1

3. Reviewer Robert H. Jones 7. Page 3.3.2-15

4. Organizationconsultant 8. Paragraph=._ara. 1 of discussion)

9. Comment

Qualifying Condition #i

The first subcondition prohibits any route that crosses any Federally

protected lands such as National Parks, National Wildlife Refugeesr etc. A
rail access route that was included in the EA was later withdrawn due to

encroachment, however, it is clear from the post-EA work on rail routes that

the avoidance of protected areas is possible and this subcondition can be met.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_dbyESSE OomTeam)

Mr. Jones finds it clear that the present rail spur studies identify rail

alignments that do not traverse federally protected lands. However, to make
this clear to the reader, the following will be added to Section 3.3.2.3.3.3 in

the discussion of "Access Route Characteristics."

"The routing study (DeLeuw, Cather and Company, 1991) provides a

conceptual design for an alignment that does not traverse federally protected
lands. Alternatives to the current Caliente route need to be developed that

have similar characteristics..."
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(7"obecomplemdbyoriginalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9°)

I. Comment 3 of 5 5, Revision Draft/Date.Auqust 1991

2. Date October 30, 1991 6. Section 3.3.2.3

3. Reviewer Robert H. Jones 7. Page 3.3.2-15

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 1

-- I i I I i I ii i __ _

9. Comment

Qualifying Condition #I

The second subcondition requires that the access routes can be designed and

constructed using reasonably available technology. The EA and the post-EA

highway and railroad access studies discuss design and construction in civil

engineering jargon. The implication is that conventional highway and railroad

construction methods are adequate. However, the ESSE Report does not contain

any text that specifically states that reasonably available technology is
sufficient to implement the recommended routes and alternatives. It is

recommended that such text be included.

END OF TEXT

I,I III III -- - -- __

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

We propose to delete the third sentence in the second paragraph of Section
3.3.2.3.3.2 and add in its place "The rail access route for the Caliente route

(DeLeuw, Cather and Company, 1991) indicates that for the conceptual design of
that alignment, including several options, the railroad can be constructed

within the limitations of present railroad engineering practices and normal

operating standards. Additional studies will be needed to identify other

alignments that have similar characteristics. The highway access route can

also be constructed within present highway engineering practices and does not
traverse federally protected lands."

END OF TEXT

-- _- mlll • II _ ...... i I I I ....... j_

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

II -- II .......... I ..... /J _,'_ _ " .
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 4 of 5 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date October 30t 1991 _ 6. Section 3.3.2.3

3. Reviewer.Robert H. Jones 7. Page 3.3.2-15

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 1 .....

9. Comment

Qualifying Condition #i

The third subcondition is that transportation system components need only

to comply with NRC and DOT performance standards: more stringent standards

will not be required. Transportation system components should be defined. I
envision them as: I) the transporter components, truck or train, and 2) the

packaging components, cask and ancillary equipment.

There should be text, or reference to text, in the ESSE Report that

specifically addresses the current performance standards, DOT and NRC, and in

general terms indicates how these are sufficient for transportation to the
Yucca Mountain site. One particular item that bears consideration is the

_m_bient temperature specified in NRC regulations for cask analysis purposes.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The third subcondition specifies that the site shall be located such that

it will not require transportation system components to meet performance

standards more stringent than those specified in the applicable DOT and NRC

regulations, nor require the development of new packaging containraent

technology. For clarification, the following will be added as a new paragraph

after the present third paragraph in Section 3.3.2.3.3.2: "Transportation of

spent fuel in Nevada will not require transportation systeln components to meet

performance standards more stringent than those specified in the applicable

Department of Transportation (DOT) and NRC regulations. Transportation system

components consist of the transporter components (truck or train) and the

packaging components (cask, impact limiters, and personnel shield). The DOT

performance standards that apply to the shipment of spent fuel and high-level
waste are in 49 CFR 173.401-476, 49 CFR 174, and 49 CFR 177. These regulations

apply throughout the United States. The NRC performance standards that apply

to the packaging components are in I0 CFR 71 and i0 CFR 73. These regulations

11. Resolution (7"0 be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment 4 of,_5._ 3. Name Robert H. Jones

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date, October 30, 1991

• i ii iiiim i i i ii iii i

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

also apply to shipments of spent fuel and high-level waste throughout the

United States. Therefore, sitin@ the _'epository in Nevada would not require

more stringent performance standards for the transportation system components. "

With regard to the ambient temperature requirement, NRC Regulatory Guide

7.8 presents a range of ambient temperatures from -20 degrees F (-29 degrees
C) to I00 degrees F (38 degrees C) as part of the initial conditions. The

.guide states that "In the contiguous United States, there is a 99.7 percent

probability that any hourly temperature reading will fall within this range."

The guide also states that "The load conditions given here are considered

acceptable to the NRC staff for use in the analytical structural evaluation of

shipping casks used to transport Type B quantities of radioactive materials."

Table i in the guide gives load combinations that should be used in combination

with specified initial conditions, which includes the above ambient

temperature range.
END OF TEXT

i I I ' IIIIIIIII I ,, I III II I L
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 5 5. Revision Draft/Date _Auqust 1991

2. Date October 30,...199! 6. Section 3.3.2.3

3. Reviewer Robert H. Jones 7. Page 3.3.2-15

4. Organization consultant 8. Paragraph 1

9. Comment

Qualifying Condition #i

The fourth subcondition deals with unacceptable public risk or unacteptable

environmental impacts due to transportation operations. This is actually a

subset of the second Qualifying Condition and will be addressed below.

Qualifying Condition #2

This is a very broad Qualifying Condition that requires public protection

from the hazards of waste disposal from siting through decommissioning.

Included in this is transportation.

The ESSE Report borrows from the EA in examining both radiological and

non-radiological risk to the public. The EA risk assessments were based on

route assLunptions, highway and rail. However, as the Report indicates, there

10. Proposed Resolution (To be complemd by' ESSE Com Team)

Mr. Jones is correct that the routes have and/or are likely to change

from those described in the EA (DOE, 1986). Overall risk of transportation in

the radiological or nonradiological categories is sensitive to primarily total

transit distance, population along the route, and transit time given that cask

characteristics and transit models w lld not change.

Potential impacts reported in the EA were based on routes that cross the

entire country. Thus, changes in routes for a single state like Nevada will

not significantly affect either transit time or distance. Potential rail
routes under consideration by the DOE and highway routes under consideration by

the State of Nevada all. pass through more rural areas than routes described in

the EA. Thus, the population potentially affected by waste transportation

would also be less. Since all the primary factors for risk related to routing

would be unaffected or reduced, overall risk would not be significantly

affected by the route change. This issue wi].l be revisited with final route

11. Resolution (To be complemd by origin_ Re_ewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment5 of 5 3. Name Robert H. Jones

(Print Name) _
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Datell0Ctober 30t 1991

, ii

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

have been route assumption changes since the EA. It is stated in the Report

that the final risk evaluations will be contained in the EIS, and it is further

stated that the actual routes are yet to be selected. All of this not

withstanding, I recommend augmenting the Report to provide some justification

for the continued validity of the EA risk results, pending the EIS.

Since this Qualifying Condition does not specify "local," the issue of

nationwide transport cannot be dismissed. I believe that you should reference

a source or indicate in some way that the national risk of spent fuel and HLW

transportation is essentially independent of the selection of the Yucca Mountain
site.

Conclusion

The transportation of spent nuclear fuel and high level radioactive waste

is a challenging task. However, we have been doing it safely for over 30 years

and have a very good idea of what is required to protect the public and at the

same time operate an efficient, dependable, cost-effective operation. In my
review of the ESSE Report and its referenced documentation, I have concluded

that repository site selection is largely independent of fuel and waste
transportation issues.

My comments on the ESSE Report address the inclusion of additional

information to better support the findings. I concur with the conclusion that

the Yucca Mountain site satisfies the Qualifying Conditions to the levels
indicated.

END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

preferences during the development of an EIS for the repository.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION

COMMENT RESOLUTION RECORD

Peer Reviewsr'sStatement:

I havereviewedthe ESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackage in accordancewith ESSE Peer Review
Plan. My conclusionswith respectto the review cntena of the ESSE Peer Review Plan are:

Adequate

ReviewCriteria Yes: See Comment(s)Nos." No: See Comment(s) Nos.

,n my areas of expertise: _,_. _. ::_._,A. The contentof the ESSE IntegratedEvalu- - c.,.,,_ /,_co #%

ation Packageprovides anunbiasedand o _" ,_ y co_Ts
oDjectivepresentationof informationrele-
vant to the suitabilityissuescoveredby
each guideline,

and higher-levelfindingson the siting o _ r_ cc_,_,,_._1_
guidelinesare balanced and defensible.

Comments 1 through .'_'_" are attached.

Peer Reviewer __-' _ . Date .._.._-//_ _c_/

Commen( Resolution Record

Yes (_L The revised ESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackage adequatelyaddressesmy comments.

,_;o The followingcommentshavenot been adequatelyaddressed:

Commentsnot resolved between the Peer Reviewer and the ESSE Core Team havebeen noted bythe
T&MSS Task Manager,

T&MSS Task Manager _./__ Date -_/Z " / _ '_ '

" Note' May explain adequacy o! comment(s)if needed.

ESSEFIG4.MI$C/5-21.91

Figure B-3. Early Site SuitabilityEvaluation(E_SE) CommentResponseRecord..
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes ffems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 1 of 22 5. Revision Dratt/DateAuqust 1._)9]r....

2. Date November 12, .....1991 6. Section .2.4.

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7. Page 130

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph . .

9. Comment

Total System Release

In Section 2.4.2 of the ESSE document, there is a review of information

(regarding total system releases) which has been obtained since the 1986

Environmental Assessment (EA). Through preliminary performance assessments,

the 1986 Environmental Assessment concluded that, for both the total system and
the engineered-barrier system, the regulatory criteria for release would be

met. Specifically, performance analyses indicated that the expected
10,000-year release of radionuclides was likely to be less than the release

limits specified in EPA standards. The EA analysis identified many sources of
uncertainty, including fracture flow, and oxidizing conditions in the
unsaturated zone.

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Kreamer points out an apparent inconsistency between the results of

the Calico Hills Risk/Benefit Analysis (CHRBA) (DOE, 1991d), summarized in

Section 2.4.2 of the ESSE report, and the judgment of the unsaturated-zone

hydrology peer review panel conducted by Freeze et al. (Freeze et al., 1991

[DOE, 1991g]). This observation illustrates an important aspect of the

performance evaluations for the Yucca Mountain site. Calculations of releases

under the range of expected values for hyrologic properties give results that

are several orders of magnitude below the EPA release limits. [The ESSE Core

Team recognizes that these calculations are, to some extent, model dependent.]

In the case of the CHRBA, a structured approach was taken to determine the

value of gaining new information about Calico Hills unit versus the potential

for extensive excavation into the unit to adversely affect repository

performance. Sensitivity studies were conducted to determine how "wrong" the

hydrologic experts on the CHRBA would have to be about properties of the Calico

Hills unit for current predictions to be completely wrong; i.e., for

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The respondent explains the inconsistency between the Calico Hills

Risk/Benefit Analysis (CHRBA) Team and the conclusions of the Unsaturated-Zone

Hydrology Peer Review Team concerning the value of gaining new information on
the Calico Hills unit. Performance evaluations such as CHRBA are often based

on models, in which confidence must be developed. Data collections from the

Calico Hills unit, as suggested by the Unsaturated-Zone Hydrology Peer Review_.... l ,,, ,,,

--- I| . Iu I 5-
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EARLY SiTE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment l of 22 3. Name David K. Kreamer
(Print Name)

2, Page 2 of 3
4. Date November 12r 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

Calico Hills Characterization Risk/Benefit Analysis

Section 2.4.2 of the ESSE document, reports on the study by DOE (1991)which

was conducted to evaluate the potential impacts of testing in the Calico Hills
Unit. The results of this study reflected, in part, a judgment that, according

" little likelihood that information obtained by testing theto the ESSE, ...

Calico Hills unit would change the conclusions that EPA release limits would be

met." Conversely, Freeze et al., 1991 [DOE, 1991g] state

One of the most critical features of the conceptual hydrologic model for

Yucca Mountain is the postulated ability of nonwelded turfs to attenuate

and retard transient moisture pulses. We encourage early field

experimentation in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff and the nonwelded ruffs of
Calico Hills unit to investigate the validity of this mechanism.

This reviewer strongly supports the recommendation of Freeze et al. and

believes that early characterization of the Calico Hills unit and Paintbrush
nonwelded tuffs is of critical importance. Investigation should not be limited

to surface studies and should be carried out within the next few years.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

calculations to produce releases at or above the EPA release limits. Under

this set of assumptions, the CHRBA team reached the conclusion that new data
from the Calico Hills unit was unlikely to cause release predictions to change

from their current values that are well below the release limits, to values ___,

or e__x_ceedinqthe limits. This does not mean that collection of in situ or
borehole data in the Calico Hills has no value. In fact, when a multiattribute

approach was taken in the second phase of the CHKBA, it was concluded that

testing in the Calico Hills would be likely to improve confidence in the

hydrologic models that serve as part of the basis for predicting perfo_nance.

In the case of the Freeze et al. review (Freeze et al., 1991 [DOE, 1991g]),

the panel was asked to review the current hydrologic conceptual models and

plans for further hydrologic investigations without a specific focus on whether

obtaining new information would change conclusions with regard to compliance

with regulatory criteria. In this case, the recommendation that early field

investigations of the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff and the Calico Hills unit would

provide important tests of the validity of the conceptual hydrologic model is
consistent with the conclusion of the CHRBA when confidence in hydrologic

--- 413
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I. Comment l of 22 3. Name David K. Kreamer

(Print Name)
2, Page 3 of 3

4. Date November 12j_1991
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5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Ctrc/e one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

models was considered in the analysis. An insert will be added to the text on

p. 2-137 in the discussion of the Calico Hills Risk/Benefit Analysis

referencing the conclusions of the Peer Review Panel, chaired by Dr. Freeze,
with regard to the need for testing in the Calico Hills unit to establish if it

attenuates and retards transient moisture pulses.

The current plans for site characterization include collection of

extensive data on hydrologic properties of the Calico Hills unit, both from

surface boreholes, and from as much as 19,000 feet of drifts trending

northeast-southwest as shown on the attached diagram. This drifting is
intended to provide access to the major structural features in and near the

primary repository area, including the imbricate fault zone on the east, Ghost

Dance Fault in the central area, and Solitario Canyon Fault on the west side.

See also the response to Dr. Dreverrs Comment #i for a discussion of

the diversity of reasons for gathering data about the Yucca Mountain site.
END OF TEXT

ii Resolution ( continued )

Team and this reviewer would serve to calibrate and develop confidence in
models used by the CHRBA Team. In the current ESSE document, the CHRBA initial

findings are presented more fully than the suggestions of the Unsaturated-Zone

Peer Review Team, leaving the impression that it is not important to proceed

with data collection in the Calico Hills unit. This unequal presentatic[_ is

probably due to the fact that the Unsaturated-Zone Hydrology Peer Review Team
report was only recently available, (finalized in the sunm_er of 1991). As

noted by the respondent to this peer review comment, current plans call for

extensive data collection in the Calico Hills unit, which seems less in line

with the findings of the CHRBA Team as reported upon in the ESSE. Added

knowledge of the nature and the properties of the Calico Hills unit will be

important to the project, if higher-level suitability with respect to hydrology
is ever to be considered.

END OF TEXT

. I f I JP I IIIIIII IIIILL__
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 2 of 22 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2, Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.4.3.3

3. RevlewerDavid K. Kreamer 7. Page 2-134 & 2-135

4. OrganizationUNLV 8. Paragraph_ (perf°rmance assessment)

9. Comment

Gaseous Movement, Part One- Radionuclide Movement to Ground Surface

Section 2.4.2 of the ESSE includes description of modeling approaches which

were used to describe aqueous and gaseous releases (Performance Assessment

Calculational Exercise, or PACE). The vapor modeling efforts predicted the

expected releases for gaseous carbon-14 would be approximately 15% of the EPA
release limit. However, the same studies indicated many potentially

significant uncertainties existed and the probability of some gaseous releases

exceeding the EPA limit was more than 10%, which is important because the EPA

regulation specifies that the probability of exceeding the limits should not

be greater than i0%.

The gaseous and semivolatile radionuclides which could undergo gaseous

transport at repository temperatures include tritium, C-14, Kr-85, 1-129,

Rn-22, Se-79, Tc-99, Cs-135, and Cs-137. The nuclides which have a

10. Proposed Resolution ('/'obe complemdbyESSE Com Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Kreamer that the performance of the

site with respect to release limits for carbon-14 represents a potential

problem, unless the waste package design concepts were changed dramatically to

guarantee 10,000-year integrity or the EPA release limits are modified. This
situation is believed to result, in part, from the unsaturated-zone

disposal concept. The text in Sections 2.4.3.2 and 2.4.3.3 has been
revised to state that current quantitative estimates of system performance

(e.g., Shuman et al., 1991) approach the carbon-14 release limit. Current
evidence also suggests (e.g., from Van Konynenburgl that the public health

hazard associated with releases at the EPA limit would be insignificant,

especially in comparison to natural sources of carbon-14. Since
additional information may change the current conclusion, or EPA may

revise the release limit for carbon-14, the ESSE Core Team believes that a

lower-level suitability finding can be supported at this point. The last

paragraph of Section 2.4.3.3 was changed to read:

11. Resolution(T obe complemdby original Reviewe_ "

The stringency of the EPA limit on gaseous carbon-14 release is said by
some to border on the absurd. Yet, with the present regulatory structure, it

is tenuous for the ESSE Team to support suitability of any kind for the Post-

closure Guideline, unless the release limits are modified.
END OF TEXT
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5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

sufficiently long half-life to be present in significant amounts after the 300

to i000 year containment period are: C-14, 1-129 and the semivolatiles Se-79,

Tc-99, and Cs-135. Based on work presented by Dr. U-Sun Park, potential

gaseous release of 14CO2 from the reference conceptual design waste packages

would likely exceed NRC and EPA limits. 1-129 would likely undergo some

gaseous release from waste packages, but the inventory will be less than EPA

I0,000 year cumulative release limit. Tc-99 and Se-79 would probably be less

important than C-14 or 1-129 because of lower vapor pressures and dilution in

spent fuel, and Cs-135 would likely be relatively absent in the vapor phase.
It is estimated that some C-14 would be released from the waste container

(spent-fuel matrix) and zircalloy cladding, and further release would continue
with fuel oxidation.

The work of Weeks, Thorstenson, Trautz, LeCain and others indicates that

there is potential for gaseous movement from the repository depth in the
Topopah Springs Member to ground surface in the order of decades. Post-bomb

gases have been found in the shallow unsaturated zone (<ll0m), and rapid flow

is indicated. In deeper members (Topopah Springs) pre-bomb gaseous

constituents are indicated and gaseous migration is thought to be dominated by

diffusion processes. The Paintbrush non-welded turfs seem to constitute a

significant barrier to gas flow, although the influence of the thermal regime

imposed by the repository is unknown. Van Konynenburg (1991) concluded that:

gases could be rapidly transported through the unsaturated zone, that there was
a potential for exceeding EPA release limits, and that the EPA limits were too

stringent with regard to protecting human health and safety.

A discussion of nuclide migration in gaseous form is presented in balanced

form in the ESSE document. The problem and ._ts associated uncertainties are

recognized by the ESSE authors, and better source term definition with perhaps

control (more robust waste containers) is suggested in the ESSE. The stringency

of EPA regulations with regard to gaseous movement is referred to in the ESSE,

but no strong advocacy toward reevaluation of standards is promoted. This

reviewer suggests that a clear, strong position on the relevance oi existing

gaseous standards be made by the technical team. The conclusions of the !986

Environmenta]. Assessment, which indicated that the expected 10,000-year release

of radionuclides was likely to be less than the release limits specified in EPA

standards, should be reexamined to account for the new appreciation of

potential C-14 gaseous release. Little confidence can be associated with a

finding of even low level site acceptability under current, strict regulatory

constraints, and the present understanding of gaseous migration.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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1. Comment2 of 22 3, Name David K. Kreamer
(Print Name)

2. Page 3 of 3
4. Date_ °vember 12_ 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

INSERT FOR PAGE 2-145

"The EPA has recognized that this limit represents a negligible public

health and safety risk and may not be consistent with the public

health and safety risks established in other standards (Clark and

Galpin, 1991; Van Konynenburg, 1991). Thus, the release limits for

carbon-14 may change, or it is possible that additional information
about the source term could change the conclusion that the system

guideline is met. Therefore, the Core Team feels that a lower-level
suitability finding can be supported for the Postclosure System
Guideline."

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 3 of 22 5. Revision Draft/Date.Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12, _1991 6. Section

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7. Page .......

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph

9. Comment

Gaseous Movement, Part Two - Vapor Movement

The flux of water vapor in the vadose zone is a crucially important factor
in understanding liquid water migration in the unsaturated zone at Yucca

Mountain. Arquably the most important factor in the characterization of the

site involves subsurface water movement and its sustainable flow to a

repository location. Vapor flux has an important impact on subsurface water

movement in two major ways: the near field impacts of water vaporization and
recondensation, and the flux of water away from the site with associated
drying of the vadose zone.

The volatilization of water due to the burial of heat generating waste and

its subsequent recondensation will likely form zones of higher than normal

moisture content at some distance from the waste packages. This process of

creating moisture "umbrellas" or "envelopes" around waste drifts may be

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Kreamer notes that near-field redistribution of moisture due to the

repository-induced thermal perturbation was not discussed in the geohydrolog_.

section and notes that additional clarification is needed. We agree, and a
text insert has been prepared for Section 2.3.3, the Postclosure Rock

Characteristics section, because this is where i0 CFR Part 960 focuses these

types of concerns. The insert includes a discussion of important insights

gained from recent modeling studies relating to fluid (both liquid and vapor)

movement. The effects that are specific to features of the conceptual
repository design, such as preferential flow in the region around the central

access drifts or between panels, have not been addressed because the current

conceptual design has not been accepted for further development, nor do we

believe it is necessary to assume a specific design geometry in order to

evaluate the post closure guidelines. On p. 2-45, the first paragraph of the

section titled "Hydrologic and Geochemical Characteristics" will be replaced
with the following six paragraphs:

11. Resolution (7"0 be completed by original Reviewer)

The near-field redistribution of moisture is important to consider both

during and after the anticipated thermal pulse. The proposed addition to the

ESSE document in response to several peer reviewers' comments is a good one.
As ii stated in the proposed addition to p. 2-45 of the ESSE, "the flow of

water vapor and condensate driven by the heat of decay may dominate the ambient

hydrological system, " and "because of the low matrix permeability of the host
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9 Comment ( continued )

augmented by disturbance and fracturing of the host rock up to several meters

by the drilling of drifts to house and transport waste material. The
accumulation of water at distance around drifts is potentially important,
because of the recondensation process in cooler regions away from the waste

packages, and redistribution of moisture which could cause positive water
movement downward Zones of liquid water near the repository could serve as a

location for accumulation of radionuclides potentially escaping the engineered

barrier system. Recent models of temperature distribution (Eric Ryder, Sandia)
under several heating scenarios, including the current repository design 57

kilowatts/acre, indicate that spatially, heat will build up unevenly.

Therefore, one can assume that the surrounding moisture "umbrella" will also be

formed preferentially in spatially distinct, cooler regions. In Ryder's

temperature simulations, the central drift, which in the current reference

conceptual design is located between the major heat sources of the lateral

drifts, could potentially be a zone of recondensation and liquid water flow.

The creation or augmentation of vertically downward flow in and around the

repository should be examined to anticipate "weeping" similar to that which
occurs in G-tunnel and other tunnels at NTS. Near-field redistribution of

moisture due towaste package temperature effects is not extensively discussed

in the geohydrology section of the ESSE, perhaps because it is thought to be

quantitatively nonsignificant, or perhaps because field measurements have not

progressed far enough to reasonably quantify flow. This reviewer believes
that some additional clarification of near-field moisture redi ....ribution,

particularly with regard to the central drift is appropriate.

Advective movement of water vapor through the unsaturated zone could also

be a mechanism for drying, and hence reduction of the potential for downward,

or lateral Water flow in the vadose environment. The flux of water vapor out

of the unsaturated zone directly addresses the issue of sustainability of water

to a potential contaminant source, and travel time of water in unsaturated
fractured material. Measurement of appreciable quantities of water vapor

exiting subsurface at UZ6S indicates that this drying mechanism may be

significant. Tracer techniques and infrared methods, such as those
demonstrated by C. Johnson, may be useful in characterizing gaseous exudation

from Yucca Mountain. Quantification of water vapor migration warrants

additional attention in future site characterization efforts.
END OF TEXT

10 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

"Much has been learned since the EA about the thermohydrological effects
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that are anticipated from the dissipation of radioactive decay heat in the

unsaturated fractured host rock. Numerical models have predicted the

time-dependent temperature distribution within the host rock and surrounding
hydrostratigraphic units for various repository design concepts, thermal

loading'densities, and waste receipt and operating scenarios (Ryder, 1990 and

1991; Ballou et al., 1990). Most of these models involve spatial and temporal

superposition of heat conduction calculations to account for the emplacement of

individual heat sources over the operational life of the repository and the

radioactive decay. Areal power densities (APDs) ranging from less than 20 to

greater than i00 kW/acre and average waste ages from I0 to 90 years have been

modeled. These models do not account for fluid phase changes or heat transfer
mechanisms other than heat conduction.

A field experiment to investigate the physical processes that should be

incorporated into the models describing thermohydrologic and geochemical
processes in fractured, porous, densely welded tuff was conducted at. G-Tunnel

on the Nevada Test Site (Buscheck et al., 1991b). The experiment used a

heater placed in a horizontal orientation, and results show that predominant

heat flow mechanism was heat conduction (Buscheck and Nitao, 1991b). Fractures

appeared to serve as the predominant flow paths for gases and liquids, and

fracture permeability to air increased somewhat due to the heating-cooling

cycle. This experiment did not show any mechanisms or phenomena that would

indicate that tuffaceous rock is unsuitable for siting of the repository.

Hydrothermal model calculations have been performed for a wide range of

fracture and matrix properties in the unsaturated 'zone using simplified

repository geometries. These models include boiling and condensation effects,

convection of latent and sensible heat, and thermal radiation. In general,

these models predict a drying-out of the near-field rock by boiling of the

vadose water in the rock matrix and the flow of water vapor through fractures

to cooler regions where it condenses. Because of the very low matrix
permeability of the host rock, this condensate will drain considerable

distances along fractures before it is totally imbibed by the matrix. The

combination of vapor flow aw ° from the heat source and gravity-driven

condensate flow down fractures tends to promote shedding of condensate off the

sides and away from the boiling zone. This condensate shedding effect was

observed during the G-Tunnel heater experiment (Buscheck et al., 1991b;
Buscheck and Nitao, 1991b).

Recent hydrothermal model calculations over a range of fuel ages and APDs

(Buscheck, 1991) have shown the potential for significant boiling and rock
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dry-out benefits for high APDs (i.e., APD > 80 kW/acre). For 60-year old

pressurized water reacters (PWR) fuel and an APD of 114 kW/acre, these

calculations show near-field temperatures remaining above boiling for 5,000 to

I0,000 years, with the rewetting of the dry-out zone to ambient saturation

requiring i00,000 to 200,000 years. The probability of fracture flow reaching

a waste package is greatly reduced by near-field boiling conditions. While

the dry-out zone is rewetting to ambient saturation, matrix flow will be

directez back towards the repository. Buscheck (1991) found that much of the

rewetting of the dry-out zone occurs from below the repository horizon. The

resulting upward matrix flux below the repository will retard matrix-dominated

radionuclide transport towards the water table.

For a range in expected repository fracture and matrix properties,

hydrothermal calculations of the repository show the predominant heat flow
mechanism to be heat conduction (Buscheck, 1991). The volume of rock dry-out

and the duration of near-field boiling conditions was found to be dependent

primarily on (I) the thermal properties of the unsaturated zone and (2)

thermal loading conditions. Moreover, mass flux rates generated by

condensate drainage for high APDs are much greater than current estimates of

infiltration flux. The modeling study by Buscheck (1991) showed the duration

of near-field dry-steam boiling conditions is insensitive to a wide range in
infiltration flux and initial saturation distribution.

Buscheck (1991) found that, for APDs as low as 20 kW/acre, the flow of

water vapor and condensate driven by the heat of radioactive decay may

dominate the _nbient hydrological system. Elevated temperatures and

condensate drainage have the potential of driving geochemical changes that may

significantly alter the flow and transport properties of the natural barriers

underlying the repository horizon. Key concerns include whether hydrothermally
induced zeolitization of the vitric nonwelded Calico Hills unit may

significantly reduce its capacity to retard fracture-dominated flow. Because

of the potential for substantial boiling and rock dry-out benefits at high

APDs, the impact of these uncertainties may be significantly reduced.
END OF TEXT

11 Resolution ( continued )

rock, this condensate will drain considerable distances along fractures before

i% is totally imbibed by the matrix." The drilling and emplacement of tunnels

and drifts is projected to create fractures in the host rock surrounding the

repository in addition to any naturally occurring fractures. The vaporization/
recondensation process has the potential to move water along these fractures
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ii Resolution ( continued )

and concentrate this moisture, thus raising its fluid pressure and promoting
gravity-driven flow. Cooling regions and associated condensation would

surround the repository, and water movement would not only include "shedding...
off the sides" and "rewetting of the dry-out zone.., from below the

repository" as stated in the proposed addition to p. 2-24, but also downward

movement fro_ water above the repository. Because of the distance separating

the rows of drifts from either side of the central tunnel in the present

conceptual design, heating will likely be spatially nonuniform, and overlying
condensate will likely also be nonuniform; perhaps more concentrated in the

region of the central drift. The response of the ESSE Team to the comment of

this peer reviewer expresses some optimism on potentially beneficial near-field

properties associated with heating/drying, based on hydrothermal modeling

studies. Confidence must be built in these cited modeling studies, and their

simplifying assumptions must be scrutinized and tested. Nonuniform heating of

the repository environment remains a challenge and is certainly not well enough

understood at present to warrant higher-level suitability findings.
END OF TEXT

II1[ I Ilia I I I II I I '
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9. Comment

Flow of Water Through the Vadose Zone (Unsaturated Zone)*

The primary questions of time of travel and sustainability of flow through
the vadose zone are central issues of importance to Yucca Mountain site

characterization. This reviewer has several associated concerns, which are

documented in the following list.

I. Modeling of flow in the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain has been to a large
extent based on simplifying assumptions which have not been fully verified by

field observations. There has certainly been a _een interest in the

development of theoretical modeling approaches; these predictive approximations

must be grounded in appropriate, defendable assumptions. It is this reviewer's

observation that many assumptions used in Yucca Mountain vadose zone modeling

need to be pz'operly verified. Freeze et al. [DOE, 1991g], in their recent

unsaturated zone peer review, specify that there needs to be continued

10. Proposed Resolution (TO be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team fully agrees with Dr. Kreamer that the predictive

approximations associated with theoretical models must be well-founded on

the basis of a systematic investigation that couples an integrated field and

laboratory experimental program with a model development effort and that

exa_ines the underlying asswnptions used to approximate the complex

interactions controlling flow in the unsaturated zone.

To address this comment and Dr. Vogel's Comment #I, we have added the

following to a new subsection in Section 2.3.1.5 called "Recommendations for

Future Activities:"

•These data should be augmented with a coupled field and laboratory

program that investigates the basic assumptions underlying the models used
for the unsaturated zone and that evaluates plausible mechanisms for rapid

flow through the unsaturated zone." (See paragraph 2, sentence 4 of proposed

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The proposed resolution by modification of Section 2.3.1.5 is acceptable,

although the word "must" should replace the word "should." To achieve a

credible scientific program, data generated MUST be coupled with field data and

labo'ratory calibration and verification. Anything less would be offensive to
...... :__.:__. J .... _,,^._ '_ ,_,_ _,-_4_t,e Tr" __ m_n_ tn h_ar the ESSE team's

._ . .... I'I I I . IIII 111 IIII I . IIHII II I . ".... I IHI-_
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9 Comment ( continued )

evaluation of the assumptions of pressure equivalency across the

matrix/fracture interface and the acceptance of the concept of overlapping

continua. On page 2-20, the ESSE doc_ument echoes this concern, stating that:

To date, studies conducted to better understand fracture-matrix

interactions have focused primarily on the development of conceptual models

based solely on theoretical arguments. The resulting conceptual models

generally incorporate a single-composite continuum approach, a dual

porosity approach, or a discrete-fracture approach. These approaches are

all predicated on simplifying assumptions that require continued evaluation.

The proliferation of computer code usage without complete field calibration,

can serve some useful heuristic purposes, but future field evaluations may show
many modeling assumptions to be inappropriate. In order to encourage cost

effective modeling, field and laboratory evaluations of modeling assumptions
should receive more attention.

* Point of clarification: this reviewer believes that the standard use of the

term "unsaturated zone" is somewhat misleading and not optimal, particularly
with regard to Yucca Mountain which has zones of high moisture content within

the vadose zone. For this review the terms "unsaturated zone" and vadose zone
are used interchangeably.

END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

resolution to Dr. Vogel's Conmlent #I.)

For several reasons, the ESSE Core Team did not consider it appropriate to

change the word "should _ to "must" in the previous text insert, as requested by
Dr. Kreamer in his resolution statement. Because postclosure performance of a

repository involves reliance on both natural and engineered barriers, the

extent to whici= hydrologic conditions "must" be fully understood and modeled

is, in part, controlled by the extent to which the natural setting is expected
to contribute to safe performance of the repository. Therefore, we are

hesitant to state that all models "must" be calibrated by field and/or

laboratory evaluations, because there may be cases where reliance on bounding
calculations, without extensive val'_dation, is appropriate. In addition,

gaining confidence in the .reliability of 10,000-year predictions may require
innovative approaches to validation (e.g., natural analogs), and we do not want
to imply that only traditional m_t'hn:_ =r= _,-_=_I_ _ _._.._ .........

..... t" " "' *" "*""" " ,'= .=._.Lc_J,. J,._(_,._kJl;. ,LL)L L)U- r I

: L_____reluctance to use the word "must"' is that it might suggest the Cot= Team is in
_ -.-- I 'IIIIH ...... III 1111I [ _._LLL_
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i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

a position to make commfttments for the DOE, rather than our appropriate role,
which is to make recommendations to the DOE for their consideration.

END OF TEXT

ii Resolution ( continued )

enthusiastic agreement.
END OF TEXT

I ------J-- I I I '"' I !1 I I I III III __ III .... I I II II .... 1__L/I-
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9. Comment

2. One focus of the Yucca Mountain unsaturated zone site characterization is

the area of fracture/matrix interactions, which is well documented in the ESSE

and given a balanced presentation. The ability of a fracture to sustain flow

has been demonstrated to be inversely related to imbibition of water into the

rock matrix, as controlled by matrix wetting diffusivity. Field evidence

suggests that water pulses can be transmitted to significant depths at Yucca

Mountain (Flint, 1989; Norris, 1989). The possible attenuation of these water

pulses, if downward moving water is intercepted and redistributed, is extremely
important to quantify.

This reviewer corrcnendsongoing efforts to more adequately characterize

imbibition of water into the host rock matrix, particularly with consideration

for chemical alteration which may occur inside fractures. The ESSE comment on

p.2-21, where it is stated that the validity of applying the Richards' equation

to fracture-matrix interactions needs to be determined, is quite suitable if
IIIII III I I I II . IIILLI III I _ I I ] II _ '....... I __

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

We endorse Dr. Kreamer's comment that future emphasis should be placed on
fracture dominated flow and dual porosity flow. The various elements contained

within the discussion of Issue i is intended to convey the need for emphasizing
flow in "fast paths." Additionally, we recognize the need to be able to

quantify the attenuation and redistribution of transient water pulses occurring
through these fast paths.

To add:ess this and other comments, we will add the following to a new
subsection in Section 2.3.1.5 called Recommendations for Future Activities:

"Spatial and temporal variations in the hydraulic characteristics and in the
fracture characteristics associated with the welded, nonwelded, and bedded

ruffs located above and below the repository horizon should be quantified."

(See paragraph 2, sentence 4 of the proposed resolution to Dr. Vogel's Con_nent
#i.)

---i _ IIII II I II .... I I r IIII1 III III _ I III III ........ . ......... 11 II I I I1[

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The proposed resolution by modification of Section 2.3.1.5 is acceptable.
END OF TEXT

|
.... Jill I -. . - _ I I ......... I..... I I I III I IIII Ill l I I II _ Iii ,JPR
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9 Comment ( continued )

any confidence is to be placed in the modeling results. This reviewer also

suggests that modeling and field efforts center on "fast' flow paths,

specifically fracture flow mechanisms which could result in short travel times.
At Yucca Mountain, anomalously high values of chlorine-36 and tritium have been

encountered at hundreds of meters depth. Many tunnels in the area have

fractures which transmit water, particularly in Rainier Mesa at NTS (including

G-tunnel). This indicates the possibility of quick and sustainable flow.

Fractures which transfer water into the tunnels may be encountered at Yucca

Mountain, and therefore modeling efforts should rightfully, as the ESSE

suggests, focus on those mechanisms which provide or inhibit fast, sustainable
flow. Due to small matrix permeability at Yucca Mountain, matrix-dominated

flow should not result in significant vertical movement of radionuclides, hence

future studies should concentrate on fracture dominated flow and dual porosity

flow.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Additionally, paragraph 2, sentence 2 of the new section will state the

following:

•Site-specific data are required to understand and quantify, where

possible, the mechanisms controlling the spatial and temporal distribution and
magnitude of infiltration and the processes controlling the attenuation and
redistribution of transient pulses of water.'

END OF TEXT
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9. Comment

3. Little discussion is given in the ESSE geohydrology section on the possible
changes in fracture permeabilities which could occur with time. Fracture

coatings, which affect fracture aperture size and ability of the matrix to

imbibe water, may accrete or be removed with time, particularly under the

influence of vapor flux and drying. Spatial variation of fracture coatings is

mentioned in the ESSE in the context of a discussion on the validity of

Richard's equation, but temporal variation is not emphasized. This reviewer

suggests that temporal variation of fracture properties be carefully
considered.

END OF TEXT

lib II] .I i
III III II I I I I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Kreamer has appropriately identified an omission in the discussion on

the effects of fracture coatings on fracture permeability and on

fracture-matrix interactions. We agree that temporal changes to fracture

permeabilities are an important aspect that must be considered as part of the
discussion on fracture-matrix interactions.

To resolve this comment, we will revise the sentence beginning on line 6,
page 2-21, paragraph 3 as follows:

"Wetting and drying transients in unsaturated fractures and temporal

changes in fracture coatings may greatly complicate the process. "

In addition, we will add the following to a new subsection in Section
2.3.1.5 called "Recommendations for Future Activities: "

' I III rllr II_-- _____'1111 I ..... _111 II -

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The proposed resolution of the omission, by modification of Section
2.3.1.5, is satisfactory.

END OF TEXT

- I I IIIII
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I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

"Spatial and temporal variations in the hydraulic characteristics and in
the fracture characteristics associated with the welded, nonwelded, and bedded

turfs located above and below the repository horizon should be quantified."

(See paragraph 2, sentence 4 of proposed resolution to Dr. Vogel's Comment #I.)
END OF TEXT

-- m_ i i
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9, Comment

4. Studies of preferentia'l flow are crucial to an understanding of vadose flow

at Yucca Mountain. Variation in fracture aperture width and spatial

distribution of fractures can promote accelerated migration of water due to

preferential flow. Possible factors affecting liquid flow along prefere:c_tial

pathways include: the degree of continuity in fracture networks, dispersion or
concentration of flow in fracture networks, and the degree of fracture-matrix

interaction. This has been well recognized and reported in the ESSE document.

Preferential flow is one of the most decisive issues in developing a credible
conceptualization of flow. The inherent heterogeneities in the natural Yucca

Mountain system will contribute to the development of preferential flow paths,
but these heterogeneities may be impossible to completely predict. The

development of stochastic models which assign probabilities to flow scenarios
is an important corollary step which has been undertaken,

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obecon_dbyESSE Com Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Kreamer's comment, which identifies the

importance of preferential flow. No modifications to the text are proposed at
this time.

END OF TEXT

11, Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyoriginalReviewe_

The agreement on the importance of preferential flow is noted.
END OF TEXT
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9. Comment

5. .Just as preferential flow paths induced by fracture distribution are

important to an understanding of vadose flow at Yucca Mountain, studies of ,,
wetting front instability are potentially pivotal. Fingering of water flow can
lead to a dramatic effect on flow in unsaturated fractured media. It is

encouraging that study of these effects are being pursued in the Yucca
Mountain site characterization; it is not encouraging that so few modeling

approaches have provisions for this gravity driven fingering of liquid water,

which can allow large portions of the vadose zone to be bypassed.
END OF TEXT

10, Proposed Resolution (To becomplemdbyESSE Co_Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Kreamer's comment that gravity-driven

fingering and other mechanisms that may allow significant volumes of water to

bypass the unsaturated zone may be extremely important. A systematic
laboratory and field program to investigate this phenomenon is underway as part

of a model validation program, which is intended to provide the necessary

insight into these processes and to develop the conceptual and mathematical
models necessary to address these processes.

To address this comment and Dr. Vogel's Comment #I, we will add the

following to a new subsection of Section 2.3.1.5 called "Recommendatioils for

Future Activities:"

"These data should be augmented with a coupled field and laboratory program

that investigates the basic assumptions underlying the models used for the

unsaturated zone and that evaluates plausible mechanisms for rapid flow through

11. Resolution(7o be complemdby originalRevieweO

The proposed resolution by modification of Section 2.3.1.5 is acceptable.
As noted in #4 above, the word "should" (which is used freely throughout the

modification to Section 2.3.1.5) is particularly inappropriate in this

application. Models__ be calibrated to field conditions and verified.

Replacement of the word "must" with "should" bodes ill, particularly in the
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I0 Proposed Resolution ( con_.inued )

the unsaturated zone." (See paragraph 2, sentence 4 of proposed resolution to
Dr. Vogel's Comment #i.)

As indicated in our response to Dr. Kreamer's resolution statement for

Comment #4, the ESSE Core Team did not consider it appropriate to change the

word "should" to "must" in the previous text insert, as requested by Dr.

Kreamer in his resolution statement. Because postclosure performance of a

repository involves reliance on both natural and engineered barriers, the
extent to which hydrologic conditions "must" be fully understood and modeled

is, in part, controlled by the extent to which the natural setting is expected
to contribute to safe performance of the repository. For this reason, we are

hesitant to state that all models "must" be calibrated by field and/or

laboratory evaluations, because there may be cases where reliance on bounding
calculations, without extensive validation, is appropriate.

END OF TEXT

ii Resolution ( continued )

face of any future austere federal budgets.
END OF TEXT
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9. Comment

6. Field bacterial studies have centered on the enumeration of rock-bound

microbes. These studies, among other benefits, elucidate the consumption of

terminal electron acceptors such as oxygen in the rock matrix. The fact that

microbially mediated oxidation-reduction reactions are potentially significant

has been recognized by many researchers. A lower emphasis has been given to
enumeration of non rock-bound microbes at Yucca Mountain, that is, microbes in

the moving aqueous phase at depth. In fractured rock contaminant flow,

facilitated transport due to attachment of pollutants to small particles in

the aqueous phase can strikingly increase the potential for migration. It has

been recognized that plutonium and americium can form colloids, and chemical

changes in plutonium may be microbially mediated. Studies of colloidal

particles, particularly field microbial enumeration in subsurface water

(including projected changes in the amount of particles) should, in this

reviewer's opinion, be given more emphasis in site characterization planning,

10, Proposed Resol_ion(Tobe comp_dbyESSE Com Team)

Microbial transport or retardation of radionuclides have been recognized

as potential mechanisms at Yucca Mountain and is the subject of the study plan

for Biological Sorption and Transport. However, little has been learned about

this potential since the EA, i.e., no new information has been gathered that

would alter our recommended position regarding any I0 CFR Part 960 system or

technical guideline. As a result, this topic was not addressed in the ESSE

report. The text revisions proposed to describe plans to address this topic

are given at the end of this response.

In the Biological Sorption and Transport study plan, no distinction is

made between attached or rock-bound versus free-living or non-rock-bound

microorganisms. Rather, the plan proposes the study of introduced and

indigenous organisms regardless of life style and their potential effects on

the transport of key radionuclides, principally actinides. Furthermore, this

study plan specifically addresses the role of microorganisms in the colloidal

11, Resolution(l'obe complemdbyor_inalRewewe_

The proposed resolution of this comment by modificaion of the ESSE text is

satisfactory. This reviewer still wishes to express some concern that
microbial enumeration efforts at Yucca Mountain have not yet made distinction

between an unattached organisms, which might act as colloidal particles for

contaminant transport, and attached microbes or microbial consortia (perhaps
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4, Date November 12, 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

as opposed to simply studies of microbi's attached to the rock matriy
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

transport of the actinide elements (Section 1.1.4 of the study plan).

It should be emphasized that the microbiological transport study addresses
chelation, sorption, and colloidal dispersion.

The following text will be added to Section 2.3.2.3.2.5:

"Microorganisms also may affect the transport of actinide elements in one
or more of the following ways by:

I. Altering the composition of the ground-water chemistry through

changes in pH or Eh and production of metabolites such as CO2, H2S ,
NH3, and NO 3

2. Producing chelating agents that can solubilize radioactive elements

3. Transporting radioactive elements via biological movement

4. Affecting the colloidal transport of radioactive elements

5. Sorption of the radioactive elements onto a nonmotile solid phase,
thereby retarding the transport of the radionuclide

6. Plugging pozes in the host matrix, thereby retarding the movement of
ground-water

Batch sorption experiments (Hersman, 1986)have demonstrated that

bacteria were able to remove actinide elements from solution. In these

experiments, the bacteria, on a per-gram-dry-weight basis, sorbed Pu(IV)

nearly i0,000 times greater than crushed tuff. It is possible that
microorganisms may strongly sorb significant quantities of the actinide

elements and transport these elements via microbial motility. In fact, early
studies demonstrated that microorganisms were able to penetrate 4.0-mm-thick
wafers of tuffaceous rock taken from the Calico Hills unit.

Hersman (1988) dernonstrated that in the presence of microorganisms, the

formation of colloidal agglomerates was significantly accelerated. This may be
an important observation regarding radionuclide transport by colloidal
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1. Comment9 of 22 3. Name. David K, Kreamer
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2, Page 3 of 3 4, Date November 12t 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

particles. Agglomerated' particles more readily settle out of suspension or

become entrapped in small pore openings in the rock matrix. It is therefore

entirely possible that, in the presence of microorganisms, transport by

colloidal particles would be retarded by these processes.

Microorganisms can strongly influence the movement of metals through
soils. One mechanism is the microbial production of powerful chelating

agents, called siderophores, that may solubilize otherwise very insoluble

cationsr e.g., Fe(III). In the last three decades, over 80 siderophores have

been isolated and characterized, and binding constants have been reported to

be as high as 1052 (Neilands, 1974). Neilands (1981) believes that because

Fe(III) and Pu(IV) are similar in their charge/ionic-radius (4.6 and 4.2,

respectively), pu(IV) may possibly serve as an analog to Fe(III) and could
therefore be solubilized by siderophores. Results of experiments demonstrate

that a siderophore produced by a soil microorganism isolated from Yucca
Mountain form complexes with Pu(IV). It is possible that actinide elements

could be transported in the environment via the siderophore transport system.

Work continues on the development of a biological transport term, but

evidence does not suggest that such a term would alter the current view of

geochemical characteristics and processes in the Yucca Mountain region."
END OF TEXT

Ii Resolution ( continued )

enshrouded in glycocalyses) .
END OF TEXT
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment I0 of 22 5, RevistonDraft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date Noven_be_qr12, 1991 6. Section 2.4.2

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7. Page

4, Organization UNLV 8, Paragraph

i i -- iii i, i iii ' i i i i i i i i _

9, Comment

7. The ongoing studies of infiltration at Yucca Mountain are an essential

component of site characterization. These studies have been hampered by the

several years of drought in southern Nevada, but they are vital to a clear
definition of temporal and spatial distribution of water flux into the

subsurface. The work of Flint (USGS) and others is well documented in the

ESSE, and the importance of this area of research is evenly discussed.

Elevated tritium and downward hydraulic head gradients (29A-I) near 40 Mile

Wash are particularly suggestive of infiltration. Mention is made in the ESSE

of the studies by Sass et al. who reported a temperature profile for well UE-25

a#7 in Drillhole Wash which was altered to approximately 150 m depth during a
heavy rainfall event. This temperature alteration was attributed to

significant lateral infiltration to the fractured, densely welded tuff of the

Topopah Springs Member. High intensity, episodic infiltration events are an

important concern. Again, to the credit of the authors of the ESSE, the

infiltration studies are regarded as an indispensable and integral part of
"---- iii i .. i i iii I I ,11111....

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The authors appreciate Dr. Kreamer's compliment. No modifications to the
text are proposed at this time.

END OF TEXT

....

i li mH u i i ......... . m t

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Noted.

END OF TEXT

F I I I II .... __ I 11 II J I I III _4 LI I
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9 Comment ( continued )

the research plan,
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 11 of 22 5. RevisionDraft/Date Auc[ust 1991

2. Date November 12,_!99! 6. Section__2.3.1 crenera!

3. Rsviewer Da_v_id K. Kreamer , , _ _ 7. Page _2..,7ff ......

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph

..... I, i I I i i . II I . I i _ iii II i I I iiii ........ I I

9. Comment

8. The calibration and verification of unsaturated and saturated flow models

may never be able to be adequately accomplished, because site heterogeneities

may cast doubt on the representativeness and universal site applicability of

some field measurements (e.g., fracture analysis). In I0 CFR 960.4-2-i,

potentially adverse conditions for site suitability include mention of

complicating heterogeneities. The use of water quality parameters as

environmental tracers may remedy this situation by giving an independent

estimate of travel times and flow retention. Chem/cal tracers for groundwater

flow can include isotopes and isotopic ratios, anthropogenic compounds, and

many other chemical parameters. Dating tools such as carbon, oxygen, hydrogen,

strontium, and lead isotopes and isotopic ratios, fluorocarbons,

chloride/bromide ratios, and chlorine-36 can also be effective. For example,

age differences in subsurface waters near 40-Mile Wash have raised some

interesting questions. A strong effort to identify all potential tracers for
Yucca Mountain is warranted.

-- " .............. II II /-,-,1 II II I i • .......... ! [ -11

10, Proposed Resolution (7"0be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Kreamer that. calibration and

verification of saturated and unsaturated flow models are ve=y difficult and

technically challenging tasks for many reasons, including those cited.

Although only limited site-specific data have been acquired over the last five

years, some of these data (i.e., chlorine-36 and tritium) have clearly

demonstrated the utility of using tz-acers to develop an understanding of the

flow processes and mechanisms operational at the site. Contingent on the

availabilty of funds, this work will continue in the future as drilling is

reinitiated and as access to the primary subsurface units is gained by

underground construction. Additionally, a program is being "implemented to

identify tracers that will be used and that have utility as a means to develop

further understanding of these complex processes.

Work has also been initiated to develop capabilities to extract and

characterize pore water from both nonwelded and welded turfs. At this time,

lm, I I I JJ..I ' -'11 u,__. i...... I' I III II .. II I I " - " I ii i

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The proposed resolution by modification of Section 2.3.1.5 is acceptable.
END OF TEXT

_a
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1, Comment1_1 of 22 3, Name--.David K, Kreamer
(Print Name)

2, Page 2 of 2
4. Date_November 12t 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

9 Comment ( continued )

There is a serious problem for modeling chemical processes associated with the

aqueous phase in vadose fractured rock at Yucca Mountain in that, to date, most

pore water data are from nonwelded ruffs. More water quality information from
the vadose zone is needed. Also, the 18 or so water table wells (WT series)

should be more rigorously sampled, in spite of problems with drilling fluid,

etc_ These water table wells constitute a bottom boundary condition on the

vadose zone, and the water quality at the water table is much more relevant to

issues of water table recharge and vadose zone gaseous concentrations than

deeper well water. This reviewer urges project scientists to sample the water
table wells thoroughly.

END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

only very preliminary results (unpublished) are available using these new

capabilities. Plans have been formulated to sample many of the holes for po_e

water chemistry as part of the DOE's Integrated Drilling Prog_'am.

To address this comment and Dr. Vogel's Comment #I, we will add the

following to a new subsection in Section 2.3.1.5 called "Recommendati<)ns for
Future Activities:'

"Water chemistry data from both the unsaturated and saturated zones should
be obtained to better understand and constrain the assumptions associated with

chemical processes and gaseous flow in the unsaturated zone and to provide

boundary conditions for modeling these processes. Additional hydrologic

testing within the saturated zone is necessary to characterize the dominant

processes controlling flow to the accessible environment. Existing water table
holes and those proposed for the future should be used for additional

hydrochemical characterization."

(See paragraph 2, line 22 of proposed resolution to Dr. Vogel's Comment

#l,)
END OF TEXT

........ ,,,,, I __.................. I I _ J - II I I II IIIII
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1, Comment 12 of 22 5. Revision Draft/Date Au._st 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.2 qeneral

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7, Page 2-25ff

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph NA,

9. Comment

9. Another vadose zone is'sue which is presented and discussed in the ESSE

includes sorption in the vadose zone. The study of sorption in the zeolitic

tuffs is appropriate, as zeolites are adsorptive for cesium and other

compounds, and will survive the thermal pulse from the buried waste. Sorption
of potentially leaking contaminants will increase projected travel times. ESSE

coverage of this issue, in this reviewer's estimate, is balanced and does a

commendable job in relating this phenomena to model adequacy.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolu_on(TobecompletedbyESSE Com Tearn)

The ESSE Core Team appreciates Dr. Kreamer's support.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(T obe comple_dbyofiginalReviewe_

Noted.

END OF TEXT
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1, Comment 13 of 22 5, Revision Draft/Date A.6.__qust1991

2. Date November 12t 1991 6. Section 2.3.1 qeneral

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7. Page 2-7rf

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph , --

9. Comment

13. The importance of identifying horizontal, or near horizontal layers of

moisture (and perhaps perched zones) in the vadose zone cannot be

overemphasized. These layers, which could conceivably range from slightly

higher than ambient moisture content laminae to perched aquifers, might have

important ramifications to fluid movement in the vadose zone. For example,

high moisture content could completely occlude pore space and serve as a

barrier to gaseous migration. If these high moisture zones are large, positive

water pressure could build up and greatly influence vadose zone water flow. If
vadose zone water layers are unexpectedly large, discovered perched groundwater

zones might reflect: i) a potential water source and b) perched water tables

which might be directly relevant to the language of "Potentially Adverse
Conditions M in I0 CFR 960.4-2-1. Unlike attempting to gain an understanding of

vertical geologic features (which might be difficult to accomplish due to
heterogeneities and the spatial nature of drilling), identification of
horizontal or near horizontal layers should be easier. The relevance of this

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The occurrence and potential consequences of perched-water bodies or zones

of anomalously high saturation are not explicitly addressed in either the
Postclosure or Preclosure Geohydrology Guidelines, although the Favorable

Condition 960.4-2-I(b)(5)(i) of the Postclosure Guideline requires "A low and

nearly constant degree of saturation in the host rock and in the immediately

surrounding geohydrologic units, w and other conditions (See (b) (5) (iv)) refer

to free drainage. The gA concluded that (b)(5)(i) was n__%t_present at the Yucca
Mountain site because saturation is expected to be spatially variable in the

host rock and in the surrounding geohydroiogic units. Spatially variable

saturation could include perched-water bodies, of course, whose presence,

however, need not necessarily degrade or otherwise disqualify the site. At

issue is whether perched water, if present, would pose adverse consequences for

waste containment and isolation in the side unsaturated-zone. Perched water is

acknowledged in the evaluation of the Preclosure Geohydrology Guideline but

only in the context of its possible implications for repository construction

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The reviewer basically agrees with the respondent and further believes that

any perched water table, which might be discovered at Yucca Mountain, appears

to be at this time highly unlikely to provide a "source of ground water

suitable for irrigation or human consumption without treatment along flow paths
to the accessible environment" (Federal Register, Vol. 49, No. 236, p. 47733,

4]734 According to thu _Fu,u=_._, _-=--=_. "''" ............ li
" ' '' '11' ..... --. fill __ I .......... - ..... IIIIII
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9 Comment ( continued )

projected work to the overall site characterization cannot be overstated in

the ESSE; the present limitations of our understanding of horizontal saturated

layers represents an important gap in the current hydrogeological assessment.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

and operation.

With respect to site suitability, the most important consequences of

perched water or of zones of high saturation will be their contribution to the

formation of sustained ground-water-flow pathways that could preferentially

direct water to the repository or could transport radionuclides from the

repository to the water table. These possibilities are implicitly subsumed

under Technical Issue 1 of the Postclosure Geohydrology Guideline evaluation.

The DOE fully recognizes the possible adverse consequences if extensive

perched-water bodies could be sustained above, below, or at the repository. If

perched water is likely to occur at the repository horizon, however, such
occurrences presumably would contravene the Favorable Condition

960.4-2-1(b) (5)(iv) requiring "a host rock that provides for free drainage."

The most likely sites for perched water in the unsaturated zone at Yucca

Mountain probably are within the nonwelded tuff units lying between the Tiva

Canyon and Topopah Spring Members of the Paintbrush Tuff. The planned

surface-based drilling program to be conducted as part of the overall

site-characterization program will actively seek to determine the presence of
horizo_.tally extensive perched-water bodies and of zones of enhanced saturation

within the unsaturated zone at the Yucca Mountain site. In addition, the

excavations associated with the Exploratory Studies Facility will provide an
opportunity to look for occurrences of perched water within the host rock and

the underlying Calico Hills unit. A discussion of these planned

site-characterization activities is beyond the scope of the ESSE report.
END OF TEXT

II Resolution ( continued )

to assess potential perched zones under Yucca Mountain are beyond the scope of
the ESSE document, but those projected activities do serve as one indication of

the limits of our present knowledge of the site's vadose zone, of the

reliability of past and projected modeling efforts, and of the early site
suitability. Certainly the projected site characterization activities and the

level of support for those activities could demonstrate the extent of which, in

[ _,= .v,._= u= _= xe=Fu,zu_z=u, "_ne DOE fully recognizes the posszDie a¢Iverse |
. I I _,1 II IIII ''- ........ -=--" ' I I I--' r
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2. Page 3 of 3
4. Date .November 12, 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle on_

Ii Resolution ( continued )

consequences if extensive perched aquifers could be sustained above, below or

at the repository." Projected engineering alternatives with regard to the
vadose zone could also be indicative of the level of early site suitability.

For example, the ability of engineered shallow or deeply penetrating wells to

control, drain, or modify any discovered perched aquifers, is directly

pertinent to suitability. Non-intrusive procedures can be carried out at the

site to further the goal of evaluating the occurrence and extent of perched

water, and this ability in itself represents a measure of early site

suitability. For example, repeating downhole video photography of boreholes at

Yucca Mountain (which have not been photographed :Eor several years) is one

non-intrusive measure which could identify wetted zones, seeps or cascading

water. The proposed addition to Section 2.3.1.5 regarding "Recommendations for
Future Activities" addresses the vadose zone aspects of site characterization

more completely than in the original ESSE draft, and is acceptable, though

nonspecific.
END OF TEXT

L ..... •• I I .... [111II I[I .. IIII I .-1 I - II II II II
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1. Comment 14 of 22 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12 t 1991 6, Section 2.3.i. 4

3, Reviewer David K. Krea_er 7, Page 2-24

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph (Issue 2)

9. Comment

SATURATED ZONE

Technical concerns relating to the zone under the regional water table,

that is, the groundwater zone or unconfined regional aquifer include: I)

groundwater travel time to an offsite location, 2) upwelling of the regional
water table, and 3) the existence and effect of a large hydraulic gradient to
the north of the Yucca Mountain site.

I. Pre=waste emplacement groundwater travel time is directly addressed in 10

CFR 960.4-2-i as a disqualifying condition, with expected travel times less

than 1,000 years constituting a disqualification. In this reviewer's judgment,
current estimates of pre-emplacement groundwater travel time are based on

models with assumptions which have not been verified by field observation. A

variety of models have been proposed with travel time predictions which vary by
many orders of magnitude. The ESSE cites modeling studies where estimated

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees that a very important aspect of predicting

groundwater travel times is the development of models that properly represent
the processes controlling flow in both the saturated and unsaturated zones. A

significant objective of the site characterization program presently planned is
to collect the information needed to build confidence in the models used to

make these predictions. Additionally, laboratory studies are being pursued to

test basic ass%uaptions that have been incorporated in many of the models

presently being applied for this purpose, lt is important to recognize that
the results that have been completed to date are strongly contingent on the

assumptions used to formulate the analyses, a limited understanding of ambient
site conditions, and a limited understanding of likely future conditions at the

site. Additionally, it is important to recognize that the disqualifying

condition for Postclosure Geohydrology in i0 CFR Part 960 contains the phrase

"and significant" specifically to preclude dism/alifying a site prematurely
before adequate site characterization is completed (see Section 2.3.1.1 of ESSE

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The proposed resolution by modification of Section 2.3.1.5 is acceptable.
END OF TEXT

I • '......J [I ___
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9 Comment ( continued )

travel times ranged from'less than one year to over 6,000,000 years.

According to J. Czarnecki (pers. comm.) who cited estimates of Barr and of

Kaplan, approximate travel time estimates could reasonably range from I00 years
to 20,000 years, or more, depending on factors such as porosity distribution.

Many models assume horizontal groundwater flow under the site, which may not be
the case. This reviewer agrees with the ESSE authors that "...analyses have

been conducted with a limited hydrologic data set using models that may not

correctly approximate the dominant conditions at the site" (p.2-24). This

reviewer disagrees with the statement on the same page of the ESSE that "matrix

flow is likely to dominate"; there is no persuasive and certainly no
conclusive evidence at this time to support such a conclusion (which has a

tremendous impact on the decision on site suitability). This reviewer agrees
with the consensus of the ESSE team that the available evidence does not at

this time support a finding of high level suitability or a finding of

unsuitability for either the geohydrology qualifying or disqualifying
conditions. It is also uncertain at this time, in this reviewer's judgment,

that Geohydrology, Favorable Condition 3, (that is, the geohydrologic system

will eventually be able to be readily characterized and modeled with reasonable

certainty), is a condition that will be able to be achieved. The lack of site

specific field data makes such appraisals speculative at this time. Hydrologic

testing of the saturated zone is imperative.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Report for discussion of this point).

We also agree that the dominant processes controlling flow in the

unsaturated zone (fracture-dominated versus matrix-dominated) may have a

significant effect on site suitability if other conditions (e.g., sufficient
water to sustain flow, interact with the waste package, and transport waste to

the accessible environment) are prevalent. The site characterization program

is expected to acquire the necessary and appropriate information to assess
whether these conditions are likely.

To clarify the intent of the con_nent pertaining to "matrix flow is likely

to dominate," we have added the underlined phrase as a proposed revision to the

text on page 2-24 (Issue 2):

"The results of ground-water travel time analyses indicate that for

conditions expected at the site, _n_ for the assumption that matrix flow

dominates, the travel times are likely to exceed 1,000 years along paths of
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I. Comment!4 of 22 3. Name David K. Kreamer
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2. Page 3 of 3

4. Date Novemberl2, 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

l0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

likely and significant radionuclide travel."

We also recognize the need for a comprehensive and systematic site
characterization program that considers both the unsaturated and saturated

zones to reduce the uncertainty to levels that are acceptable to a regulator
responsible for issuing a license for a potential repository. The

recommendations for future work (see proposed resolution to Dr. Vogel's Comment
#I) is intended to address additional site characterization needs.

END OF TEXT
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1, Comment 15 of 22 5, Revision Draft/Date A--9-qust 1991

2, Date November 12 t 1991 6, Sectton_qeneral

3, Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7, Page

4. Organization UNLV 8, Paragraph ....

9. Comment

2. Estimates of upward water table movement can potentially involve issues of

climate change, tectonic movement, earth tides, barometric fluctuations, and

geochemical interpretation. Recent measurements of water table movement
indicate that the effects of earth tides and barometric fluctuations are small.

This reviewer would suggest that it may be not appropriate to draw many

conclusions about paleohydrology from a single trench (#14) dug near Yucca

Mountain, which might not be hydrogeologically representative of the entire

area. This may be particularly true when topographic low points and pertinent

strata might cause spring flow for a hypothetical rising water table to issue

elsewhere. This reviewer will defer to other members of the peer review team

to assess the effect of climate change, tectonic movement, and associated

geochemical interpretations on hypothetical rising water table at Yucca
Mountain.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolu_on(To be complemdbyESSE Core Team)

The bottom paragraph of page 2-95, which may have been the basis for
this comment, referred to the calcite-vein deposits only in the context of

their proposed (Szymanski, 1989) role of supporting the cyclicity of

tectonic processes in the Yucca Mountain area. Because of its notoriety,

Trench 14 has certainly been prominent in the recent literature, but it by no

means represents the entire basis of the Szymanski theory (see ESSE Section
2.3.7.3.2.4) nor of the paleohydrology interpretations or plans of the project.

= Sections 2.3.4.3 and 2.3.4.4 of the ESSE provide a much broader discussion of
the information that is pertinent to the paleohydrology of this region.

No changes to the text will be made in response to this comment.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(To be complemdbyoriginalRewewe_

Comment accepted. The original peer review co_nent was made in regard to
the recent literature and not directly in reference to the ESSE document.

END OF TEXT

=
_
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 1_._6 of 22 ,_ 5, Revision Draft/Date Auq'ust 1991

2. Date November 12.z_1991 6, Sectlon._qeneral

3. Reviewer David K. Krearaer 7, Page

4. Organization UNLV 8, Paragraph

9, Comment

3. Yucca Mountain is underlain by two aquifers, a water table aquifer in

volcanic tuffs and a deeper, more transmissive, semiconfined carbonate aquifer
(Fridrich, 1990). While the water table underlying Yucca Mountain has been

shown to be of relatively flat gradient (0.0001), north of Yucca Mountain

(upgradient hydrologically) the water table has a dramatic rise of 250 to 300

meters with a much steeper gradient of 0.15, trending northeast under

north-central Yucca Mountain. North of this steep rise (further upgradient),

there is a medium hydraulic gradient of 0.015. The genesis, variabilityr and
stability of this steep hydrologic gradient is poorly understood. There are

several troubling aspects to this gradient which, due to the lack of site

specific data, can only be speculated upon at this time. One pertinent element

is that the flatter water table may indicate a hydraulic conductivity facies

change, from lower conductivity upgradient of the site, to higher hydraulic

conductivity under the site. Hydraulic conductivity under the site is a key

issue, particularly if flow is not entirely matrix dominated (i.e., might have

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Kreamer raises two valid concerns related to the configuration of the

potentiometric surface (approximately the water table) in the vicinity of the
site.

The first concern is whether the small gradient beneath the site indicates

large, fractured-controlled hydraulic conductivity. Fracture-controlled, at

least moderate and perhaps rather large, hydraulic conductivity in the

saturated zone beneath the site has been acknowledged, as is discussed in the

last three paragraphs of Section 2.3.1.3.1 (pages 2-10 and 2-14) and in the

middle paragraph of page 2-16. The topic receives little discussion because

the saturated zone has long been considered to be only a secondary barrier to
waste migration, and therefore little new work has been directed at

saturated-flow characteristics since the EA was completed. Recently, interest

that has yet to be expressed in the formal, approved planning has redeveloped

for several reasons. One of these reasons is the significance of the large

11, Resolution(7"obe completed byoriginalRewewe_

The proposed resolution by modification of Section 2.3.1.5 is acceptable.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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,

I. Commentl6 of 22 3. Name David K. Kreamer
(Print Name)

2. Page _of 3 4, Date November 12z 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle on_

9 Comment ( continued )

potential for shorter travel times under an imposed gradient). In the
multitude of scenarios which could be formulated related to the steep gradient,

some could be interpreted as detrimental to site hydrologic isolation. For

example, a small, constrained drain from the steep hydraulic gradient southward

into the repository vadose zone could supply localized water and, if small

enough, such a lateral drain might have little effect on the maintenance of

upgradient hydraulic head and constant supply. Many flow possibilities and

interpretations can be devised, but certainly must be considered hypothetical
at this time. Probably most important from a project point of view,

understanding the steep hydrologic gradient near Yucca Mountain will certainly

be a necessary ingredient in maintaining the scientific credibility of site

characterization.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

hydraulic gradient, discussed on pages 2-16 and 2-100 (in both places,

paragraphs beginning "Fridrich et al..."). In the second discussion, mention
is made of the proposal that the small gradient beneath the site, rather than

necessarily indicating large transmissivity, may result--at least in part--from

downward diversion of flow from the volcanics into the underlying Paleozoic

carbonates along a fault zone that underlies the large gradient north of the

site; that is, the small gradient may represent small flux in the volcanics.

Unless this can be demonstrated by future hydrogeologic and hydrochemical

exploration, for which plans are being proposed, we must assume that fast

pathways are likely in the saturated zone. This is not necessarily adverse,
. however, as the implied large hydraulic conductivity would also protect the

site from a water-table rise under credible flux conditions.

The second concern is also addressed briefly by Fridrich et al. (1991),

though not in quite the same sense as in this coherent--that southward

"fingering" from the higher saturated zone in the north into the unsaturated
zone at the site could be sustained if the leakage were relatively small but

- the supply from the higher saturated zone were large in comparison. This is an

interesting scenario that merits consideration. We believe that the developing

plans for hydrogeologic and hydrochemical characterization of the gradient zone
and the drilling precautions to identify and sample perched water will identify

such occurrences if they exist.

In the third paragraph of the new recommendations section of Section

2.3.1.5, the following will be added: "With respect to redistribution of

water and occurrence of flow paths in the unsaturated zone, the conditions
_
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(instructions on back of form)

1, Commentl6 _ofi_22 3. Name David K. Kreamer

2. Page 3 of 3 (Print Name)

4. Date November 12t 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

under which perched water may occur or develop in the future merit careful

attention, With respect to saturated-zone conditions, the large hydraulic

gradient north and west of the potential repository site and the very small
gradient beneath it require understanding and evaluation. "

END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 17 of 22 5. Revision Dratt/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12,t 1991 6. Section Preclosure - qeneral

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7. Page 3.3.3-!4ff

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph

9. Comment

PRECLOSURE

This reviewer agrees with the ESSE t¢am evaluation that preclosure

considerations of surface water, groundwater conditions, water availability and

water rights issues are consistent with recommendations of higher level

suitability findings. Although Freeze et al. expressed some concern over

surface flooding potential being enhanced by construction of several structures

on the site, this reviewer believes proper RAT engineering measures can be

provided to mitigate the potential for serious flooding. Although RAT can

mitigate some subsurface groundwater conditions which are able to be

anticipated, the possibility of perched aquifers near the repository location

has not been eliminated. As a result, the absence of perched aquifers between

the host rock and the land surface, (I0 CFR 960.5-2-10, Favorable Condition #I)

cannot, in this reviewer's judgment, be assured at this time. The reviewer is

pleased to see that site housekeeping issues with regard to drilling, (concerns

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESOE Core Team agrees with Dr. Kreamer that the possibility for

perched water bodies cannot at present be eliminated. This is so stated in a

discussion presented on page 3.3.3.-22 (first paragraph). Although the
Environmental Assessment (DOE, 1986) did take credit for presence of favorable

condition #i at the site, this report did not explicitly reevaluate the

favorable and potentially adverse conditions of i0 CFR Part 960 (see Section

1.2.3 for explanation). It should be recognized that the Preclosure Hydrology

Technical Guideline is principally concerned with whether surface or

underground hydrologic conditions could require technology that is not

reasonably available. This is the basis for the conclusion presented in the

report: mit is not expected that perched water, if encounteredr will pose any

problems that cannot be accommodated by RAT." However, tl_is ,tl,nclusion is not.
intended to declare that no perched water bodies will be deteu'ced during

underground excavation. No text changes are proposed in response tc this

11, Resolufon(Tobecomple_dby ongin_ Rewewet9

Response acceptable.
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment l7 of 22 3. Name David K. Kreamer

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date November 12, 1991

ii I ii llnl li illi i iiiii in ni..... I Illllll I i PII I n iu, JtL ........

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

9 Comment ( continued )

expressed by Freeze et al., 1991 [DOE, 1991g])r are being addressed.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

comment.

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 18 of 22 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 199.1

2. Date November 12z 1991 6. Section_qeneral

3. Reviewer,David K. Kreamer 7. Page N.A.

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph_

, , . r. iii "' ''"" II i II I i !,nina lillli!i I I II i I "

9, Comment

OTHER ITEMS

i. One cannot be associated with the project for any length of time and not be

impressed by the high caliber of the scientists working on the project, and with

the open and diligent efforts to identify and answer crucial scientific

questions. The scientific staff is to be commended.
END OF TEXT

NIF--- --_, - -- .......... I1._ , ,In II I . I IIII _ ' I II III IIII "

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comple_d by ESSE Co_Team)

The ESSE Core Team appreciates the comment.
END OF TEXT

iii .................... ..... ----71__ "llNL I II I' I .......... ............. I IIIl IIIII II II I lira

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

No response made or needed.
END OF TEXT

- ' . li .__ I I I lh. " ! I I-- ..................... III II I' u I I 'lT I' Illl ........ -_
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 19 of 22 5. RevisionDraft/Date A.___uqust1991

2. Date November 1.,2, 1991 6. Section.genera!

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7, Page

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph ._

9. Comment

2. During the course of this peer review, this reviewer frequently received

co_ents from project scientists indicating that the project efforts might be

management top-heavy, as manifested by quality assurance procedures and
mandatory training exercises which were often inappropriate and

counter-productive to the job at hand. Efforts to carefully characterize Yucca

Mountain can be inhibited if quality assurance measures and training exercises
are not carefully crafted and implemented.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(robe comp_mdbyESSE Com Team)

The ESSE Core Team recognizes the potential for quality assurance and

training to impact productivity. We agree that it is vitally important that

training requirements are carefully designed and implemented. However, we also

recognize that the majority of scientists and engineers supporting the DOE's

Yucca Mountain Project have limited experience in producing the documentation

required for administrative law hearings and in demonstrating compliance with

quality assurance program requirements for nuclear facilities (ANSI/ASME NQA-I,

1986). The NRC and the DOE have worked together to adapt quality assurance

requirements to the unique nature of the repository program. As an example,

the !00-pius year lifetime of the repository program places special

requirements on documentation and records. Likewise, evaluating compliance

with performance criteria that extend over a 10,000-year time period also
raises unique questions about requirements for verification and validation of

analytical techniques and computer codes used to predict performance.

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyorigin_ Revie_,eO

In the Unsatur_,%ed-Zone Peer review it was noted by Freeze et al., 1991

(DOE, 1991g) (Conc±usions and Recommendations, #4) "In the opinion of the PRT,

the quality-assurance procedures in the Yucca Mountain Project have become so

over-formalized that they are creating unacceptable delays in the technical

_,,_ _,_ _=_ ,_:u:=_... While _he need tor _ocumentation as
_ L expressed by this respondent is recognized, the need to restrict these I_ I I Illlll I I _ I . II I| IIIII I . IL J I . III I IIIIII . ' 1 I ' '
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment 19_!_____of 22 3. Name. David E. Kreamer
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date_N°vember 12, 1991

5. CommentorProposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle on_

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

The ESSE Core Team s£ares the reviewer's conclusion that the quality

assurance program and training should be ncarefully crafted and implemented."
END OF TEXT

ii Resolution ( continued )

activities to necessary and supportive functions is incumbent upon the project

management, In comments i have received from project scientists and from my

own personal experience, I have found some of the imposed requirements to be

beyond that which are supportive to project goals or regulatory requirements.
END OF TEXT

"L t__ iii i _. I II II' III ........ -"-'_'_"ili_--- ..... -- .... III ill l .
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1. Comment 20 / of22 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date Novembe_ _,,_i/19_3,: 6. Section_qeneral

3. Reviewer David _. K_:earne_: 7, Page

4. Organization UNLV 8, Paragraph

9. Comment

3. Also during the course of this review, many scientists "in the trenches"

spoke about the need to better integrate and disseminate information. The

integration and coordination of this peer review is an example of a process

which, due to time constraints, did not fully promote interdisciplinary

coordination in spite of the efforts of the peer review team, the managers, and
the ESSE team. Items such as the integration of computer codes and data

acquisition, and updating project scientists (as to what other work was going

on) were frequently listed in discussions with many individuals as important,
continuing concerns.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The question of how to improve integration and dissemination of information

in a program that involves national laboratories, the U.S. Geological Survey,
and a number of private contractors has been a continuing concern of the

ESSE Core Team (see also Dr. Webb's Com_nent #20 regarding integration

concerns). Although assistance can and is provided in a number of ways, such

as general status reports and information exchanges, some of the responsibility
must be accepted by the scientists performing the ',_ork. Although this effort

reduces the time available for mainstream research, there does not appear to be
any other means for information to be made available. There are limitations to

free exchange of new informatic _, in part due to the need for internal

technical review and approval, prior to formal release of information. In

addition, quality assurance requirements dictate that an approved review

procedure be followed for any information that will later be used tc support
the licensing process. All of this leads to a situation where the "real-time"

exchange of technical information can only occur if the program scientists find

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The integration of computer codes, and better communication of activities

is an important aspect of a healthy scientific program, as recognized by the

respondent. In order to promote "real-time" exchange of information, more is

needed than just a willingness of program scientists to participate.
Opportunities for info_mation exchanae must b_ _¢h_1_ _f_r _n _,,=,_,-,,_ _,.,_

=. coordinated, more frequently than in the past. Computer codes and data bases
--, ' '"liB' ' ' ' --_ I III II I _.___JJ__ 'mlll[=_ I ,LL_,
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I, Comment20 of 22 3, Name David K. Kreamer
(Print Name)

2. Page. 2 of 2
4. Date November 12.L 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

it in their best interest to participate. The ESSE Core Team recognizes that

informal exchange and review of information is a vital part of a healthy

technical program.
END OF TEXT

ii Resolution ( continued )

used to analyze Yucca Mountain need to be either available for free exchange
and external review, or excluded from use in the project.

END OF TEXT
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 21 of 22 5. RevtsionDraft/Date.Auqust 1991

2, Date November 12, 1991 .. 6, Section 2.3.2 qeneral

3. Reviewer.David K. Kreamer 7. Page

4. Organization UNLV ......... _ ___ 8, Paragraph .......

p i _ i i lr iiiii i lm i iii i/i

9, Comment

4. The possibility exists that the geohydrology of Yucca Mountain will not be

able to be fully characterized. It is appropriate to continue to seek

regulatory clarification on acceptable uncertainty and acceptable risk limits,
in the event that full characterization cannot be achieved.

END OF TEXT

........ ' ' ' '" - '-- '" m _ i I _1 II IIII I _ -- ......

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Dr. Kreamer uses the terms "fully characterized," "acceptable uncertainty,"
and "acceptable risk limits. " In the response to Dr. Carothers' Comment #6,

this general theme of "how much is enough" is also addressed. As noted in that

response, there are very few purely quantitative solutions to questions of

suitability and uncertainty, and the level of confidence needed to support a

higher-level finding for a given guideline cannot be absolutely specified. The

ESSE Core Team recognized that different overall regulatory strategies could

dramatically change what is "necessary or required." For example, if the DOE

chose to direct significant research and budget into developing a 10,000-year

waste container, then the confidence needed in our understanding of hydrologic

mechanisms and processes could be reevaluated. Depending upon the confidence
that could be developed in the performance of the waste container, the need for

extensive characterization of the natural site features and processes could be

reevaluated. It seems likely that much of the discussion during the licensing

process for a geologic repository will revolve around exactly the issues raised

. lr __ ; _ " ' i i __ ' .... I ii i I _. ][__

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

The respondent's comments support the idea that regulatory clarification

should be sought. The respondent's comment that "there are very few purely

quantitative solutions to questions of suitability and uncertainty, and the

level of confldence needed to support a higher-level finding for a given

guideline cannot be absolutely specifiec" is somewhat frightening in view of

=_v_u_. ,_ u=u.._=_ issues uuu_u_ .........u_uum_ if u_u.a±udz...... _nd |
_- _ --- _ __mL' I III I I1[ I[_/ -- III II ---- I II .___l .... IIII II ,
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2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 12r 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

in this comment.
END OF TEXT

Ii Resolution ( continued )

points are undefined.

A second comment by the respondent that "The ESSE Core Team recognized that

different overall regulatory strategies could dramatically change what is

'necessary or required," suggests that the site characterization process

should contain a continuing scientific effort to identify the best regulatory

framework to "solve" the nuclear waste problem in the United States. While the

approaches presented in the F.,SSEseek to answer technical questions within the

current regulatory framework, perhaps as time progresses the original

scientific questions prompted by regulation become inappropriate and even

misleading. The scientific questions which the ESSE addresses may ultimately

be an incomplete list because of the present regulatory constraints, which

indicates that the reconceptualization of the regulatory framework is

continually needed. For example, the idea that "post-closure monitoring is not

considered a key factor in site selection" (Federal Register, Vol. 49, No. 236,

p. 46632.) may need to be reassessed. The current conceptual plans for eventual
site closure, with associated backfilling and sealing of the subsurface tunnels

will not promote continued waste canister inspection and retrievability. When

considering the vast technological changes that have occurred over the last

one hundred years, it seems reasonable that possibilities of waste

transmutation or better storage in the next centuries may become feasible. The

ability to readjust should be incorporated into regulatory structure and

scientific design. Some readjustment in design may come from the past. In

olden days, underground mines were sometimes convectively dried out by fires

built at the junction of several drifts. Perhaps the regulatory structure

could be changed to allow an engineered drying system driven by a nuclear

"fire" (heat source). The flexibility to accommodate the optimal design

alternatives of rho future should be incorporated into current disposal plans

and regulatory strategies.

The ESSE presents some reevaluation of the regulatory framework in a

limited way in its discussion of the potential release of gaseous Carbon-14 to

the atmosphere. A more complete, continuing reevaluation of regulatory

approaches needs to be formally incozpora_ed into scientific deliberation as
site assessment continues.

END, OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 22 of 22 5. Revtsion Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November !2,. ....1991 6. Section_qeneral 2.3.1

3. Reviewer David K. Kreamer 7. Page

4. Organization UNLV 8. Paragraph_

ii i ii ii i ii i i i r i i1! i ii

9. Comment

5. Peer reviewers for the' ESSE document were given three choices as to site

suitability in their areas of expertise. These choices were: a higher level

of suitability, a lower level of suitability, or unsuitability under the

regulatory guidelines. In geohydrological considerations there is, in this

reviewer's judgment, currently not enough defensible, site-specific information

available to warrant acceptance or rejection of this site. Thcrefore, this

reviewer's support of the ESSE tearers consensus opinion (that the site meets

lower level suitability under the geohydrology qualifying and disqualifying

conditions) is meant to indicate that the site is acceptable for continued

study. It should not be construed to indicate that the site is likely or

unlikely to qualify with respect to geohydrology; it is premature to make that
decision.

END OF TEXT

I III I I III I iNIil I III I I i i _ illl] I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The DOE General Siting Guidelines (I0 CFR Part 960) do not allow a "no

decision" finding, as pointed out by this reviewer. Thus, the ESSE Core Team

followed the intent of the guidelines in (I) reviewing each guideline to

determine if any previous lower-level suitability findings in the Environmental

Assessment (EA) (DOE, 1986) should be reversed on the basis of new information

available since the EA and (2) determining if new information provided adequate

confidence to support a higher-level suitability finding. According to the

Guidelines, to reverse a lower-level finding would be to recommend that the
site should be disqualified on the basis of current' information.

The ESSE Core Team concluded that only a lower-level suitability finding
could be supported for the Geohydrology Disqualifying and Qualifying

Conditions. As described in Chapter I, Table 1-3, these findings indicate that
for the disqualifying condition, the Core Team concluded the condition is not

presert but additional information could change this conclusion; and for the

I_li_IliIl_,j J IIIII III ....... I I I I III

11. Resolution (Tc be completed by original Reviewer)

The change in Figure i-2 is an improvement, in that it more accurately
represents the intent of a lower-level suitability finding as expressed in the

text of the ESSE. This reviewer's support of continued, hydrological site

characterization efforts :.ltYucca Mountain is not only based on the limited

field information, which indicates possib'le favorable conditions at the site,

but is more rooted in the considerable uncertainty and lack of confidence in
= r -:-= i iii1 I Irt' ,11 _" I I I -
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1. Comment22 of 22 3. Name David K, Kreamer
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2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November 12, 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

qualifying condition, the site is likely to meet the condition but additional

information could change this conclusion. On the basis of comments from other

peer reviewers, Figure 1-2 in the draft ESSE Report, which portrays the
decision process, has been modified (see response to Dr. Albrecht's Comment #i)

so that the answer to the question "Could conclusion change?" now has outcomes

of "unlikely," which leads to a higher-level suitability finding; and,

"possibly," which leads to a lower-level suitability finding. This wording may
be more consistent with the reviewer's comment that it is premature to make a

decision at this time.
END OF TEXT

II Resolution ( continued )

that limited information.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

III

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment ! of 6 5. Revision Draft/Date _i99],

2. Date _November I1.._.)u991 6. Section 2.3.3/2.4/3, .3.3.2/4

3. Reviewer William G, Pariseau 7. Page 2-384 /2-129+/i._3_. 37+/4 . 3+

4. Organization University of Utah 8. Paragraph Rock Properties

9. Comn_nt

In my opinion, a higher suitability finding for post-closure rock

properties is not justified by the evidence available at present. There are

several reasons why I believe this to be the case.

(i) Only a lower level suitability finding has been determined with

respect to preclosure rock properties. As remarked in the ESSE, if a higher

level finding cannot be determined for preclosure suitability, then

post-closure suitability is moot. Only a lower level finding for preclosure

has been justified at present because of the lack of site data. The few and

widely spaced drill holes and outcrop studies simply dc not allow for detailed
definition of the site. Post-closure rock properties cannot be known with

greater certainty than preclosure properties, especially in view of the

uncertain rock mass modification that will occur as a consequence of repository

excavation and operation.

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp,'eted by ESSE Core Team)

In response to this comment, the ESSE Core Team reevaluated its position

as to the level of finding supported by the evidence at this time. We decided,

following a thorough discussion, to accept Dr. Pariseau's opinion and recommend

that the evidence continues to support a lower-level suitability finding,

pending the acquisition of additional in-situ data on the characteristics of

the potential host rock mass, including its response to the stresses that will

be introduced by excavation and thermal loads. In particular, we agree that

the role of the site thermohydrologic response and the coupling between fluid

and mechanical effects were not adequately considered in the draft and have

the potential for affecting the level of current confidence in complying with

the q[ualifying condition.

Section 2.3.3.5, paragraph I, will be revised as follows:

_The consensus of the Core Team is that the available evidence continues

: 11, Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Cornment i of 6 3. Name William G. Pariseau

(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date, November iI_ 1991

.......... E J_i[[[l__ IJ II : III __ I [I t'.. J ,, , ,,, __...mm

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Coz_ment ( continued )

(2) The distinction between rock property values determined from tests in

the laboratory and field-scale rock mass properties is not accounted for in a

scientific manner. Although recognition of this important difference is

occasionally made_ it is done by arbitrarily reducing laboratory rock

properties by 50% or 60%, by ubiquitous joint analysis, and by relegating
consideration of fractures to the discussion of geohydrology where structural

discontinuities such as joints and fractures are considered only with respect

to unsaturated fraction flow and constant permeability. Laboratory tests can

be done with precision and reliable statistical information obtained. However,

the same cannot be said of the rock mass response as considered in the EA and ESSE.

(3) Rock properties and rock mass response are intimately linked to

fluid, as well as thermal phenomena. However, coupling between fluid and

mechanical effects in the porous, fractured, faulted rock mass at the Yucca

Mountain site seemingly has been ignored. The well-established principle of
effective stress has not been taken into account. In view of the many

important questions concerning site geohydrology, there accrues an associated

uncertainty coupled to rock properties and rock mass behavior.

(4) Structure geology, such as the Ghost Dance Fault, fault properties,

and fault hydrology, are not well-known, but obviously have the potential for

adverse impacts on site suitability.

At present, the lack of data, a high potential for adverse discovery during

site characterization phase, and uncertainty in rock mass response militate

against a higher level finding for post-closure rock proper'ties. More

site-specific data, perhaps from more closely spaced drill holes, and more

realistic analyses are needed to define the rock mass at the site with the

degree of confidence necessary for a higher level finding.
END OF TEXT

10 Proposed Resolutior, ( continued )

to support a lower-level (Level 3) suitability finding that the characteristics

of the potential host rock at the Yucca Mountain site will accommodate the

thermal, chemical, mecharlicai, and radiation stresses induced by a repository,

as well as the interactions expected among the waste, host rock, ground water,

and engineered components. Furthermore, it appears an EBS that will meet

applicable release limits can be developed using RAT. Given the previously
discussed uncertainties, a higher-level suitability finding is not supported at

this time."
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 2 of 6 5. Revision Dratt/Date A.__qust 1991

2. Date November II_ 1,991 6. Section__2_.3.3/2.4/3.3.3.2/4.

3. Reviewer William G. Pariseau 7. Page 2-38+/2-129+/3.3.3-7_+/4-3+

4. Organization_U_niversitY of Utah 8. Paragraph Rock Properties

i iii II iir ..... i II I i ii I I i i .. I i I i i .... i i

9, Comment

Fluid-mechanical coupling has not. been considered, although the guidelines

(e.g., p. 6-206 of the EA) require interactions %0 be considered especially as

they affect radionuclide releases. This is rather surprising, since it is the

interaction that one would consider first in most geotechnicai engineering

situations. Although the_tal effects on the mechanical response of rock matrix

material are considered in great detail, its importance to radionuclide release

would appear to be much less than possible fluid effects, especially in a

fr_, porous rock mass. In my opinion, stress-permeability coupling ought

to be addressed as thoroughly as stress-temperature coupling even though the

site is in the nominally unsaturated zone.

Excavation and operation of the repository will modify the rock mass; new

fractures may appear, existing joints may extend, some fault motion may ensue,

cracks will open and close, and so forth. The contribution of structural

discontinuities to the permeability fie ld, heterogeneous at the start, will.IItl/i_ .... :i .... __ " -_i\ ..... ,i,i ' '"'' I . I I I _ III I I I lp I I [L

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The gSSg Core Team agrees with the co_¢nent. We will add a discussion on

fluid-mechanical coupling to ESSE Issue #2 (Section 2.3.3.4, page 2-49,

paragraph 1 of Issue 2) to illustrate how mechanical changes may affect fluid

flow and how episodic fluid flow may alter the mechanical characteristics of
the rock.

END OF TEXT

_-- ,.z_i ---EL. --_'---:::::_ _ -- I - I I[ _ III ....... ' j / _'_ "

11. Resolution (7"obe completed by original Reviewer)

Con_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment2 of 6 3. Name William G. Pariseau

(Print Name)

2. Page 2 o! 2
4. Date November ll_z 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

change and influence motion of air, water and water vapor within the rock mass.

The fluid pressure field and phase changes (vaporization, condensation) will,

in turn, influence the deformation of the rock mass. What, for example, would

be the result of a rare episode of rapid (saturated) water flow into a hot area

of the repository where the dry rock temperature is above the boiling point?
Would the enormous build-up of pore and fracture pressures dissipate with

sufficient speed to avoid a potentially catastrophic motion of the rock mass?

Such questions are as important as, say, the question of thermally induced

] fracturing of the rock matrix and would seem to merit investigation to the same
level of detail.

END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

I, Comment 3 of 6 5. RevisionDraft/Date_UgUSt :_991

2. Date November___j;_....1991 ..... 6. Section 2.3.3/2.4_3.3.3.2/4

3. Reviewer William G. Pariseau 7. Page _2-12.9+/3.3.3-7+/4+

4. Organization_U,niversity of Utah 8. Paragraph RO.ck Properties

i iii I I i I , ii i , m_ "i ii I i . i iii i i i ......

9. Comment

The eval _ation of performance measures using numerical models as outlined

in the ESSE, p. 2-2, is suspect because of the primitive state of the

geomechanical models used. For example, the much cited report by Johnstone and

others relies on a ubiquitous joint concept and arbitrary reduction of rock

matrix properties to model the rock mass. The first does not describe any real

material and the second is justifiable only after site specific rock mass

measurements have been made. The analysis is limited to two-dimensions and

assumes vertical joints only. Although the authors make clear their

assumptions and intend the analysis to be a relative ranking study of four

horizons, it is frequently cited by othe:-s as an absolute study of the proposed

site in the Topopah Spring member at Yucca Mountain.

Before heavy reliance "_splaced on any particular model, it should be shown

to describe rea]. physical phenomena (verified) and should be validated and

calibrated to site-specific data. This is admittedly a catch-22 suggestion
. I III -,-- III _ I I iii..... III I II I I I [ I i,I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Although the ESSE does not cite the Johnstone et al. (1983) reference,

text has been added to the ESSE Report, Section 2.3.3.3.2, Thermomechanical

Properties, second full paragraph on page 45, to indicate that modeling

studies to date have been limited to two-dimensional analysis and have used

idealized fracture descriptions, and to reflect the need for model validation.

Text has also been added to Section 2.3.3.5, Repository-Scale, Underground

Excavations, end of first paragraph, recommending that results from tests in a

repository scale excavation be used to calibrate and validate models used to

predict postclosure rock characteristics.
END OF TEXT

I I__ql "'" ' ' '_mw .......... ""-' .... I -- . I iiiii ii i

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer,)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END Of' TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment3 of 6 3. Name. William G. Pariseau

(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date November llt 1991

5, CommentorProposed Resol_ion or Resolution (Circle on_

9 Comment ( continued )

since the modeling here is necessarily being done prior to any site

characterization activity, However, results of forward modeling of other

underground excavations would add credibility to the procedure and assist model
users in the development of the application art,

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 4 of 6 5. Revision Dratt/Date Au,..qust 1991

2. Date November II± 1991 6. Section_2.3.3/2.4/.3.3.3.2/4

3. ReviewerWilliam G. Pariseau 7. Page 2-38+/2-129+/3.3.3-7+/4-I

4. OrganizationUniversity of Utah 8. Paragraph Rock Pr_operties

- ii -- wa_-" I " " I

9. Comment

There is an apparent contradiction in the logic of selecting a site in an

unsaturated environment that is likely to remain unsaturated for many thousands

of years and doing a great amount of study, analysis, calculations, modeling

and so forth. As long as the site remains dry, there appears to be no

mechanism available for the transport of radioactive contaminants to the

accessible environment (with the possible exception of gaseous carbon-14).

Thus, the post-closure system guidelines can be met, provided the pre-closure

guidelines are met. Sinnock and others arrive at essentially the same
conclusion.

If this is not the case and modeling is relied upon to anticipate site

behavior far into the future, then development and demonstration of a fully

coupled three-dimensional jointed rock mass model that allows for transient,

unsaturated flow and phase changes in a time-dependent temperature field (and

thus has the potential for describing real phenomena at the site) is needed, an
p II I I I IIII [-- - .......

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Pariseau's implication that if

confidence is very l_igh that the site will remain unsaturated for many

thousands of years, then it should be possible to place reasonable

constraints on the amount of study and analysis necessary to adequately

characterize the site. The DOE's current management approach is a phased

characterization philosophy, where the need for further studies and analysis
is reassessed as new information is obtained and evaluated.

We also agree that the amount of detailed modeling needed requires careful

consideration relative to its potential impact on evaluating site suitability.

High priority should be placed on investigating phenomena that involve credible

contaminant release and transport mechanisms. To the extent that fluid

transport of contaz_inants is important, the coupling between stress and

fracture permeability should be considered, especially in view of the concern

for possible fast (fracture) flow paths in the porous, fractured, faulted rock

ii I ....... _ I I I Ii=: : ...... I I, ILJ -= _ll .___ii _ . _l I

11. Resolution (To.be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instruc_ions on back of form)

I. Comment4 of 6 3. Name William G. Pariseau
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4, Date November llt 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( continued )

ambitious task, indeed.
END OF TEXT

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

mass at the site. Other transport mechanisms, such as diffusion through bound
water films in the unsaturated zone, may also need to be considered.

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Rcvlewer completes items t - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 6 5, RevisLonDraft/Date _._! ° )1

2, Date Nove._._._._ez"l!__. 1991 _ 6. SectLon 2,3.._/3,3..3..2./4.0

3. Reviewer William G, Pajiseau . _ .... 7. Page _.2.-38+/2,129/3_._3,__2.,_7+/4"!.__
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9. Comment

There are two aspects of z'epositorE design and operation that relate to

safety and the pre-closure guidelines that should be considered more carefully.

There appears to be a pot,_ntial for the development of very blocky ground

because of the presence of closely spaced vertical fractures (4 to 14 per I0
ft), horizontal fractures, and random fractures (Cart et al., 1983) and the

unusually high strenqth of the Topopah Sp'r.ingtuff. Excavation, support,

large-hole drilling and retrieval may be much more _ifficult than assumed.

They may also be less difficult. Site data are not adequate for resolution of

the question, so a cautious app_-oach is prudent.

There is also a potential safety threat in working in the vicinity of rock

at i00 degrees C. There is no precedent in the mining industry that indicates

reasonably available technology for working in such hot ground on a daily and

routine basis at the scale of operations anticipated. Rock temperatures in the
II_lll--_ II IIII I I I[' BIL--'IIIII: ._1I_Br_MImB_lmnltWllm .... II P If_

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE CoL'e Team agrees that a cautious approach to .repository design

and operation is prudent. Requirements for artificial support to ensure the

stability of the underground openings are summarized in the EA (Section:
6.3.3.2.3) evaluation of Favorable Condition #2_ but limitations on surface-.

disturbing work have largely precluded the acquisition of new data

(ESSE/Section 3.3.3.2.3.2)° Repository operating temperatures were only
briefly addressed in the gA (Section 6.3.3.2.5) in terms of ventilation

system design, and this consideration was not explicitly mentioned in the ESSE
(Section 3.3.3.2).

Accordingly, ESSE issue #2 (Sections 3.3.3.2.2.1 and 3.3.3.2.4) will be

expanded to address rock characteristics that might impact personnel safety in

the repository in terms of underground rock support and operating temperatures.

Until additional site specific data and a more mature repository design c,_mcept

<,ondltion for this guideline remains at abecome available, the qualifying - '

" I IllUl Jill II[ .1111[ I1[_ ............ __ r -- II I [ BUll'" Li L] ..... f .... ..

11. Resolutf._n (To be complete,d by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution acce[hed as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date, N0ve_ er 1_1.j...1_991

5, Comment or Proposed Resok,_ion or Resolution (Circle one)

9 Comment ( cont.inued )

hot, deep, dry and difficult mines of South Africa and India range between 35

to 50 degrees C, for the most part (personal colrmunication: P.'rof.M. Salamon,

Colorado School of Mines; Prof. R. Bhaskar, Univ. of Utah). Again, caution is
in order.

In this regard, the attitude projected in the ESSE on p. 3.3.3-8 about the

risks inherent in underground operations appears to be a throw-back to the time

when industrial safety was not a concern, for example, when inhaling silica

dust by stone masons was considered an occupational hazard that workers

accepted upon employment. I am sure the impression created is unintentional,

but it should be made clear that site workers will not be employed in an

unusually hazardous environment.
END OF TEXT

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

lower-level (Level. 3) suitability finding (ESSE/Section 3.3.3.2.5).

Finally, the discussion of ESSE Issue #3 (Section 3.3.3.2.2.1) will be

revised to reflect appropriate concern for risk mitigation.
END OF TEXT
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9. Comment

The hot rock temperatures approaching I00 degrees C during the operating

life, of the repository may be unacceptable. If a decrease in teJnperature

becomes necessaz_ assuming vertical placement, then an addition to the lateral

extent of the repository nmy be required. A decrease in temperature could be

achieved by decreasing canister power or by increasing canister spacing. Both
would require greater lateral extent of the proposed repository. However, an

enlarged repository poses questions not fully addressed in the ESSE or gA.

Changing canister spacing and power also affects the source term calculation.

There is the possibility of also decreasing drift spacing while increasing

canister spacing or decreasing power density and thus staying within the

present bounds. The present layout uses a 20% two-dimensional _area)

extraction ratio. I was unable to find how this parameter was selected, but it

is s_bject to control through design.
END OF TEXT

lilll__ .... -_ -, , . i ii illil III I . --' - IlL I ......

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Col_pTeam)

The ESSE Core Team agrees with Dr. Pariseau's comment. In addition to

the text changes made in response to the previous co_m_ent (to address the

stability of underground openings and repository operating temperature), we

will modify ESSE Issue #I (Section: 3.3.3.2.2.1) to explicitly note the

alternate thermal loadings and waste emplacement layouts under consideration.

We agree that the parameters identified in this comment are subject to design

control; however, specification of values for these parameters will require

future characterization of the site and definition of the design requirements.
END OF TEXT

nki_ilil_i_lml, i1 mlmll __ I • ....... , I i i[ li ---

11. ResolulJon (To be c_mpleted by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TZXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESOLUTION RECORD

Peer Reviewer'sStatement:

I havereviewedthe ESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackage in accordancewithESSE Peer Review
Plan. My conclusioctswith respect tothe reviewcriteriaof the ESSE Peer ReviewPlan are:

Adequate

ReviewCriteria Yes: See Comment(s)Nos." No: See Comment(s) Nos.

In my areas of expertise:

A. The contentot the ESSE IntegratedEvatu- 1 - 11
ationPackageprovidesan unbiasedand
objectivepresentationof informat_n rele-
vantto the suitabilityissuescovered by
eachguideline.

1- 11
B. Tt_econclusionsabout the statusof lower

and higher.levelfindingsonthe siting
guidelinesare balarced and defensible.

Thomas A. Vogel
Peer Reviewer Date 12 / 16/ 91

Corr,ment ResolutionRe,corcl

Yes X The revised ESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackage adequatelyaddressesmycomments

No The followingcommentshavenotbeen adequately addressed:

Peer Review _ . ,, Date 12/ 1(1/91

Commentsnot resolvedbetween the Peer Reviewerand the ESSE Core Team havebeen notedby the
T&MSS TaskManage_.

T&MSSTaskManager__(_ Date 12--/_-_/I
-Of ,51

* Note: May explainadequacy of comment(s)if needed.

_S,SEF_G4.M=SC_-21-_t
FigureB-3. Early Site SuitabilityEvaluate1 (ESSE) CommentResponseRecord.
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

II II I IIII . I I II IIII I111 '"" ,,,,ca r lr I ii1[ _____

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 1 of Ii 5, Revision Draft/Date _Auc[ust199!

2. Date November ii, 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.5r 2.3.7.3.3

3. Reviewer T. A. Voqel 7. Page 2-24 & 2-102fr

4. Organiza_on Michigan State Universit_ 8. Paragraph 3&4

i i . I J " --i i ii ...... "111 i i iii iiii ___

9. Comrnent

2.3.1.5 Recommendations for future activity in this section are very weak.

The conclusions and recommendations among the various sections are very
uneven. As an example, compare this section with 2.3.7.3.3.

END OF TEXT

ilmr I I Ilfl m -- -- ..m.._._- .......

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text in Section 2.3.1.5 on page 2-24 will be revised as follows:

Last sentence of paragraph l: "...however, substantial testing and
analyses are needed to support a higher-level suitability finding."

The discussion paragraph (same section) will be replaced with a subsection
called "Recommendations for Future Activities" and will read as follows:

"The results of this evaluation have identified specific activities that

should be considered as part of the continuing effort to acquire the

information needed to assess site suitability. These activities are related to

the technical elements in Issue i and address (i) flow path occurrence and

characteristics; (2) processes controlling the attenuation and redistribution

of water entering the unsatuz-ated zone; and (3) development of confidence in

the modelling capabilities describing fracture-matrix interactions in the

....... m-- i [ _ -i i i iiii ii ....... i i Jll

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I III II I -- ' I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1 Comment l._____of ii 3. Name T. A. Vogel ______-. - (Print Name)

2. Page 2__L.._- of . 2 _ 4. Date_N°vember 11, 1991 _._..__

5. Comment or Proposed Resoluti_,n or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

unsaturated zone.

Site-specific data are required to understand and quantify, where

possible, the mechanisms controlling the spatial and temporal distribution and

magnitude of infiltration and the processes controlling the attenuation and
redistribution of transient pulses of water. A representative hydrologic data

set should be collected to establish the interdependencies of the hydrologic

properties that control flow and transport within both the saturated and
unsaturated zones. Spatial and temporal variations in the hydraulic

characteristics and in the fracture characteristics associated with the welded,
nonwelded, and bedd_ ruffs located above and below the repository horizon

should be quantifie_. These data sl%ould be augmented with a coupled field and

laboratory program that investigates the basic assumptions underlying the
models used for the unsaturated zone and that evaluates plausible mechanisms

for rapid flow through the unsaturated zone. The effects of fracture coatings,

material property variations near the fracture surfaces, and the effects of

wetting and drying transients should be studied as part of this integrated

laboratory and field program. The use of chemical and envirorm_ental tracers

and dating techniques should be used as an independent means to estimate travel
times and to develop confidence in the models that are used to simulate flow

processes and mechanism. Water chemistry data from both the unsaturated and
saturated zones should be obtained to better understand and constrain the

assumptions associated with chemical processes and gaseous flow in the
unsaturated zone and to provide boundary conditions for modelling these

processes. Additional hydrologic testing within the saturated zone should be
considered to characterize the dominant processes controlling flow to the

accessible environment. Existing water table holes and those proposed for the

future should be used for additional hydrochemical characterization. With

respect to redistribution of water and occurrence of flow paths in the
unsaturated zone, the conditions under which perched water may occur or develop

in the future merit careful attention. With respect to saturated-zone

conditions, the large hydraulic gradient north and west of the potential

repository site and the very small gradient beneath it require understanding
and evaluation. Continued efforts should be expended to develop a position on

the appropriate definition and regulatory implications of ground-water travel
time requirements."

END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

II] .... I IIIII -- I I I PlPI II - " IIIIIIII III I I I II II ..........

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 8.)

1. Comment 2 of 11 5. RevisionDraft/Date Auqust 1..991.

2. Date November 11, 1991. 6. Section._2.__3.1.. 5.., 2.4
w

3. ReviewerT. A. Voc[el 7. Page P 2-129ff

4. Organization _Michigan State University 8. Paragraph

III I III I II III I IIIII II m I I ._ I I Illl II II I

9. Comment

2.3.1.5 The geohydrology, geochemistry, tectonics, rock characteristics,
and climate sections should have conclusions and recommendations that discuss

integration among the geotechnical areas. Section 2.4 would be an excellent

place to discuss this integration. See also my comment #9.
END OF TEXT

- " ii I I i I _ a I iii I I II IIII r ' ' -- _ _

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_d by ESSE Core Team)

The ESSE approach to evaluating technica_ guidelines was to consider

specific features or conditions that would indicate the site should be

disqualified. The integration across technical guidelines was addressed

in the evaluation of the System Guideline, and this is the approach that

was used. The text in Section 2.2 will be modified to make this point

more clearly (second paragraph in Section 2.2):

"The evaluation of the Postclosure System Guideline determines

whether the system performance requirements specified in the guideline

can be met. This requires an integrated assessment of the issues

identified in the technical guideline evaluations and other issues
related to waste isolation and containment identified in the

performance assessments, themselves. For example, many of the

technical guidelines focus only on specific aspects of site

performance, such as hydrology, which addresses the movement of water,

I I [ -.- I IIIi --i I _ ....... ___ 1.... J _ L II I I I IIII I II I II --Ill

11. Resol_Jon (To becomplemdbyoriginm Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

. I I II II.II II _11 I I _ I I rlii I i I ii i li Illl lr I I '111 li iql . -__-- .
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1 Comment2 of 11 3. Name T. A. Voqel (Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 4 4. Date.N°vember Ii, 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

!0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

or geochemistry, which addresses the movement of solutes in the water.
Such distinctions are eliminated when these issues are considered

together in the System Guideline evaluation."

The integration of different technical areas will be made in the
context of system performance assessments, it is still too early to

conduct definitive system performance assessments because the necessary

conceptual and numerical models are not well enough developed. Text will be
added to explain this limitation to early site suitability evaluations

(paragraph added at the top of page 2-5):

"Although quantitative assessments were considered, they did not

provide the principal focus of this early site suitability evaluation.
Ultimately, the evaluation of the suitability of the site will involve

detailed, quantitative performance analyses to assess compliance with
numerical criteria. These analyses will be based on conceptual models

that are consistent with the information gathered during site

characterization. Because it is too early in the site

characterization program for such information and for having models

that are fully developed, the Core Team did not rely heavily on

quantitative performance models. (A good example is in the area of

geohydrologic processes. Because the models in this area are at a

relatively early stage of development, the Core Team did not consider

it appropriate to rely heavily on them at this time.) Nevertheless,

the Core Team did review the status of the quantitative assessments

during their evaluation of the System Guideline. The results of this
review and the evaluation of the System Guideline are presented in

Section 2.4."a=

= A better job of integration of the uncertainties and issues at the
site can be done. Section 2.4 will be expanded to address more of the

issues identified in the technical guideline evaluations from an

i integrated, system perspective. In addition, issues that go beyond
individual guidelines are addressed in the existing system guideline

discussion. These include issues that address several different types of

characteristics, e.g., geochemistry and geohydrology or geohydrology and

tectonics, or issues where the central focus is outside the scope of the

technical guidelines, e.g., gaseous release patI_ways. The fo].iowing text will
be added as a replacement for the second paragraph on page 2-145 (Section

2 4 3 2) to focus more attention on these issues:

z
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

_nstructions on back of form)

I. Comment2 of ii 3. Name T. A. Voqel

(Print Name)
2. Page 3 of 4

4. DateNovember 11 t 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resol_ion or Resol_ion (Circle on_

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

"A possibly important factor that has not yet been evaluated

thoroughly is the transport of radionuclides in the saturated z_ne

below the water table. Although conservative analyses in the Ea did

not indicate a strong effect, evidence is accumulating that transport

of radionuclides may be slow in this zone and may provide an important

contribution to waste isolation at the site. It will be important to
evaluate the magnitude of this contribution in future assessments.

Detailed quantitative analyses of the potential effects of

disruptive processes and events have not yet been conducted. The

technical guideline evaluations suggest two categories of scenarios

that need to be addressed: tectonic processes and human intrusion.

The first category of scenarios involves disruptions to the

system induced by tectonic processes (see Section 2.3.7). The

evaluation of the Postclosure Tectonics Guideline concluded that there

are several important issues relevant to postclosure performance. One

issue is the potential effect of tectonic activity on the
engineered barrier system. The performance assessments that have been

conducted show little difference between analyses involving 1,000-year
lifetime waste packages and shorter-lived waste packages. Therefore,

it is not likely that tectonic disruptions of the waste package would

be very important unless such disruptions also involve other phenomena
affecting performance, or there is greater reliance on long-lived
(e.g., 10,000-year) waste packages.

A second issue associated with tectonic processes is a potential
effect on the ground-water flow system such as an increase in the

elevation of the water table or a local concentration of flux due to

creation of new fast pathways. The performance assessments that have

evaluated these effects have indicated that adverse effects would be

unlikely. For example, calculations with a hypothetical permanent
water table rise of 20 m show virtually no effect on cumulative

releases. Likewise, analyses of flux concentration effects show as

much likelihood of decreased releases as increased releases because of

decreased flow in one part of the repository compensating for
increased flu_ in another part (to maintain the overall water

balance). Therefore, the overall effect is not likely to be
significant.

A third tectonic-processes issue is the question of volcanism.
=
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(instructions on back of form)

I. Comment 2__.__m of II 3, Name T. A. Voqel(Print Name)

2. Page 4 of 4 4. Date November" 11_ 1991

5, Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

In this case, the probability of volcanism at the site is considered

to be very low, Although such effects are not expected, additional
information is needed to determine possible impacts on waste isolation

and containment."
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

J

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 3 of II 5, RevlsionDratt/Date A__u_u_st 1991

2. Date November iI, 1991 6. Section 2.3.1.3.2

3. Reviewer T. A, Vocrel.. 7, Page __2-19

4, Organization _an State University__ 8. Par-_raph 1

9. Comment

There is a great deal of emphasis put on the ability of the unwelded

portions of the Paintbrush Tuff to attenuate and retard transient, large
volume, water flow. There should be a more detailed discussion of the data

that support this conclusion. In order to evaluate this process, further
testing is warranted.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolufion(Tobecomp_tedbyESSE Com Tearn)

The ESSE Core Team strongly endorses Dr. Vogel's recommendation that

additional testing in the unwelded portions of the Paintbrush tuff, as well as

other unwelded units, is a prerequisite to fully understanding the processes
controlling attenuation and redistribution of transient pulses of water in the

unsaturated zone. At present, a limitcd amount of site-specific data are

available that can be used to support the results of the analyses that have
been summarized and that can be used as a basis to evaluate the potential

importance of these units on attenuation and redistribution. Peters et al.,
(1987) coupled laboratory imbibition experiments on samples of Paintbrush tuff

with analysis using TOSPAC (a one-dimensional finite-difference program for

simulating water flow in partially saturated, fractured layered media). They

attribute the difference between observed laboratory measurements and analysis
results to a lack of accuracy in the limited hydrologic data available from
Yucca Mountain.

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE: SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

I. Cc)mment3 of ii 3. Name T. A. Voqei _
(Print Name)

2. Page 2 oi 2......... '........ 4. Date, November 11 t 1991

5. Comment o,rProposed Resolution or Resolution (Circ/e one)

10 _roposed Resolution ( continued )

To address this co_nent and Dr. Vogel's Comment #i, we will add the

following text to Section 2.3.1.5, Recommendations for Future Activities:

'Spatial and temp_:ral variations in the hydraulic characteristics and in

the fracture characteristics associated with the welded, nonwelded, and bedded
ruffs located above and below the repository horizon should be quantified."

(See paragraph 2, sentence 3 of proposed resolution to Dr. VogelFs Comment #i).

Additionally, the first sentence of paragraph 2, of the new subsection

will state the following:

'Site-specific data are required to understand and quantify, where

possible, the mechanism_s controlling the spatial and temporal distribution and
magnitude of infiltration an_ the processes controlling the attenuation and
redistribution of transient pulses of water."

END OF TEXT

_ " ____LL ............ " .... I II------'---,--:"i,-L ........... I I II II I . i
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(ReviewercompletesItemsI-9,)

1. Comment 4 of II 5. RevislonDraft/Date Aucmst 1991

2. Date November iI_ !991 6. Section 2.3.1 General

3. ReviewerT. A. Voqel 7. Page 2-7ff

4. Organization Michigan State University,, 8. Paragraph NA

9. Comment

The most important conceptual issue in the ESSE revolves around the

hydrologic processes of fracture and matrix interaction. This issue cannot be

compartmentalized into hydrology alone, it must be integrated with
geochemistry, rock characteristics and tectonics. Questions that are raised

about interactions among the radionuclides, the host rock and ground water are
fundamentally related. As stated on page 2-26 "The probability of sustained

flow along fast flow paths remains an open issue_" The core team recognized
the fundamental, control of fast pathways on geochemical retardation. Yet there
is not a detailed discussion of this integration.

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

In response to Dr. Vogel's Comment #2, text will be added discussing
integration of different technical areas across technical guidelines and of

site uacertainties and issues. The response to that comment contains added
text.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment response accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_ L_ ,,,,
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EARLY SiTE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of.ll 5. RevisionDratt/Date LAuqust 1991

2. Date November iit 1991 6. Section _2 _eneral

3. Reviewer T. A. Voqel 7. Page 2-38ff _, _

4. Organization Michigan State University_ 8. Paragraph NA

9. Comment

2.3.3 Is this the place to discuss the effects of a thermal perturbation

by the emplacement of the nuclear waste? There needs to be a detailed
discussion of this in the ESSE.

Would there be any significant condensates produced by driving out the

moisture near the emplacement area? If so what will the effects of this water
be?

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_ted by ESSE Com Team)

Dr. Vogel makes a valid point about a shortcoming of the ESSE document.
The effects of the repository=induced thermal perturbation was not adequately

discussed in the document. A six-paragraph insert has been prepared for

Section 2.3.3, pp. 2-45 and 2-46 and will be added to replace the first

paragraph in the section titled "Hydrologic and Geochemical Characteristics."

The topic of moisture redistribution and a summary of recent modeling of the
effects have been added. The text that will be inserted in response to this

comment and to Dr. Kreamer's Comment #3 is as follows:

"Much has been learned since the EA about the thermohydrological effects

that are anticipated from the dissipation of radioactive decay heat in the
unsaturated fractured host rock. Numerical models have predicted the

time-dependent temperature distribution within the host rock and surrounding

hydrostratigraphic units for various repository design concepts, thermal

loading densities, and waste receipt and operating scenarios (Ballou et al.,

11. Resolu_on(Tobecomplemdbyorigin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

=
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
ii lBl P I

_nstruct/ons on back of form)

1, Comment5 of II 3. Name T. A. Voqel

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 3

4. Date November IIr 1991

ii, II Iii i i i i '..... I I i ii

5. Comment or Proposed Resol_ion or Resol_ion (Circle on_ _-

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

1990). Most of these models involve spatial and temporal superposition of heat

conduction calculations to account for the emplacement of individual heat

sources over the operational life of the repository and the radioactive decay.
Areal power densities (APDs) ranging from less than 20 to greater than I00
kW/acre and average waste ages from i0 to 90 years have been modeled. These

models do not account for fluid-phase changes or heat transfer mechanisms other
than heat conduction.

A field experiment to investigate the physical processes that should be

incorporated into models describing thermohydrologic and geochemical processes
in fractured, porous, densely welded tuff was conducted at G-Tunnel on the

Nevada Test Site (Buschek et al., 1991b). The experiment used a heater placed

in a horizontal orientation, and results show that the predominant heat flow

mechanism was heat conduction (Buscheck and Nitao, 1991b). Fractures appeared
to serve as the predominant flow paths for gases and liquids, and fracture

permeability to air increased somewhat due to the heating-cooling cycle. This
experiment did not show any mechanisms or phenomena that would indicate that

tuffaceous rock is unsuitable for siting of the repository.

Hydrothermal model calculations have been performed for a wide range of

fracture and matrix properties in the unsaturated zone using simplified

repository geometries. These models include boiling and condensation effects,

convection of latent and sensible heat, and thermal radiation. In general,
these models predict a drying-out of the near-field rock by boiling of the

vadose water in the rock matrix and the flow of water vapor through fractures
to cooler regions where it condenses. Because of the very low matrix

permeability of the host rock, this condensate will drain considerable

distances along fractures befo:e it is totally imbibed by the matrix. The

combination of vapor flow away from the heat source and gravity=driven

condensate flow-down fractures tends to promote shedding of condensate off the

sides and away from the boiling zone. This condensate shedding effect was

observed during the G-Tunnel heater experiment (Buschek et al., 1991b;
Buscheck and Nitao, 1991b).

Recent hydrothermal model calculations over a range of fuel ages and APDs
(Buscheck, 1991) have shown the potential for significant boiling and rock

dry-out benefits for high APDs (i.e., APD > 80 kW/acre). For 60-yr-old

pressurized water reaction (PWR) fuel and an APD of 114 kW/acre, these

calculations show near-field temperatures remaining above boiling for 5,000 to
I0,000 years, with the rewetting of the dry-out zone to ambient saturation

:equiring I00,,00_ to 200,000 years. The probability of fracture flow reaching
I __ i , ii II i I I = i ii
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(Instructions on back of form)

I. Comment5 of II 3. Name T. A. Voqel

(Print Name)

2. Page._ 3 _ of 3
4, Date Novemb.._.er11, 1991

_ ........ . I i ii i ii -- -]rd_I I I ......... -_lll II_ - "

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

a waste package is greatly reduced by near-field boiling conditions. While

the dry-out zone is rewetting to ambient saturation, matrix flow will be

directed back towards the repository. Buscheck (1991) found that much of the

rewetting of the dry-out zone occurs from below the repository horizon. The

resulting upward matrix flux below the repository will retard matrix-dominated

radionuclide transport towards the water table.

For a range in expected repository fracture and matrix properties,

hydrothermal calculations of the repository show the predominant heat flow

mechanism to be heat conduction (Buscheck, 1991). The volume of rock dry-out

and the duration of near-field boiling conditions was found to be dependent

primarily on (i) the thermal properties of the unsaturated zone and (2)

thermal loading conditions. Moreover, mass flux rates generated by condensate

drainage for high APDs are much greater than current estimates of infiltration

flux, The modeling study by Buscheck (1991) showed the duration of near-field

dry-steam boiling conditions is insensitive to a wide range in infiltration
flux and initial saturation distribution.

Buscheck (1991) found that even for APDs as low as 20 kW/acre, the flow of

water vapor and condensate driven by the heat of radioactive decay may

dominate the ambient hydrological system. Elevated temperatures and

condensate drainage have the potential of driving geochemical changes that may

significantly alter the flow and transport properties of the natural barriers

underlying the repository horizon. Key concerns include whether

hydrothez_ally induced zeolitization of the vitric nonwelded Calico Hills unit
may significantly reduce its capacity to retard fracture-dominated flow.

Because of the potential for substantial boiling and rock dry-out benefits at

high APDs, the impact of these uncertainties may be significantly reduced.."
END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment 6 of 11 5. Revision DrattJDate Auqust 1991

2, Date N....ovember..!!: 1_9..91 6. Section 2.3.7.2.1

3. Revlewer T. A. Voc[el 7. Page 2,8!, 2-100

4. Organization Michigan State University 8. Paragraph

L II ' I ' • I- -- III I I III I[] II '11 I I I _ '?'_"_' "'

9. Comment

There .is a need to understand the steep hydrologic gradient, and couple

this understanding with the questions: Could igneous or tectonic activity

disrupt this gradient? What would be the effects of this disruption?
END OF TEXT

-- " ..... I . II I iiiii I L II ii II I '1 i I I i1'

10. Proposed Resot_ion (7"0be completed by ESSE Core Team)
• .

The ESSE Core Team agrees that there is a need to understand the large

gradient and the effects of modifying the causative geologic conditions by

tectonic or igneous processes. We believe that the more broadly framed

specific concerns stated in the middle paragraph of page 2-81 indeed encompass

the effects of tectonism on the gradient and the water table beneath the

potential Yucca Mountain site. Similarly, we believe that the third and fourth

paragraphs on page 2-100 (continuing onto page 2-101) quite explicitly discuss

studies that have been done or are under way to understand the causative
geologic conditions and, for at least one such condition, to examine the

effects of disruption. Finally, in response to Dr. Cambray's Comment #2, we

have proposed adding the following sentence at the end of the second paragraph
on page 2-I05:

"The results of this exploration st_ould be incorporated into

three-dimensional models, simulating both the existing geologic framework and

--- -- _ I illll I i _ i n ann I .............. II I II I II

11. Resolution(Tobecomple_dbyorigin_ RevieweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1 Comment6 of 11 3, Name,, T. A. Vo eq._.. , , --
• (Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2 4. Date November llz 1991 _

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

credible modifications of this framework by tectonic processes, in order to

predict possible changes to the local flow system and the position of the water
table."

No additional changes to the text are proposed at this time.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SiTE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

__ ".... III II I I R_I I P' I I I I I - -- I III

(instruct/cns on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 7 of 11 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqu__st 1991

2. Date November 11_ _1991 6. Section 2.3.7.3.3 General

3. ReviewerT. A., Voqel .......... 7. Page 2-102ff ........ " ,, _..

4. Organization .Michigan.,,Sta,t,e,,Univezs, ity 8. Paragraph all

..... i i i _ i i ii i ii i .,,,,, ,, ..,..., , iii i iiii iii i Jill [ II _ I

9. Comment

In comparison to other chapters, this is the most complete "Conclusions and

Recommendations for Future Activities" section. Tile chapters are very uneven

in their conclusions and recommendations. This also is one of the few places
that testing priorities is mentioned. The Mattson et al. (1991) document on

testing priorities is mentioned. The Mattson et al. (1991) document on

testing priorities should be referred in almost every chapter.
END OF TEXT

mm i iii ii ii rllll i rl fl I II i . I III I . ,, , i i ,, m-

l 0. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by E$SE Core Team)

The ESSE Core Team was aware that the "Conclusions and Recommendations for

Future Activities" section in the Postclosure Tectonics evaluation is the most

comprehensive of any presented in the ESSE report. The need for investigating

tectonic processes and events received significant attention during preparation

of the Environmental Assessment (DOE, 1986) and reviews of the SCP. About 30

percent of the studies planned for comprehensive site characterization (DOE,

1988a) addresses either preclosure or postclosure tectonics concerns. In

addition, it has long been recognized that, because of the potential

catastrophic consequences of certain tectonic processes (i.e., volcanic events

or major earthquakes), it will be necessary to place bounds on the effects that

such events may have on repository performance. The length and level of detail

for each of the conclusions sections also varied .in proportion to the numbers

of specific conditions enumerated in each guideline and the current level of
confidence in each evaluation.

_ i I In f IIIII _ iii Illlll I in.Bir II II II III I qfl I

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1, Comment7 of ii 3. Name T. A. Vogel
(Print Name)

2, Page. 2 of. 2 4. Date November ii, 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

Mattson et al. (1991) addressed priorities with an assumption that the

principal reason for conducting the site characterization program was
to evaluate the compliance of the repository system with the 10,000-year
cumulative radionuclide release limits specifi=.d in 40 CFR Part 191. Although

the report provided important insights, the ne2d to expand the basis to include
other reasons for gathering site information _s recognized. The Postclosure

Guideline evaluations in the ESSE report will be reviewed to determine if

citing the prioritization results in Mattson et al. (1991) would be helpful.

In part, the ESSE report is the next step in evaluating the need for site
characterization testing on a broader basis. However, recommendations for

areas where additional information will increase confidence to a higher-level

finding, or will assist in determining if such finding can be supported, were

not systematically developed during preparation of the ESSE report. Additional
considerations for conducting tests include (I) providing correlative data for

other testing programs (see also the discussion on the need for technical

integration in the response to Dr. Webb's Comment #20) and (2) gathering design

information. The variety of testing rationales and the complexities of a

fully integrated test prioritization are discussed in detail in the response to
Dr. Drever's Comment #i.

END OF TEXT
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes _ems 1 - 9.)

I. Comment 8 of ii 5. Revision Draft/Date,Auqust 1991

2, Date November,. 11,,,1991, 6. Section 2.3.7.3.3

3. Reviewer T. A. Vocrel 7. Page 2-105

4. Organization _t_'C,,h,,igan State University . 8. Paragraph

i I iii _ " ii i i

9. Comment

The ESSE recommends that volcanism studies should continue as currently

planned. However, it.is not clear to me how any more data will add to any

better predictions. The recent work by Perry and Crowe (1990), and by Mattson

et al. (1991) would indicate the further work on this area should be given a

very low priority. There are conflicting statements on this page with respect
to this recommendation.

END OF TEXT

' ' ' . -- I " I1,1 I IIII III i I I I ._,, .. ,

10. Proposed Resolution ('7"0be comp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

The report of Mattson et al. (1991) specifically was focused on

prioritizing work that is currently planned and believed necessary to meet the

postclosure performance requirements for a potential repository. The purpose

of this prioritization was to identify (i) those concerns that have the

greatest potential for leading to a decision that the site cannot be qualified

from a postclosure performance perspective and (2) tests that might address the

most critical concerns unambiguously, that is, tests that are directly

pertinent but also are unlikely to lead to a false indication that the site is

unsuitable. The report was also caveated as being based on the opinions of a

small group of project scientists without the support of extensive performance

calculations or advice from experts outside of the Yucca Mountain Site

Characterization Project. That such opinions vary is evident not only from the

literature cited in this report (pp. 2-94, 2-95, 2-101, and 2-102), but also

from the comments of this peer review panel.

BL if - I I _. I I I "' .... I I Lu,,, I Jl I

11. ResoluUon(7"obecomple_dbyonginalReviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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1. Comment8 of II 3. Name T. A. Voqel --
.... (Print Name)

2. Page 2 of 2 4. Date November ii, 1991

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

The recent results of Crowe and his colleagues are encouraging in that they

relate basaltic volcanism in the _rea to a tectonic model that has considerable

merit also from the standpoint of other structural and tectonic features, and

in that they predict a modest decline (relative to earlier predictions) in the

probability that volcanism might intersect the repository. However, the
probability is not negligible within the framework of the regulations,

particularly given the current lack of scientific consensus that will heavily
influence eventual site-suitability judgments. Both the calculated

probabilities and the perceptions of the scientific public may change, for
better or for worse, as progress is made in evaluating alternative tectonic

models for the region. In fact, further understanding of the evolution of

igneous processes is a vital component of this evaluation, as is suggested also

by Dr. Cambray's Comment #4.

Finally, to return to the first point made in this response, we refer to

the final paragraph of this section (beginning at the bottom of page 2-105 and

continuing on page 2-106), and particularly to the last sentence: "However,

the gap between current knowledge of the site and the southern Great Basin and

that required for site qualification and licensing is sufficiently large to

justify continuation of the currently planned investigations into the effects
of tectonism (including igneous activity) on waste isolation at Yucca

Mountain."
END OF TEXT
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(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 9 of 11 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November llt 1991 6. Section 2.4.4

3, Reviewer T. A. Vogel 7. Page 2-147

4. Organiza_onMichigan State University 8. Paragraph Last

9. Comment

Many of the major problems in waste isolation occur at the interface among

geotechnical research areas such as geohydrology, geochemistry, rock

characteristics, tectonics, and climatic changes. These are di3cussed in this

section. In the ESSE (page 2-147), the plans for future testing are discussed,

however, this discussion is essentially limited to referring to the SCP in
Table 2-14 (previously Table 2.4-2). This is the place where the ESSE should

recommend prioritization of tasks to evaluate the site. The objective would be
to unambiguously identify tests designed to determine if the site were
unsuitable.

Prioritization should be based on determinin 9 which tests have a high

probability of answering potential concerns, and a low probability for giving

false alarms. This approach would reduce uncertainty by focusing the data

collection, suggested in the SCP (Table 2-14, previously Table 2.4-2), toward

10, Proposed Resolu'don(7"obecomp_tedbyESSE Core Team)

The text in Section 2.4 will be expanded to address integration of the
issues identified in each of the .guidelines. However, a detailed

prioritization of the testing program based upon the conclusions of this

evaluation is not made here since such a prioritization is outside the scope of

this effort. Such a prioritization requires consideration of c_st, schedule,

and reliability of test methods, which are not considered here. The general
set of recommendations made in each section is intended to be a set of

considerations that should be taken into account in such prioritization.

Section 4.4 of the ESSE report will be expanded to provide a broader

recommendation that a systematic prioritization task should be initiated. See
the response to Dr. Vogel's Comment #I0.

END OF TEXT

11, Resolution(7"obecomplemdbyodgin_ Reviewed

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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I, Comment9 of ii 3, NameT. A. Voqel
(PrintName)

2. Page 2 of 2
4. Date_November llr 1991

5. CommentorProposedResol_ionorResolution(Circ/e on_

9 Comment ( continued )

testing hypotheses in a prioritized order of importance.
END OF TEXT

I 1111 I m mill lm _--
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I lr IIIII ' II II I .....

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1. Comment I0 of ii 5. Revision Draft/Date.Au.qust 1991

2. Date November llr 1991 6. Section 4.4 General

3, Reviewer.T, A, Voqel 7, Page 4-8

4. Organization _chigan State Universit_, 8. Paragraph

II i I ii..... I _ iHtl I I . _____ --

9. Comment

This section should be expanded. The Test Prioritization Task should be

explained better, including the fact that in some areas, no amount of further

testing is likely to result in a higher-level finding. The recommendations

here are weak. There needs to be some method of prioritization of tasks to

evaluate the site and to determine which issue could have a potential for a
higher-level finding. This comment could be cor_sidered a continuation of
comment #9.

END OF TEXT

III I iii I]__ _ -- I I

10, Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The text will be expanded as shown below to provide a better description
of the Test Prioritization Task (TPT) (Mattson et al., 1991) and to recommend

an integrated approach to prioritization that builds on work done in the ESSE
effort and in the TPT.

In his comment, Dr. Vogel makes the observation that "...in some areas,

no amount of further testing is likely to result in a hJ.gher-level finding. "

This was recognized in the ESSE procedure for making higher-level findings, as

well as in the TPT project. In instances where only a lower-level finding can

be supported in this report, it is always because the site is currently judged

suitable, but it is possible that additional information miqh_ chang_@ that

__Qnclusio_A. What if there were no affordable tests available to provide

reliable additional information? For example, assume the site is judged to be
suitable nowr but marginally so. Perhaps there is a 70-percent chance that
appropriate suitability criteria are met. (This number is chosen for

I I ,ii II I , I i I I

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

__
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment 0._Q____of Ii 3, Name T. A. Voqel
(Print Name)

:2. Page ......2 of 4
4. Date_November II, 1991 .......

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Reso}utton (Chcte one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

illustration only.! And assume that there are no more affordable tests to be
run. What should De done?

Here there are two schools of thought. One school says, 'This situation is

no different from any other suitability finding. The site is currently judged

to be suitable, and it is unlikely that additional information will change this

conclusion (because there will be no adchLii_l, infor_ation). Then, according

to the definitions in I0 CFR Part 960, a higher-level finding can be supported,

even though there is only 70-percent chance that the suitability criteria are
met."

The other school of thought says, "Because DOE does not have 'high

confidence' that criteria can be met (only 70 percent), DOE must make a

=- decision, lt must choose between stopping testing and abandoning the site

" (because high confidence cannot be achieved) or stopping testing and=

recommending the site for repository development. The latter choice is made if

the risk associated with the residual 30-percent chance that suitability

criteria cannot be met is small in comparison to the societal costs of

_. abandoning the site." This is the school of thought reflected in paragraph 3

of Section 4.4 on page 4-8.

So the first school of thought says "make the higher-level finding," and

the second says "make a decision about the site, • taking into account the risks

_: associated with recommending or abandoning the site. These apparently

: conflicting views are, in fact, entirely consistent within the ESSE framework

_- illustrated in Figures i-I and 1-2 of the draft ESSE report. That figure

distinguishes between the evaluation according to DOE Siting Guidelines--

represented by the center box in the figure--and the siting decision to

= recommend or abandon the site, which is represented by the diamond.

Therefore, the first school of thought that says 'make the higher-level

- finding" is an appropriate action performed inside the site evaluation box.

The 'make a decision about the site' school of thought is appropriate for

= decision making represented by the diamond. For example, it is not
= inconceivable for the site evaluation to make higher-level findings, and yet

i the DOE siting decision is to abandon the site because there is enough residual

uncertainty to inhibit licensing.

Not all of the preceding discussion was added to the text because we
_- believe the distinctions involved are subtle and are relatively unimportant at

thi _ _r_v _ _f site characterization. Instead, the following sentences

__ | will be added to the end of paragraph 3 on page 4-8: __]-= '"- ___. " II I................. III I_il q 1 IIIII " I I ./ £ I I II Illl ' '" - --'-----_ ....
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(CONTINUATION SHEET)
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(Instructions on back of form)

1. Commentl0 of 11 3. Name T. A. Vogel
(Pdnt Name)

2. Page 3 of 4
4. Dme November IIt 1991

I II II I ii m], I III I

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

"This fs the type of decision represented by the diamond in Figure I-I.

Such decisions are made based on site-suitability evaluation results, but may
be different from the evaluation findings because more factors are taken into
account."

We will add the following text regarding test prioritization. The last

sentence of paragraph 4 on page 4-8 has been deleted, as has paragraph 5. The

following new paragraphs will be inserted after paragraph 4.

"The TPT found that the importance of resolving various

postclosure issues varies widely. There are instances where

establishing the presence of a potentially unsuitable site condition

could lead to predictions of measurable releases of radionuclides, and

there are other instances where the establishing presence of a site

condition has negligible influence on releases. When the accuracies

of proposed tests are considered explicitly, there are several

instances where the tests are considered explicitly, there are

instances where tests are not sufficiently accurate to detect an

unlikely but potentially unsuitable site condition. In fact, in many

of these casesp the tests are more likely to produce a false

indication (i.e., false alarm) that the condition is present when, in
fact, it is not.

An approach similar to that used on the TPT could be used to

prioritize testing needed to resolve the open site suitability issues.

In instances where a higher-level suitability finding can be

supported, it may be appropriate to limit or stop further testing
designed to improve understanding of the relevant site conditions.

However, there are many reasons for testing, and each of these should

be considered when prioritizing sit_ characterization activities. In

particular, the approach should (I) address preclosure qualifying and
disqualifying conditions, (2) analyze all of the technical issues

identified in this report, and (3) consider explicitly other reasons
for site characterization activities, such as information needed to

build confidence, to prepare a license application, to resolve design

issues. Furthermore, the economic and false-alarm costs of proposed

tests need to be balanced against their benefits in satisfying the
above motivations for testing. The Core Team reco1_mends that a

| c_tnp_e_hei_ive_iu_itization effort be considered _o identify and |
_ I m .._ II ULm__ ' I __ II II [,7......... II I - .
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I Comment10 of Ii _ 3. Name T. A. Voqel -' • (Print Name)

2. Page 4 of 4 4. Date_.N°vember II, 1991 __

5. CommentorProposed Resol_ion_ Resol_ion(Cirde on_

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

prioritize those site characterization activities whose results will
bear directly on resolving open site suitability issues."

END OF TEXT

-- m ........ I
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3. RevlewerT. A. Voqel 7. Page 2-99

4. Organlza_on_Mi_chigan State University 8. Paragraph !ast para. of Section ......

iii I RI II ni p I I iiiiiiii I in i Ilflllll ii I II I ii I '

9. Comment

Possible water table excursions after an earthquake have been discussed in

sections on geohydrology and tectonics. On page 2-99, 3rd paragraph from the

bottom, this statement is too strong if this refers to the Carrigan et al.
(1991) studies. These models considered the transport medium as a continuum.

This model does not consider discrete fracture and water transport along

fractures. Another related problem is the linkage of tectonic, hydrologic with

climatic effects. The models are sensitive to the partial saturation in the

unsaturated zone. Climatic changes can affect the extent of partial
saturation. At a minimum there should be a recommendation of further modeling

here.
END OF TEXT

.... IIII__1'" ,,, , I1'1 I I_ II II III _ --- ---

10. Proposed Resoiution (7"obe completed by ESSE Core Team)

In the third line of paragraph 3, page 2-99, we will delete the word,

"very," in the phrase, "...from tectonic strain are [very] unlikely to..."

Also, the following sentence will be added to the end of that paragraph:

"lt is cautioned, however, that currently available simulations may not

test the range of geologic conditions and hydraulic parameters that

realistically exist, nor have they examined the effects under higher

degrees of saturation that may be associated with future climates."
END OF TEXT

II I Ill II II I I_ i II i i _ _ , ,, _ I '

11, Resolutton(7"obecomplemdbyo_gin_Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

II .... ' _ '"' II I ..... I II. ]1 I _
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION

COMMENT RESQLUT1ON RECGRD

seer _ev_ewer'sStatement.

! have reviewed the ESSE Integrated E:valuat+onPackage _naccordancewrthESSE Peer Review
_lan. My conclusionswith respectto the rev=ewcntena ot tl_eESSE PeerRev=ewPlan are:

Aaeauate

-';eviewCriteria '+'es' See Comment(s)Nos," NO: See Comment(s) Nos
, ,,i i +. • ' ----

"_my areasotexpertise

The content of the ESSE Integrated Evalu-
ation Pact_aqe0rovides an unbiasedand
ot_iect=ve0resentat_onoi informatK;_rele.
rant to the suitability issues co'_lL tr__
each gu_cletine.

U The conclusions aboutt_e statusot lower .................
anti n_ner-level finOingson the s_t=nq
guidelines are balanced anti defens,IDle.

:tamest _es+iUttOr'lRec._rO

•'es _ The revised ESSE IntegratedEvaluationPackage adequatelyac_:ttessesmy comments,

',o +...,, The lollowingcommentshave notbeen actequatelyaddresseO:

+"._mmen_snot resolve¢lbetween the Peer Rev=ewerarc the F:SSECore Team have been notedby the
"3,M$$ Task Manager,

+ C/

' 'Note'.May explain adequacy oi comment(s) it needed.

n I .............. =1' Ii "-- ' H mint--- -_ ....... --- +.............. ,_GLSEFIG4,MISC,5 _, ,_'

;':_gure8+3 EartySite SuBtab_lityEvalua|=on_ESSE) CommentResponse Record.

-
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IIIIII I I I II I I II II .......

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

I I I II I I I I I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 1 of 20 5. Revimon Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.1

3. Reviewer Thompson Webb III 7. Page 2-51

4. Organization B.__.rownuniversity 8. Paragraph 2 ._

I i ii i i ii I I I Ii ii i I i iiii I I i

9. Comment

What about gas phase radionuclide transport? What does "this guideline"
refer to?

END OF TEXT

..... -m i i i _ i iii iii i !

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe compared by ESSE Core Team)

The reference to gas-phase radionuclide transport will be removed from the

text by simply deleting the second to last sentence in paragraph 2 on page

2-51. Gas-phase radionuclide transport is considered expressly as part of the

Total System Guideline in Section 2.4 of the report.
END OF TEXT

]1 I i,ii ,I, I ii I _ i i I

11, Resol_ion(7"obecomple_dbyorigin_ ReWeweO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

|11111 I II I' m I II rlI
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I I] I II iii • I ................ I IIIII ........... I I I I I I

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

I Iq I III IIIIII II II II ' II IIII I III II I I II1'11111I I IIII _ III I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems1 - 9.)

1. Comment 2 of 20 5. RevisionDraft/DateAuqust !_991

2. Date N°vember.12, 1991 6. Section2.3.4.1.I

3. RevlewerThompson Webb III 7. Page 2-51

4. OrganizationBrown University 8. Paragraph 2

I i _ ii ii i II ) I I Hl I1|1 I I I I II I IIII I Illl J J II II II ii , I I

g. Comment

Somewhere some follow up is needed for the last sentence. Any plans.
END OF TEXT

IIII I II I I rllll I ii ii 111 'I IIIH II Ipl iii iii

10, Proposed Resolution (7"0be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The last sentence of paragraph 2 will be removed because it is out of
place at this point in the guideline evaluation and is a redundant
summary of the actions needed to resolve the technical issues discussed in
Section 2.3.4.2.

END OF TEXT

I i I I NI I1 L I II I Pl 111 I ............... _ ii i1[11

11. Resolution(To be completed by originaJReviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_
..... -- ' -- I I I ....... • _ "-'1 I III1 I "
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 3 of 20 5. RevlsionDraWDate.Aucrust 1991 ........

2. Date. November. 12t 1991 , 6. Section 1.2.3.4.5.3

3. Reviewer.Thompson Webb III 7. Page 1-!4, 2,64 _ .

4. Organization Brown University 8. Paragraph 5r2

9. Comment

On p. 1-14, a type of sensitivity analysis is mentioned. Is one planned

for climate? What about Thompson et al.'s report [Thompson et al., to be

published 1992]? I would like to see mention of this report or at least the types

studies that the report describes in section 2.3.4. More later on this point.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (To be comp_ted by ESSE Core Team)

An explicit recommendation for a type of sensitivity analysis to support

resolution of the guideline is described in the new text that will replace

the last paragraph of Section 2.3.4.5.3. The intent of the ESSE report is to

identify what could and should be done to resolve the site-*suitability issues

and not to describe what is currently planned to be done. One recommendation

presented by the ESSE Core Team is that the ESSE report be used to review the
Site Characterization (DOE, 1988a) Plan and associated study plans in order to

prioritize the testing program to ensure that the planned work will be adequate

for resolving site-suitability issues, bearing in mind that there are other

reasons for testing besides site suitability. To discuss and evaluate the

planned work in detail goes beyond the purview of the ESSE study.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (7o be completed by originaJ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 4 of 20 5. Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991 ,

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.3.1 General & EA

3. ReviewerThompson Webb III 7. Psge 2-55 & 2-56 ....... i

4. OrganizaUon Brown University 8. Paragraph ......................

9. Comment

I note that statements in the EA need checking to be sure they still hold.

Check on pp. 6-230, 233, 234. Any reason for higher estimates of precip at 12

ka? What about the predicted 130 m rise in water table if precip, increases by

100%? It is mentioned on p. 6-238. What is the status of the favorable

condition mentioned on p. 6-232? I note that a 185 m rise is required to cause

problems (6-239) and that the 130 m rise with a 50% error would qualify. What

are the errors of estimate? On p. 6-240, the statement about the rocks never

being under the water table is qualified by "not for any substantial period of

time." How long is substantial? and how long would cause problems for the

repository. If i0 years causes a problem and I00 years is substantial, then

this statement requires further study. I note the need for the climate studies

described in Thompson et ali. to deal with the potentially adverse conditions on

pp. 6-239 and 241.
END OF TEXT

10, Proposed Resolution(7"obecomplemdbyESSE Com Team)

The statements on p. 6-230 of the gA have been refined by more recent data
and studies but the conclusions remain the same. A discussion of the work that

will be published in Thompson et al. (to be published 1992) will be added to

Section 2.3.4.3.2.1, which provides a more recent interpretation of climatic

conditions at 12 ka than was presented in the EA. The water-table rise

modeled by Czarnecki (1985) probably errs on the conservative side because l_e

neglected transient effects, specifically, storage, and did not account for

the enhanced transmissivity associated with water-table rise. Quantitative

errors of estimate were not evaluated as part of Czarnecki's study. The EA

does not define the meaning of "any substantial length of time" on p. 6-240.

Apparently 'substantial w implies a time, however long, for inundation by the
saturated zone to have left an identifiable imprint. To affect waste

isolation, the time probably would have to be of the order of 1,000 years. The

ESSE Core Team agrees that climate modeling in conjunction with ground-water

flow and transport modeling will be needed to address the referenced

11. Resolu_on('fobecomplemdbyongin_ Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_

_
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"'- " ' I I1"- Iq I lip I ' I ...... Ull......

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
'" --_ ...... "" .... I I __ I I I I III rl ,, _1 II- I

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comr_ent4_ of 2..2.Q.__ 3. Name_Thompson Webb III

(PrintName)
2, Page__/2__ of 2

4. Date.NOvember 12, 1991

.. I I IIII I I I1[-- III . -- ' I Illl I ._ II -- ,

5, Commentor ProposedResolutionor Resolution (Circleone)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

potentially adverse conditions.
END OF TEXT

iI
........ u_ --i II IIIIII I . I |II[III II II .... I ...... _---- '
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IIIIIII I Pll I ii ii I ......... I I lr !ii II II

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

......... III I II ................... I II I

(InstrucNons on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 5 of 20 5. RevisionDraft/Date_.st 1991

2. Date No_.___vemb,er 12,,L 1991 ............ 6. Section_2.. 3,4,2,1 ..... . ...... _

3. RevieweriThompson Webb III 7. Page 2-54

4. Organization Brown university 8. Paragraph 1
i
......... ii iiiiii ii i i ii iiiiiii I ii i i iii ii iii i i - .- • iiii . ii iiii i i i i i

9. Comment

Need of more specificity about exactly what methods besides deterministic
ones will be used. What sorts of bounding calculations or sensitivity

analyses? Climatic studies with models are needed here to simulate both past
and future conditions. The data from the Quaternary can be used to test the

models and methods used to predict future climates and to do sensitivity
analyses. This research will take time and should be mentioned more explicitly
as being necessary to assess the guideline.

END OF TEXT

I r . ..... I • II _ I III[ III ....... ..................... ,........ _ I ....... I - : ['II:1_ :

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

Identifying specific details of the testing program is beyond the scope of
the ESSE task. However, reference to using paleoclimate information to test
and calibrate climate models is made in Section 2.3.4.3.2 of the ESSE report,
and the use of probabilistic methods and sensitivity analyses will be revised
as described in Section 2.3.4.5.2. These discussions are intentionally generic

and general and serve to provide guidance rather than to specify detailed
tests, studies, or analyses.

END OF TEXT

" Iii I I I ........... _1 ....... flilIll'_ .... i Hl .............. _ _ Illl "1 ..... I

11. Resolution(T obe comple_dby or_in_ Rewewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

E

- I
I I II I _1 I I .... ] II I II I LI. _L i iii I l lilli i i I _ I i iii II II I IIII I _- _..i , ..... -_L_ - I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(ReviewercompletesitemsI-9.)

1, Comment 6 of 20 5. RevisionDraft/DateAuqust 1991 _

2, Date November 12 t 1991 .... 6. Section.2_.3,4.1 ....... L

3, ReviewerTh_hompsonWebb I II _ 7. Page .._5.2._.._&5_3 . ...... -_

4. Organization Brown university 8. Paragraph_Table 2,3,4-1 .........

9, Comment

Are the guidelines ok at a low level finding? If so, shouldn't they be
pushed up to a high-level finding level. What research will lead to high level
findings?

END OF TEXT

10. ProposedResotu_on(7"obecomplelodbyESSE CoreTes_rt)

Higher-level suitability findings for all of the guidelines will be

required in order for the DOE to recommend the site for repository development
and proceed with licensing interactions with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The purpose of the ESSE Report is not to identify the research needed to reach

higher-level findings but to determine if, at the present time, there is any
evidence to indicate that the site is unsuitable for a repository and for
continued characterization and evaluation.

END OF TEXT

11. ResolutJon('robecomple_dbyod#in_Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes Items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 7 o_ 20 5. RevisionDraWDateAuq ust 1991 __

2. Date November 12r 1991 6, Section 2.3.4.2.2 . _

3, ReviewerThomPs°n Webb III .... 7. Page 2-54 & 55 _:_

4. Organiza_on Brown University 8. Paragraph.... --

9. Comment

Actions 2 to 4 seem primarily to be based on using data from the

Quaternary, but climate models are critical for this research and for getting

the best results. Many of the plans of Thompson et al. fit in here and should

be described. The report should say much more than that 'Actions 4 and 5 will

be based partly on the evidence of ... past climates." What is the other part

to partly?
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resotution (7"o be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The phrase "based on the analysis and interpretation of paleoenvironmental
data and the results from climate models" will be added to action (2) on p.

2-54. The listing of these actions was intended to be independent of any work

that is planned; so the ESSE Core Team believes it inappropriate to discuss

the specific plans in the Thompson et al, (1991) study plan for future

climates. The phrase 'will be based partly on the evidence of ..." in the

last paragraph of Section 2.3.4.2.2, will be replaced by the phrase "will be
based on the initial conditions and model calibrations derived from the

evidence for...'
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by origina/Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I I
= 111. Ii'
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 8 of 20 5, Revision Draft/Date Aucrust 1991

2. Date November 12 t 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.3.1

3. Reviewer Thompson Webb III 7. Page 2-55, 2-56

4. Organization Brown University 8. Paragraph 6

9. Comment

Here the report says that the EA said that the higher-level findings were
not then permitted. What is being done to fill in for the insufficient

information? What is planned to show just how extreme future climate changes

may be? See the comment on p. 2-56 about future changes however extreme. Why
not quantify however extreme with some estimates and their uncertainties? The

work done and proposed with climate model and simulation of past climates is

not mentioned. More description might be given on p. 2-57.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolufion (To becomp_dbyESSE Com Team)

This section of the ESSE report is intended only to review the EA findings

and not to describe planned future work. The last paragraph of this section,
which contains the phrase "however extreme," is redundant and will be deleted

from the report. The kinds of actions and information needed to complete

evaluation of the guidelines are described generally in Section 2.3.4.5.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Con_nent resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I ,L_ lllll IIII _ lllii II IIIII II I 'l i ---
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 9 of 20 5. RevisionDmft/Date A_.uuc_st1991 ___.

2. Date November 12t 1991 6. Section2.3.4.3.2.1 ....

3. ReviewerTh0mps°n Webb III ____ 7. Page 2-58

4. OrganizationBrown University , 8. Paragraph1 -i.

9. Comment

The Dorn et al. claim for a rise from I0-ii ka, i.e., for the Younger Dryas

raises implications foe possible quick response to short-term climate changes.
END OF TEXT

z

IO.ProposedResolmion(Tobecompletedby ESSE Com Team)

The ESSE Core Team concurs with Dr. Webb that the enlargement of the
° late-Pleistocene lakes between II and I0 ka constitutes evidence for possible

rapid and large magnitude hydrologic response to climatic change. However, the
consequences of this apparent climatic change in the Yucca Mountain region,
which is located south of the major Great Basin lakes, remain undetersdned.

END OF TEXT

=

11. Resolution(To be comple_d by originN ReWewe_

-: Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

-
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.......II I IIII I ..... II I

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

III III I I I I II III I 111111 I I

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 10 of 20 5. RevisionDraflJDateAuqust 1991

2. Date,November 12 t 199! 6. Section 2.3.4 3.2.1

3. Reviewer_ThomPsonWeb,,b III 7. Page 2-59

4. Organization Brown university .... 8. Paragraph 1 .....

mL= I I I I I I I I II '

9. Comment

I like the summary, but what more is needed or planned? What about the

Thompson et al. plan? Also how might future predictions be modified if they
are not cyclic or as closely tied to orbital forcing as some studies show? All
the more reason for bounding studies and focus on future greenhouse-gas-induced
climates and on past pluvial extremes like 12 ka.

END OF TEXT

I I I I [I II ,

10. ProposedResolution(7"0be completed by ESSE Core Team)

This section is concerned with reviewing work completed since the EA was
issued in 1986 and is not intended to discuss planned or future work. Aspects
of needed future work are described in broad terms in Section 2.3.4.5. The

task of expanding investigations or filling in information gaps is tacitly
relegated to the DOE and the principal investigators responsible for the
applicable scientific investigations at the site.

END OF TEXT

I II I I I IiiII _ I I I I

11. Resolu_on(7"obecomplemdbyoriginN Reviewe_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

m_. I II ... I I I _ I lt t
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 11 of 20 5. Revision Draft/Date-A.uq ust 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2,3.4.3.2,2

3. Reviewer_ s°n Webb III 7. Page 2-60

4. Organization Brown University 8. Paragraph 1 ....

9. Comment

On what time scale is the trend toward increasing aridity occurring. If

over the past million years or more, then this trend may not be too relevant to

the next i0,000 years.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution(Tobecomp_tedbyESSE Com Team)

As stated in the text (page 2-60, paragraph 2, sentence I), water-table

altitudes at the springs in Ash Meadows have "declined progressively

throughout middle and ].ate Pleistocene time." The reference to the work of
Quade (1986) and Quade and Pratt (1989) will be revised as follows: "A

trend toward increasing aridity in the region also is supported by evidence

cited by Quade (1986) and Quade and Pratt (1989) who interpret the presence of

widespread fine-grained deposits in the upper Las Vegas Valley, southern

Nevada, to be the sites of former spring-supported marsh environments.
Radiocarbon dating of organic material within these deposits indicate that the

springs were active as early as 30 ka and had undergone progressive

down-valley desiccation and abandonment by 9 ka." The following sentence also
will be added: "Pack-rat midden data analyzed by Spaulding (1991) indicate

that maximal aridity relative to present-day conditions in the northern Mojave

Desert and, by implication, in the Yucca Mountain region occurred during

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

=

_
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II I II I ' II I I I III I "' ' I II I I -- I I I I '-

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
II " I I 11111 III I IIlIIIIL__ --' __ I1-- III I"=''

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Commentll of 20 3. Name Thompson Nebb III
(PrintName)

2. Page 2 oi 2
4. Date_November 12 t 1991

[_._ i iii [ iiilili i i i i Nail-- ' ' i __ I i 'illl

5, Comment or ProposedResolutionor Resolution (Circle one)

I0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

middle-Holocene time, 7.8 to 4 ka."
END OF TEXT

'............ ' II .__ III I I r I III -- __ I II'III _ f

J
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....... illl ..... I I I IIII III 'I I IIIIII

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

.... I I I I I I hf' IIII I .......... ,

(instructions on back of form)

(Reviewercompletesitems 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 12 of 20 5. RevisionDraft/Date Au.ci_st 1991 ,

2. Date November 12., 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.3.2.2_

3. ReviewerThompson Webb III 7. Page 2-61

4. Organization Brown,.,University 8. Paragraph 1

" I lllI II ' I I I£11 I ..... I til I I I I II I

9. Comment

The Levy study is encouraging but greenhouse-gas climates are not part of

the Quaternary record, so some climate model studies are required.
END OF TEXT

" ._ " .............. ,. II III I I IIIII i I,,__ LI'l*_ I I Iq

10. ProposedResolution('Tobe comp/eted by ESSE Core Team)

The work by Levy (1991) was discussed in the context of paleohydrology and
the evidence for past water-table altitudes at the Yucca Mountain site. No
reference is made to climate modeling in this context, and we did not intend to
indicate that Levy's work in any way obviates the need for modeling past and

: future climates to resolve the issues associated with this guideline.
END OF TEXT

.... •--I I IIII 'I ---__ " I I I I -- -

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

1

_kll I I _ . II II I _ '1 III I [ I IIII I I I11 I m m ......

?
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-- I Irl I -- L, I IIIII I -- I III II

EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

I I II I I II I II I I III '1 I -- 'li _. ,

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1.9.)

1. Comment 13 of 20 5. Revision Dratt/DateAuqust 1991

2. Date November 12r 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.3.2.3

3. ReviewerThomp.son Webb III 7. Page _2-61

4. Organiza_on Brown University 8. Paragraph 1

I I liil i iii ni I I I I lUll I| II I Iii I li

9. Comment

How will Long's study or method be tied into the Thompson et al. plans?

How did Long estimate future storm frequencies? What about Long's concluding
two sentences on p. 2-18 of his report? He introduced a method that could be
improved and needs more work.

END OF TEXT

__

----- II1' I III P III I[ I II - I,III I IIBill III

10, Proposed Resolution ('ro be completed by ESSE Core Team)

There are presently no plans to incorporate Long's method (Long, 1990)
into the site characterization program. Long's method is discussed as

something that possibly could be done in conjunction with future climate-
modeling studies. Long assumed a constant mean annual rate of storm

occurrence with exponentially distributed storm-event duration and

precipitation rate. The first of Long's two concluding sentences probably is
true if one can develop the appropriate probabilistic models for the climate

scenarios, The second sentence is either a tautology or sophistry. Long's

method certainly requires more workt but it is an example of an approach that

may be applicable for evaluating the consequences for climatic changes at the
Yucca Mountain site.

END OF TEXT

II I I I lilt-- __ I I ,_ I_ I _' li I I1'1 II I I III I

11, Resolution(robe comple_dbyongin_ Rev_we_

Comment resolution accepted as proposed,
END OF TEXT

II I III I I __ IIIIIII I I III I In I Ilill I
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

I, Comment 14 of 20 5. RevislonDraft/Date_Auq ust 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.4 _7__

3. RevlewerTh°mps°n Webb III 7. Page 2-62

4. OrganizationBrown University 8. Paragraph 2

9. Comment

So the lower-level finding of the EA has been strengthened, but how can it

be made a higher level finding? Are there any plans to do so? Again I

would mention the Thompson et al. plan and the hydrological models that may use

the new climate data.
END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution ('lobe comp_dbyESSE Com Team)

This section of the report is concerned with reviewing the current status

of the technical issues associated with this guideline and not with planned or

future work. Recommendations for future work to address these issues is

discussed, albeit broadly, in the subsequent Section 2.3.4.5 of the report.
END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)
=

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

_

_
_

-
-
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9,)

1, Comment 15 of 20 5, Revision Draft/Date Auqust 1991

2. Date November 12, 1991 6. Section 2.3.4.5

3. ReviewerTh0mps on Webb III 7. Page 2-62

4. Organlza_on Brown University 8. Paragraph 3

9. Comment

You mention here that a higher level finding is not yet supported. Good.

What is being done about getting detailed analyses of future climatic changes?

I would mention this lack of a higher level finding earlier and note the need

for studies and plans to obtain such a finding.
END OF TEXT

10, Proposed Resolution(7"obecomp_tedbyESSE Com Team)

In this and previous comments, Dr. Webb has requested that reference be

made to the planned and future work needed to reach higher-level findings for

this guideline. The guideline evaluations, however, are structured

progressively with first a statement of the guideline and its associated

technical issues followed by a review of the EA findings, sun_m_ry of new

information obtained since the EA, an assessment of the current status of the

guideline evaluation based on the new information, and, finally,

recommendations for future action to complete the guideline evaluation if

higher-level findings cannot be supported by currently available information.

The reviewer's concern seems to deal more with the structure of the report
than with its technical content.

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution (To be completed by originaJ Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1. Comment 16 of 20 5. RevisionDraft/DateAuqust 1991

2. Date November 12z, 1991 6, Section 2.3,4.5.1

3. RevlewerTh,,omDson Webb III 7. Page 2-63

4. Organization Brown University 8. Paragraph 3 ___

9. Comment

Say more about what Thompson et al. propose to do. Note need to get things

going soon if to have the best results when needed to support the case for the

repository. The whole of future climate change prediction could be discussed a
little. What about IPCC?

END OF TEXT

10. Proposed Resolution (7"obe comp_dbyESSE Co_Team)

The study plan for future climate by Thompson et al. (1991) is referenced
to inform the reader that plans have been made to predict possible

future climate in the Yucca Mountain region. However, to describe these plans

is beyond the purview of the ESSE report. The following sentence is proposed
to be added to the first paragraph of Section 2.3.4.5.1 on p 2-63: "One such

approach directed specifically at developing scenarios and examining the

consequences for possible global climatic change in response to present and

future greenhouse-gas emissions is that being taken by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1990)."

END OF TEXT

11. Resolution(Tobecomplemdbyor_inalRev_weO

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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IIIII I II I I IIII_ J .. I I _ I ....II' I

EARLY SITE SU;'FABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

-- I II II L II IHHI I I _ ""

(Instructions on back of form)

(ReviewercompletesItems, - 9.)

1. Comment 17 of 20 5. Re_stonDratt/DateAucrust 1991

2. Date._November 12, 1991...... 6. Section 2.3.4.5..2 .......

3. Reviewer Tho..mP..s.onWebb !II ..... 7. Page 2-64 .....

4. Ocganiz=r_onBrown University , _ 8, Paragraph1 .........

..... - i i ....... ............. ii i i i

9. C¢._rnent

Can you say more about the hydrologic modeling techniques or give a
reference on line 2. At the bottom of the page, a resolving of issues is
mentioned. Won't accurate bounding calculations from climate models for future
climates be critical here too?

END OF TEXT

_--_'_----_J II II I .,I J' IIIIMI'I |-- _ " II II...... I _. II

10. ProposedReso4ut_o_6Tobe comptet_l by ESSE Core Team)

Because of the large number of computer codes that are now available for
modeling hydrologic systems, no single reference can be given. The sentence
starting on line 2 at the top of p. 2_64 will be revised to read as follows:
'A number of n_erical-modeling methods have been developed for simulating

hydrologic-system response, and these methods probably are ..." The use of
bounding calculations is described in the proposed replacement text for the
concluding paragraph of Section 2.3.4.5.3.

END OF TEXT

. iiiiii I iiiiii iiiii i ii, L I II II i . II II I I I _ I

1I.Resolution (7"obe c¢_np/e_edby origirm/Reviewer)

Commez-:t,resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

' ' I .. ' l II i . III I - '..... _ Illll I - I............

(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1 Comrnent 18 of 20 5 Revision Draft/Date_UqUStoo! 991 .....

2 Date Noven_ber 12 , 1,9.91....... 6 Sections2.3.4.1,1

3 Reviewer Thompson Webb III ...... 7 Page _2-51 .............

4. Organization Brown University .... - 8. Paragraph ,,2 ..... ._.

......... _ ......... i i ...................... I __ I iiii , IIR. I I I I IIR I II

9. Comment

Given need to consider past climate changes, I am concerned that the

progress reports for the SC report so little progress in assembling

paleoclimate data sets for the West. These are needed for specifying past
climates and for use in checking the climate models including MM4 to be used

for predicting future climate. What can be added to comment on this problem

for removing _r_certainties arid gaining a higher-level finding.
END OF TEXT

i

m_EL_-- I II I I I I III _ lilll IlII I I. I......... IIIj II III I I I I - . .. I L _ I .............. I _.._JF

10 Proposed ResoluUon (To be comptemd by ESSE Core Team)

A mm%ber of studies are planned as part of the site characterization

program to conduct paleoenvironmental and paleohydrologic investigations with

respect to the Yucca Mountain region. Resources probably are lacking to

support additional studies over the western United States in order to test and

calibrate models such as MM4. We suggest that, perhaps_ the work of

Thompson et al. and Kutzbach et al. to be reported in Thompson et al. (to be

published 1992) will provide an empirical and model basis sufficient to

resolve the paleoclimate issue for this guideline.
END OF TEXT

........... m ' _ii i ii iii ii.i i ii '' ._.. ' "- [ ........ 'i .............. ] ii .k

11 Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT
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EARLY SITE SUITABILITY EVALUATION
COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(ReviewercompletesitemsI-9,)

I.Comment19 of20 5.RevlsionDraft/Date_Aucrust1991

2. Date _NovP.Jd:_e..r12, !991 .... _ 6. Section ,4 ...................

3. Reviewer_ompso_n Webb III ........ .----7 7. Page 4-7 .... ......

4. Organization Brown Univers.ity ....... 8, Paragraph Line 5 ...........

ijI ii= i i ...... I lJlltJJJlilP . =='==' I IL II _ I IIII I II I I I II IIIII

9. Comment

I would insert some mention that approved study plans exist for certain

areas of research that will help resolve issues and lead to establishment of

higher-level findings for selected guidelines like climate and that this
research should be authorized to begin as soon as possible. I have read the

study plan for climate and judge it to address key issues.
END OF TEXT

....... iii III lUll I I III I I III __ --,, i I '1 II II I I I II L II

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1988a) provided descriptions of the

studies that are planned to characterize the Yucca Mountain site, both to

evaluate its suitability and to support eventual licensing, if the site

proceeds into the licensing phase. An agreement between the DOE and the NRC

further com_dts the DOE to prepare detailed study plans for each of these

studies and provide them to the NRC for review prior to initiation of a new

study. This process is under way, and approximately 40 study plans of the

planned 107 have been forwarded to the NRC. With the recent acquisition of

environmental permits, new studies have been initiated at the Yucca Mountain

site, and others will start in the near future. Limited budget is the primary

factor limiting the initiation of additional stud/es. References to approved

study plans will be considered on a case-by-case basis in the final section of

each technical guideline (Conclusions and Recommendations for Future
Activities) .

END OF TEXT

- II _7 II' I .... RII I J. i III ......... _ '8 I " " . _ ' I IL____ " ' --.--. i ...... . .... "..........

11. Resolution (7"o be completed by originaJ Rewewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

iII
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
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(Instructions on back of form)

(Reviewer completes items 1 - 9.)

1, Comment 20 of 20 5. Revision Draft/Date A___.qust 1991

2. Date Novel_ber 12 _ 1,991 6. Section 4

3, Reviewer Thompson.Webb III 7. Page qeneral

4. Organization Br0wn University 8. Paragraph

i¢ ........ H II I i i i i Hill I I II II, I i -- " __ I '

9. Comment

I see a need to develop interfacing between guidelines and to have

researchers in climate and hydrology or in hydrology and tectonics discuss

issues of mutual concern. Some issues may be falling between the cracks so to

speak. Researchers need to investigate the consequences of changes occurring

in two areas, e.g., climate and hydrology, at once and leading to an unexpected

result. One example might be a shift in the steep hydrological gradient at the

same time that the climate becomes wetter. Who is addressing such a

simultaneous change? Is the research on the guidelines set up to deal with
such an issue?

END OF TEXT

................. I iii= i II III1_ L Iiiii I I IIIII I

10. Proposed Resolution (To be completed by ESSE Core Team)

The interface issue raised in this comment has been an ongoing concern

of the bodies charged with review and overview of the DOE's repository

program (see also Dr. Drever's Comment #I, Dr. Krea_ter's Comment #20, Dr.

Vogel's Comments #2 and #4). Both the need for technical integration and

attention to specific interface issues have been raised in comments from the

NRC (NRC, 1989) and the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board (1990a,b; 1991).

Although the format of I0 CFR Part 960 compartmentalizes geotechnical topics

into discrete technical guidelines, the qualifying conditions for the technical

guidelines make statements such as "compatible with waste containment and

isolation" or refer to compliance with the broader system guidelines. We

have generally interpreted those statements to mean that each technical

guideline should be looked at in terms of its contribution, or lack

thereof, to performance of the total repository system. Furthemnore, the

direct physical interactions between distinct natural processes, such as

climate and geohydrology, demand interdisciplinary cooperation. The

' I ' II I I I I III II _ .--111 I .i iii III '1 I III I .....

11. Resolution (To be completed by original Reviewer)

Comment resolution accepted as proposed.
END OF TEXT

I
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM

(CONTINUATION SHEET)
i i ........... ii i i riiJ ....... iii'

(Instructions on back of form)

1. Comment20 of 20 3. Name Thompson Webb III

(Print Name)
2. Page 2 of 2

4. Date November 12 r 1991

............ _r i''' I lH I I I III i I III II II I I I

5. Comment or Proposed Resolution or Resolution (Circle one)

i0 Proposed Resolution ( continued )

qualifying condition for the Climate Guideline can only be evaluated by

assessing the impact of climatic changes on the hydrologic system.

There are activities within planned studies (DOE, 1988a) aimed at

investigating the interfaces that could have a potential to affect

repository performance. Also, an increasing number of both formal and

informal technical meetings within the Project are being held to discuss

the interface issues. As site characterization increases our knowledge of

specific processes at the site, this type of issue will continue to arise

and become even more important to gaining a fuller understanding of the

potential performance of the site for a repository.
END OF TEXT

° I I
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I. PRIORITIZATION

Tasks to evaluate the site need to be prioritized. The objective would

be to unambiguously identify tests designed to determine if the site were
unsuitable. Prioritization should be based on determining which tests have a

high probability of answering potential concerns, and a low probability for

giving false alarms, lt should be decided before characterization the

potential significance of the result. This approach would reduce uncertainty

by focusing the data collection toward testing hypotheses in a prioritized

order of importance.

The site characterization project is a very large one with many

administrative units involved. In projects as large as this one there is a

tendency for many units to continue collecting data forever, regardless of
the data's relevance to reducing conceptual uncertainty. For this reason we

strongly recommend prioritizing tasks.

II. INTERDISCIPLINARY RECOMMENDATIONS

Many of the major problems that have been identified by this panel occur

at the interface among geotechnical research areas. In order to address

these interdisciplinary problems there needs to be closer integration of the

program on all levels. Three specific topics are of particular concern"

]. i major recommendation of the committee is the need to evaluate fast

pathways in the unsaturated zone, and to fully understand the matrix-fracture

interaction. In order to assess the importance of fast pathways to waste

isolation, the areas of geohydrology, geochemistry, rock characteristics,

climatic changes, and tectonics will have to coordinate their efforts.

2. h major recomrnendation of the committee is the need to determine the

origin of the steep hydrologic gradient. Although the panel agrees that

there is a low risk of this steep gradient being disrupted by tectonic or

volcanic activity, the site characterization program loses credibility if

this gradient is not understood. Understanding the origin of this gradient

would he].p bui].d a scientific consensus about the evaluation of site

suitability, and for this reason it is an important task. Other important

questions to ask in this respect are:

a. What could destroy the steep gradient?

b. What would be the effect on containment if the gradient were

destroyed?

This issue can only be resolved by an integrative approach.

3. i major reco_nendation of the committee is the need to understand the

effect of the thermal perturbation that would be produced by the radioactive
waste.



a. Would there be significant condensates produced by driving the
moisture away from the repository?

b. If so, will it have any effect on containment?

This issue depends upon an integrative approach among geohydrology,
geochemistry and rock characteristics studies.

III. QUANTIFICATION OF RISKS

It is the opinion of the panel that many aspects of site suitability are
not well suited for quantitative risk assessment. In particular are

predictions involving future geologic activity, future value of mineral

deposits and mineral occurrence models. Any projections of the rates of

tectonic activity and volcanism, as well as natural resource occurrence and
value, will be fraught with substantial uncertainties that cannot be

quantified using standard statistical methods. In most cases, critical

issues will have to be decided by expert panels or peer reviews that would
serve to synthesize diverse information and make educated inferences based on
the available data.

NOTE' The original statements with signatures of the following reviewers are
on file:

Dr. Walter J. Arabasz Mr. Don E. French

University of Utah Petroleum Geologist
Salt Lake City, UT Billings, MT

Dr. F. William Can_ray Dr. Kip V. Hodges
Michigan State University Massachusetts Institute of

East Lansing, MI Technology, Cambridge, MA

Dr. James Drever Dr. Thomas J. Vogel

University of Wyoming Michigan State University
Laramie, WY East Lansing, MI

Dr. Marco T. Einaudi Dr_ Thompson Webb III

Stanford University Brown University

Stanford, CA Providence, RI

Kreamer's Addendum to the Consensus Document of the ESSE Peer-Review Team

I am in general agreement with the ESSE Peer-Review Team (PRT) Consensus

Document. I fully agree with the group recommendation for prioritization of

site characterization tasks, and I support, the interdisciplinary

recommendations in genera].. As the hydrology representative of the PRT, I

believe that there are some additional issues of strong interdisciplinary
concern beyond the points raised in the ESSE PRT Consensus Document. For

example, in my opinion it is as important to understand ground-water travel

time in the saturated zone underlying the repository site as it is to

understand the postulated large hydraulic gradient north of the site.
Although I am not personally convinced that the most relevant issues

B-2
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regarding the steep hydraulic gradient are factors associated with its

potential destruction as mentioned in the ESSE PRT Consensus Document (some

preliminary models indicate there would be little effect), I strongly support

the recommendation for studying the steep gradient, particularly as to the

effect, that small, constrained, sustainable leakage from this gradient toward

the repository site might have. I enthusiastically support the need for
quantification of risks mentioned in the consensus document and share in the

concern that considerable uncertainties may exist. I doubt that

decision-making for Yucca Mountain will ultimately be able to have great

reliance on non-quantitative opinion and subjective probabilities.

NOTE. The original signed statement is on file.
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November 11, 1991

Jean L. Younker

ESSE Task Manager
Science Applications International Corporation
Valley Bank Center
101 Convention Drive, Suite 407
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Dear Jean:

With this letter I am including my ESSE Comment Response Forms for the
socioeconomic section of the document. Also enclosed are a couple of responses on other
related segments of the report. I hope you will find these to be in the appropriate format
for your purposes.

I would like to use this letter to discuss several issues that, for me, are probably at
least as important as any of those addressed in the Comment Response Forms. I assure you
that I understand that none of this will be new to you or to your colleagues. You have, no
doubt, wrestled with these questions numerous times. I bring them up simply in the hope
that an outsider's perspective might be of some value in what you are trying to accomplish
(and because, I believe, that is part of the charge that is given to peer reviewers). I choose
this format because it may not be necessary tor some of these observations to become a part
of the formal comment resolution process. I leave that decision up to you and your
colleagues. Nevertheless, for me these are as critical as any comments I have on specific
segments of the ESSE report.

I begin with the observation that you have produced a very fine report. To better
irlform myself of the whole process, I have reviewed the complete document. My sense is
that you have dealt with a very broad range of difficult and complex issues in a competent
and effective manner. I compliment you and your team on a job well done. At the same
time, this broader review has left me with the distinct impression that the socioeconomic
portions of the report are treated in a manner quite different from what is observed in the
geohydrology, geochemistry, tectonics, and other sections of the document. Let me outline
the understanding I have developed of why this is the case because, if I am badly informed,
that lack of understanding will have important consequences for what follows.



Jean L. Younker
November 11, 1991
Page 2

It is my understanding that DOE, using legal precedent established in the Three-Mile
Island case, is operating with the assumption that strictly social and psychological
(particularly perception-based) impacts are not cognizable under NEPA. As a result, the
decision has been made not to include them in the Environmental Assessment or the ESSE
document. It is also my understanding that site-characterization phase impacts are defined
as exempt from NEPA requirements. For these two primary reasons, DOE has concluded

that any assessment of social and perception-based impacts can be delayed until a later stage
of the project. After site-characterization is completed and the decision is made to continue
with the project, NEPA will "kick-in" and an EIS will be undertaken. At that stage social
and perception-based impacts will be considered, along with more traditional socioeconomic,
demographic, and infrastructure impacts, but with the understanding that impacts must be
mitigatable, rather than non-existent.

If my understanding is correct, then what we see in the ESSE is the result of a very
conscious set of decisions and is guided, primarily, by DOE's apparent assessment that much
of the work in this area will be postponed until the EIS. This decision, I believe, is clearly
supportable but results in certain outcomes that I feel deserve some comment.

It is my impression that while most of the other areas of the ESSE document focus
on the business of science_,the socioeconomic section is more a reflection of _. For
this reason, this is quite unlike the typical peer review with which I have been involved. In
the mqre usual case, the attention of the reviewer is directed to questions of the
appropriateness of the research methods employed, the various assumptions that have
guided the analysis, the analysis itself, and the interpretations that follow from the analysis.
Because there is relatively little of that here one has little basis for assessing methods,
analysis, or interpretation. Instead, the reader is left with the task of determining the
validity of a process--a process that has apparently resulted in the decision to delay
fundamental decisions and conclusions until a later stage of the project or until an EIS is
required. My most basic observation, then, is that while there may be little reason to
disagree with the fundamental conclusions reached by the core team relative to qualifying
and disqualifying conditions for socioeconomics, the fact remains that most of the serious
and important data collection and analyses, activities are projected into the future and so
most of the more difficult decisions will be delayed until then. This sequence seems quite
unlike what is occurring in other areas of the report where the really important research and
analyses are ongoing and, consequently, affecting the process much earlier.

I have compared the Environmental Assessment with the ESSE document and concur

that one can justify at least a lower-level suitability finding on the socioeconomic qualifying
condition. I also believe that additional study will not result in the identification of
unmitigatable social and/or economic impacts that will occur if a repository is developed
at the Yucca Mountain site. The uniqueness of this qualifying condition, of course, is that
it doesn't ask if impacts will occur; it is concerned, instead, with the question of whether or

C-2 __
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not impacts that will result can be mitigated. There is ample evidence in the literature that
those demographically driven impacts typically identified as infrastructure changes in a
community--i.e., demands for additional housing, new schools, greater law enforcement
capability, and so on--can be mitigated if sufficient resources are provided to that
community. This suggests that there really isn't anything here that would be likely to be a
"project stopper." However, as I will detail below, this is only part of the problem. There
is that other set of possible impacts that the procedure has excluded, impacts that may not
be so easily n'fitigatable and, as a result, may become more problernatic as the project
develops.

I believe that the lower-level suitability finding for the disqualifying condition can
also be supported. In this case, it seems quite appropriate to delay a higher-level suitability
finding until the additional water resource information can be assembled and analyzed from
both quantity and quality standpoints. I agree with the ESSE team, however, that there is
little likelihood that this additional information will result in serious problems for the
project.

This leads to my primary concern. Since there is little opportunity in this review to
assess the presentation of data and the conclusions that would follow from that data--
primarily because most of the data gathering and analysis are projected into the future--
there is a significant need to provide further elaboration of the tg.0._essthat has led you to
where you are. In other words, the core team has reached a conclusion--that most of the
socioeconorr_c work will be done in the future as part of the projected EIS--and the reader
needs more information on the steps followed in reaching that conclusion. That could
probably be done in a relatively straight-forward statement somewhat along the lines of the
urlderstanding I have outlined above. You could provide whatever detail you define as
sufficient to help the reader understand the reasons for the particular approach that has
been a¢Iopted. As long as it isn't entirely clear exactly what process was followed in
reaching the procedural approach used, then I believe the document will be left open to
significant criticism from a broader reading audience. Those on the core team who have
been involved from the beginning in the polities of this process, and who understand why
DOE has reached certain conclusions about what will be done and what will not be done
in the socioeconomic sections of the report, can probably feel quite conffortable with what
is here. But for those not privy,to that whole process, the report will appear to ignore some
of the major issues that many will feel need to be addressed. I will say a bit more about this
below. "l"hespecific request here is that since many important decisions have been deferred
to the future, the reader deserves some more detailed explanation of why the decision to
do this was reached and why alternative approaches were not adopted.

Let me turn to a related set of issues that, I believe, ilo,,,,,directly from those referred
to above. ]'he social science literature generally concludes that the l_.!i_al nature of this
kind of assessment and the l_rceptual issues that flow from it are of central importance
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in the nuclear arena. As you are well-aware, this makes the socioeconomic assessment of
projects with a nuclear focus quite different from other large-scale development projects.
Should any acknowledgement of this be made in the ESSE, even independent of the kind
of work that might later be reflected in an Environmental Impact Assessment? It might be
helpful to at least acknowledge your awareness of this debate, given its centrality in the
literature, rather than just ignore it altogether. Because you have already done a great deal
of good work that is relevant to the political nature of the process--i.e., extensive public
information efforts, etc.--I would recommend that somewhat more detail be provided in the
ESSE on the kinds of interactions that have occurred and that will occur with the various

interested political entities and with the general public. Additional reference to the
negotiation process might also be considered.

I must admit that I remain concerned that many social science reviewers of the
document will object to the fact that virtually no attention is given to perception-based
issues. Because many analysts believe that such perception-based impacts are the things that
most set nuclear-related projects apart from other large-scale development projects, I
believe that some will fault you for not including them. I also believe that questions of this
type will come up regularly in the public response phase of the work and will be used by the
state and other interested parties to criticize your effort. I personally do not believe, as
some apparently do, that there will be substantial impacts associated with perception-based
concerns on the tourist industry or on the cormnunities more generally. However, this does
not mean that such issues should be ignored. Perhaps the greater detail I am suggesti,,-tgon
the process of decision-making will help alleviate these concerns.

If you decide to include some additional detail on the decision process in the ESSE,
I would urge you to maintain the conceptual distinction between socioeconomic assessn_er_t
activities and public participation in the nuclear waste siting decision. The latter should
inform, but be conceptually distinct from, the former. Both are an essential part of the
effort, but they are quite different activities. Public participation is important because of
the very complex political nature of this whole effort. The procedure, as outlined, requires
careful and thoughtful input from the public. On the other hand, socioeconomic assessment
is the application of science to the decision-making process. It is done to provide decision-
makers with a clear understanding of the socioeconomic impacts that might result from the
project and, in this case, with a clear sense of the extent to which anticipated impacts can
be appropriately mitigated. Both types of activities are required to comply with regulatory
requirements; both can also help protect against the occurrence of undesirable outcomes.

Finally, and this is one area that I will emphasize in my comment response for'ms, it
seems to me that you simply must acknov,,ledge the work on potential social and perception-
based impacts that has been done by others since the Environmental Assessmer_t. Wbile
DOE may have decided that you are not required to do an), of this work yourselves at this
stage of the project, it seems to me that a state-of-the-art understanding of the work of



Jean L. Younker
November 11, 1991
Page 5

others should be included in the report. This, too, would help alleviate some of the
criticisms that you are not doing more of this work yourselves.

I hope these observations are helpful. Again, I am choosing not to include most of
them on the response forms because it may not be particularly helpful to get them into the
comment-response process. What is more, if I am seriously off-base with any of this, you
can simply choose to ignore it.

If you have questions or reactions to any part of what is here, please let me know.
I don't see many challenges with resolving the other comments I am making on the report.

Best Regards,

Stan L. Albrecht

Enclosures
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2720 Aspen Circle
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
November 12, 1991

Dr. Jean Younker

Science Applications International Corporation
101 Convention Center Drive, Suite 407
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Dear Dr. Younker:

Here are my formalized corrtments from a careful, in-depth review of the Report of
Early Site Suitability Evaluation of the Potential Repository Site at Yucca Mountain,
Nevada (Preliminary Draft, August 1991) (hereafter referred to as the ESSE Report).

For convenience, I've classified my comments into three categories--major, minor,and editorial--described as follows:

* Comment (major)---addresses substantive, important issue(s) or major conclusions

* Comment (minor)---involves observation judged to be worth noting, but of secondaryimportance

• Comment (editorial)----relates to minor problem(s) of text, such as syntax or composi-tion

For perspective, let me outline some of the thoughts that guided me in my review,
given my responsibility to assimilate a great amount of technical information--not only
from the report itself, but also from its supporting references and from briefings by
members of your core team regarding ongoing investigations.

As plainly spelled out in the Peer Review Plan, my foremost responsibility was "to
confurn the adequacy of information presented in, and the methodology used in the
analysis of, the ESSE Report, taken with its supporting references, as to whether it
presents an objective and technically defensible view of the suitability of the Yucca Moun-
tain site with regard to the 10 CFR Part 960 siting guidelines."

My review focuses on seismic hazards, relating primarily to siting guidelines for pre-
closure and postclosure tectonics. Also, I understood my responsibility was to address not
only scientific aspects of the ESSE Report, but also "compliance" of the report with thelegal guidelines of 10 CFR Part 960.



Dtuing the course of my review, my appreciation increased for the value of "checks
and balances" between scientific, engineering, and regulatory aspects of the siting process.
In the case of the Yucca Mountain site, there's abundant complexity to be dealt with, and
much of the earth science information in hand tends equivocally to support multiple
interpretations. My particular view is that engineers--"as problem solvers"--have the
ability to b,-ing closure to the seemingly open-ended deliberations and multiple-working
hypotheses of earth scientists. By modeling and quantifying in probabilistic terms the
diverse performance characteristics of the site---carefully taking into account uncertainties
and consequences if wrong---engineers will ultimately define, I believe, the bounds of
"relevance" of particular earth-science information to solving the problems at hand. Earth
scientists, of course, will provide the necessary "reality check." Regulators, on behalf of
society, will use their best judgment to legally define the level of acceptable riskm
bringing to closure the decision-making of both the engineers and the earth scientists.

I've intentionally tried to keep in mind that the purpose of my review wasn't to find
"truth" amid competing hypotheses, nor to provide a solution for any of the complex prob-
lems involved. Rather, the focus of the review was to question whether "the weight of
evidence so far indicates that Yucca Mountain is suitable for development of a geologic
repository." (Executive Summary, p. E-l, para. 1.) From the viewpoint of seismic hazards
as they relate to preclosure and postclosure tectonics guidelines, I agree with the authors
of the ESSE Report that "the available evidence supports a conclusion that the site is suit-
able, although additional information is needed in specific areas to strengthen this conclu-
sion." (Executive Summary, p. E-1, para. 1.)

It's a tribute to you and your team that the majority of my review comments are
either minor or editorial. Simply put, your team did a good job of playing its own devil's
advocate.

Thank you for the opportunity of being involved in this process.

Sincerely,

Walter J. Arabasz

P.S. Attachment 1 lists references cited in my comments that don't appear in Section 5 of
the ESSE Report. Attachment 2 lists a few typographic errors in the report.
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Don E. French

Petroleum Geologist

704 Drive Billings, MT 59102Hayden •
406-652-3740

November27, 1991

Peer Review of Early Site Suitability Evaluation,
YuccaMountainPotential Repository,
Section2.3,8.3,2,2,
Human InterferenceTechnicalGuideline:
NaturalResources:Coal,Oil,andGas

INTRODUCTION

ThesedocumentsandcommentsconstituteworkdoneforthePeerReviewoftheEarlySite
SuitabilityEvaluation(ESS£)oftheYuccaMountainSiteCharacterizationProjectduring
August-December.1991,ThisworkwasdoneundercontracttoScienceApplications
InternationalCorporation,My assignmentwastoreviewandcommentonthestatements
concerningpetroleumend naturalgasresourcesintheESSE,Thistopicisdiscussedinthe
Human InterferenceTechnicalGuideline,Section2,3,8oftheESSE,ltwasalsomadeclearthat
any commentsoutsidemy specificassignmentwouldbewelcome,

SUMMAR I'OF PEXl I_V IEW

Activity

The followingparagraphssummarizethework conductedandincludeafewobservationsand
recommendationsthataregeneralinnatureanddonotelicita responsefromtheauthorsof
theESSE,A shortpaperfollowingthisdocumentconcerningthehabitatofoiland gasinthe
Basin-RangeProvincewaswrittenbecauseofadeficiencyintechnicalliteratureon this
subject,Followingthehabitatpaperare13commentspreparedinreviewoftheESSE,The first
commentisa compilationofeditorialsuggestionstobeusedatthediscretionoftheI_'SSE
authors,Theremaining12commentsaddressth_subg_tnceofpartsofthe_SE,

Thisreviewrequiredreadingvarioussupportdocuments,andmeetingsanddiscussionswith
ESSECoreTeam personnel.The EnvironmentalAssessmentoi'theYuccaMountainSite(1986)
andtheSiteCharacterizationPlanoftheYuccaMountainSite(1988)wereprovidedandreadin
part, Various published and unpublished reports that are germane to the assignment were also
examined. The ESSEarrived for review during the last week of August, I attended meetings of
the Peer Review Panel on August 14-15 in L_ Vegas, and October 23-24 in San Diego, Meetings
werealsoconductedwithSteveMtttsonoi'theCoreTeam inBillingsonSeptember13-14,andin
I.zaVegasonNovember14-15,A preliminaaVcompilationofthecommentsbythePeerReview
Panel members arrived tad was reid during the week of November 18,
Results

The results of my review are in the form of the comments end documents provided here. This
work was facilitated by numerous discussions with viu'ious members of the Core 'ream and the
Peer Review Panel, I found the professionalism and honesty of the Core Team members to be
exemplary;t_isisreflectedintheESSE,On someoccasionstherewasconcernexpressedabout
how thedocumentwouldbereceivedbyregulatoryagenciesandinterestgroups,butI
recognizednopreiudicialadvocacyfororagainstthesite.
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The PeerReviewPlancallsforajudgmentbytherevieweron thepresentationofinformation
andappropriatenessoffindings,higherorlowerlevel,on theQualifyingandDisqualifying
ConditionsoftherelevanttechnicalguidelineintheE3SE,The discussionofoilandges
resourcesiss subheadingundertheHuman InterferenceTechnicalGuideline.Thisguideline
hasasingleQualifyingConditionandasingle,two-partDisqualifyingCondition,Becausemy
ezpertiseislimitedtopetroleumresources,my judgmentofthediscussionandfindingsofthis
guidelineisrestrictedtotherelevancetothoseresources,anddoesnotconstituteapprovalor
disapprovalofthefindingsastheyrelatetowater,coal,geothermal,orothermineral
resources of the area,

The reviewinformationpertainingtooilandgasresourcesoftheYuccaMountainareagiven
inSection2,3,8,3,2,2isunbiasedandobiective,The paucityofpublicationsrelatinggeologic
modetsfortheoccurrenceofoiland gasintheBasin-Rangeregionresultedinan uneven
discussionofthosemodels,Thissituationisaddressedbythecommentsenclosedherein,and
thefollowingdocumentonthehabitatofoiland gasintheBasin-Rangeregion,

The findings on the conditions of the Human Interference Technical Guideline are presented
inSection2,3.8.4:

Oualifying Condition Lower level suitability (Level 3)
Disqualifying Condit/on

Part I Higher level suitability (Level 2)
Part 2 Higher level suitability (Level 2)

I judge the findings outlined in Sect/on 2.3,8,4 to be acceptable as they pertain to petroleum
and natural gas resources. This acceptance is made with a recommendation for the Oualifying
Condition as outlined below.

REIdAR[5

Human Interference Technical Guideline'
Future Devetopments sad the Qualifyinfl Coaditien

The identification of natural resources is affected by perceived value in addition to geologic
circumstances,Changesintechnologyand theoryofoccurrencecanaltertheperceptionof
valueand accessibilityofa resource,ltisconceivablethatfactorsofperception,externalto
geologicconditions,couldaffecttheassessmentofnaturalresourcesfortheYuccaMountain
area,Thisquest/oniscircumventedinthediscussionofIssue3 (p,2-II0)intheESSEby
adheringtotheregulatorydefinitionof"foreseeablefuture"asa periodof30yearsorless,
Thisdefinitionwasprobablyadoptedbecauseitisimprtcticaltoconsiderallpossible
eventualities,Iconcurwiththisreasoning,butlogicalsoindicatesthattheOualifying
ConditionoftheHuman InterferenceGuidelineshouldcontaintheflexibilitytoadjustto
unforeseen developments,
Various members of the Core Teem have indicated the likelihood of reevaluation of the Human
Interference Guideline _ the time of repository closure, However, there is a connotation of
finality when a Oualifying or Disqualifying Condition is given a higher level suitability
assessment, Therefore, as part of the deliberation for a higher level-suitability finding. I
believe it would be prudent to explicitly acknowledge the desirability of periodic reevaluation
of the 0ualifying Condition of the Human Interference Guideline, This review should include
both the regulatory definition of the Oualifying Conditions and the suitability finding under
thatcondition,Thetacitassumptionwouldthenbemade),hatthesuitabilityfindingcouldbe
abandonedandrestoredascircumstancesrequired,

Implementstiea of the Peer Reviev

The evaluation of the Yucca Mountain area as a repository site can be characterized as a
iterative process of research, compilation, and review. The Core Team has completed a
formidable task in compiling the results of research in widely diverse fields into the ESSE.
However, some consideration should be given to the best method of implementing the review



segment of the evaluation process.

Periodic peer review of the site eva.lua_ion will provide the opportunity to identify points of
oversight and conflict, and to reassess the prioritization of research tasks, Errors of oversight
are likely to occur when the impact of research in one discipline is not recognized in another,
Review will also highlight areas of disagreement among specialists, Resolution of these
conflicts will involve devising appropriate tests and prioritization of future investigations.
Thus, the review can be used to focus research and improve the efficiency of the site
characterization

For these reasons the process of review is important to the site evaluation, Because of the
competency of the persons involved, the peer review of the E$SEhas been well executed in the
face of sevet'e time and logistic constraints, But I believe that some modification of the
implementation of the peer review plan will maximize the usefulness of the review process,
Core Team and review panel members should conduct an initiation meeting for the purpose of
introducing the problem and identifying the amount and location of background materiel that
reviewers will have to assimilate to conduct a proper review, lt might also be useful for the
reviewpaneltoconvenelaterin•workshopformatsothatcommentsandobservationsc_nbe
exchangedand theexpertiseofthespecialistscanbeappliedacrossdisciplines,Although
these activities will cause additional expense at the time of revit)w, this is easily justified by the
potentialforsubstantialsavingsthroughgreaterefficiencyinensuingresearchstage,

ACKMOWLEMEI_MT

Thisassignmentcouldnothavebeencompletedwithoutthecooperationofthemembersofthe
CoreTeam.Theywereuniversallyhelpfulandatnotimewas itindicatedthatmy comments
wereunwantedorinappropriate,Differencesconcerningcontentofthe_SE wereopenly
discussedand usuallyresolvedtoourmutualsatisfaction,Theirwork inassemblingthe
m_torielon thiscomplexandcontroversialsubjectiscommendable.

DonE,French,ConsultingPetroleumGeologist
Billings,Montana
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Don E. French
Petroleum Geologist

3704 Hayden Drive • B/lltngs, MT 59102
406-652-3740

No_ember10,1991

Re:EarlySite Suflab_ Evaluation,
YuccaMountianPOtentialRepositor_
Sec_on238312,
Human InterferenceTechnicalGuideline:

NaturalResources:Coal,Oil,andGas

Theattacheddoc_nent,"HabitatofOff,_ BasinRegion,andImplicationsfor
Exploration,"isincludedforthe_ ofclarifyingsome ofthepointsmade inmy review
_ents oftheF_ SiteSuitabilityEvaluation(ESSE)oftheYuccaMountianpotential
repositor_Section233322,Human InterferenceT_ C.,uidelin_NaturalResources:
Coal,Oil,andGas,_ ofthecomplex_ofthegeologyoftheBasinRanseProvince,the
conditions of generationand entrapmentof oiland_ inthisregionareambiguous.Because
of thisambigu_ thereisnotawell-developedconsensusaboutthegeologicalmodelthatbest
explainsits oocun'ence.Reco_on of thisfact isimportantwhenreviewingthe literature
pertainingto oilandgasin thepmvinc_ In thispaperI haveattemptedto isolatesome
aspectsabouttheocoJrrenceofhydrocarbonsthatI'believeaxetmportanL

Don F_French,Ceologist ......
Billings,Montana
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Habitst of Oil, Great Basin Region.
and lmpliestious foe' Exploration

Thissummaryisabroadgeneralizationofthepossibleconditionsofgenerationand
accumulationofhydrocarbonsintheGreatBasinpartoftheBasin-RangeProvince.ltisnot
comprehensive,andconclusionsexpressedhereshouldnotbeacceptedasuni_.

A keyaspecttoexplorationIntheGreatBasinistheidentificationofgenerationsitesm time

andspace.Aftergenerationsiteshavebeenlocateditispossibletodelineatethetypeofplay
thatisappropriate.Forexample,ifa post-Miocenegenerationsiteisidentified,exploration
shouldfocusonnearbyfault-blocktraps;whereastheexistenceofa Mesozoic-agesiteimplies
thataccumulationsareinanticlinaltrapsorhaveremlgratedtofault-blocktraps.The
possi_tyofpost-MioceneagegenerationchargingalargeMesc_.oic.ageanticlinewithout
influenceby Basin-Rangestructta_isremotebecauseofthetime-and-spacerelationshipof
thesestructurestothegenerationsite.Thefollowingcommentsoutlinethegeologic
elementsthatimpartlowerprobabtlftyofsuccessto explorationtntherangesascomparedto
the basinsof the Basin-RangeProv_ce.

of the Basin-RangeProvincearedistinguishedfromtherangesbythepresenceof a
sequenceofvalleyfillsedimentsofMiocenetoHoloceneagewithanun_l_y atthe
baseof the.sequence.Thepresenceofapermeabil_ barrierat thisunconfomdtymodifies
localheatflow.Abovetheunconfo_ heatflowisreducedbytheclmulationofmeteoric
water.This influenceIs mitigatedbelowthe unconfo_ andthe permeabil_ barrieractsas
athermalblanket.Theexistenceofthisblankethasanimportanteffecton exploration
strategy

WithIntheranges,wherethe barrierisnotpresent,a potentialsourcerockmustbe
adequatelyburiedbypre-Mioceneage strata.Becauseof thedepositionalhistoryof theregion,
m mostrangesthebulkofpre-MioceneageoverburdeniscomwisedofTriassicandolder

strata_.Therefore,thosesourcerockspresentatgeneratingconditionswithIntherangestoday
reachedthoseconditionsnolaterthanOligocenetimeandpossiblymuch earlier.
Consequentlyaccumulationsof oil generatedby sourcerockspresentwithintherangesof the
regionhavepersistedthroughtheBasIn-RangeOrogenyandped_ps theSevierOrogeny
Withinthe basins,where the unconformityisan effecth_permeabilitybarrier,it delineates
thepositionof a changein thermalregime.Abovethe unconformity,heatflowisaffectedby
circulatingmetec_cwaterInthevalleyfillandthethermalgradientissimilarto that
observedm theranges.Belowtheunconformityheatflowiscommensuratewiththethin
crust of theregion,andthethermalgradientis steeper.Theeffectofthebarrieristo createa
thermalblanketwhichreducestheamountof overburdenrequiredto bu_ sourcemc.ksto
generatingcondttions.Consequently,thethicknessof Miocene-Plioceneagevalleyfillis less
importantto thethermalconditionsmthebottomof a Basin-Rangegrabenthanthe
effectivenessof thepermeabilitybameratthebaseof thesequence.Generationconditions
willexistundera widevarietyof combinationsof burialbeneathpre-Mioceneandpost-
Oltgoceneagestrata.An importantImplicationisthat the sourcerockswtthinthe basinmust
havehadsomegenerationpotentialpriorto the onsetof the Basin-RangeOrogeny
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Becauseoftheconditionsdescribedabove,accumulationsintherangesoftheprovincemust
betheresultofoneofthefollowingcircumstances:

I)theproductofagenerationandmigrationepisodethatpredatestheBasin-Rangeevent
andhasnotbeendisturbedbysubsequentdeformation.

2)theproductofremigrationfromanaccumulationthatformedpriortotheBasin-Range
Orogeny

3)theproductofmigrationfromagenerationsitethatpresentlyexistsina basininthe

BecauseofthecomplexityofstructureproducedbytheBasin-RangeOrogeny,trapswiththe
greatestprobabilityofcontainingaccumulationsarethosethatarecloseintimeandspacetoa
generationsite.ItemsI-3aboveindicatethatprospectslocatedintherangesoftheprovince
willbelesslikelytocontainhydrocarbonsthatthoselocatedinthebasins.

Don E.French

November2,1991
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The Malcolm N, McKinnon Endowed Chair

November 12, 1991

Dr. Jean L. Younker

SAIC

101 Convention Center Drive

Suite 407

Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

RE: ESSE Comments

Dear Dr. Younker:

Enclosed for your consideration please find six comment

rasponse forms concerning rock properties and engineering geology

features of the ESSE. The comments are somewhat general in

scope. Very detailed questions such as why a Mohr-Coulomb

failure criterion was used in some analyses did not seem

appropriate to the overall issue of site suitability.

Initially, I was quite skeptical about the argumen_ for
locating the site in an unsaturated zone. The main reason was

that any transient, saturated flow would be from thesurface

towards the mined region which is expected to be more permeable

than the region beyond. Higher permeability fault zones that are

near vertical and transect the repository horizon would assist

the process. Flow weuld continue down through the repository

towards the water table below with a potential for contamination.

A climate change towards greater precipitation would aggravate

the situation. The advantages of the unsaturated zone therefore

appeared questionable, and a more costly saturated zone design

with impermeable barriers about the waste seemed required anyway.

However, the more I examined the geologic evidence concerning o

rock types, structure, tectonic history and climate, the more F

suitable the site appeared to be. The physical evidence obtained

from the geologic record and rock properties studies indicate
that the site is in dry, competent rock at present and is likely

to remain dry indefinitely; the site certainly is worthy of

characterization, in my opinion.

J

At the same time, it also seemed that what was needed for =

engineering des£gn and what was more a matter of scientific

curiosity were quite mixed. If the repository were a purely

commercial venture, it would have been done some time ago at

considerably less cost. Of course, it is not a commercial
r
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venture, so it is not clear how much should be spent on
scientific curiosity for the purpose of persuading others of the
feasibility of the project. A decision in this regard is
necessarily political as well as scientific and complicated by
special interests, scientific and otherwise.

I hasten to add that engineering design cannot be done by
geologic study alone; calculations are essential. How much
calculation, computer code development, verification, testing and
so forth are questions that might be profitably addressed before
freezing the site characterization plan A peer review process
similar to the ESSE review is a logical way of proceeding. I
would add a stipulation that the reviewers remain in a advisory
capacity for an appropriate time period in order to be as
objective as possible in such a review.

Sincerely,

William G. Pariseau

P.S. A fax from Tom Vogel just arrived.
I'll have to look at later.
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